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Preface

The purpose of this book is to help students, engineers, and scientists in
the design and use of data converters, either as stand alone parts or used on a
mixed analog-digital IC. For class use, each chapter includes many problems for
illustrating the practical applications of the text. In addition, the book includes
examples and insets outlining key aspects of the studied topics.

The contents of this book stem largely from a course on Data Converters
given at the Texas A&M University, College Station, at the University of Texas,
Dallas and more recently at the University of Pavia, Italy. The course assumes
that the students have a working knowledge on analog circuit design, layout
and are familiar with the principles of operation of transistors.

The book contains nine Chapters. Chapter 1 deals with the background
knowledge necessary to properly understand and design data converters by
providing the theoretical implications of data conversion and making the reader
aware of the limits of the approximations used for studying a data converter.
In addition, the chapter recalls the mathematical tools used for analysis and
characterization of sampled-data systems.

Chapter 2 helps in a proper understanding of data converter specifications.
The general information, the features and limits of the static and dynamic opera-
tion of a data converter are suitably presented for the evaluation and comparison
of existing devices and for determining the specifications of new devices. The
chapter also clarifies the definitions of technical terms used in manufacturer-
supplied specifications.

The Nyquist-rate digital-to-analog architectures are studied in Chapter 3 that
considers before the basic requirements on the voltage and the current refer-
ences. Then, resistor based and capacitor-based architectures are discussed.
Finally, the chapter studies the architectures that obtain the DAC function by
steering unary or binary-weighted current sources and at the end briefly men-
tions special architectures.

xiii
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Chapter 4 deals with the architecture, features and limits of Nyquist-rate
analog/digital converters. It starts with the full-flash architecture capable of
obtaining the conversion in only one clock period. Following this, studies the
two-step solution whose algorithm requires at least two clock periods. Next,
folding and interpolations method are discussed. Then, the chapter analyzes
the interleaved and successive approximation algorithms before studying the
pipeline architecture. Finally, it considers some techniques useful for special
needs.

This book assumes that the reader is familiar with the features and design
techniques of basic analog circuits; however, there are some special functions
that are not studied in the proper details in analog courses. For this reason
Chapter 5 concentrates on studying circuits that are specific to data converters
starting from S&H circuits, realized in either bipolar or CMOS technology.
After that, considers the clock boosting technique used to enhance (or make
possible) the switching on of MOS transistors at very low supply voltages.
Following this, the circuit techniques used in folding systems for current and
voltage inputs are analyzed. Since various architectures use V/I converters,
the chapter reviews some of the general V/I schemes. Finally, it describes
the generation of overlapping and non-overlapping phases, as required by data
converter controls.

Oversampling converters are increasing of importance in modern mixed
analog-digital systems as they achieve high resolutions without requiring ac-
curate technologies. Oversampling techniques are discussed in two chapters.
Chapter 6 studies the basis of the methods starting from the plain oversampling
method. Then, it discusses benefits from both noise-shaping and oversampling
to give an optimum trade-off between speed and resolution. The chapter recalls
the basic principles and discusses first and second order Σ∆ architectures pro-
viding the basis for the study, made in the successive Chapter 7, of high order
modulators. In addition to single stage architectures Chapter 7 studies cas-
caded solutions normally named as MASH. Then it considers the continuous-
time counterpart of the already studied sampled-data Σ∆ modulators before
discussing band-pass implementations and, briefly Σ∆ DAC.

Chapter 8 deals with digital techniques used to enhance data converters per-
formances. When the accuracy and component matching must be better than
the one granted by technology it is necessary to calibrate the values or to correct
the results using digital techniques. Therefore, various methods substantially
assist the data converter designer in enhancing the expected performances. The
chapter studies methods of error measurement, thus allowing for their correction
or calibration in the analog or digital domain. The methods used can be either
on-line (where the converter continues to function), or off-line with a dedicated
operation for the error measurement or calibration. Correction techniques that
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enhance the spectral performances by a dynamic averaging of elements are also
studied.

Chapter 9 deals with the methods used for testing and characterizing data
converters. The chapter starts with the static method for testing DNL and
INL. Following this, the testing of dynamic performance, namely settling time,
glitch and distortion are discussed. Static ADC testing are also considered.
The chapter studies the histogram method with different types of input and
distortion and intermodulation test techniques. The use of sine wave and FFT
in extracting part specifications is also considered.

A specific feature of this book is the extensive use of behavioral models
in many of the examples provided. It is believed that the learning process is
greatly enhanced by numerical verification of results or, for data converters, with
a quantitative verification of behavior and performance by the use of suitably
accurate models. For circuit design it is important to perform Spice simulations,
but for data converters it is worth using a higher level of complexity. The choice
of this book is to use Matlab and Simulink ( c© The MathWorks, Inc.) as basis
for the behavioral simulations. The files of all the examples are available on the
Web and can be downloaded. For information, please, visit http://ims.unipv.it/.

I am grateful to many students for the work done with behavioral simulations
and for critically reading the manuscript. Among them, Edoardo Bonizzoni,
Massimiliano Belloni, Cristina Della Fiore, Ivano Galdi. I am particularly
grateful to Niall Duncan for his superb work in reviewing the technical content
and improving the writing style of the entire book.

The material of this book has been greatly influenced by my association with
Piero Malcovati, and I acknowledge his contributions.

Pavia, Italy, 2007

Franco Maloberti



Chapter 1

BACKGROUND
ELEMENTS

In this chapter we shall deal with the background knowledge nec-
essary to properly understand and design data converters. Data
converters are used in electronic circuits at the interface between
the analog and the digital world. Conceptually a data converter
performs a transformation of signals: from continuous-time and
continuous-amplitude to discrete-time and quantized-amplitude
(and vice-versa). The transformation is inherently a non-linear
operation. We shall see that data conversion affects the spectrum
of the signal and can sometimes modify its information content.
It is therefore important to be familiar with the theoretical impli-
cations of data conversion and to be aware of the limits of the
approximations used for studying a data converter. In addition,
proper knowledge of the mathematical tools used for analysis and
characterization of sampled-data systems is necessary.

1.1 THE IDEAL DATA CONVERTER
The basic operation of an analog-to-digital (A/D) or a digital-to-analog con-

verter (D/A) can be split into a sequence of simple elementary steps. Figure 1.1
(a) represents an A/D converter as the cascade of four functions: continuous-
time anti-aliasing filtering, sampling, quantization and data coding. In the next
sections we shall study why a continuous-time filter is necessary and what ef-
fects sampling and quantization have on signals. We shall then discuss the
different coding schemes used to representing the signal in the digital domain.

1
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Figure 1.1. Block diagram of the basic functions of an A/D (a) and a D/A (b) converter.

The D/A converter performs two basic functions: a transcoding stage, which
converts the digital input into an equivalent analog signal, and a reconstruction
stage. We shall see that the reconstruction is used to remove the high-frequency
components of a sampled-data analog signal. As shown in Figure 1.1 (b) re-
construction is done in 2 steps: a sample-and-hold followed by a low-pass
reconstruction filter. We shall study the relevant properties of these D/A func-
tions in the later sections of this Chapter.

1.2 SAMPLING
A sampler transforms a continuous-time signal into its sampled-data equiv-

alent. Ideally, a sampler yields a sequence of delta functions whose amplitude
equals the signal at the sampling times. For uniform sampling with period T
the output of a sampler is given by

x∗(t) = x∗(nT ) =
∑

x(t)δ(t − nT ). (1.1)

Figure 1.2 shows the waveform of a continuous-time signal and the resulting
sampled-data signal. The sampled data version is made, as stated by (1.1),
by the superposition of weighted deltas. However, a practical circuit does not
generate deltas but pulses with finite duration and amplitudes equal to the input
at the sampling instances. Regardless of the pulse shape and duration, the pulses
are intended to represent the input only at the exact sampling times, nT .

Equation (1.1) outlines the inherent non-linearity of the sampling operation:
the input is multiplied by a sequence of delta functions (note that the multipli-
cation is a non-linear operation). Therefore, as shown in Figure 1.3, sampling a
signal is equivalent to the mixing of the signal with a train of deltas. Moreover,
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x(t)

t t

x*(t)

T 2T 3T 6T .....

4T 5T

Figure 1.2. Continuous time signal (left) and its sampled data representation (right).

representing the sampler using a mixer is useful because it helps in the under-
standing of a data converter when it is used in undersampling mode.

The Laplace transform of an infinite sequence of deltas is given by

L
[ ∞∑

−∞
δ(t − nT )

]
=

∞∑

−∞
e−nsT . (1.2)

The use of (1.1), (1.2) and the Laplace transform definition results in

L [x∗(nT )] =
∞∑

−∞
(X(s − jnωs) =

∞∑

−∞
x(nT )e−nsT , (1.3)

which provides two useful expressions for the Laplace transform of the sampled
output. The right-hand equation will be used to discuss the relationships be-
tween the s-plane and the z-plane. The other equation shows that the spectrum
of x∗(nT ) is the superposition of infinite replicas of the input spectrum. These
replicas are centered at multiples of the sampling frequency being shifted along

X X*

T

X X*

S d(t-nT)
-∞

∞

Figure 1.3. Ideal sampler and its non-linear equivalent processing.
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f
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(b)
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fB

Figure 1.4. a) Bilateral spectrum of a continuous-time signal. b) Sampled spectrum by using
fs/2 > fB . c) Sampled spectrum with fs/2 < fB .

the f axis by nfs(= n/T ), n = 0,±1,±2, · · · . As a result, the spectrum is
periodic with period fs. Note that the transformation of the input spectrum from
band-limited into an infinite replica reveals once more the non-linear nature of
sampling.

Assume that the bilateral spectrum of the input signal is the one of Fig. 1.4
(a) showing two peaks at f1 and f2 and vanishing at frequencies higher than fB .
Fig. 1.4 (b) shows a possible sampled spectrum. Here, the sampling frequency
is bigger than two times fB . Consequently, replicas of the spectrum do not
interfere with each other. This situation is beneficial: the sampled spectrum
within the original signal bandwidth exactly equals Fig. 1.4 (a), thus making it
feasible to return back to the continuous-time signal by filtering.
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Fig. 1.4 (c) shows what happens when the sampling frequency is less than
than twice the input bandwidth. The replicas partially overlap and modify the
spectrum. Note that the spectrum of Fig. 1.4 (c) does not go to zero at fs/2. Fur-
thermore, the peak at f2 has been shifted and its amplitude increased. Therefore,
the spectrum alteration makes it impossible to preserve the continuous-time fea-
tures.

The above discussion reminds us what is stated by the sampling theory:

A band limited signal, x(t), whose Fourier spectrum, X(jω), vanishes for an-
gular frequencies |ω| > ωs/2 is fully described by a uniform sampling x(nT ),
where T = 2π/ωs. The band limited signal x(t) is reconstructed by

x(t) =
∞∑

−∞
x(nT )

sin(ωs(t − nT )/2)
ωs(t − nT )/2

, (1.4)

which is the convolution of the input with sin(ωst)/(ωst), the inverse Laplace
transform of a pulse of duration T .

Half the sampling frequency, fs/2 = 1/2T , is often named the Nyquist fre-
quency. The frequency interval 0 · · · fs/2 is referred to as the Nyquist band (or
band-base) while frequency intervals, fs/2 · · · fs, fs · · · 3fs/2, · · · are named
the second and third Nyquist zones, and so forth. Since the spectrum in all
Nyquist zones is the same it is sufficient to focus only on the band-base,
0 · · · fs/2. When bilateral spectra are considered the frequency range of in-
terest at becomes −fs/2, · · · fs/2.

It was previously mentioned that if the sampling frequency is at least twice the
bandwidth of the input then the replicas do not overlap. However, this condition
must be verified not only for the signal, but also for noise and interferences.

Remember!

The anti-aliasing filter pro-
tects the information content
of the signal. Use an anti-
aliasing filter in front of every
quantizer to reject unwanted
interferences outside of the
band of the interest (either
low pass or band-pass)!

Noise has an unpredictable spectrum
and can have components at any fre-
quency. The same is true for interfer-
ences. Therefore, it is necessary to re-
move out of band interferences whose
folding would corrupt the signal band.
A filter placed in front of the sampler
achieves this result. The frequency re-
sponse of the filter must pass the sig-
nal band and reject the out-of-band in-
terferences. This kind of filter, whose
features are discussed shortly, is named
anti-aliasing filter.
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Example 1.1

Verify the effects of sampling using a computer simulation. Perform
the study in the sampled-data domain but use a very high sampling
frequency. Operating in this way the Nyquist interval becomes very
large with respect to the signal band and a sampled-data system works
almost like a continuous-time system.

Solution

In order to investigate the effects of sampling we need a suitable
input signal. It must be band-limited with spectrum that vanishes at
a given frequency. A simple way to generate signals is to superpose
sinewaves. However, a spectrum made by discrete lines is not good
for this study. It is better to use signals whose spectrum spreads
over a given range. For this reason this example uses the truncated
sin(ωt)/(ωt) function shown in Fig. 1.5. It lasts from 0 to 1 sec and
vanishes for t > 1. Notice that the function is zero at both boundaries
of the time-window. ωt ranges from −4π to 4π.
The simulation samples 2048 points in 1 sec resulting in a Nyquist
frequency of 1024 Hz. Fig. 1.6 shows the spectrum of the truncated
sine wave. Although the spectrum is irregular, it has a rectangle-like

200 400 600 800 1000 1200 1400 1600 1800 2000
−1

−0.8

−0.6

−0.4

−0.2

0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1
Modulating Function in the Time−domain

1 sec

Figure 1.5. Truncated sin(x)/x function (2048 points).
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Figure 1.6. Spectrum of the truncated sin(x)/x function.
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Figure 1.7. Spectrum of the input signal.
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Spectrum of the sampled Signal

Figure 1.8. Spectrum of the sampled signal.

shape which fades out at the 15 Hz (bin#16). This is the basis for
building up a suitable input. What the Matlab code of Ex1 1 does is
to modulate the truncated sine wave with pure sine waves. A weighted
superposing of the four truncated and modulated sine waves leads to
the spectrum shown in Fig. 1.7. It has a large tone at 3 Hz, two close
tones at 11 Hz and 13 Hz and a small tone at 17 Hz. The bandwidth
of the signal is 30 Hz, so according to the sampling theorem it should
be sampled with fs > 60 Hz
Fig. 1.8 shows what happens when the sampling frequency is as low
as 32 Hz. The tone at 17 Hz is folded at 15 Hz but its effect is not
easily seen. However, the tone at 13 Hz increases and becomes bigger
than the one at 11 Hz. Moreover, the spectrum does not go to zero at
Nyquist.
The reader can verify how the spectrum looks like when the Nyquist
condition is satisfied.

We already discussed how using a continuous-time filter before the sampler
avoids the folding of spurs into the band of interest. Namely, in order to preserve
the signal the anti-aliasing response must be flat from 0 to fB . Beyond this, it
must reject critical spurs with the required anti-aliasing attenuation.

Fig. 1.9 (a) shows how the second Nyquist zone fs/2 · · · fs folds back into
the first Nyquist zone. Since the bandwidth of the input signal is fB , then spurs
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B fS/2 fS fS
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f
B-f

Figure 1.9. Aliasing effect (a), and anti-aliasing filter mask (b).

in the interval fs/2 · · · (fs − fB) are not critical as their images are outside
the (0 · · · fB) signal range. In contrast, spurs inside the (fs − fB) · · · fs range
produce images inside the signal band. Therefore, the stop-band attenuation
must be effective from (fs − fB). Fig. 1.9 (b) shows a typical mask of the
anti-aliasing filter. The transition-band is fB · · · (fs − fB), within which the
filter response must roll down such that the attenuation at the stop-band limit
becomes the required ASB .

The width of the transition-band and the required attenuation in the stop-band
determine the order of the anti-aliasing filter. It is known that a pole yields a
20 dB per decade roll-off. Since the transition region is log10[(fs − 2fB)/fB]
decades, the order of the filter must be ASB|dB/{20log10[(fs − 2fB)/fB]}
assuming it has all poles. If the transition region is 0.3 decades (one octave)
an attenuation of 48 dB requires an 8-th order Butterworth filter, assuming
that a flat response is necessary in the pass-band. However, if the transition
band is one decade then an attenuation of 60 dB only requires a 3-th order
filter. Therefore, large transition regions greatly simplify the anti-aliasing filter
design. However, higher sampling frequencies that widen the transition region
require fast circuits for sampling and for the necessary analog and digital signal
processing.

The design of the anti-aliasing filter is critical as it is the first block of the con-
version chain and limited performances at this stage affect the overall accuracy.
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Figure 1.10. Undersampling of a signal in the second Nyquist and the third Nyquist band.

It is therefore necessary to use anti-aliasing filters with low harmonic distor-
tions, large output swing, and low-noise.

1.2.1 Undersampling
Undersampling exploits the folding into the band-base of signals whose fre-

quency components are higher than the Nyquist limit, fs/2. The technique is
normally used to bring high-frequency spectra into the band-base. The method
is also known as harmonic sampling, band-base sampling, IF sampling, and
IF-to-digital conversion.

Fig. 1.10 illustrates the method with two examples. The spectrum of the
signal in Fig. 1.10 (a) extends from fL to fH . If the higher limit, fH , is bigger
than twice the signal band, (fH − fL) then it is possible to use a sampling
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frequency fs such than fs > fH and fs/2 < fL. This bounds the spectrum
into the second Nyquist zone. Moreover, the aliasing brings an entire replica of
the input spectrum into the base-band. Fig. 1.10 (b) shows that the replica in the
band-base comes from the negative input spectrum shifted by fs and the positive
input spectrum shifted by −fs generates the negative frequencies image. Thus,
the band-base becomes a mirrored version of the original spectrum.

Fig. 1.10 (c) shows another possible situation. The band of the input signal
and the sampling frequency are such that the third Nyquist zone entirely bounds
the input spectrum. The sampling moves a replica of the input spectrum into
the band-base by a −fs shift, and the image in negative band-base, −fs/2 · · · 0,
comes from an fs shift of the negative input spectrum. Fig. 1.10 (d) shows the
result after sampling. Since the in-band image comes from the third Nyquist
zone the obtained input replica is not mirrored.

Both cases considered in Fig. 1.10 have an input that is band-limited and
bounded inside one of the Nyquist zones. The various spectrum replicas do
not overlap one another. Therefore, the information content of the input signal
remains unchanged, albeit with the spectrum mirrored. This observation reveals
an extended consequence of the sampling theorem: even if the signal band is
in a high Nyquist zone, then the sampling theorem is still properly verified if
the input bandwidth is less than half of the sampling frequency.

As is required for any sampled-data system, under-sampling converters must
be preceeded by an anti-aliasing filter. Undersampling uses aliasing to bring
a spectrum from a high Nyquist zone into the base-band. However, interfer-
ences coming from other Nyquist zones can also be aliased to the base-band
or, the base-band itself can contain unwanted spurs. The anti-aliasing filter
must remove spurs from all the Nyquist zones except the one containing the
signal band. For Fig. 1.10 (a) the anti-aliasing-filter must be band-pass from
fs/2 to fs. For the case of Fig. 1.10 (c) the filter must reject spurs outside

Remember That

Under-sampling requires an
anti-aliasing filter! This re-
moves unwanted spurs, which
can occur in the base-band
or be aliased back from any
other Nyquist zones. The
anti-aliasing filter for under-
sampled systems is band-
pass around the signal band.

the interval fs · · · 3fs/2. The com-
plexity of the band-pass filter depends
on the margins granted by the system
design at both stop-band endings.

The inherent demodulation of the
input makes undersampling meth-
ods attractive for communication sys-
tems. An intermediate frequency
mixer is no longer necessary as
the sampling itself performs the fre-
quency translation. Thus, under-
sampling data converters produce a
digital signal suitable for direct band-
base digital processing. This is
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advantageous, however designing the analog sections of the data converter is
difficult: bandwidth, distortion and jitter performances must meet the specifi-
cations not just at the sampling frequency but also at the signal frequency.

1.2.2 Sampling-time Jitter
Until now we have assumed that a sampled-data signal reproduces the input at

the exact sampling-times. That is true for ideal sampling, but in a real situation
sampling is affected by uncertainty in the clock. Also, the delay between the
logic that generates the sampling phase and the effective sampling is in some
extent unpredictable. The combination of the two effects determines jitter in
the actual sampling instants. Fig. 1.11 shows an example of sampling with
jitter. A positive sampling error, δ(0), influences the sampling at time t = 0.
The signal is rising and the error, ∆X(0), is positive. At the next sample the
sampling uncertainty δ(T ) is again positive but the negative derivative of the
input signal leads to a negative ∆X(T ) error. The flat behaviour at time 2T
leads to a negligible inaccuracy even if δ(2T ) is significant. Finally, a negative
δ(3T ) and the rising input leads to a negative error at 3T . Accordingly, the
sampling jitter affects the value of the sampled signal by an error that depends
on both the jitter, and the time derivative of the input.

For a sine wave Xin(t) = A · sin(ωint), the error ∆X(nT ) is given by

∆X(nT ) = A · ωin · δ(nT ) cos(ωinnT ) (1.5)

which is a sampled-data quantity δ(nT ) amplified by A and modulated by a
cosine at the input frequency.

x(nT)

T

DX(0)

d(0)

DX(T)

d(T)

DX(2T)≈0

2T 3T

d(2T) d(3T)

DX(3T)

t0

Figure 1.11. Errors caused by sampling time jitter.
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Be aware!

72 dB SNR requires at least
2 psec jitter for sampling a
20 MHz sinewave. If the fre-
quency augments by 10 the
clock jitter must diminish by
the same factor 10. If the
system requires 6 dB more
in the SNR the clock jitter
must improve by a factor 2.

Assume that δ(nT ) is the sampling
of a random variable δji(t); the error
∆X(nT ) is the sampling of xji(t) =
δji(t)ωinXin(t) (the 90◦ phase shift
given by the cosine is disregarded).
Furthermore, if the spectrum of δji(t)
is white then the spectrum of xji(t) is
also white as cosine modulation has no
effect on white spectra. Therefore, this
simple study leads to a model of the
random jitter made by a white noise
source xji(t) added to the input before
an ideal sampling.

The above is the first identified limits to the A/D converter accuracy. We
shall see shortly that other noise sources (either fundamental or caused by non-
idealities) further affect the data converters performance.

The power of the jitter error xji(t) is

< xji(t)2 >=< [Aωin cos(ωinnT )]2 >< δij(t)2 > (1.6)
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Figure 1.12. Clock jitter at different SNR and input frequencies.
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giving rise to

< xji(t)2 >=
A2ωin

2

2
< δij(t)2 > . (1.7)

The power of the input sine wave is A2/2. The consequent signal-to-noise
ration (SNR) is

SNRji,DB = −20 · log{< δij(t) > ωin}. (1.8)

Fig. 1.12 plots the clock jitter versus the input frequency necessary to obtain
a given SNR. Observe that for large SNR and high frequencies the clock jitter
must be in the fraction of psec range. For instance, achieving an SNR of 90 dB
with a 100 MHz input sine wave requires a 50 fsec clock jitter!

Example 1.2

A sampled-data system with 100 MHz clock frequency must obtain
SNR = 80 dB. When fin = 20 MHz 20% of the noise budget is assigned
to the noise jitter. The input signal has a full-scale amplitude of 1 V.
Estimate the degradation of the SNR when the input frequency extends
into the second Nyquist zone.

Solution

The total noise power is 1/(2·10SNR/10) = 0.5·10−8 V 2. Therefore,
at 20 MHz the power of the jitter noise is 0.1 · 10−8 V 2, which gives
a clock jitter of 5 · 10−13s.
The total power is made by a term independent on the frequency plus
the jitter contribution. Accordingly, the noise as a function of the
input frequency is

v2
n = 0.4 · 10−8 + 0.1 · 10−8

[
f

20 · 106

]2

. (1.9)

The Matlab file Ex1 2.m provides the required code to study the
problem and to plot the SNR. Fig. 1.13 shows the result. At frequencies
lower than 20 MHz the SNR is higher than 80 dB as there is a lower
jitter noise contribution (it is almost zero at very low frequency). At
20 MHz the SNR is the expected 80 dB. At higher frequencies the
jitter noise becomes dominant and at Nyquist the SNR loses 3 dB. The
effect is more evident in the second Nyquist zone where the SNR drops
down from 77 dB to 72.5 dB. Assuming that 1 dB loss is acceptable
the usable input band is only 0.6 times the Nyquist interval
The above observation also indicates that this sampler is not suitable
for under-sampling: the jitter noise is acceptable in the first Nyquist
zone but becomes too high in other Nyquist zones.
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Figure 1.13. SNR degradation caused by the jitter noise.

1.3 AMPLITUDE QUANTIZATION
Amplitude quantization changes a sampled-data signal from continuous-

level to discrete-level. The dynamic range of the quantizer is divided into a
number of equal quantization intervals, each of which is represented by a given
analog amplitude. The quantizer modifies the input amplitude into a value that
represents which quantization interval it resides in. Often the value representing
a quantization interval is the mid-point of the interval. In some cases either the
upper or the lower bound represent the interval.

Assuming that XFS = Xmax −Xmin is the range of the quantizer and M is
the number of quantization intervals, the amplitude of each quantization interval
or quantization step, ∆, is

∆ =
XFS

M
. (1.10)

Since the mid point of the n-th interval Xm,n = (n + 1/2)∆ represents all
the interval amplitudes, quantizing an input level other than Xm,n leads to an
error. This called the quantization error, εQ. The output Y of a quantizer with
input Xin is

Y = Xin + εQ = (n + 1/2)∆; n∆ < Xin < (n + 1)∆. (1.11)
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Remark

The quantization error is
an unavoidable fundamen-
tal limit of the quantization
process: it becomes zero
only when the number of bits
goes to infinity, which is un-
feasible in practice.

Fig. 1.14 (a) depicts the quantization
process: the quantization error εQ is
added to the input to obtain the quan-
tized output. The addition is a linear
operation but the added term is a non-
linear function of the input. Fig. 1.14
b) that plots the quatization error for a
3 − bit quantizer shows that the quan-
tization error εQ ranges from −∆/2
to ∆/2. Outside the dynamic range
Xmin · · ·Xmax the output of the quan-

tizer saturates to the two bounds and the quantization error increases linearly
in the positive or negative direction. If instead of the mid-point, one of the two
edges represents the quantization interval, then the εQ diagram would shift up
or down by ∆/2. The maximum variation of εQ within the dynamic range is
still ∆ but it ranges from 0 to ∆ or from 0 to −∆.

Instead of identifying a quantization interval by its mid-point we can also
represent the interval by a digital code. In such a case the output is not a discrete
analog level but a digital word. Frequently the number of quantization intervals
is a power of 2, 2N : where N is the number of bits required to number the
quantization steps. Thus, for example, for the case of Fig. 1.14 (b) we could
use the analog value of the mid-point, a decimal symbol from 0 to 7 or a binary
3-bit code. All the representations are obviously equivalent.

∑
X(nT) Y(nT)

eQ(nT)

D/2

D/2

D

Xmin

Xmax

(a)

(b)

eQ

Xin

Figure 1.14. (a) Quantization error added to the input signal obtains the quantized output. (b)
Quantization error for a 3-bit data converter.
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1.3.1 Quantization Noise
The previous sub-section showed that quantization corresponds to the addi-

tion of a quantization error to the input. A large quantization error leads to a
reduced capability to preserve the signal features. This is what happens when
electronic noise corrupts an analog system. As is known, the effect of noise is
quantified by the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) defined by

SNR|dB = 10 · log
Psign

Pnoise
, (1.12)

where Psign and Pnoise are the power of the signal and the power of the noise
in the band of interest.

When studying the effect of quantization it can be convenient using the SNR
concept. This is only viable if the quantization error can be regarded as noise.
However, this is not always possible as some kinds of inputs lead to a quan-
tization error other than noise. For example, a dc input leads to a constant
quantization error. Also, if the input remains confined inside the same quanti-
zation interval the quantization error is just a shifted version of the input thus
leading to an error spectrum that differs from the signal spectrum by only a dc
term. On the contrary, signals that cause recurrent crossing of the quantization
thresholds work well. Frequent code transitions decorrelate successive samples
of the quantization error, thus spreading the spectrum and making it like a noise.
Therefore, signals with large busy amplitudes are promising candidates for the
desired noise-like representation.

The above qualitative discussion is formally specified by the following set
of necessary conditions:

all the quantization levels are exercised with equal probability;

a large number of quantization levels are used;

the quantization steps are uniform;

the quantization error is not correlated with the input.

A large input signal fulfils the first requirement. The second condition holds
if the quantizer uses a large number of bits, that is true in many cases. However,
an important category of data converters (the sigma-delta) employs very few
quantization levels, often just two levels: 1-bit. Consequently, for sigma-delta
architectures the second condition for describing the quantization as additive
noise is not well founded. Nevertheless, the benefits resulting from the noise
assumption are so relevant that, with a proper watchfulness, designers use the
noise approximation anyway.

Most quantizers comply with the third requirement. Only a few data con-
verter use a non-linear response (like the logarithmic response used in telephony
for coding audio signals). Even the last rule is normally verified. However, if
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Figure 1.15. Quantized signal (left) and quantization error (right), fs = 150fin.

the data converter input is a sine wave, as is normally used for testing, an im-
proper choice of frequency can be problematic: when the ratio between the
sampling frequency and the input sine wave frequency is a rational number the
quantization noise becomes correlated with the input.

Fig. 1.15 shows a 10-bit quantized signal and its quantization noise. The
ratio fs/fin is 150. Observe that the signal swing is in the ±1 range while the
quantization error is ±1/1024. Also, the error shows a periodic pattern. The
resulting correlation between error and input supports the recommendation of
a proper selection of the sine wave frequency for doing the test. This point will
be discussed in more detail shortly.

1.3.2 Properties of the Quantization Noise
Two key properties describe the features of any noise generator: the time

average power and the noise power spectrum. The noise power spectrum de-
picts how the time average power spreads over the frequency. For quantization
noise, being a sampled-data signal, the time average power is contained and the
spectrum is meaningful only in the Nyquist interval.

Estimating the time average power of the quantization error assumes a con-
stant probability distribution function p(εQ) in the range −∆/2 · · ·+∆/2; and
that outside this range p(εQ) is zero. The first condition given in the previous
sub-section justifies this assumption. Moreover, |εQ| is always less than ∆/2.
Since the integral of the probability distribution function over the infinite range
−∞· · ·∞ is equal to one, it results

p(εQ) =
1
∆

for εQ ∈ −∆/2 · · ·∆/2

p(εQ) = 0 otherwise. (1.13)

The time average power of εQ is given by
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PQ =
∫ ∞

−∞
ε2Q · p(εQ)dεQ =

∫ ∆/2

−∆/2

ε2Q
∆

dεQ =
∆2

12
. (1.14)

As expected, the time average power of the quantization noise decreases as
the number of bits increases. Furthermore, it is proportional to the square of
the quantization step. The use of (1.14) and the power of the signal permits
us to calculate the SNR. We consider sine wave or triangular inputs. Since
the maximum amplitude of a sine wave or a triangular wave within an XFS

dynamic range is XFS/2, the power of a sine wave with maximum amplitude
is

Psin =
1
T

∫ T

0

X2
FS

4
sin2(2πft)dt =

X2
FS

8
=

(∆ · 2n)2

8
(1.15)

and the power of a triangular wave with maximum amplitude is

Psin =
X2

FS

12
=

(∆ · 2n)2

12
. (1.16)

Therefore, the above equations and (1.14) lead to

SNRsine|dB = (6.02 · n + 1.78) dB, (1.17)

SNRtrian|dB = (6.02 · n) dB. (1.18)

Equations (1.17) and (1.18) establish useful relationships between the max-
imum achievable SNR and the number of bits of a quantizer. Results show that
every bit of resolution improves the SNR by 6.02 dB. Also, the power of the
quantization noise diminishes by a factor 4 for every additional bit.

The above SNR calculation only accounts for the quantization noise. In
real circuits the electronic noise of passive and active components brings about
additional noise. Moreover, the dynamic behavior of circuits deteriorates at
high frequency. Speed limitations cause errors that, under some conditions,
can be viewed as further noise. By contrast, as we will see shortly, many

Keep Note

Every additional bit of res-
olution improves the SNR
by 6.02 dB. Accordingly, the
power of the quantization er-
ror decreases by a factor 4.

applications use a signal band that is
much less than the Nyquist interval.
Therefore, since the band of interest in-
cludes only a fraction of the total quan-
tization noise power, the SNR can be
made higher.

The above observations make the
noise a more comprehensive limit af-
fecting a real data converter. This is the
reason why equation (1.17) and (1.18)
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are often used more extensively for defining the equivalent number of bits
(ENB). For sine wave or triangular inputs we have

ENBsin =
SNRtot|dB − 1.78

6.02
, (1.19)

ENBtrinag =
SNRtot|dB

6.02
(1.20)

where SNRtot is the signal-to-noise ratio accounting for the total noise that
affects the signal band of the conversion system.

We already observed that the uncertainty in the sampling time can be de-
scribed by white noise, thus increasing the total noise power. Therefore, jitter
and other possible noise sources reduce the effective number of bits. Consider
the effect of an N-bit quantizater and a δji jitter in the sampling of an input sine
wave at fin. If the amplitude is XFS/2, then Pji = (XFS · πfinδji)2. The
equivalent number of bits becomes

ENB =
10 · log(π2f2

inδ2
ji + 2−2N/12) − 1.78
6.02

. (1.21)

Fig. 1.16 plots equation (1.21) for sub-psec jitter and N = 12 and N = 14.
The signal frequencies go from 40 MHz up to 200 MHz. Similar to the results
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Figure 1.16. Equivalent number of bit versus the sampling jitter (12 and 14 bit quantizer).
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obtained in the Example 1.2 the ENB diminishes if the jitter increases. Note that
the benefit of a higher resolution in the quantizer quickly vanishes. The ENB
drops faster with N = 14 than with N = 12 until the two performances become
almost equivalent for a large jitter. Thus the use of quantizers with many bits
is not enough to obtain high resolutions: many bits must be accompanied by a
careful control of all the noise sources.

The other key property of the quantization noise is the power spectrum. As
already mentioned, it represents how the noise power spreads over the Nyquist
interval. Recall that the power spectrum is the Laplace transform of the auto-
correlation function. For sampled data signals

Pε(f) =
∫ ∞

−∞
Rε(τ)e−j2πfτdτ =

∞∑

−∞
Rε(nT )e−j2πfnT . (1.22)

Unfortunately (1.22) does not help much as it is not easy to find an equation
representing the auto correlation of the quantization error.

What we can do is make an approximate estimation of the auto correlation
function. One of the conditions that justify the use of the quantization noise is
that the input signal is busy. The same condition shows a limited relationship
between successive samples of the quantization error. Therefore, we can assume
that the auto correlation function, Re(nT ), goes rapidly to zero for |n| > 0.
Since Re(nT ) is a sampled data function it is reasonable to account for Re(0)
only: the auto correlation becomes a delta in the time domain and the spectrum
becomes frequency independent as the Laplace transform of a delta is a constant.
The power spectral density is therefore white with power PQ = ∆2/12 spread
uniformly over the unilateral Nyquist interval 0 · · · fs/2. The unilateral power
spectrum is

pε(f) =
∆2

6 · fs
; meeting the condition

∫ ∞

0
pε(f)df = ∆2/12. (1.23)

For a bilateral spectrum the power PQ spreads over a double frequency

Learn that

The spectrum of the quan-
tization noise is white over
the entire Nyquist interval.
The amplitude for a unilateral
representation is ∆2/(6fs).
For bilateral representations
is pε(f) = ∆2/(12fs).

interval −fs/2 · · · fs/2 and the pε(f)
spectrum becomes ∆2/(12fs).

In summary, if the quantization ful-
fils given requisites, then the quanti-
zation process can be described using
additive noise with a white spectrum.
This approximation is useful as the ad-
dition to the input of a non-linear term
shown in Fig. 1.14 becomes the addi-
tion of a linear term: noise with white
spectrum. As shown in Fig. 1.17 the
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Figure 1.17. Modelling quantization by an additive white noise.

spectra of the input and the noise are superposed to give the spectrum of the
quantized signal. Having a linear system enables the use of the Laplace or, for
sampled-data systems, the Z-transform.

1.4 kT/C NOISE
Quantization noise is a fundamental limit of data converters. Another un-

avoidable limit is the kT/C noise. It occurs in all real sampled-data systems as
it is due to the unavoidable thermal noise associated with the sampling switch.
Obviously, the kT/C noise only goes to zero for infinite sampling capacitance
or zero temperature. This is why it is described as a fundamental limit of any
real sampled-data system.

The operation of a sampler can be modeled by the simplified circuit shown
in Fig. 1.18 (a): the input voltage Vin charges a sampling capacitor through
a switch. At the sampling time the switch turns off, thus holding the value
of the input voltage across the capacitor. The resistance Rs in Fig. 1.18 (b)
represents the series of the on-resistance of the switch and the output resistance
of the signal generator. Observe that the sampling operates correctly if the time
constant τs = RsCs is negligible with respect to the sampling time (condition
that enables the system to reach the time-invariant condition). Moreover, the
bandwidth of the input signal must be much smaller than 1/τs.

Fig. 1.18 (b) provides the equivalent circuit for the noise estimation. The
spectrum of the thermal noise contributed by Rs is white, v2

n,Rs
= 4kTRs.

Moreover, the RsCs network establishes a low-pass filtering that makes the
noise spectrum across the capacitor colored. The spectrum of vn,Cs is given
by the 4kTRs spectrum multiplied by the square of the transfer function of the
RsCs filter.
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+ CsVin
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Csvn=4kTRs

Vout

vn,C

2 2

(a) (b)

Figure 1.18. Simple model of a sampler and its noise equivalent circuit.

v2
n,Cs

(ω) =
4kTRs

1 + (ωRsCs)2
. (1.24)

When the switch goes off the capacitor holds not just the input but also
the noise. Since the noise spectrum across Cs is not band-limited the aliasing
folds noise components from high Nyquist zones into the band-base. Since the
corner frequency of the RsCs low-pass filter is much larger than the Nyquist
limit many bands of non-negligible power (both mirrored or non-mirrored) are
superimposed giving rise to an almost white resulting spectrum.

The noise power in the band-base is given by the integral of the noise power
of all the folded bands. Therefore, the total noise power stored on Cs when the
switch goes off is

Pn,Cs =
∫ ∞

0
vn,out(f)df = 4kTRs

∫ ∞

0

df

1 + (2πfRsCs)2
=

kT

Cs
. (1.25)

Observe that Pn,Cs does not depend on Rs. Increasing Rs raises the white
noise floor but also improves the low-pass filtering action. The two effects
compensate each other thus canceling the Rs dependency.

The kT/C noise added to other noise power components gives the total

Remember

The kT/C noise is a funda-
mental limit caused by sam-
pling. Sampling any signal
using 1 pF leads to 64.5 µV
noise voltage. If the sam-
pling capacitance increases
by k the noise voltage dimin-
ishes by

√
k.

noise power used to obtain the SNR
and, by turns, the equivalent number of
bits. On the other way around, a given
resolution and full scale reference
determine the total noise power bud-
get. A designer must then divide this
noise budget between various sources.
A fraction is assigned to quantization,
another fraction to the jitter, and an-
other accounts for the electronic and
kT/C noise sources. The trade-off be-
tween various design constraints deter-
mines the fraction of the noise budget
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tization step for 1 VFS .

of the sampling capacitance.
Fig. 1.19 plots the noise voltage

√
kT/C for capacitors ranging from 0.1 pF

Ref/(2N
√

12)
√

kT/C equals the quantization noise voltage then the total power noise in-
creases by a factor of 2 and the SNR decreases by 3 dB decreasing the equivalent
number of bits by 1/2 LSB. For example if the kT/C noise of a 0.8 pF sam-
pling capacitance equals the quantization noise of a 12-bit converter with 1
V reference, then the 0.8 pF sampling element is therefore only suitable for
less than 12-bit performances or for higher reference voltages. For 12-bit it is
recommended to use a larger sampling capacitance like 1.6 pF or better 3.2 pF.
The total noise power would lead to 11.7-bit and 11.85-bit respectively.

Example 1.3

A pipeline data-converter uses a cascade of two sample-and-hold
circuits in its first stage. The clock jitter is 1 psec. Determine the
minimum sampling capacitance that enables 12 bit resolution. The
full scale voltage is 1 V; the input frequency is 5 MHz.

to100pF. Thesamefigure showsthequantizationnoisevoltages (V

that can be allocated for the kT/C sources, thus determining the minimum value

= 0.29∆) for different numbers of bits and a 1 V reference. Observe that when
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Solution

Let us assume that an extra 50% noise is acceptable (the system would
lose 1.76 dB, 0.29-bit). Since the quantization noise power is ∆2/12,
the noise budget available for KT/C and jitter is

V 2
n,budget =

V 2
FS

24 · 224
= 2.48 · 10−9V 2. (1.26)

Observe that the jitter only affects the signal in the first stage as the
second stage samples an held signal generated by the first stage. Its
jitter noise is

V 2
n,ji = {VFS

2
· 2πfδji}2 = 2.47 · 10−10V 2. (1.27)

Thus, the total noise power that the sampler can generate is 2.23 ·
10−9V 2. Assuming equal capacitance in both S&H circuits the noise
for each is Vn,C = 1.12 ·10−9V 2, leading to a sampling capacitance

CS =
kT

V 2
n,C

=
4.14 · 10−21

1.12 · 10−9
= 3.7pF. (1.28)

Observe that the noise jitter establishes a maximum achievable res-
olution that can not be exceeded even with very large sampling ca-
pacitances. This limit using the same 50% margin used above is for
1 psec jitter and 5 MHz input 15.3 bit.

1.5 DISCRETE AND FAST FOURIER TRANSFORMS
The spectrum of a sampled data signal can be estimated using equation (1.3)

(given again below for the reader’s convenience)

L [x∗(nT )] =
∞∑

−∞
x(nT )e−nsT , (1.29)

or its Fourier counterpart

F [x∗(nT )] = X∗(jω) =
∞∑

−∞
x(nT )e−jωnT . (1.30)

Unfortunately (1.30) requires an infinite number of samples that, of course,
are not available in practical cases. What is available is typically a finite se-
quence, N, of samples starting at an initial sampling time, conventionally as-
sumed t=0·T, and ending at the sampling time (N-1)T with a final sample
representing the signal in the interval (N-1)T − nT.
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A convenient approximation of equation (1.30) is given by the Discrete
Fourier Transform (DFT ). The DFT extends N-periodic the input serie outside
the range 0, (N-1)T ; that means to assume x[(i+kN)T] = x(iT) for 0 < i < (N-1)
and all k. Therefore, the series becomes periodic with period NT. The N-periodic
extension leads to a spectrum made by N lines located at fk = k/[T (N − 1)]
for 0 < k < (N-1). The DFT results as

X(fk) =
N−1∑

n=0

x(nT )e−j2πkn/(N−1). (1.31)

Since the DFT is a complex function, we obtain the magnitude and the phase
of the DFT using real and imaginary parts

|X(fk)| =
√

Real [X(fk)]
2 + Im [X(fk)]

2; (1.32)

Ph{X(fk)} = arctan
[

Im{X(fk)}
Real{X(fk)}

]
. (1.33)

Since equation (1.31) requires N2 computations, for long series the calcula-
tion time can become big. In order to avoid the limit the DFT can be calculated
by another equation as established by the Fast Fourier Transform algorithm
(FFT ), proposed by Cooley-Tukey. The FFT algorithm reduces the number of
computations from N2 down to N · log2(N). Therefore, for instance, with a
series of 1024 points the computation time diminishes by a factor 10. However,
the reduction is effective when the series is made by a power of 2 elements.
Various software codes with different execution speeds are available for the
FFT calculation. One of them is the FFTW, optimized for a fast and accurate
implementation of the basic FFT algorithm.

1.5.1 Windowing
The DFT and the FFT assume that the input is N-periodic. In other words,

it is assumed that the input samples are replicated over and over continuously.
In reality, this feature is properly verified if the input is a repeating waveform
and its frequency components are an integer multiple of the sample rate divided
by the number of points of the sequence (N).

Real signals are never periodic and the N-periodic assumption lead to discon-
tinuity between the last and first samples of successive sequences. Therefore,
even using pure sine waves can give discontinuity depending on the value of
the sampling frequency, the signal frequency and the number of points of in the
series.

Fig. 1.20 is a sequence of 256 sine-wave samples repeated four times. Each
sequence contains 3.25 periods of the sine wave. It is evident that the N-
periodic transformation leads to discontinuity at points 256, 512, 768, and so
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Figure 1.20. A signal that misses N-periodicity leads to discontinuities.

forth. Therefore, instead of giving a sharp tone at 3.25/256 the spectrum will
spread out indicating energy at frequencies other than the one of the signal.

Windowing alleviates this limit by tapering the two endings of the series,
thus reducing the discontinuity. Windowing is expressed by

xw(kT ) = x(kT ) · W (k), (1.34)

Useful Tips

When using FFT or DTF
make sure that the sequence
of samples is N-periodic.
Otherwise use windowing.
With sine wave inputs avoid
repetitive patterns in the se-
quence: the ratio between
the sine wave period and the
sampling period should be a
prime number.

where W (k) is the windowing series
made by N terms. The maximum value
of W (k) is typically 1. Observe that
the signal shaping caused by window-
ing reduces the total power. This is
not a serious problem as designers are
principally interested in ratios between
frequency components, and not in the
absolute power associated with a given
frequency component.

The simplest windowing function is
a triangular shaping. Other window-
ing functions are also used. Fig. 1.21
compares four possible alternatives:
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Figure 1.21. Windowing functions.

Blackman-Harris, Gaussian and Hamming and flat-top. The Blackman-Harris
brings the signal to zero at the endings, thus making sure that xw(N + 1) =
xw(1). The others just attenuate the signal at the endings thus limiting the
possible discontinuity. The various windowing functions differently shape the
output spectrum. The Hamming window gives narrow spectral peaks. The
Blackman-Harris gives wider peaks but with low spreading. The Gaussian is
somewhere in between. Another possibility is the flat-top. It gives wide peaks,
but the flatness of the peaks’ top enables an accurate levels measure.

Even if windowing helps in improving the spectrum of the DFT or the FFT
it is essentially an amplitude modulation of the input used to correct the limit of
the N-periodic transformation and, for this, also source of undesired effects. For
example, the features produced by a spike at the beginning or at the end of the
sequence are completely masked and are windowed away almost completely.

One of the disadvantages of windowing is that it gives rise to spectral leakage.
Although windowing gives accurate SNR measurements, if the input is a sine
wave then the resulting spectrum may not be a pure tone represented by a spike
in the spectrum as is expected. To avoid leakage it is convenient to use coherent
sampling for which an integer number of clock cycles, k, fits into the sampling
window. In addition, to avoid repetitive patterns in the output stream then k
must be a prime number. A sequence of 2N samples requires the use of sine
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wave frequencies fin such that

fin =
k

2N
fs, (1.35)

where k is a prime number, fs is the sampling frequency and the input series is
made by 2N points.

Example 1.4

Study the effects of the Blackman window by computer simulations.
Verify windowing in both the time domain and the frequency domain.
Use two input sine waves with a fractional number of periods on a
1024 point series. The superposition of the sine waves must cause
discontinuity.

Solution

The Matlab file Ex.1 4 is the basis for the behavioral simulations.
The sine wave frequencies are 1/17 and 1/19. Accordingly, a series of
1024 samples contains 60.23 cycles of the first sine wave and 53.89
cycles of the second sine wave. Using amplitudes of 0.6 and 0.4 re-
spectively for the two sinusoidal components leads to a discontinuity.
It is easy to verify that the amplitudes of the first and last (# 1024) sam-
ples are 0.3393 and 0.0298. The value that should follow is 0.1899,
therefore, the N-periodic transformation causes a 0.1899 · · · 0.3393
discontinuity. Fig. 1.22 shows the input signal before (a) and after (b)
the Blackman window shaping. Observe that the Blackman window

Figure 1.22. Time domain input of the example before (a) and after windowing (b).
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Figure 1.23. Spectra with and without windowing.

significantly attenuates the first and last part of the input series. Fur-
thermore, the series goes to zero at the two endings. Fig. 1.23 shows
the spectra of the two signals of Fig. 1.22. Observe that the discon-
tinuity causes the spectrum to spread out and as a result it does not
go to zero in the region between the two sine wave frequencies. The
use of windowing better defines the two lines. Note however, in the
windowed spectrum the absolute amplitude of the two sine waves is
reduced by more than a factor 2 but the amplitude ratio is preserved.

The FFT of an N sample sequence leads to a spectrum made by N discrete
lines. They are equally spaced in the frequency interval 0 − fs. Since the
spectrum in the second Nyquist zone (fs/2 − fs) mirrors the base-band, it is
customary to represent only half of the FFT computation (0 − fs/2).

Each line of the spectrum gives the power falling within a frequency interval
equal to fs/N centered around the line itself. Therefore, the FFT operates like
a spectrum analyzer with N channels whose bandwidth is fs/N . If the number
of points of the series increases then the channel bandwidth of the equivalent
spectrum analyzer decreases and each channel will contain less noise power.
Doubling the number of FFT channels halves the noise power in each channel.
Therefore, the set of lines making the noise floor lowers by 3 dB.

This observation is relevant if we want to distinguish a small tone from the
noise. If the bandwidth of the equivalent spectrum analyzer is large, then the
integration of the noise spectrum in each channel can give a contribution that is
larger than the power of the small tone. In short, the lines depicting the noise
floor can mask the small tone. To observe the small tone over the noise floor it
is necessary to reduce the channel width of the equivalent spectrum analyser.
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Notice

If the length of the input se-
ries increases by a factor 2
the floor of the FFT noise
spectrum diminish by 3 dB.
Tones caused by harmonic
distortion do not change.
Only very long input series
can reveal very small tones.

Accordingly, it is necessary to increase
(by multiples of powers of two) the
number of points of the sequence used
to calculate the FFT.

A quantizer with M-bit resolution
generates a quantization noise equal to
V 2

FS/12 · 22M . The power of the full
scale sine wave is V 2

FS/8. Therefore,
the noise power is 3/2 · 22M lower
than the power of the full scale sine
wave. If the FFT series is N points
then the noise power is equally distrib-
uted among N/2 spectral lines (unilateral representation). The FFT represents
the quantization noise spectrum with a set of discrete lines whose amplitude is,
on average, below full scale by a factor 3/2 · 22M/N . The result, expressed in
dB yields

x2
noise|dB = Psign − 1.78 − 6.02 · M − 10 · log(N/2). (1.36)

The term 10 · log(N/2) is called the processing gain of the FFT .

Figure 1.24. FFT of a 10-bit quantizer with a 4096 points sequence.
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Figure 1.25. FFT of a 10-bit quantizer with a 32768 points sequence.

Consider, for example, a signal with a full scale sine wave at 39 Hz and a
small tone (−80 dB) at 249.1 Hz. The signal is then sampled with a 1024 Hz
clock and quantized with 10 bit resolution. An FFT with 4096 points spreads
the power of the quantization noise power over 2048 lines. The power of the
signal is concentrated on the two channels including the frequencies 39 Hz and
249 Hz. Fig. 1.24 shows that the noise floor is 95.1 dB below the full scale
signal as expected. Thus the −80 dB signal at 249 Hz is barely visible amongst
noise lines (some above −85 dB). Fig. 1.25 shows what happens when the input
series increases to 32768 points. This improves the process gain by 9 dB and
now the signal component at 249 Hz becomes easily distinguishable above the
noise.

1.6 CODING SCHEMES
Coding the quantized amplitude is the last function of an A/D converter.

The simplest scheme is the one generated by the comparators of a full flash
converter which uses a set of (2N − 1) logic signals whose value is 1 up to
a given position and 0 beyond. This logic, named thermometric, is not very
effective as it requires (2N −1) binary levels to represent N bits. More effective
schemes use binary representations.

USB - Unipolar Straight Binary: is the simplest binary scheme. It is
used for unipolar signals. The USB represents the first quantization level,
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−Vref +1/2VLSB with all zero’s (· · · 0000) . As the digital code increases,
the analog input increases by one LSB at a time, and when the digital code
is at the full scale (· · · 1111) the analog input is above the last quantization
level Vref − 1/2VLSB . The quantization range is −Vref · · · + Vref .

CSB - Complementary Straight Binary: the opposite of the USB. CSB
coding is also used for unipolar systems. The digital code (· · · 0000) repre-
sents the full scale while the code (· · · 1111) corresponds to the first quan-
tization level.

BOB - Bipolar Offset Binary: is a scheme suitable for bipolar systems
(where the quantized inputs can be positive and negative). The most sig-
nificant bit denotes the sign of the input: 1 for positive signals and 0 for
negative signals. Therefore, (· · · 0000) represents the full negative scale.
The zero crossing occurs at (01 · · · 111) and the digital code (1 · · · 1111)
gives the full positive scale.

COB - Complementary Offset Binary: this coding scheme is complemen-
tary to the BOB scheme. All the bits are complemented and the meaning
remains the same. Therefore, since (01 · · · 111) denotes the zero crossing
in the BOB scheme the zero crossing of COB is becomes (10 · · · 000).

BTC - Binary Two’s Complement: is one of the most used coding schemes.
The bit in the MSB position indicates the sign in a complemented way: it is
0 for positive inputs and 1 for negative inputs. The zero crossing occurs at
(· · · 0000). For positive signals the digital code increases normally for an
increasing analog input. Thus, the positive full scale is (0 · · · 1111). For
negative signals, the digital code is the two’s complement of the positive
counterpart. This leads (1 · · · 0000) to represent the negative full scale.
The BTC coding system is suitable for microprocessor based systems or for
the implementation of mathematical algorithms. It is also the standard for
digital audio.

CTC - Complementary Two’s Complement: is the complementary code
of BTC. All the bits are complemented and codes have the same meaning.
The negative full scale is (0 · · · 1111); the positive full scale is (1 · · · 0000).

1.7 THE D/A CONVERTER
The transcoder is the first stage of the D/A transformation. It conceptually

generates a sequence of pulses whose amplitude is the analog representation
of the digital code. Then, the reconstruction process changes the sequence
of pulses into a continuous-time signal. This operation is obtained by the
cascade of a sample and hold (S&H) and a filter. Normally, a single circuit
performs both transcoding and S&H functions. Fig. 1.26 show the stair-case
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Figure 1.26. Signal waveform after the S&Hof a DAC .

like waveform generated by the the S&H . The reconstruction filter smoothes
the staircase-like waveform by removing high frequency components to obtain
the analog result.

1.7.1 Ideal Reconstruction
The spectrum of a sequence of weighted deltas is an infinite replica of equal

spectra (possibly altered by the S&H), however the desired reconstructed signal
is contained within the band-base. Therefore, reconstruction should completely
removes the replicas and leaves the band-base unchanged.

Ideally, reconstruction uses a filter with transfer function

HR,id(f) = 1 for − fs

2
< f <

fs

2
HR,id(f) = 0 otherwise. (1.37)

This kind of filter is named an ideal reconstruction filter. It removes images
and transforms the sampled-data into the continuos-time representation exactly.
Unfortunately, the impulse response, r(t), of the ideal reconstruction filter is

r(t) =
sin(ωst/2)

(ωst/2)
(1.38)

and is not obtainable as it is non-recursive.

1.7.2 Real Reconstruction
A real reconstruction filter obtains an approximation of the ideal reconstruc-

tion response. The function, as already mentioned, is obtained by cascading a
sample-and-hold (S&H) and a low pass (reconstruction) filter. The transfer
function of a sample-and-hold is
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Figure 1.27. Amplitude response of the ideal and real sample-and-hold.

HS&H(s) =
1 − e−sT

sτ
, (1.39)

where τ is a suitable gain factor whose dimension is time for making HS&H

dimensionless.
Equation (1.39) on the jω axis becomes

HS&H(jω) = j
T

τ
e−jωT/2 sin(ωT/2)

ωT/2
, (1.40)

showing a phase shift proportional to ω and an amplitude attenuation propor-
tional to the sinc (=sin(x)/x) function.

Fig. 1.27 compares the magnitude response obtained by (1.40) with the mag-
nitude response of the ideal reconstruction filter. Notice that the S&H filter
causes signal attenuation in the Nyquist interval. At the Nyquist limit, fs/2,
the amplitude is 0.636 (−3.9 dB). In addition, the attenuation in high Nyquist
zones is not very large as the gain response of the sinc goes to zero at multi-
ples of the sampling frequency but the relative maxima between two successive
zeros only drops below 0.1 (−20 dB) in the fifth Nyquist zone. In summary,
an S&H causes an unwanted attenuation in the band-base and leaves a good
portion of images in high Nyquist zones.

The phase response is an important issue for some applications. For this
reason, in addition to the magnitude error the designer must often account for
the phase error caused by the sample-and-hold in the signal band and correct it
with suitable filters like an all-pass scheme.

The reconstruction filter corrects for the limitations caused by the sample-
and-hold. The specifications of the reconstruction filter are similar to the
ones discussed previously for the anti-aliasing filter. For anti-aliasing it was
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Figure 1.28. Spectrum of a sampled-data signal passed through a sample-and-hold.

necessary to remove spurs from the high Nyquist zones to avoid possible fold-
ing into the band-base. Similarly, for the reconstruction filter, the signal images
in the high Nyquist zones must be strongly attenuated. In addition, signal cor-
rection is required, with an emphasis on rectifying the unwanted attenuation in
the band-base. Since the magnitude response of the S&H is sin(x)/x, then the
ideal correction in the signal band is its inverse x/sin(x). Observe that if the
signal band is a small fraction of fs then the attenuation caused by the S&H
is negligible and compensation is often not necessary. Only when the signal
band extends over a good fraction of the band-base can the in-band sinc atten-
uation become problematic thus needing a compensation filter that mimics in
the signal band the x/sin(x) response and drops down in the stop-band region.

Figure 1.28 depicts the typical spectrum of a transcoded signal followed
by an S&H. Notice that the base-band spectrum occupies about half of the
Nyquist interval. The sinc attenuation at the base-band limit is 0.9 (−0.91 dB).

Rule of thumb

The designer should
consider using an in-band
x/sin(x) reconstructing
compensation if the band
of the signal occupies
about a quarter of the
Nyquist interval or more.

Therefore, applications with medium ac-
curacy should use magnitude correction
in the signal band.

The spectrum in Fig. 1.28 drives the
definition of the stop-band filter specifi-
cations. The transmission zeros of the
sinc shape the images at multiples of fs.
The attenuation close to the zeros is very
good. Only at frequencies far from the
zeros do the images grow up and become
significant. Therefore, since the S&H
grants some attenuation at the signal band
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limit, fs − fB , this attenuation should be accounted for and subtracted from
the one required by the system in specifying the stop band attenuation. If, for
instance, the signal band is 1/20 · fs the value of sin(x)/x at f = 19/20 · fs is
0.0498 giving a 26 dB bonus to the stop-band attenuation of the reconstruction
filter.

The transition region from pass-band to stop-band, fB, · · · , fs − fB , in-
fluences the reconstruction filter similarly to the anti-aliasing case. As it
was observed for anti-aliasing, the order of the filter depends on the loga-
rithm of the relative transition-band: log10 [(fs − fB)/fs]. If the required
stop-band attenuation in dB (including the benefit granted by the S&H) is
ASB|dB , the order of a maximally flat reconstruction filter must be larger than
ASB|dB/{20 · log10 [(fs − fB)/fs]}. Since the order of the filter decreases as
the transition band increases, a suitable margin between fB and fs is important
for ensuring an acceptable reconstruction filter specification.

Example 1.5

Verify by computer simulations the effect of the sample-and-hold on
the signal images. Use a flat top input signal to mimic a band-limited
input.

Solution

The Matlab file Ex1 5.m provides the basis for this study. The file
defines a flat top function with 64 points. The obtained function is
then interpolated over 1024 points to produce the input signal.
Figure 1.29 shows the input signal and its spectrum. As expected the
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Figure 1.29. Input signal used in Example 1.5. Left: Time domain plot. Right: Obtained
spectrum.



Figure 1.30. Spectrum of the sampled signal and its sampled-and-held version.

input spectrum is almost flat for a few frequency bins and vanishes at
bin #6 corresponding to 5/1024 · fs. Thus the bandwidth is a small
fraction of the Nyquist interval.
The sampler and the sample-and-hold result in the spectra of Fig.
1.30. Since the sampling frequency is fs/64, (bin#17) the sampled
signal shows the band-base and its replicas located around multiples
of fs/64. The effect of the sample-and-hold is evident in the right hand
plot. The sinc function produces zeros at fs/64 and its multiples.
Around the zeros the residual images pop up as expected.

1.8 THE Z-TRANSFORM
The mathematical tool used to study a linear, continuous-time system is the

Laplace (or the Fourier) transform. Continous-time linear operators are addi-
tion, subtraction, derivative and integral; and accordingly, a set of linear equa-
tions containing sums, subtractions, integrals and derivatives describes a linear
continuous-time system. The Laplace transform changes a set of equations in
the time-domain into a set of linear algebraic equations in the s-domain. Solving
a linear system is easier than handling a derivative-integral system. Moreover,
the s-domain analysis provides a useful understanding of the circuits behavior.

The above features are attractive and can also benefit a linear, sampled-data
system by using the time-discrete counterpart of the Laplace transform, the
Z-transform defined as

Z{x(nT )} =
∞∑
−∞

x(nT )z−n. (1.41)
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The above equations is a geometrical series that only converges in some
regions of the z-plane. If the series converges then the Z-transform is the
analytical extension of the converged solution over the entire z-plane.

Discrete-time linear operators are: addition, subtraction and delay. The Z-
transform operator is also a linear operator. Thus, the Z-transform of a linear
combination of two or more discrete-time variables is the linear combination
of their Z-transforms:

Z{a1 ·x1(nT )+a2 ·x2(nT )} = a1 · Z{x1(nT )}+a2 · Z{x2(nT )}. (1.42)

Moreover, the Z-transform of a delayed signal is

Z{x1(nT − kT )} =
∞∑
−∞

x(nT − kT )z−(n−k)z−k = X(z)z−k, (1.43)

showing that z−1 is the unity delay operator.
Equation (1.3) defined the Laplace transform of a sampled-data signal. Com-

paring that equation with the definition of the Z-transforms leads to the rela-
tionship

z → esT , (1.44)

that establishes an important link between the complex plane s and the complex
plane z. The relationship (1.44) is named mapping since it maps points on the
z plane with points on the s plane (and vice-versa).

The use of the real and imaginary part of s (s = σ + jω) and the magnitude
and phase of z (z = |z|ejΩ) leads to

|z| → eσT ; ω → Ω. (1.45)

Thus, points on the imaginary axis of the s-plane (σ = 0) correspond to
points on the unit circle of the z-plane (|z| = 1). Furthermore, all the points on
the imaginary axis whose imaginary parts differ by 2nπ map to the same point
of the unit circle of the z-plane. Therefore, the mapping established by (1.44)
is not biunivocal: a single point on the z-plane maps to an infinite number of
points on the s-plane. The feature marks a key difference between continuous-
time and sampled-data systems as it does the modification of a continuous-time
spectrum into an infinite replica produced by sampling.

The s-plane z-plane transformation is useful for estimating the stability and
frequency response of a sampled data system. The poles of a continuous-time
system are in the left half s-plane. For a sampled-data system the poles must
be inside the unit circle of the z-plane.

Since in a continuous time-system the frequency response is the transfer
function evaluated on the jω-axis. The mapping between the s-plane and the
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Figure 1.31. Mapping between points of the s plane (left) and the z plane (right).

z-plane tells us that the frequency response of a sampled-data system is the
z-transfer function calculated on the unity circle.

Fig. 1.31 shows the mapping of relevant points of the s plane. The point s = 0
and alls = ±j2kπ/T maps to z = 1. sT = jπ maps to z = −1 andsT = jπ/2
maps to z = j. A point on the negative half s-plane s = −σ̄ + jωT = π maps
to a point on the real z-plane inside the 0 · · · − 1 interval.

The above-described properties are useful for estimating the stability and
frequency response of a sampled data system. Since the poles of a continuous-
time system are in the left half s-plane, for a sampled-data system the poles
must be inside the unit circle of the z-plane. The frequency response of the
system is the z-transfer function calculated on the unity circle of the z-plane.
The value at z = −1 (phase π) is the response at Nyquist.

Example 1.6

Determine the points of the s-plane which map to the following points
of the z-plane: z = −0.5; z = −0.5 + j

√
3/2; z = −0.8j; z = 1.2.

The sampling period is Ts.

Solution

Equation (1.44) gives the mapping from the plane s to z. Its inverse
provides the reverse mapping from z to s

σ =
1
Ts

log |z|; ω =
1
Ts
{phase(z)± 2nπ} (1.46)
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Figure 1.32. Mapping from the z plane (right) to the s plane (left).

which gives real and imaginary parts of s = σ + jω. Observe that
the non biunivocal mapping comes from the ±2nπ term: n is any
integer.
Figure 1.32 shows the mappings. The first point A is on the real axis
with phase π/2. The corresponding point is on the left s half-plane as
its magnitude is less than 1. The phase of the second point, B, is 2π/3
and lies on the unity circle. The mapping point is on the imaginary
axis at jωb = 2/3 · π/Ts. The point C is inside the unity circle with
phase 3π/4 → −π/2. The point D is outside the unity circle with
phase 0. The corresponding mapped points are on the left and right
s half-plane with the proper imaginary parts.

The category of data converter called sigma-delta uses sampled-data process-
ing for enhancing the benefit of a fast sampling. The used processing function
is the integration that in the s domain is represented by the transfer function

HI(s) =
1
sτ

. (1.47)

Since for a sampled-data quantity the signal is available only at discrete times,
the integral y(nT ) of the variable x(nT ) can be only approximated. Possible
expressions used are obtained by the approximate relationships

y(nT + T ) = y(nT ) + x(nT + T )T, (1.48)

y(nT + T ) = y(nT ) + x(nT )T, (1.49)
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y(nT + T ) = y(nT ) +
x(nT + T )x(nT )

2
T. (1.50)

The use of the Z-transform obtains

zY = Y + zXT, (1.51)

zY = Y + XT, (1.52)

zY = Y + XT
z + 1

2
(1.53)

giving rise to three different approximate expressions of the integral transfer
function

HI,F = T
z

z − 1
; HI,B = T

1
z − 1

; HI,Bil = T
z + 1

2(z − 1)
, (1.54)

where the indexes "F ", "B" and "Bil" indicate forward, backward and bilinear.
The three above expression are equivalent to the continuous-time integration

through approximate mappings that, comparing (1.47) and (1.54) is given by

sT → z − 1
Tz

(Forward transformation), (1.55)

sT → z − 1
T

(Backward transformation), (1.56)

sT → z − 1
2T (z + 1)

(Bilinear transformation), (1.57)

where the sampling time T matches the dimensions on the left side of the
equations.

Since the above mappings moves the poles differently than the ideal map-
ping s → ln(z)/T , the trasformation of a stable continuous-time network into
a sampled-data equivalent using circuits that implement the approximate map-
pings requires a further verification of stability and performance.

Indeed the Forward transformation is critical for stability, the Backward
transformation is problematic for conserving performances, while the bilin-
ear transformation is the most effective but not much used in data converter
applications.
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PROBLEMS

1.1 Repeat Example 1.1 but use a truncated sine wave. Build an input
spectrum made by two main peaks, one at 10 kHz and the other at
60 kHz. Use 4096 points and fs = 4.096 MHz.

1.2 The bandwidth of an input signal is 22 kHz. Determine the mask
of the anti-aliasing filter and estimate the order of the Butterworth
filter required if the sampling frequency is 1 MHz, and the rejection
of folded spurs must be at least 80 dB.

1.3 The bandwidth of an input signal ranges from 41 MHz to
42 MHz. Determine all the possible undersampling solutions
that bring the signal in the interval 2 MHz · · · 3 MHz. Mirror-
ing of the spectrum is not a relevant issue.

1.4 Repeat Example 1.2 but perform the verification in the frequency
domain using the FFT. Verify that the spectrum of the signal folded
from the second Nyquist zone does not depend on the phase dif-
ference between the two sine waves used.

1.5 Determine, by computer simulation, the spectrum of the quan-
tization noise at the output of a 2-bit quantizer. The input is a
sine wave with frequency 64/2048 · fs and amplitude 0.38 VFS .
Explain the cause of possible tones.

1.6 A processing system samples and holds a sine wave with amplitude
0.46 VFS and frequency 39/2048 · fs. The result is quantized
with 10-bit resolution. Use a behavioral simulator (like Matlab)
to represent the output and determine the spectrum of the output
signal.

1.7 What is the minimum time jitter that allows an SNR = 92 dB
when sampling a 100 MHz sine wave? What is the new jitter
specification if the SNR is reduced to 80 dB?

1.8 Repeat Example 1.4 but use the Hamming window. Use a series
made by 2048 points and three input frequencies with 30.3, 45.11
and 65.2 sine waves in the series. Choose amplitudes and deter-
mine the phase of the third sine wave required to eliminate the
discontinuty.
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1.9 Determine the USB coding of 0.367 VFS and the BOB and the
BTC coding of -0.763 VFS . Assume that the quantizer has 10-bit
of resolution.

1.10 Sample a 0.23456 MHz, 0.67 VFS sinewave at 1 MHz. Hold the
samples for an entire sampling period and re-sample the result at
10 MHz. Estimate the spectrum of the resulting signal.

1.11 Quantize a linear ramp, that goes from 0 to full scale (1 V) in 1
sec, with a 6-bit quantizer. Use a sampling frequency of 10 kHz.
Plot the quantization error and explain the result.

1.12 Determine, by a computer simulation, the quantization error at the
output of an 8-bit quantizer. Assume the input a 372.317 Hz sine
wave sampled at 2 kHz. Estimate the distribution function of the
quantization error. The accuracy of the distribution function must
be better than 5%.

1.13 What is the noise floor established by a sampling capacitor of 3
pF. The sampling frequency is 58 MHz. What is the equivalent
resistance leading to the same noise floor?

1.14 Determine (in dB) the gain emphasis required to compensate the
sample-and-hold response at 0.36 fs and the attenuation necessary
to ensure an image rejection better than 75 dB at 1.5 fs.

1.15 Generate with a computer simulation a new version of the diagram
of Fig. 1.16. The resolutions must be 15-bit and 16-bit; the input
frequencies are 50 MHz and 100 MHz. Examine the jitter range
0.01· · · 0.1 psec.

1.16 Derive the two spectra given in Fig. 1.16. Compare the results with
the spectrum of a sampled sine wave with fin/fs = 6712/4096.
Re-evaluate the spectrum with fin/fs = 6800/4096. Repeat the
simulations using 2048 and 8192 points.

1.17 Determine the points of the z-plane which map to the following
points of the sT-plane: sT = 2+j2; sT = −2+j2; sT = −2−j2;
sT = −1 + jπ/2; sT = −2 + jπ/2; sT = −3 + jπ/2.
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1.18 Calculate the processing gain of a 214 point FFT . Assume the
spectrum represents a 1 Vpeak sine wave passed through a 10-bit
quantizer. What is the minimum amplitude of harmonic compo-
nents that can be observed?

1.19 The specifications of a given design require a very low harmonic
distortion. The highest harmonic must be 98 dB below the full
scale input. Estimate the length of the FFT sequence that pushes
the noise floor below -105 dBFS . Assume 10-bit and 12-bit quan-
tization.

1.20 What is the distortion caused by a S&H to an input spectrum
occupying 0.34 of the Nyquist interval? What is the phase shift at
the upper limit of the input band?

1.21 Determine the value of the sampling capacitance and the clock
jitter of a 14-bit, 65 MHz ADC. The full scale voltage is 1 V. The
ENB must be 13.5-bit.

1.22 Calculate the z-transform of the following sampled-data expres-
sions: a ·x(nT )+ b ·x(nT +2T )−x(nT ); x(nT −T )−x(nT ).

1.23 Calculate, in the z-domain, the transfer function Y (z)/X(z) de-
termined by the relationship y(nT + T ) = y(nT ) + x(nT )
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Chapter 2

DATA
CONVERTERS

SPECIFICATIONS
Using or designing a data converter requires a proper under-
standing of its specifications. These give general information
and describe the features and limits of the static and dynamic op-
eration of a data converter. In this chapter we shall study the basic
elements for evaluating and comparing existing devices, and we
shall learn how to determine the specifications of new devices.
Furthermore, the elements of this chapter help in the choice of
the appropriate data converters for a given mixed system.
This chapter will discuss the definitions of technical terms used
in manufacturer-supplied specifications and will clarify the ter-
minology used. Testing methods for measuring the parameters
are studied in a later Chapter.

2.1 TYPE OF CONVERTER
The first specification which defines a data converter is its type. The con-

version algorithm normally provides this kind of information. For example,
we have flash, sub-ranging, or sigma-delta converters. Furthermore, the types
of converters are classified in two main categories: Nyquist-rate and over-
sampling. This distinguishes between the following design strategies: using
an input that occupies a large fraction of the available bandwidth or using
an input-band that only occupies a small part of the Nyquist range. The ratio

47
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Figure 2.1. Comparing Nyquist-rate, (a), and oversampling, (b), strategies.

between the Nyquist limit and the signal band, fs/(2fB), is called oversampling
ratio (OSR). Converters with a large OSR are called oversampling converter,
whereas Nyquist-rate converters have a small OSR, typically less than 8.

Fig. 2.1 illustrates the difference between Nyquist-rate and oversampling. In
the former the transition region of the anti-aliasing filter is limited (leading to
difficult specifications) and also a large fraction of the total quantization noise
power is in the signal band. In contrast, the latter case has a large antialiasing
transition region and only a small fraction of the total quantization noise occurs
in the signal band. The sampling frequency for oversampling is, obviously,
much larger than its Nyquist-rate counterpart, in some cases the OSR can be
various hundreds.

2.2 CONDITIONS OF OPERATION
The behavior of a data converter strongly depends on the experimental set-

up. Before studying the data converter’s specifications, it is useful to examine
how the operational environment can influence its performance.

Two important conditions of operation are the supply voltage and the tem-
perature. A data-converter must comply with the requirements not only at the
nominal supply voltage and room temperature but also within given ranges.
The supply voltage should be allowed to fluctuate by 5% or even more; and
the temperature range should be from −20◦C to 85◦C (consumer applications)
or −55◦C to 125◦C (military applications). Specifications within a restricted
range of supply voltages or temperatures don’t properly represent the on-field
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Keep Note

The operational conditions
of data converters are key
for achieving (or measuring)
specifications. Inaccurate
set-up or PCB limits can to-
tally mask the excellent per-
formances of a device.

use. Maintaining performance over a
wide range of supply voltage or tem-
perature is difficult especially for high
resolution devices. For example, a
14-bit converter requires accuracies as
good as 600 ppm/V (5V supply) or
0.3 ppm/◦C (consumer applications).

When measuring or using a data
converter it is important to ensure that
the printed circuit board (PCB) does
not hamper the results. Power supply
couplings and poor ground connections are critical issues. Often, high perfor-
mance data-converters use separate pins for the analog and the digital supplies
even though the pins are usually connected to a single supply generator on the
PCB. This method exploits the bonding inductances to decouple the analog and
digital internal supplies. Also, in order to obtain good VDD or ground termina-
tions, it is necessary to ensure a proper connection between the external supply
generators and the pins. The length of the connecting lead must be as short
as possible: they are equivalent to inductors. Ground loops between two sides
of the PCB, especially at RF frequencies must be carefully avoided. The use
of two-layer board is only suitable for low frequency measures. Multi-layer
boards with separate ground and power planes are normally required to ensure
high-level signal integrity at high frequency.

The master clock and reference voltages are other important signals that are
supplied through the PCB. We know that the clock jitter degrades performances.
Therefore, it is not just necessary to use signal generators with low jitter but it is
also important to preserve this feature in the phase generator. The PCB traces
leading the clock must be short with a solid ground plane underneath. This
forms a microstrip transmission line and enables impedance matching. When
low-speed data converters use external references it is necessary to utilize a
clean voltage generator whose output impedance is low enough to avoid internal
fluctuations greater than 1 LSB. This is not easy as the discrete-time operation
of the data-converter draws large pulses of current to charge and discharge
capacitances.

Often, to avoid ambiguity and to help in the testing of parts, some manufac-
turers provide evaluation boards (or their layout) and give detailed guidelines
explaining the evaluation procedures.

The set of parameters given in data sheets assume that their measure is done
in optimum specified conditions. They should be very clear; however, when
necessary, it may be necessary to clarify the features and accuracy of instruments
to use in the experimental set-up for avoiding conflicts between part provider
and customer.
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2.3 CONVERTER SPECIFICATIONS
A large set of specifications describe the performance of data converters.

Specifications are used to interpret and understand the material in Catalogues
and to facilitate the use and characterization of products. Some specifications
describe the features of either an ADC or a DAC, while others refer to the oper-
ation of both ADC and DAC. The specifications are divided into the following
classes:

General features.
Static specifications.
Dynamic specifications.
Digital and switching specifications.

2.3.1 General Features
Most of the general features are self-explanatory. However, for the others it

is worth recalling the definitions or providing some comments.

Type of Analog Signals: the analog input or output of a data converter can
be single-ended, pseudo-differential or differential. Single-ended analog
signals are referred to a common ground that is connected to the analog
ground of the converter. Pseudo-differential signals are symmetrical with
respect to a fixed reference voltage that can differ from the analog ground
of the converter. Differential signals are not necessarily symmetrical with
respect to a fixed level: they are the difference between the inputs or outputs
regardless of the common mode values.

Resolution: is the number of bits that an ADC uses to represent its analog
input or the number of bits that a DAC receives at its input to generate an ana-
log output. The resolution, together with the reference voltage determines
the minimum detectable voltage (for an ADC) or the minimum change in
the output variable (for a DAC). This is also known as the quantization step.

Dynamic range: is the ratio between the largest signal level the converter
can handle and the noise level, expressed in dB. The dynamic range deter-
mines the maximum SNR.

Absolute maximum ratings: are the limiting values that can be used, be-
yond which the service capability of the circuit may be impaired. The func-
tional operation is not necessarily affected. However, exposure to absolute
maximum rating conditions for an extended period of time influences the
device reliability. Maximum ratings are divided into two categories: electri-
cal and environmental. The environmental category includes the operating
temperature range, the maximum chip temperature, the lead temperature, the
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maximum soldering time, the storage temperature range and, for airborne
system applications, the vibration range.

ESD (electrostatic discharge) notice: all ICs are sensitive to high electro-
static voltage. The human body and test equipment can store electrostatic
charge at voltages as high as 4000 V which could discharge through the
device. Although all ICs have protection circuitry, permanent damage may
occur due to high-energy electrostatic shocks. Manufacturers always rec-
ommend proper ESD precautions to avoid loss of functionality.

Pin function descriptions and pin configuration: this is a table with each
pin’s number, name and performed function. It is always provided along
with the specifications. In addition, a drawing of the package also provides
the pin configuration.

Warm-up time: is the recommended amount of time required to stabi-
lize the performances after powering up. The parameter accounts for the
change of performances due to the temperature transient after powering the
converter.

Drift: is the change in a parameter (such as gain, offset and other static
features) over a specified temperature range. Among them we have the
drift temperature coefficient, normally specified in ppm/◦C, and the drift
voltage coefficient specified in ppm/V. They can be calculated by measuring
the parameter at the minimum and maximum operating range, and then
dividing the parameter variation by the corresponding temperature range.

2.4 STATIC SPECIFICATIONS
The input-output transfer characteristic depicts the static behavior of a data

converter. For an ideal case the input-output characteristic is a staircase with
uniform steps over the entire dynamic range. Fig. 2.2 plots the initial part for

Notice

The static characteristic is
the basis of all the static
specifications; however, as
studied in the last Chapter,
the measure of some sta-
tic parameters can use more
convenient techniques.

a generic number of bits. If the first and
last steps are ∆/2 then the full-scale
range is divided by 2n−1 instead of 2n

to give ∆. Fig. 2.2 outlines that a quan-
tization interval can be encoded us-
ing both digital code or midstep point.
Also, Fig. 2.2 shows the quantization
error. As known, the quantization er-
ror ranges between ±∆/2 and is equal
to zero at the midstep.

Deviations from the ideal transfer
characteristic produce results like the
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Figure 2.2. Ideal input-output transfer function of an A/D converter.

ones shown in Fig. 2.3. The curve of Fig. 2.3 (a) shows an almost random vari-
ation of the quantization intervals. There is no correlation between successive
errors. The figure also shows the interpolating curve as a straight line running
from the origin to the full scale. The characteristics of Fig. 2.3 (b) display small
quantization intervals at the beginning and large quantization intervals at the
end of the curve. As a result, the interpolating curve moves away from the
straight line leading to a distorted response. These features are quantified by
the INL and DNL, two of the static specifications defined below.

Analog Resolution: is the smallest analog increment corresponding to a
1 LSB code change. For example, the resolution of a 16 bit converter with
XFS = 1 is 15.26 · 10−6 = 15.26 µ.

Analog Input Range: is the single ended or differential peak-to-peak signal
(voltage or current) that must be applied to the A/D converter to generate
a full-scale response. A peak differential signal is the difference between
the two 180◦ out of phase signal terminals. Peak-to-peak differential is
computed by rotating the inputs phase 180◦, taking the peak measurement
again and subtracting it from the initial peak measurement.
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Figure 2.3. Input-output transfer characteristic of a real data converter.
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Figure 2.4. Offset error for an analog-to-digital (a) and a digital-to-analog (b) converter.

Offset: the offset describes a shift for zero input. Offset is an error that
can affect both an ADC or a DAC. Fig. 2.4 (a) compares the input-output
transfer characteristics of a real and an ideal ADC. The offset changes the
transfer characteristics so that all the quantization steps are shifted by the
ADC offset. The offset of a DAC is defined by using the real response of
Fig. 2.4 (b). The analog signal generated by the digital code 0 · · · 0000 is
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Figure 2.5. Gain error for an analog-to-digital (a) and a digital-to-analog (b) converter.

the DAC offset.
The offset can be measured in LSB, absolute value (volts or amperes), or as
% or ppm of the full scale.

Zero Scale Offset: some ADC data sheets provide this parameter. It is the
difference between the ideal input voltage (1/2 LSB) and the actual input
voltage that just causes a transition from an output code of all zeros to an
output code of one.

Common-mode Error: this specification applies to ADCs with differen-
tial inputs. It describes the change in the output code that occurs when
the common-mode analog voltage changes by a given amount. The equal
change of the two analog inputs that cause one LSB code transition is usually
measured in LSBs.

Full-scale Error: is a measure of how far the last code transition of an ADC
is from the ideal top transition immediately below VRef+. It is normally
measured in LSB.

Bipolar Zero Offset: when a DAC is enabled for bipolar output and is
loaded with 10 · · · 000 then the deviation of the analog output from the ideal
midscale value is called the bipolar zero error.
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Gain error: is the error on the slope of the straight line interpolating the
transfer curve. For an ideal converter the slope is DFS/XFS , where DFS

and XFS are the full-scale digital code and full-scale analog range respec-
tively. Since DFS represents XFS , we normally say that the ideal slope is
one. The gain error defines the deviation of the slope of a data converter
from the expected value. Fig. 2.5 shows the input-output diagrams for a real
and an ideal ADC (a) and DAC (b).
Another measure of the gain error is given by the difference between the
input voltage causing a transition to the full scale and the reference (minus
half LSB). When using this definition the gain error is known as the full
scale error.

Differential non-linearity error (DNL): is the deviation of the step size of
a real data converter from the ideal width of the bins ∆. Assuming that Xk

is the transition point between successive codes k− 1 and k, then the width
of the bin k is ∆r(k) = (Xk+1 − Xk); the differential non-linearity is

DNL(k) =
∆r(k) − ∆

∆
. (2.1)

This function is also known as the differential linearity error (DLE). Fig. 2.6
shows an example of DNL for a 12-bit ADC. The diagram shows the error
to be within a ±0.5 LSB interval over the entire dynamic range. Fig. 2.6
measures the DNL in LSB. The DNL can be also measured in Volts (or
Amperes when the input is a current) or as % or p.p.m. of the full scale. The
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Figure 2.6. Differential non-linearity error (DNL) of a possible 12-bit ADC.
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maximum differential nonlinearity is the maximum of |DNL(k)| for all k.
Often the maximum differential nonlinearity is simply referred to as DNL.
An additional specification given by some data sheets is the root mean square
(RMS) of the DNL.

DNLRMS =
{ 1

2N − 2

2N−2∑

1

[DNL(k)]2
}1/2

. (2.2)

Monotonicity: is the ADC feature that produces output codes that are con-
sistently increasing with increasing input signal and consistently decreasing
with decreasing input signal. Therefore, the output code will always either
remain constant or change in the same direction as the input.

Hysteresis: is the limit that denotes a dependence of the output code on the
direction of the input signal (i.e., increasing or decreasing signal). If this
happens hysteresis is the maximum of such differences.

Missing code: this denotes when digital codes are skipped or never appear
at the ADC output. Since missing codes cannot be reached by any analog
input the corresponding quantization interval is zero. Therefore, the DNL
becomes −1.

Integral non-linearity (INL): is a measure of the deviation of the transfer
function from the ideal interpolating line. Another definition of the inte-
gral non-linearity measures the deviation from the endpoint-fit line. The
use of the endpoint-fit line corrects the gain and offset error. The second
definition is chosen as standard since it is more informative for estimating
harmonic distortion. Fig. 2.7 shows an example of an INL plot drawn using

Figure 2.7. INL obtained with the ideal interpolation line (left), or the endpoint-fit line (right).
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Figure 2.8. Equivalent system describing the INL error as pre-distortion effect.

the two definitions. The left curve does not start from zero and shows an
INL climbing up. The right curve corrects the two limits and shows zeros
at the two endings of the quantization range. The maximum of the INL is
the maximum of |INL(k)| for all k. Often, it is referred to as just INL. For
the case illustrated in Fig. 2.7 the INL is more than 2 LSB using the first
definition, and it is 1.3 LSB measuring the deviation from the endpoint-fit
line. The INL, as for the DNL, is measured in LSB. It can also be measured
using absolute value (Volts or Amperes), or as % or p.p.m. of the full scale.

Let us consider the endpoint-fit line which is the transfer curve with corrected
offset and gain. An iterative use of (2.2) gives the transition point between
codes after correction, X ′(k)

X ′(k) = ∆′
{

kos +
k∑

1

DNL(i)
}
. (2.3)

Where ∆′ = ∆(1 + G); G gain error; kos is the offset measured in LSB.
Since the offset compensated for the endpoint-fit line is kos∆′, the INL in
LSB becomes

INL(k) =
X ′(k) − k∆′

∆
= (1 + G)

k∑

i=1

DNL(i). (2.4)

Showing that the INL at bin k is the running sum of the DNL corrected by
the gain error.

The DNL and INL provide information with different consequences on the
noise spectrum. Assume the DNL is separated into its correlated and uncorre-
lated parts. The running sum of the correlated fraction is the main source of
the INL. If the INL is few LSB over the entire range then the correlated part of
the DNL is in the order of INL divided by the number of bins. It becomes a
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Observe

ADCs with large integral
non-linearity show harmonic
distortion. Large differen-
tial non-linearities lead to INL
with large random compo-
nents. The error is equiv-
alent to noise added to the
quantization noise that de-
grades the SNR.

negligible fraction: looking at the DNL
spectrum it is difficult to predict how
large the INL can be. The accumula-
tion of the uncorrelated part of the DNL
looks like a noise and can be added to
the quantization error. Fig. 2.8 shows
a model of the above. The non-linear
block f(x) accounts for the running
sum of the correlated part of the DNL.
The quantization error and the uncorre-
lated part of the INL are treated as noise
terms. Since the correlated part of the
DNL is usually negligible we can view
a large DNL as a source of extra noise. Its running sum is added to the quanti-
zation and degrades the SNR. A large INL means large deviation of the transfer
curve from the straight line thus causing harmonic distortion. Harmonic terms
affect the SFDR and SNDR (defined shortly).

Example 2.1

Evaluate the harmonic distortion caused by the INL. Use the model
given in Fig. 2.8 and construct a 1.2 LSB INL response. The random
variation of the INL is within the±0.45. Estimate the output spectrum
due to an input sine wave whose amplitude approaches the full scale.

Solution

The Matlab code given in the file Ex2 1 provides the basis for studying
the problem. The INL is made by two terms, a random sequence of
numbers whose variance is ±0.45 and the polynomial function

y = x + ax2 + bx3 + cx4; x = (n− 2N−1)/2N (2.5)

where n is the running bin and N=12.
Using a = −0.01, b = 0.01 and c = 0.02 gives the INL plot of Fig.
2.9. The corresponding DNL is shown on the right hand side of Fig.
2.9. As expected the correlated term does not affect the DNL whose
limits are ±0.45.

The signal used is the 12-bit quantization of a 61 periods sine wave
(the input sequence is made by 212 samples). This produces the ex-
pected spectrum on the left of Fig. 2.10. The average of the spectral
lines is the noise floor, −107.1 dB. It is equal to the sum of the
SNR = 74 dB and the processing gain, 33.1 dB. The right side of
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Figure 2.9. INL (left) and DNL (right).
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Figure 2.10. Normalized reference spectrum and spectrum of the signal affected by the INL.

Fig. 2.10 shows the effect of the INL on the signal spectrum. Since
the uncorrelated part of the INL plot is ± 0.45LSB, the noise floor
increases by just fractions of dB. The correlated part of the INL causes
tones. The large fraction of the INL with a parabolic shape denotes
a dominant second order term. In fact, the biggest tone is the second
harmonic with value −76 dB.

Power Dissipation: is the power consumed by the device during normal
operation or during stand-by (or power-down) conditions.
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Temperature ranges: are the ranges of temperature that ensure the proper
operation of the device. The operating range gives the limits of operation
that preserve the functionality. The storage range gives the storing condition.

Thermal Resistance: is the device capability to dissipate power consumed
by the device itself. Some packages use special pads for supplying power to
the PCB. The specification can also provide information on the PCB trace.
The thermal resistance is measured in ◦C/W .

Lead Temperature: is the maximum temperature of the IC leads during
soldering assuming that the soldering time is normally lower than 10 sec.

2.5 DYNAMIC SPECIFICATIONS
The frequency response and speed of the analog components of a data con-

verter determine its dynamic performance. Obviously, the performance be-
comes critical when the input bandwidth and the conversion-rate are high.
Therefore, the specifications either correspond to defined dynamic conditions
or are given as a function of frequency, time, or conversion data-rate. A quality
factor of a dynamic feature is its capability to remain unchanged within the
entire range of dynamic operation.

Analog Input Bandwidth: specifies the frequency at which a full-scale
input of an ADC leads to a reconstructed output 3 dB below its low frequency
value. This definition differs from what is used for amplifiers which usually
use a small signal input.

Input Impedance: is the impedance between the input terminals of the
ADC. At low frequency the input impedance is a resistance: ideally, it is
infinite for voltage inputs and zero for current inputs (thus leading to an ideal
measure of voltage or current.) At high frequency the input impedance is
dominated by its capacitive component. Often, a switched capacitance struc-
ture performs the input sampling. In this case the specification provides the
equivalent load at the input pin. At very high frequency the input impedance
of the ADC must be the matched termination of the input connection.

Load Regulation or Output Impedance: the load regulation measures the
ability of the output stage of a DAC to maintain its rated voltage accuracy.
It describes the change in output voltage per mA drained from the output
terminal, and is expressed in LSB/mA. The output impedance is obtained
from the load regulation by replacing the LSB in the LSB/mA ratio with the
LSB value in mV. The result is in Ω.

Settling-time: is the time at which the step response of a DAC enters and
subsequently remains within a specified error band around its final value.
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The input is a step signal applied at time t = 0. The final value is defined
to occur a long time after the beginning of the step.

Cross-talk: measures the energy that appears in a signal because of unde-
sired coupling with other signals. In addition to coupling at the IC level a
poor printed circuit board design can cause crosstalk. For instance, traces
carrying critical signals running in parallel on the same layer of a PCB cause
interferences.

Aperture uncertainty (Clock Jitter): is the standard deviation of the sam-
pling time. It is also called aperture jitter or timing phase noise. It is
normally assumed that clock jitter is like a noise with a white spectrum.

Digital to Analog Glitch Impulse: is the amount of signal injected from
the digital inputs to the analog output when the inputs change state. The
maximum normally occurs at half scale when the DAC switches around the
MSB and many switches change state, i.e., from 01 · · · 11 to 10 · · · 00. The
parameter is the integral of the glitch area and is measured in V-sec or A-sec.

Glitch Power: is similar to the previous DAC specification but its cause
is more general. It can be due to a delay between bit controls or to timing
mismatch in the analog sections. Normally its maximum occurs at half
scale. Similarly to the previous specification it is the integral of the glitch
area and is measured in V-sec or A-sec.

Equivalent input referred noise: is a measure of the electronic noise pro-
duced by the circuits of the ADC. The result is that for a constant dc input
the output is not fixed but there is a distribution of codes centered around
the output code nominally encoding the input. With a large number of out-
put samples the code histogram is approximately Gaussian. The standard
deviation of the distribution defines the equivalent input referred noise. It

Vin=        ·VFS

x x+1 x+2 x+3x-1x-3 x-2

0.63 LSB

Digital
Code

2N
x

Figure 2.11. Estimation of the input referred noise using the histogram method for a dc input.
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is normally expressed in terms of LSBs or rms voltage. Fig. 2.11 shows the
histogram at the output of a possible data converter affected by a 0.63 LSB
noise.

Signal-to-Noise Ratio (SNR): is the ratio between the power of the signal
(normally a sinewave) and the total noise produced by quantization and the
noise of the circuit. The SNR accounts for the noise in the entire Nyquist
interval. The SNR can depend on the frequency of the input signal and it
decreases proportional to the input amplitude. Fig. 2.12 shows the SNR of
a hypothetical 12-bit data converter with 50 MHz sampling frequency. The
SNR for a −0.5 dB input is 67 dB. The loss in the SNR shows that the noise
caused by the electronics is larger than the quantization noise. When the
input signal is −20 dB then, as expected, the SNR is 48 dB. Observe that the
SNR performances versus frequency are good: the SNR is almost constant
in the entire Nyquist range. Also, it only drops a few dB for frequencies in
the second Nyquist zone. Therefore, the hypothetical converter of Fig. 2.12
is suitable for under-sampling a signal whose spectrum is in the second
Nyquist zone.

Signal-to-Noise-and-Distortion Ratio (SINAD or SNDR): is similar in
definition to the SNR except that non linear distortion terms, generated by
the input sine wave, are also accounted for. The SINAD is the ratio between
the root-mean-square of the signal and the root-sum-square of the harmonic
components plus noise (excluding dc). Since static and dynamic limitations
cause a non-linear response the SINAD is dependent on both the amplitude
and frequency of the input sine wave. Fig. 2.13 shows the SINAD for the
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Figure 2.13. Signal-to-Noise-and Distortion Ratio versus input amplitude and input frequency
(fck = 50 MHz).

same hypothetical converter of Fig. 2.12. The SINAD shows that harmonic
terms are negligible if the input is −20 dBFS or less. Larger input am-
plitudes bring about distortion especially at high frequencies. Notice that
the SINAD significantly degrades in the second Nyquist zone; thus, the use
of this particular converter could be problematic when used in the second
Nyquist zone and high-linearity is required.

Dynamic Range: is the value of the input signal at which the SNR (or the
SINAD) is 0 dB. The parameter is useful for some types of data converters
that do not obtain their maximum SNR (or SINAD) at 0 dBFS input. This
typically happens in sigma-delta converters. Fig. 2.14 shows a typical plot
of the SNR versus the input amplitude for a sigma-delta ADC. The peak of
the SNR is at 74 dB while the dynamic range is 80 dB. Therefore, the peak
of the SNR occurs approximately at −6 dBFS .

Effective-Number-of-Bits (ENOB): measures the signal-to-noise and dis-
tortion ratio using bits. SINAD in dB and ENOB are linked by

ENOB =
SINADdB − 1.76

6.02
. (2.6)

Harmonic Distortion (HD): is the ratio between the root-mean-square of
the signal and the root-mean-square of harmonic components including
aliased terms. Unless otherwise specified the HD accounts for the sec-
ond through tenth harmonics: it is normally assumed that harmonic terms
higher than the tenth have negligible effects. If fin is the frequency of
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the input signal and fs is the sampling frequency, then the n-th harmonic
component is at frequency | ± nfin ± kfs|, where k is a suitable number
that folds the harmonic term into the first Nyquist zone. At high input am-
plitudes and huge frequency the largest terms are the second and the third
harmonic. Some data sheets provide a plot of their amplitude as a function
of the input frequency in dBc (dB below carrier). Fig. 2.15 shows the har-
monics of a hypothetical 100 MHz clock, 12 bit ADC. The figure is for input
frequencies up to 250 MHz (5th Nyquist zone). A fully differential system
makes the second harmonic negligible in the first two Nyquist zones. At
high frequency the benefit of the fully-differential architecture vanishes and
the second harmonic distortion becomes dominant.

Example 2.2

Calculate the frequency of the first ten harmonic tones in the output
spectrum of a non-linear data converter. The input is a single tone
sine wave. Use computer simulations to verify the achieved results.

Solution

This example uses an input sequence with 214 points. Assuming that
the sequence lasts 1 sec the sampling frequency is 16.4 kHz. With an

Figure 2.16. Harmonic tones for fin=671 kHz (fs=16.38 kHz).
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Figure 2.17. Harmonic tones for fin=1.711 kHz (fs=16.38 kHz).

input frequency equal to 671 Hz the tenth harmonic is at 6.71 kHz,
just below the Nyquist limit. All the harmonic tones will show up
sequentially within the Nyquist range. Assume now that the input
frequency increases to 1.711 kHz. The fifth harmonic is at 8.555
kHz, slightly higher than fs/2=8.192 kHz. Aliasing mirrors the fifth
harmonic down to fs-5·fin=7.829 kHz. The 6th, 7th, 8th and 9th

harmonics are also folded once. The tenth term is at 17.11 kHz, and
will be folded twice to leave a tone at 10 ·fin − fs=726 Hz.
The codes Ex2 2.mdl and Ex2 2launch.m provide the Simulink model
and the m-file for launching the simulation. A polynomial function
and suitable coefficients describe the harmonic distortion.
By comparing the two spectra in Fig. 2.16 and Fig. 2.17 it is possible
to verify the above described features with input frequencies equal to
671 Hz and 1.711 kHz. The diagrams show tones well separated from
the input. However, if fin is close to fs/n (with n integer) harmonics
can be very near the input signal (try, for example, fin=2339 Hz).

Total Spurious Distortion (TSD): is the the root-sum-square of the spurious
components in the spectral output of the ADC. The input is a pure sine
wave input of specified amplitude and frequency. TSD is often expressed
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in dB using, as a reference, the root-mean-square amplitude of the output
component at the input frequency.

Spurious Free Dynamic Range (SFDR): is the ratio of the root-mean-
square signal amplitude to the root-mean-square value of the highest spu-
rious spectral component in the first Nyquist zone. The SFDR provides
information similar to the total harmonic distortion but focuses on the worst
tone. The SFDR depends on the input amplitude. With large input signals
the highest tone is given by one of the harmonics of the signal. For input
amplitudes well below the full scale the distortion caused by the signal be-
comes negligible and other tones not caused by the input become dominant
due to the non-linear nature of the converter.
The SFDR is important for communication systems. Often it is necessary
to perform analog-to-digital conversion on a small signal representing a
channel that the antenna receives together with other big channels. It may
happen that a high spur generated by a big channel falls very close to the
small channel thus masking the associated information. Fig. 2.18 illustrates
the problem. The input signal has two channels, a big one 0( dB) at around
6.72 MHz, and a small one (−90 dB) at around 3.8 MHz. The sampling
frequency is 16.4 MHz. The big component generates a big third harmonic
at 20.16 MHz which gets folded down to 3.76 MHz, just 40 kHz from the

Figure 2.18. Spectrum of a small channel corrupted by the bigger spur due to a large channel.
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Figure 2.19. SFDR plot expressed in terms of dBc and dBFS.

small channel. Even if the SFDR is 85 dB the spur almost completely masks
the −90 dB signal.
The SFDR is generally plotted as a function of the signal amplitude. Often
it is expressed in dBc. Some data sheets provide the value of the highest
spur rms normalized to the ADC full scale (dBFS). Fig. 2.19 shows the
SFDR of a hypothetical ADC. The curves are for a 60.2 MHz input with
an 80 MHz sampling frequency. Thus the input is in the second Nyquist
zone. The plot shows that the SFDR in dBFS is independent of the input
amplitude. Accordingly, the SFDR in dBc plot rises linearly. The SFDR is
0 dBc at −86 dBFS input. At this level the maximum spur is equal to the
input.

Intermodulation Distortion (IMD): accounts for spur tones caused by
non-linearity when the input is a complex signal. Non-linearity not only
causes distortion of a pure tone; but also, when the input is made of multiple
sine waves the interaction between them produces intermodulation terms.
This non-linearity of a data converter causes the mixing of the spectral
components thus generating spurs at sum and difference frequencies for
all possible integer multiples of the input frequency tones. The IMD is
quantified by parameters or diagrams.

Two tone Intermodulation Distortion (IMD2): is the ratio of the rms value
of either input tone to the rms value of the worst third order intermodulation
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product reported in dBc. The input is made by two closely spaced tones
f1 and f2. Often the specification accounts for the third order spurs only,
which occur at (2f1 − f2), (2f2 − f1). The reason for considering third
order terms only is that they are close to the input frequencies f1

∼= f2.
Other intermodulation terms are far away from the input and can be filtered
out in the digital domain.

Example 2.3

Determine with computer simulations the IMD2 tones caused in a
14-bit ADC. The distortion is described by a non-linear block before
the quantization y = x + 10 − 4x3.

Solution

The code Ex2 3.mod and the corresponding launcher Ex2 3launch.m
provide the basis for the computer solution. The sampling frequency
is 16.38 kHz. The two tones at 1.169 kHz and 1.231 kHz have an
amplitude of 1. The full scale is ±2 V . The quantization step is
4VFS/214 = 1/212. A non-linear block models the distortion of the
transfer characteristic of the converter.
Fig. 2.20 gives the output spectrum in the frequency interval ranging
from 500 Hz to 4 KHz. The figure outlines four intermodulation
products (2f1−f2), (2f2−f1), (2f1 +f2), (2f2 +f1). The first two
tones are the closest to the input frequencies. The figure also shows the
effect of the third order non-linearity that produces two tones at 3f1

Figure 2.20. Spectrum of the output signal with IND2 tones.
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and 3f2. The amplitude of pairs of intermodulation tones is the same
because the sine wave components have the same amplitude. The
simple use of trigonometric equations gives the first pair amplitudes
equal to 3A1A2/4. The reader can verify the effect of different sine
wave amplitudes on the intermodulation tones.

Multi-Tone Power Ratio (MTPR): is specific for data converters used in
communication systems. It defines the distortion of multi-tone transmission
systems. The parameter is measured using a sequence of tones with equal
amplitude A0 placed at frequencies that are multiples of a fundamental
frequency f0. Few tones are left out. The harmonic distortion produces
interference signals in the position of the missing tones. The MTPR is
defined as the ratio of the rms signal amplitude A0 to the rms value of the
tones at the missing tones frequencies.

Noise-power ratio (NPR): similar to the MTPR it describes the linear per-
formances of an ADC used in frequency division multiplexed (FDM) links.
NPR is a parameter which is usually used to describe power amplifiers but
the same concept is also used for data converters. In an FDM system the
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signal is made of many carriers with different amplitude and phase. The
signal looks like white noise passed through a band-pass filter. If one of
the channels is removed then the spectrum will show a deep notch at the
frequency of the missing channel. If we use the obtained signal to excite the
ADC then the converter noise and the IMD will tend to fill in the notch. The
depth of the notch after the ADC gives the NPR. Fig. 2.21 shows a typical
spectrum used to determine the NPR.
The NPR is dependent on the rms value of the input. For low input levels
the notch is mainly filled by the quantization noise and the thermal noise
contributions which are almost independent of the input power. For high
inputs the ADC saturation and distortion terms become dominant causing a
quick drop of the NPR (Fig. 2.22).

Effective Resolution Bandwidth (ERBW): is defined as the analog input
frequency at which the SINAD drops by 3 dB compared to its low frequency
value. The ERBW gives the maximum signal bandwidth that the converter
can handle. The ERBW should be well above the Nyquist limit.

Figure of Merit (FoM): is a parameter used to measure the power effective-
ness of an ADC. It assumes that the total power is consumed mainly because
of the bandwidth of the converted signal (BW ) and the equivalent number of
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bits (ENB). Publications or data-sheets use different definitions of the FoM.
The basis of all these definitions is

FoM =
PTot

2ENB2 · BW
. (2.7)

In some cases the number of bits replaces the ENB or the ERBW

Remember that

The figure of merit is not
a solid parameter as it de-
pends on the technology
line-width, signal bandwidth
and number of bits. Never-
theless, use it anyway for as-
sessing the the power effec-
tiveness of the converter.

is used instead of BW. Other definitions
use the clock frequency and not the
signal band (for Nyquist-rate convert-
ers.) The figure of merit depends on
the architecture used and the line-width
of the technology. Effective solutions
show an FoM below 1pJ/conv-step. In
order to harmonize the comparison be-
tween different architecture and tech-
nologies a more articulated definition
of the FoM with parameters that de-
pend on technological values and the
operation conditions can be used.

2.6 DIGITAL AND SWITCHING SPECIFICATIONS
The digital features are also specified by a given set of parameters. These

ensure the proper interfacing with internal or external circuits and are useful for
the synchronization of logic signals within the data converter. The specifications
given below are the ones most commonly used in commercial data sheets.

Logic levels: are the set of non overlapping ranges of amplitudes used to
represent the logic state. The used logic levels ensure the compatibility with
the defined logic standard (like the CMOS or TTL.)

Encode or clock rate: is the range of possible encode rates that ensures the
performances of the specifications. It can vary by one decade or more. It is
best to operate a data converter using a maximum clock rate of about 25%
of the maximum guaranteed by the specification.

Clock timing: specifies the features of the clock. The information is nor-
mally given using a diagram. The external clock is normally regenerated
inside the integrated circuit with edge-triggered flip-flops that latch the in-
put on the rising or the falling edge. The clock duty cycle can be chosen
arbitrarily under some constraints. A 50% duty cycle is normally the best
for optimum dynamic performances.
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Clock Source: the clock signal specifies the timing operation of the con-
verter. Circuits requiring a very low jitter generate the clock using a differ-
ential input sine wave. A crystal clock oscillator (with or without external
filters) obtains the input sine wave. This ensures sine wave purity and pro-
vides accurate zero-crossing times. Internal amplifiers, under saturation,
are used to square the input sine wave and thus generate the internal clock.

Sleep Mode: specifies a power-down mode that turns off the main bias
currents and minimizes the power consumption. Applying a logic level to
a proper pin activates the power-down mode. The power-up and the power-
down activation times depend on the time constant associated with the sleep
circuit. It may take a few µs to go into the sleep mode and a few ms to
power the circuit back.
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.

PROBLEMS

2.1 Search the Web-sites of key data-converter manufacturers and list
the various types of data converters produced. Draft a table with
type, resolution and maximum clock-rates.

2.2 Plot the input-output transfer curve of an 8-bit data converter. Use
a computer simulation and assume a random DNL with maximum
variance 0.4 LSB. The interpolating curve is y = x + 0.01(x −
0.5)3; 0 > x > 1.

2.3 The INL of a 12-bit data converter measured using the ideal inter-
polation line is -0.4 LSB and 1.3 LSB at the first and last code. Its
maximum occurs at 2/3 of the full scale and is 2.1 LSB. Estimate
the offset, gain error and the maximum of the endpoint-fit line
INL.

2.4 Make a search on the Web to find the type of A/D converters that
provide more than 14-bit. Consider the following input band-
widths: 44 kHz,150 kHz, 2 MHz, 20 MHz and 80 MHz.

2.5 Download the data-sheet of a 12-bit ADC from the Web. Estimate
the interpolating curve that causes the INL. Verify the effect of the
distortion on the output spectrum for a full scale sine wave.

2.6 Repeat Example 2.1 with the following distortion coefficients: a
= 0.02, b = -0.005 c = 0.01. Determine the harmonic distortion for
an input sine wave. Change the amplitude from full scale to -20
dBFS . Keep the parameter a constant and change the values of b
and c so that the harmonic distortion is optimised for an input full
scale sine wave. Plot, using the optimum values, the distortion as
a function of the input amplitude.

2.7 Perform a computer simulation with 5000 samples and plot the
histogram of the output of 12-bit data converter. Use a constant
input amplitude of 0.372 VFS with a 20 mVFS random noise
component.
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2.8 Repeat Example 2.2 using 3.7 kHz and 4.2 kHz input sine waves.
Determine the output spectra for input square waves at the same
frequency. Justify the results obtained.

2.9 Make a search on the Web for an ADC with 100 MS/s conversion
rate and 14-bit. Compare the harmonic distortion provided data of
the found parts and make an assessment of the cost/performances
(if the cost of the parts are available).

2.10 Repeat Example 2.3 by using the following transfer response: y =
x+10−4x2. Use two sine waves one with half-scale and the other
with a quarter of full-scale amplitude. The frequencies are 1.23
kHz ± 50 Hz.

2.11 The INL of a 10 bit ADC has a sawtooth like behavior with a jump
of 1.6 LSB at half scale and 0.8 LSB and 1.1 LSB at a quater and
three quarter of the full scale. Estimate the DNL and draft the
input-output transfer characteristic around the same points with
the given INL values and their opposite.

2.12 Search on the Web published data on power for ADC with fB =
2MHz and 10-bit resolution and compare the FoM. Find a possible
dependence on the line-width of the used technologies.
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Chapter 3

NYQUIST-RATE
DIGITAL TO ANALOG

CONVERTERS
This chapter studies digital-to-analog architectures used in inte-
grated circuits. We shall first consider the basic requirements on
the voltage and the current references: the accuracy of any DAC
(and also any ADC) critically depends on the quality of its refer-
ences. Then, we shall study resistor based and capacitor based
architectures. These architectures provide an attenuation of the
reference voltage under the control of the digital input. Finally,
we shall study the architectures that obtain the DAC function by
steering unary or binary-weighted current sources.

3.1 INTRODUCTION
The input of a DAC is a multi-bit digital signal while the output is a voltage or

a current capable of driving an external load. To meet the driving requirements
many DACs use active elements like op-amps or OTAs whose performances are,
obviously, crucial for meeting the DAC specifications. Because of this we shall
analyze the possible limits caused by active blocks but the study will be at the
system level and will not go into design details. It is assumed that the reader
already knows enough on operational amplifier or OTA design. Moreover, it is
assumed that the reader has a basic knowledge of integrated circuit technologies
and layout.
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RIDAC

Figure 3.1. Use of a DAC with current output to drive a double terminated coaxial cable.

The output of a DAC can be a voltage or a current. In the latter case the
current is normally used to drive an off-chip coaxial cable to yield a voltage
across the terminations. The cable should be properly terminated on both sides
(Fig. 3.1) to preserve the high frequency features of off-chip wire-transmitted
signals.

The first Chapter assumed that the output of a DAC is a reconstructed wave-
form; i.e., a continuous-time signal whose bandwidth is completely within the
first Nyquist zone of the sampled-data digital signal. However, many commer-
cial integrated circuits don’t provide a reconstructed signal but only its sampled
and held DAC representation. It is assumed that a separate circuit, off-chip,
realizes the reconstruction function. Furthermore, when the DAC is employed
in an ADC then the analog waveform must be in sampled-data form, as the
DAC signal is typically combined with other analog signals to implement some
sampled-data algorithm.

Many DACs use integrated resistances or capacitors to attenuate (or amplify)
the reference. Since the attenuation (or the gain) factor depends on the ratio
between passive elements then having good matching and temperature inde-
pendency is very important. A careful design of the layout (with inter-digitized
or common centroid structures), the use of dummy elements, the matching of
parasitic capacitances and the equalization of resistive-metal contacts leads to
matching accuracies in the order of 0.02 − 0.1%. Thus, resolutions and lin-
earitiy of up to 60 − 70 dB are possible without trimming of analog passive
elements and without using digital correction or digital calibration.

Various DACs (and also ADCs) use analog CMOS switches for the conversion
algorithm implementation. They utilize the fact that CMOS technology easily
obtains switches: a MOS transistor is an off-switch if its driving voltage is in the
sub-threshold region while it becomes a low resistance (on-switch) if its driving
voltage well exceeds the threshold and VDS is small. The design of switches
and their control is an importan part of the data converter design because it is
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necessary to obtain low on-resistance, high speed of switching and minimum
side effects.

Since the on-resistance is inversely proportional to the product of the W/L as-
pect ratio and the applied overdrive voltage (VGS−VTh) a single MOS transistor
can be enough for switching nodes towards fixed voltages. For switching nodes
that experience some swing it is better to use complementary transistors since
when the node voltage increases the n-channel on-resistance also increases, but
the on-resistance of the p-channel decreases. Some implementations prefer to
use a sigle n-channel transistor whose gate control is a shifted-up replica of
the signal to be switched. The obtained control voltage typically exceeds the
supply voltage and the circuit used to generate it is called clock booster.

An important limit when using analog switches comes from the clock-
feedthrough: this is the injection of the MOS channel charge into source and
drain when the gate control goes off. A charge injection into a low-impedance
node will only cause a glitch whose duration depends on the value of the node
impedance. However, a charge injection into a high impedance or capacitive
node causes an offset that can be problematic, especially when the injected
charge is signal dependent in a non-linear manner. The problem of clock-
feedthrough is tackled with suitable techniques which are well described in
basic textbooks and recalled in a successive chapter.

3.1.1 DAC Applications
Many high speed DAC specifications are generated by the video market

needs. Video signals from a digital source, such as a computer or a DVD, are
often displayed on analog monitors, thus requiring high-speed DACs. High
performance DACs are also used for TV : HDTV quality pictures require HDTV
quality displays. An analog NTSC TV displays 525 lines each frame while
a good HDTV monitor displays more than 1000 lines per frame. In addition
to the higher resolution a HDTV monitor also provides a higher contrast ratio
and a more detailed color range. Unlike an analog TV which has about 8-bit
contrast ratio, a digital light processing (DLP) or plasma TV provide contrast
ratios that exceed 11-bits. DNL, conversion-rate, glitch energy and minimum
chip area are key parameters for such video DACs. To maximize the viewing
quality on a state-of-art display technology, 12-bit and 150 MSPS conversion
rate are therefore often necessary.

DACs are also used for wired and wireless communications that use a variety
of modulation and encoding schemes to exchange digital information. DACs
for ADSL or ADLS2+ must handle signal bands of 1.1 MHz or 2.2 MHz with
12-bit of resolution. Wireless applications such as UMTS, CDMA2000, and
GSM/EDGE require both high conversion rates and high resolution especially
when multiple carriers are used instead of a single signal generating source.
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UMTS uses up to four carriers per transmitter, and GSM/EDGE and CDMA2000
applications may employ four to eight carriers for a single transmitter. Thus,
the generation of a complex modulation waveform involves complex digital
processing but also requires high performance DACs. Conversion rates of 200
MSpS - 1 GSpS and resolutions from 12-bit to 16-bit can be necessary.

An analogue signal processor can use DACs to replace potentiometers. A
digitally controlled resistance allows functions like digital gain and offset can-
cellation, programmable voltage and current sources, and programmable atten-
uation. The solution is a resistive divider DAC whose wiper position is selected
via an n-bit register value. The setting is updated infrequently and often the
DAC uses a slow serial interface with volatile or non-volatile memory to store
the setting.

A signal from a microphone or other sound source is converted to a digital
signal for storage in a computer, where it can be edited if necessary or placed
in some storage devices. Headphones or speakers playback the sound after the
DAC conversion. The resolution used is high (16-bit or more) with a typical
sampling-rate of 44 kSpS. Since the signal bandwidth is relatively low, DACs
used for audio applications normally exploit oversampling.

3.1.2 Voltage and Current References
The dynamic range of a DAC is established by the voltage (or current) refer-

ence which can be either generated inside the chip or provided via an external
pin. In both cases it is necessary to ensure a very high level of accuracy as any
error affecting the reference limits the overall system performance. Therefore,
it is always necessary that references are set accurately and kept at a constant
value independent of load changes, temperature, input supply voltage, and time.

The use of an external reference enables flexibility and permits a careful con-
trol of errors. However, series or shunting impedances in the interconnections
can cause a static or dynamic error. Fig. 3.2 shows simple equivalent circuits of

VRef

vRef,n

RV
Lbond

iRef,n IRef

RI

Lbond

+

a) b)

+

-

- CHIP CHIP
CpRI Cp

Figure 3.2. Equivalent model of external references: (a) voltage and (b) current.
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the external reference connections. The resistances RV and RI are the internal
resistance of the references. Cp is a parasitic capacitance accounting for all the
parasitics at the input pin. The connection of the external reference to the inside
of the circuit is through the bonding, modeled by the inductance Lbond whose
value is about 1 nH per mm of bonding connection.

Static errors within the reference corresponds to a fixed value change, they
are normally irrelevant as only cause a gain error. By contrast, dynamic errors
can be much more problematic because they affect the speed and the SNR of
the circuit. A dynamic error mainly occurs because the reference is required to
charge or discharge one or more capacitors. The voltage across the capacitors
experiences a transient that must settle within half an LSB (or better) in a fraction
of the conversion period. Thus, the time constant of the charging network must
be much lower than 1/fck. In addition, because of the bonding inductance the
pin voltage also experiences a ringing transient at the natural frequency of the
LC network thus requiring the use of series or parallel resistors which dampen
the ringing to a level well below half LSB within a fraction of the clock period.

Fig. 3.2 also includes the noise of the references, v2
Ref,n or i2Ref,n. Since these

noise sources can be viewed as an almost unchanged output additive term, their
spectral level must be well below the quantization floor; therefore, for n-bits
with dynamic range VFS (or IFS) and sampling frequency fs it is necessary to
have

v2
Ref,n � V 2

FS

6 · 22n · fs
or i2Ref,n � I2

FS

6 · 22n · fs
. (3.1)

For example, a 14-bit DAC with 400-MSPS and IFS = 20mA needs a

Remember

The noise of reference gen-
erators must be lower than
the expected quantization
noise floor. The request be-
comes very challenging for
resolutions above 14-bit.

current reference whose noise spec-
trum is lower than 0.79 nA

√
Hz. Such

a noise current injected into 50 Ω yields
a voltage spectrum of 39.5 nV

√
Hz,

figure that is a fairly low noise level.
Remind that the spectrum of the in-
put referred noise generator of an
MOS transistor is v2

n = (8/3)kT/gm;
therefore, just a single MOS transis-
tor which transconductance is equal to
0.2 mA/V gives to a noise spectrum
as large as v2

n = 7.4 nV
√

Hz.

3.2 TYPES OF CONVERTERS
The basic components used in a DAC architecture normally classify the DAC.

We distinguish between:

Resistor based architectures.
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Capacitor based architectures.
Current source based architectures.

3.3 RESISTOR BASED ARCHITECTURES
The resistor based architectures include the resistive divider (or Kelvin di-

vider), the digital potentiometer, and the R-2R resistive ladder.
Silicon technology realizes resistors using strips of resistive layers with a

given specific resistance, ρ�. This is the resistance in Ω/� of a square of the
strip measured between two opposite sides of the square. The effective number
of squares (L/W )eff and the contact resistance Rcont give the total resistive
value

R = ρ�(L/W )eff + 2 · Rcont. (3.2)

Integrated technologies provide resistive layers whose specific resistance
ranges from a few Ω/� to kΩ/�. An accurate value of number of squares
requires using widths of the strip that are not at the minimum allowed by the
technology; also, the selection of the layer must account for the linearity re-
quirements that depends on temperature and voltage coefficients and must be
such that the number of squares is not too low so that a good accuracy is en-
sured or too high so that the silicon area is relatively small even if the desired
resistance is tens or hundred of kΩ.

The absolute value of the resistances normally only matters for controlling
the power consumption or for enhancing the speed of the circuit. Therefore,
absolute accuracy is not particularly important. However, matching accuracy is
much more significant. Matching errors cause gain error and in some situations
harmonic distortion. In order to have good matching it is necessary to use
resistive layers with well contolled fabrication steps and to draw a good layout.
Obviously, when it is required to ensure matching between resistances they must
use the same resistive layer and they must be at the same temperature. Moreover,
the terminating resistances must be proportional to the resistance value. If the
ratio between resistances is an integer number it is worth using a unity element
to construct the various elements by series connections. The layout must also
ensure that the orientation of matched elements and the direction of the current
flow must also be the same.

Fig. 3.3 (a) shows an example of layout of 6 squares of a given resistive
layer. Fig. 3.3 (b) shows three of such unity resistances forming a matched
R-2R pair. The two unity elements of the 2R resistance are on either side of the
unity element R. This arrangement leads to the same centroid for R and 2R thus
compensating for any possible vertical gradient of the specific resistance. The
connections are such that the current flows in the same direction in all the unity
resistances thus avoiding possible errors due to anisotropy.
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6W

R1-1 R1-2

R2-2

R2-1

(a) (b)

Figure 3.3. (a) resistance with L/W=6. (b) Two matched resistances with ratio 2.

The layout of Fig. 3.3 (b) does not account for boundary effects. Precision
applications use dummy elements around the layout to make the boundary of
all the resistors equal. Also, the metal connection establishes a series resistance
whose value is tens of mΩ/�. If necessary, this parasitic effect is equalized by
matching the number of squares of metal connection.

3.3.1 Resistive Divider
A resistive string connected across the positive and negative references ob-

tains multiple voltages whose digitally controlled selection realizes a very sim-
ple DAC. This is known as a Kelvin divider as it was invented by Lord Kelvin
in the 18th century. Fig. 3.4 (a) shows a 3-bit resistive divider connected be-
tween ground and a unipolar reference VRef . The divider is made by 23 equal
resistors, RU , that generate 8 discrete analog voltages. It is easy to verify that
the generated voltages are

Vi = VRef
i

8
i = 0 · · · 7. (3.3)

The resistive divider of Fig. 3.4 (b) shifts the generated voltages by half an
LSB (VRef/2n+1) by moving a half unity resistance, RU/2, from the top to the
bottom of the resistive divider.

The selection of a voltage generated by the divider is done by switches whose
on or off condition is controlled by the digital input. The selected voltage is then
used at the input of a buffer capable of providing a very high input impedance
so as to not disturb the divider (thus performing a volt-metric measurement).
The buffer also provides a low output impedance for properly driving the DAC
load.

Fig. 3.4 (b) shows also the simplest selection method (3-bits). It is a tree of
switches directly controlled by the digital bits (or their inverse). The method
does not require any substantial digital processing; however, there is the on-
resistance of 3 switches (that would become n switches for an n-bit DAC) along
the connection to the buffer.
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Figure 3.4. (a) Resistive divider. (b) Resistive divider with 1/2 LSB offset, Switch tree selector
and output buffer.

The value of the switches on-resistances and the parasitic capacitances can
impede the fast operation of a DAC. Thus, some architectures use a control
logic to generate DAC register signals which are used to individually control 2n

switches. The switches connect all the taps of the resistive divider to a common
line connected to the buffer. Fig. 3.5 shows a typical architecture that realizes

DAC
Register

  Output
  Buffer

Control
Logic

Power-Down
Control-Logic

Resistive DAC

Digital Input Power Down

Analog Output

Figure 3.5. Typical architecture of a resistive divider DAC.
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Trade-off

The decoding method used
to select the Kelvin divider
voltages depends on a trade-
off between speed, complex-
ity, and power consumption.

this kind of solution. The diagram in-
cludes the power down control, useful
for reducing the power consumption in
the idle state. Other possible functions
to be incorporated in the circuit are a
serial interface (like the I2C) for input
data and the power-on reset of the DAC
register that sets the output voltage to
zero at power-on.

3.3.2 X-Y Selection
A limit to the resistive divider architecture is that the number of switches

or the number of control lines increases exponentially with the number of bits.
For instance, an 8-bit DAC must use a tree of 510 switches or must generate
256 logic signals driving switches every conversion rate period. Moreover, the
parasitic load due to the off switches connected to the common line at the buffer
can be very large, thus reducing the speed or requiring an increase in the power
used in the output buffer.

LSB DECODER

M
S

B
 D

E
C

O
D

E
R

Output
Buffer

R0 R1 R14 R15

R224 R238 R239

R240R241R254R255

b3 b2 b1 b0

b
7

 b
6

 b
5

 b
4

Analog
Output

VRef+

VRef-

R225

R16R17R30R31

Figure 3.6. Resistive DAC with X-Y addressing scheme.
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A solution that simplifies the selection and also saves power is the one shown
in Fig. 3.6. The scheme, implemented for an 8-bit Kelvin divider, uses an X-Y
selection. The 256 unity resistances, divided into 16 lines, are arranged in a
serpentine fashion connected between bipolar positive and negative references,
VRef+ and VRef−. Each line represents one of the 4 MSBs of the digital input.
Therefore, the MSB decoder selects a line while the LSB decoder picks up an
element of the line. A given pair: line selection X and column selection Y,
identifies one and only one voltage of the divider. The first tap of the odd lines
and the last tap of the even lines, next to R0, R16, R32, · · · identifies the voltage
of the first LSBs of that line. Therefore, the LSB decoder must swap the LSBs
selection direction depending on whether the MSB identifies an even or an odd
line of resistors.

The benefit of the X-Y selection is that the decoding signals are only 2 · 2n/2

instead of 2n. The layout is compact and minimizes the grading error. However,
since the connection to the output buffer is through two switches instead of only
one, the time constant of the RC network between resistive divider and buffer
is doubled.

3.3.3 Settling of the Output Voltage
A change of the input code should cause a step change in the output, however

the finite speed of the buffer and the parasitic capacitances of the Kelvin divider
smooth this step transition. First assume that the speed of the buffer is very
large so that the settling of the output voltage depends only on the divider
whose equivalent circuit can be approximated by an RC network. For an n-bit
divider the equivalent resistance between the k-th tap and ground is the parallel
connection of (k−1)RU and (2n−k+1)RU . Accounting for the on-resistance
of the switches the equivalent resistance of the RC network is

Req =
(k − 1)(2n − k + 1)

2n
RU + Non ·Ron. (3.4)

The parasitic capacitance loading the input of the buffer is

Cin = Cin,B + Non · Cp,on + Noff · Cp,off , (3.5)

where Cin,B is the input capacitance of the buffer, Non and Noff are the number
of on and off switches connected to the input of the buffer, and Cp,on ' Cp,off

are the associated parasitic capacitances. The value of Cin is almost constant
as the sum of on and off switches is the same for any possible divider selection.
However, (3.4) gives a resistance that depends on the selected tap. Req is
parabolic starting fromNon·Ron atk = 1 reaching its maximum at k = 2n−1+1
(with value 2n−2RU + Non · Ron) and going down to Non · Ron + RU at
the last tap. Therefore, the variation of the time constant ReqCin with the
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Observation

A code dependent settling
of the output voltage causes
distortion. High SFDR re-
quires low resistances at ev-
ery node. The variation of
the settling time must be
much smaller than the hold
period.

selected tap affects the settling in a non-
linear manner: the response is fastest
if the beginning or the end of the re-
sistive string are selected and slower in
the middle of the range.

Even if the output of the buffer
passes through the reconstruction filter
only spurs at frequencies higher than
the Nyquist limit are filtered out. Har-
monics of low-frequency signals and
the intermodulation products coming
from multi-tone inputs produce spurs
inside the first Nyquist zone. Thus, a spur free output spectrum requires a set-
tling time well below the D/A conversion period making it is necessary to use
a very low unity resistance that minimizes the time constant.

Very low unity resistances reduce the time constant but the practical imple-
mentation can be problematic; an alternative solution is to use shunt resistances
Rs across sub-strings of k unity elements. The resistance of the parallel con-
nection becomes

Req =
kRURs

kRU + Rs
. (3.6)

If the shunt resistance is lower than the total sub-string then the shunting
element dominates the value of the sub-section resistance. Thus, the time
constant is reduced without using low resistance unity elements. For example,
if a shunt resistance Rs = RU is placed across each line in the X-Y arrangement
of Fig. 3.6 (Fig. 3.7) the resistance of each line reduces by about a factor 16 as
each line is the parallel connection of RU and 16RU . The time constant can also
be reduced by using minimum area switches that reduce the input capacitance
or by using an active compensation of the capacitance at the input of the buffer.

Let us now consider the effect of the buffer. Its dynamic response is limited
by the slew-rate, SR, and the gain-bandwidth product, fT . Assume that the
buffer input is a step voltage (i.e, the Kelvin divider does not limit the speed
now). The step starts at t = 0 swinging from Vin(0−) by ∆Vin(0) and lasts
for the conversion period, T. The output of the buffer slews with a constant rate,
dVout/dt = SR, until tslew at which the output differs from the input by a given
value, ∆V ; then, the output settles exponentially to the final value. The value of
∆V is such that, at the first approximation, the derivative of the output voltage
is continuous at the transition point. The time constant, τ , equals 1/(β2πfT )
(where β is the feedback factor and fT is the gain-banwidth product of the
op-amp). Summing up, the transient is described by

Vout(t) = Vin(0−) + SR · t for t < tslew
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Figure 3.7. Resistive DAC with X-Y addressing scheme and shunt resistances.

VOut(t) = Vin(0−) + ∆Vin(0) − ∆V · e−t/τ for t > tslew (3.7)

∆V = SR · τ ; tslew =
∆Vin(0)

SR
− τ,

showing a non linear combination of a ramp and an exponential. A large step
gives a long slewing period and reduces the time left for the exponential settling.

T

tslew tsett

tslew tsett

DV

timeVin(0-)

DVin(0)

DV

0

A B

Figure 3.8. Response of a unity gain buffer with finite slew-rate and bandwidth.
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A small step leads to a minimum (it may be zero) slewing time and a longer
period for settling (Fig. 3.8).

Since the reconstruction filter obtains more or less the average over time
of the waveform generated by the buffer, the average of the non-linear error
denotes distortion. If the time allowed for settling is long enough the output
reaches the final value with a good accuracy. The integrated error during the
slewing period (area A of Fig. 3.8) is ∆V 2

in/SR−SR · τ2 while the integrated
error during the settling period (area B of Fig. 3.8) is ∆V · τ . If ∆Vin < ∆V
there is no slewing phase and the integrated error is ∆Vin · τ . Accordingly if
the voltage step is small then the integrated error is proportional to the step size,
while for large step, the error increases with the square of the step.

The above considerations are useful when making a qualitative estimation
of the speed limits of the buffer. A quantitative assessment of performance
degradation must be done with simulations at the transistor level.

3.3.4 Segmented Architectures
The use of shunting resistors across each line of an X-Y arrangement (Fig. 3.9)

makes the shunting elements themselves an auxiliary divider that generates the
voltages of an n/2-bit DAC. This observation is the basis of the segmenta-
tion technique: segmentation obtains a high-resolution DAC by combining the
operation of two or more DACs together.

RM1

RM2 RL11RL12RL13RL14RL15RL16RL17RL18

RL21RL22RL23RL24RL25RL26RL27RL28

RL61RL62RL63RL64RL65RL66RL67RL68

RL71RL72RL73RL74RL75RL76RL77RL78

RL81RL82RL83RL84RL85RL86RL87RL88

RM7

RM8

VRef+

VRef-

Figure 3.9. 3+3 bit X-Y network with shunting resistors.
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Figure 3.10. (a) Cascade of two DACs with decoupling buffers. (b) Volt-metric interconnection
of the LSB DAC.

The scheme of Fig. 3.9 can be seen as the cascade of a 3-bit MSB DAC and
eight 3-bit LSB DACs. The resistances RM1 −RM8 obtain a coarse division of
the reference which is refined by the 3-bit dividers RLi1 − RLi8, i = 1 · · · 8.
Actually, the use of 8 LSB DACs is not necessary. Fig. 3.10 (a) shows how to
use only one fine divider. Switches select one of the coarse intervals and use
it in the fine divider RL1 − RL8 obtaining a division factor 2LSB . Two unity
gain buffers decouple the coarse and the fine dividers. The offset of the buffers
must match well, below one LSB, and must have an input common mode range
equal to Vref . Moreover, the input impedance must be very high for sensing
the coarse voltages in a volt-metric manner: the output resistance of the buffer
must be much less than the total resistance of the LSB divider.

It is possible to obtain a volt-metric sensing even without the unity buffers:
for this it is necessary to set the current in the connections between the two
DACs equal to zero. The result is shown in Fig. 3.10 (b) where two equal
current generators inject and drain the same current, IL, on the top and the
bottom of the LSB divider. The current in the connections becomes zero if IL

equals the current needed by the LSB divider

IL =
∆VLSB

2nLSBRL
=

VRef+ − VRef−
2nMSB · 2nLSBRL

. (3.8)
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The static current is zero; however, every time the MSB changes the parasitic
capacitances of the LSB nodes must charge or discharge thus draining current
from the MSB divider and causing glitches in the output voltage.

3.3.5 Effect of the Mismatch
The resistances of a real implementation differ from the nominal value, Ru,

because of two effects: a global error and a local fluctuation of parameters. The
i-th resistance can be expressed as

Ri = Ru(1 + εa) · (1 + εr,i), (3.9)

where εa is the absolute error and εr,i accounts for the relative mismatch. The
voltage at the tap k of an n-bit divider biased between VRef and ground is

Vout(k) = VRef

∑k
0 Ri∑2n−1

0 Ri

; k = 0, · · · , 2n − 1. (3.10)

The use of (3.9) in (3.10) shows, as expected, that the output voltages do not
depend on the absolute error. The output voltages become

Vout(k) = VRef
k +

∑k
0 εr,i

2n − 1 +
∑2n−1

0 εr,i

; k = 0, · · · , 2n − 1. (3.11)

Thus, the error depends on the accumulation of mismatches and is zero at
the two endings of the string. A critical case is when the errors are correlated
so that their accumulation causes a large INL. Consider, for example, a straight
string with unity elements spaced by ∆X and gradient α in their relative values.
The k-th resistor is

Rk = R0(1 + k · α∆X); k = 0, · · · , 2n − 1 (3.12)

and the output at the tap k becomes

Vout(k) = VRef
k + α∆X · k(k + 1)/2

2n − 1 + α∆X · (2n − 1)2n/2
(3.13)

which is parabolic with initial value 0 and final value VRef . Recall that the
INL is Vout(k) − Vout(k). It is plotted in Fig. 3.11 for an 8-bit DAC with
α∆X = ±10−4 (curves (a) and (b). Notice that the maximum value of the INL
is at half scale and for the studied case is ±0.8 LSB.

If the resistive divider is folded around its mid point and the only error is a
gradient then the unity resistance increases (or decreases) up to the folding point
and then returns to the initial value at the end of the string. Since the resistance
of the first half equals that of the second half then the midpoint voltage is
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Figure 3.11. INL caused by a gradient in the specific resistance for a linear and a folded (curve
(c) resistive string.

correct, thus making the INL at the folding point equal to zero. Fig. 3.11 (curve
c) shows that the folded arrangement with the same α∆X used for the other
curves reduces the maximum INL by a factor 4 (±0.2% LSB). Better results
are obtained with multiple folding and, more in general, with suitably designed
layouts.

Example 3.1

Determine, by computer simulations, the harmonic distortion caused
by a 2.5 · 10−5/µ gradient (α) in the resistivity of a straight string of
resistors spaced by 4µ. The DAC is an 8-bit Kelvin divider connected
between 0 V and 1 V.
Can the result be predicted by an approximate analysis? What resis-
tivity gradient gives a −95 dBFS spur?

Solution

To estimate the harmonic distortion the Matlab file Ex3 1 uses an
input sequence made by 212 points. The noise floor of the fft of an
8-bit DAC output (quantization noise plus process gain) is

PQ = −1.78 − 6.02 · 8 − 10 · log(2048) = −83 dB;
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Figure 3.12. Power spectral density of the DAC output.

so any spurs higher than, say, -65 dB (18 dB above the noise floor) are
well visible. Spurs at lower levels would require longer sequences.
The input signal is a full-scale sine wave with full range amplitude
0.5V and frequency such that a prime integer number (311) of sine
waveforms fits into the 2048 sequence. This obtains clean spectral
lines without using windowing (although windowing is still recom-
mended).
The function calcSNR calculates the power of the noise and SNDR;
results show that, as expected, zero distortion leads to a SNR and
SNDR equal to -49.8 dB. Fig. 3.12 shows that the linear graded re-
sistors cause a second harmonic term -50 dB below the input (whose
amplitude is normalized to 0 dB). Also, the second harmonic causes
a loss of 3 dB in the SNDR. Observe that a gradient α · ∆X = 10−4

makes the resistance of the last element bigger than the first one by
only 5%. Despite this small change the obtained harmonic distortion
is not negligible.

For an approximate study we neglect the effect of quantization by
using the approximation k · VRef � Vin · 2n in the equation (3.13)

Vout �
2n
[
Vin(1 + α∆X/2) + V 2

inα∆X2n/(2 · VRef )
]

2n − 1 + α∆X · (2n − 1)2n/2
.
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The use of the trigonometric relationship sin2x = 1/2 · (1− cos2x)
in the above equation leads, for an input sine wave, to a second
harmonic with amplitude V 2

inα∆X · 2n/(4 · VRef ) (the value of the
denominator is approximated by 2n). With a full-scale sine wave it
results

Aspur

Ain
=

VRef

2
α∆X · 2n

4 · VRef
= 0.0032 → −49.9 dB;

this is very close to the simulation result. The equation used to find
the gradient that gives a −95 dBFS spur yields α = 1.39 · 10−7/µ.
However this value is, obviously, impossible to obtain. For such
a demanding specification it is necessary to use common centroid
structure for canceling the first order correlated errors or, better, to
employ randomized series connections of unity elements to transform
the long range graded correlation into noise.

3.3.6 Trimming and Calibration
In addition to a systematic variation (described in the first order by a gradient)

the value of unity resistances can be affected by random errors. They are studied
by using statistical tools and/or by repeated simulations using to the Monte Carlo
technique that foresees a series of simulations with different values of of the
mismatched elements, collects the results, and creates a histogram for providing
the variance of the output error. The values used in the simulation reflect the
statistical distribution of the random error (often a Gaussian).

The local fluctuations of the resistive parameters are unpredictable and can-
not be compensated for with layout strategies. Also, the effect of the sys-
tematic error cannot be completely cancelled so the resulting global accu-
racy can end up being inadequate for the application. The solution for these
situations is the trimming, or electronic calibration of resistors. The thin

Note that:

The calibration by trimming
or by using fuses (or anti-
fuses) is permanent and
static as it corrects the mis-
matches due to the fabrica-
tion process inaccuracies.

film resistor technology is particularly
suitable for resistor calibration as the re-
sistors are realized on the top of the passi-
vation layer of the integrated circuit and
so their value can be precisely adjusted at
the wafer level using a laser. The quality
of thin film resistors is good: the temper-
ature coefficient is < 20 ppm/◦C and
the matching accuracy is 0.05 − 0.1%;
with trimming it is possible to improve
the matching up to 0.005%.
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Unfortunately, the thin film technology is not always available and the trim-
ming process is expensive. An alternative approach to the use of thin film laser
trimming is to employ fuses or anti-fuses for opening or closing the intercon-
nections of a network of resistive elements. If for example a large resistance,
Rcal is in parallel with a unity element, R′

U , through a fuse, then blowing that
fuse increases the value of the resistance from R′

U · Rcal/(R′
U + Rcal) thus

providing correction capability. Note that correction with fuses or anti-fuses is
done during testing (either before or after packaging) and is permanent.

Example 3.2

Estimate the harmonic distortion caused by a random error in the
unity resistances of a 10-bit resistive divider. Assume a standard
deviation of 0.05 and normal distribution

Solution

The Matlab code Ex3 2 obtains the solution. The simulation uses a
212 sequence that accommodates 91 periods of sine wave. Note that
repeated use of the code gives different results because the random
errors change every run. Fig. 3.13 shows a plot of the resistor values
versus the value of bin. The figure also represents the DNL, which is
the quantization step equal to the product of the resistance of the bin
by the current of the string. In some cases the value of a resistance can
change by two or more σ but the spectrum as given in Fig. 3.14 has
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Figure 3.13. Value of the unity resistances versus the position bin.
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Figure 3.14. Spectrum of the output signal with the mismatch shown in Fig. 3.13.

tones below -65 dBFS. The INL remains small as it is the accumulation
of non-systematic errors.

In addition to trimming and the use of fuses or anti-fuses it is possible to
achieve calibration by digital controlled circuits whose setting is defined at
power-on (off-line calibration) or during the normal operation of the converter
(on-line calibration). Since this error correction is not permanent the elec-
tronic calibration also compensates for slow drifts, like aging or (for off-line)
temperature effects.

During off-line calibration the device does not operate as a DAC: the cal-
ibration network executes a given algorithm for measuring the value of the
mismatches and determining analog or digital variables that permit the error
correction afterward. The correction parameters are stored in a memory for use
during the normal operation of the DAC. Unlike the off-line case, the on-line
calibration operates continuously: the calibration algorithm, which may run at
a lower speed than the conversion rate, does not interfere with normal operation.

The calibration of a large number of elements can be problematic. Often
it is enough to match the value of groups of elements instead of the entire
set of elements. Fig. 3.15 (a) shows a possible solution for calibrating three
intermediate points out of a total of 256. A second auxiliary divider adjusts the
voltages at the output of four unity gain buffers. Note that the current required
by the unity buffers is just whats necessary for adjusting the errors; also, the
use of the buffers ensures low impedances at the three intermediate nodes.

The INL at the calibrated points goes to zero and the INL curve of Fig. 3.15
(b), dotted line becomes the one shown by the solid line.
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Figure 3.15. (a) Three points calibration of an 8-bit resistive divider. (b) INL improvement.

3.3.7 Digital Potentiometer
A slight variation of the resistive divider DAC realizes a digital potentiometer.

This has the same functionality as a conventional potentiometer, except that the
wiper terminal is controlled by a digital signal, so only discrete steps are allowed.
The potentiometer has three accessible terminals: the high side terminal, the
wiper terminal, and the low-side terminal. This type of digital potentiometer
has 2n equal resistors with a tap-point between each element for connecting to
the wiper. The selection of the wiper position is controlled via an n-bit register
value. Communication and control of the device can be supported by a parallel
or serial interface.

Furthermore, non-volatile logic can be used to retain the wiper setting when
the device is turned off. For devices with volatile logic the wiper is normally
set at the mid-tap at power-up.

3.3.8 R–2R Resistor Ladder DAC
A limit of the resistive divider is that the number of resistors increases ex-

ponentially with the number of bits. This problem can be solved if an R–2R
ladder is used. The R–2R ladder uses an R–2R cell per bit plus a 2R termi-
nation hence reducing the total number of resistors from 2n to about 3n. The
ladder network can generate either a voltage or a current as an output variable.
Fig. 3.16 (a) and Fig. 3.16 (b) distinguish between the voltage mode and the
current mode by using different reference and output connections while the con-
trol bits switches every "rung" (or arm) of the ladder toward two common lines.
In voltage-mode the arms switch between reference voltage VRef and ground
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(assuming a unipolar output, −VRef for bipolar output); while in current-mode
the switches either direct the arm currents to the output or discharge them to
ground.

Before studying the operation of the circuit it is worth observing that for both
circuits of Fig. 3.16 the resistance to the left of every node (excluding the arm) is
2R. Assume now that a voltage-mode ladder connects the MSB arm to VRef and
all the others to ground. The circuit becomes a R–2R resistive divider of VRef

leading to VOut = VRef/2. If the next left switch is the only one connected
to VRef , the voltage of the corresponding intermediate node results from a
2R − 6/5R division of VRef giving Vn−1 = 3VRef/8 and VOut = VRef/4.
It can be also verified that connecting the next left switch to VRef leads to
VOut = VRef/8 and so forth.

The output of an R–2R ladder in the voltage mode is the superposition of
terms that are the successive division of VRef by 2. For n-bit this gives

VOut =
VRef

2
bn−1 +

VRef

4
bn−2 + · · · + VRef

2n−1
b1 +

VRef

2n
b0, (3.14)

which is the DAC conversion of a digital input {bn−1, bn−2, · · · , b1, b0}.

2R 2R 2R 2R 2R 2R 2R

R R R R

MSBLSB

VOut

VRef

2R 2R 2R 2R 2R 2R 2R

R R R R

MSBLSB
IOut

IRef
(a)

(b)

Figure 3.16. (a) Voltage mode R-2R ladder network. (b) R-2R current mode ladder networks.
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Figure 3.17. (a) Use of the voltage-mode R-2R ladder network. (b) Use of the current-mode
R-2R ladder network in an output voltage DAC.

Be Aware

A code dependent load of
a voltage source causes har-
monic distortion. Use refer-
ence generators whose out-
put impedance is much lower
than the load in any condi-
tions!

However, the output generated by an
R–2R ladder working in voltage-mode
is not suitable for direct use: the lad-
der network requires a volt metric mea-
sure that is only made possible by us-
ing a buffer or an amplifier with high
input impedance. It is also necessary
to ensure a low output impedance for
driving the DAC load.

Note that the output impedance of
the voltage-mode ladder is constant and this is good for stabilizing the amplifier
(Fig. 3.17 (a)) or the unity gain buffer used. However, the reference voltage
must supply a load that varies with the digital code and this is a drawback:
the reference generator must provide an accurate voltage over a wide range
of resistive loads. Moreover, some switches connect the nodes of the ladder
toward VRef and others to ground. A low impedance of the reference generator
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and a low and linear on-resistance of the switches must be capable of charging
the parasitic capacitances quickly.

A limit of the R-2R ladder network (either voltage or current mode) is that the
input-output characteristics are not intrinsically monotonic. Such a feature is
granted by the Kelvin divider: when the code increases by one the tap selection
moves from one position to the one immediately upper and the voltage of that
tap cannot be less than the lower one. On the contrary a code that increases
by one in an R-2R network switches the connections of all the arms whose
bits change. Because of the mismatch it may happen that an increase by one
switches off a contribution whose value is higher than the total switched on.
The worst case occurs at the mid-point.

Example 3.3

Study, by computer simulations, the effect of the mismatch in the
resistors of a ladder network used in the voltage-mode configuration.
Assume random mismatch with normal distribution for both arm and
riser resistors. Find the conditions that lead to non-monotonicity and
determine the maximum INL for an 8-bit DAC. Study the effect of a
linear gradient in the arm resistors.

Solution

The file Ex3 3 provides a Matlab code describing the circuit of
Fig. 3.18 at the behavioral level for any number of bits. The pa-
rameter n (number of bits) is set for this example to 8. The nominal
values of arm and riser resistors are 2 Ω and 1 Ω respectively. The
parameter "errandom" defines the random error set for this simula-
tion equal to 1/2n. The same is for the parameter "errorgradlad"
that describes the linear gradient in the arm resistors.
The code estimates the resistance seen at the right and left side of all
the nodes of the ladder. The nominal right side values (in Ω) are

Rt

MSBLSB

VOut

VRef

1 2 3 n-2 n-1 n

Ra,1 Ra,2 Ra,3 Ra,n-2 Ra,n-1 Ra,n

Rr,1 Rr,2 Rr,n-2 Rr,n-1

Figure 3.18. Ladder network used in this Example.
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Figure 3.19. Normalized value of the arm and riser resistors.

2.0002 2.0007 2.0029 2.0118 2.0476 2.2000 3.0000 Inf

The nominal left side values are 2 Ω. The parallel resistance of right
and left resistors, Rpar(i), and the arm resistance Ra(i) give the arm
node voltage due to a bit 1 on the same arm

Figure 3.20. INL with the mismatch between resistors given in Fig. 3.19.
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Vi = VRef
Rpar(i)

Rpar(i) + Ra(i)
.

The current that flows on the right side is Vi/Rr,i. It is again and
again divided by the next arm connections and only a fraction of it
reaches Ra,n to give the voltage contributed by the i-th bit, VDAC(i).
The Matlab code uses all the VDAC(i) voltages to calculate the out-
put. Observe that different simulations yield different results since
the random numbers change every run.
Fig. 3.19 shows the normalized resistor values used in one of the
simulations while Fig. 3.20 shows that the corresponding maximum
INL, 0.6 LSB, is at the mid-scale. An INL lower than 1 LSB denotes
monotonicity; however the random error used is not low enough to
ensure monotonic responses. Repetitive runs identify some random
error combinations that give an INL larger than 1 LSB. Also, posi-
tive linear gradients errorgradlad ≥ 0.8/2n give non monotonicity
while negative gradients can cause missing steps.

The current-mode circuit performs a successive division by two of the refer-
ence current IRef provided that the voltage at the output node is ground. The
right-most node of Fig. 3.16 (b) has two paths for the current: one is through
the 2R rung, the other is through the rest of the network, whose resistance is
also 2R. The same holds for the next left node and again until the last cell
divides the remaining current by two using the 2R termination resistance. The
superposition of the currents selected by the switches forms the output current

IOut =
IRef

2
bn−1 +

IRef

4
bn−2 + · · · + IRef

2n−1
b1 +

IRef

2n
b0 (3.15)

which is the DAC conversion of a digital signal {b} with current output.
The current generated by current-mode R–2R ladder network is normally

converted to a voltage with an operational amplifier (Fig. 3.17 (b). Since the
voltages of the virtual ground and analog ground are equal the parasitic capaci-
tance of the switched node remains at the same voltage independent of the code.
Thus, the switching is faster and does not cause transient errors. However, the
impedance at the virtual ground terminal is code dependent. This is a problem
for stabilizing the amplifier and, more important, leads to a code dependent
amplification of the op-amp offset and its low frequency noise.

Glitches can affect the dynamic response of the current-mode implementa-
tion. The transition from one code to another switches some arms from ground
to the output or vice-versa. This current switching cannot be instantaneous and
it may happen that some large terms continue to flow into the virtual ground
while the others are already switched on. This momentary current exceeds the
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expected value causing a positive glitch in the output. Similarly, a negative
glitch may occur.

Mismatch is also problematic for the current mode circuit: a code that in-
crement by one can switch off a current whose value is higher than the current
switched off causing non monotonicity. Consider a current-mode R-2R network
nominally switching at the mid-scale from Iref (1/2 − 1/2n) to Iref/2. If the
mismatch errors are such that the MSB current is Iref (1 − ε)/2 the above
transition becomes

Iref (1 + ε)(1/2 − 1/2n) → Iref (1 − ε)/2; (3.16)

the step amplitude is
∆I � Iref (1/2n − ε). (3.17)

Thus, if ε > 1/2n+1 the step amplitude is negative and the transfer charac-
teristics become non monotonic.

The layout of resistors consumes a relatively large area if the value of unity
resistance is large and the used layer has a low specific resistance (like low-
resistive poly). For medium accuracy it is possible to save silicon area by replac-
ing the resistors with MOS transistors. Fig. 3.21 shows a possible current-mode
implementation. Since all the transistors have a p-channel equal aspect ratio
the single resistance is made by one element while the series of two transistors
achieves the double R and the termination resistance. Observe that two equal
parallel MOS structures divide the input current into equal parts regardless of
the non-linear response of the single element: the only requirement is that the
two parts operate at the same non-linear point.

IRef

MSB LSB

R

VB

VOut-
+

Figure 3.21. R-2R architecture with MOS transistors replacing the resistors.
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Example 3.4

The resistances used in an 8-bit current-mode R-2R DAC have a nor-
mal distribution with standard deviation 2/28. Determine by com-
puter simulations the INL and the output spectrum with a full-scale
input sine wave. Use various sets of random mismatches and observe
the effect on the INL.

Solution

In current-mode the reference current is successively divided by two
with a sequence of cells of the R − 2R ladder. The mismatch be-
tween resistors changes the resistance at the right of each splitting
node making the current in the arm and the one delivered to the right
side of the R − 2R network different.
The file Ex3 4 is the basis of this solution. The code generates a ran-
dom or a gradient parameter in the resistors. In addition, it enables
the setting of a specific value of an arm or riser element. Fig. 3.22
shows the normalized resistances obtained in a specifically selected
run. The values range between 0.994 and 1.007. The obtained INL
plot shown in Fig. 3.23 has minor variation until the big jump by about
1 LSB that occurs at the mid-range. The corresponding spectrum of a
4096 sequence with 31 sine wave periods is shown in Fig. 3.24. The
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Figure 3.22. Normalized value of the R-2R resistors used in this Example.
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spectrum contains third, fifth and seventh visible harmonics. Their
amplitude is between -55 dB and -68 dB.
Observe that the simulation uses a -0.1 dB input followed by an
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Figure 3.24. Spectrum of the output current.
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8-bit quantizer because the use of a full-scale sine wave can gen-
erate overrange codes.

3.3.9 Deglitching
The non-synchronous switching in the R–2R network produces glitches that

can cause non-linearity and harmonic distortion.
The deglitching technique is a method used to improve the circuit perfor-

mances by employing a track-and-hold after the DAC. Fig. 3.25 illustrates the
method. The voltage at the output of the DAC is replicated by a track-and-hold
(T&H). The track phase starts when the output of the DAC is stable and the
possible glitches are already settled, while the hold phase starts before the new
data enters the DAC. Therefore the DAC glitches that occur during the transi-
tions of the input data are isolated from the output throughout the time period
during which they are expected to occur.

The generation of the phases requires special care. Moreover, the possible
distortion and noise of the T&H may affect the DAC performances. The linearity
and noise of the T&H must be at least 10 dB better than that of the DAC.

   T&H  DAC 

T T T T THHHHH

 DATA
INPUT 

 DAC 

 DAC
Output 

 T&H
Output 

 T&H
Phases 

Figure 3.25. Deglitch circuit and possible voltages.
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Audio DACs require high-linearity for low-level signals that, unfortunately,
occur around the mid-point where the number of bits that changes is at a max-
imum and the glitch is large. The use of a track and hold partially solves the
problem although the linearity requirements become challenging. A possible
alternative solution to deglitching consists of the use of a digital offset that
moves the low-level range away from the mid-point. The mid-scale distortion
remains the same but it affects medium-level signals. However, the addition of
a dc term that is not important for audio applications reduces the usable range
of the DAC.

3.4 CAPACITOR BASED ARCHITECTURES
The capacitor based architectures realize the DAC function by using an op-

amp or an OTA with a capacitive divider or a capacitive MDAC. This section
discusses these two different approaches in detail.

3.4.1 Capacitive Divider DAC
The series of two capacitors, initially discharged, connected between VRef

and ground yields a middle point voltage given by (Fig. 3.26 (a)

VOut = VRef
C1

C1 + C2
. (3.18)

As shown in Fig. 3.26 (b) the capacitors used are multiples of a unity element
(CU ) and have total value 2nCU . C1 is made by k unity elements and C2 is
the rest of the 2n thus leading to a voltage equal to VOut = VRef · k/2n as
required by a DAC. Often the two capacitors make an array of binary weighted
elements (CU , CU , 2CU , 4CU , · · · 2n−1CU ) that sums up 2nCU (Fig. 3.26 (c).
The combination of the elements realizes the two capacitors by connecting the

VRef

C1

C2

VOut

VRef

(2n-k) C

VOut

k CU CU CU 2CU 4CU 2n-2C

VOut

2n-1C

(a) (b) (c)

U

U U

Figure 3.26. (a) and (b) Simple capacitor divider. (c) Array of binary weighted capacitors.
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bottom terminals to ground or to VRef depending on the binary combination
required to obtain k. If the full scale voltage is (2n−1)VRef/2n, then one unity
capacitance is always connected to ground, but if the transfer characteristic is
shifted by half LSB then a half unity element is connected to ground and half
to VRef resulting in a full scale voltage of (2n − 1/2)VRef/2n.

Integrated capacitances are made from two conductive plates separated by
a thin layer of oxide and located a few microns or less from the substrate.
There are two main configurations: with plates one on the top of the other (the
capacitor can be poly-oxide-poly or Metal-Insulator-Metal, MIM, Fig. 3.27 (a))
or with plates made of side by side fingers of metals and vias (Metal-Metal
Comb Capacitor, MMCC) as shown in 3.27 (b). Since the structures are close
to the substrate in both cases, the parasitic from the plates to the substrate is
not negligible. The poly-poly and the MIM have a bottom plate that partially
shields the top one thus giving a top plate parasitic that is smaller than that of
the bottom plate. The two parasitic capacitances of the MMCC structures are
almost equal. Also, for MIM and MMCC the use of high level metals leads to
a small parasitic.

The parasitic of the plate connected to VRef or ground does not affect the
capacitive divider as it receives the required charge by low impedance nodes.
Instead, the parasitic capacitances connected to the output node affect the ca-
pacitive division between output and ground. The output voltage for a binary
weighted array of capacitors becomes

VOut = VRef

∑n
1 biCi∑n

0 Ci +
∑n

0 Cp,i
, (3.19)

where bi are the bits of the digital control and Ci and Cp,i are the value
and parasitic associated with the unity elements of the array. If the parasitic

Figure 3.27. (a) MIM capacitance. (b) MMCC capacitance using three metal levels.
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Figure 3.28. (a) n-bit Capacitive divider DAC. (b) The use of an attenuator in the middle of the
array reduces the capacitance spread.

Any resistance loading the output will drain current and thus absorb the
charge stored on the capacitors. Therefore, the voltage of the capacitive di-

Remember!

Capacitor based DAC must
avoid discharging at the high
impedance output node.
Measure the output with a
buffer or an amplifier with
infinite input resistance.

realized by the input MOS transistor of
an operational amplifier or an OTA.

Fig. 3.28 (a) shows the implemen-
tation of an n-bit DAC. The conversion
is preceded by a reset phase ΦR during
which the array is discharged by setting
all the switches such that the bottom
plates are grounded. During the con-
version phase the reset switch opens
and the bottom plates of the binary
weighted capacitors are connected to

capacitances are independent of the output voltage equation (3.19) leads to a

vider must be measured by a very high resistance, typically a capacitive probe

tage cause harmonic distortion.
gain error only. However, non-linear parasitics that change with the output vol-
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VRef or ground according to the value of the control bits. The input capac-
itance of the buffer is in parallel with the parasitic capacitance of the array,
thereby it increases the gain error and, being non-linear, the harmonic distor-
tion. The op-amp of Fig. 3.28 (a) is in the unity gain configuration: a suitable
feedback network obtains gain, if needed.

A drawback of the capacitive divider architectures is that the number of el-
ements increases exponentially with the number of bits. Since technological
limits and matching requirements determine the minimum size of the unity ca-
pacitance an increase in the number of elements augments the total capacitance
and, in turn, increases the silicon area and the power required for the voltage
reference generator.

The solution shown in Fig. 3.28 (b) reduces the capacitors’ count by dividing
the capacitive array into two parts separated by an attenuation capacitance, CA.
The maximum switched element in the array of the right side is 2n/2−1CU while
the lowest one is CU . Thanks to an attenuation factor equal to 2n/2 the biggest
element of the left array is 2n/2−1CU instead of 1

2Cu allowing to convert n/2
bits and having CU to represent the LSB. Summing up, the capacitances count
goes from 2n down to 2 · 2n/2 − 1.

The series of attenuation capacitance and the entire right array must equal
the CU

CA · 2n/2CU

CA + 2n/2CU
= Cu (3.20)

which yields the value of CA

CA =
2n/2

2n/2 − 1
CU . (3.21)

Unfortunately the value of CA is a fraction of CU : obtaining the necessary
accuracy requires care in the layout.

3.4.2 Capacitive MDAC
The buffer used in the capacitive divider must allow an input dynamic range

equal to the DAC reference interval and, at the same time, must ensure high
linearity. The requirements are not easy for many operational amplifiers or OTAs
which usually have their non-inverting terminal connected to a fixed voltage.
A solution that avoids the swing of the input common-mode is the capacitive
MDAC whose circuit schematic is shown in Fig. 3.29.

The circuit obtains the output voltage with a programmable gain amplifier
made of an op-amp and capacitors. The input capacitance is a binary weighted
array of capacitors connected under the control of the digital input to the refer-
ence; the feedback capacitor 2nCU . If the selected input elements are k · CU

the output voltage, with an ideal op-amp, is −VRef · k/2n.
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The circuit of Fig. 3.29 also performs other functions, namely it resets the
array and performs offset cancellation. During the phase ΦR the op-amp is
in the unity gain configuration and makes the offset available at the inverting
terminal. The input array and the 2nCU capacitances are pre-charged to the
offset instead of a conventional reset. During the complementary phase ΦR the
binary weighted elements are connected to VRef or ground under the control of
the bits, bi. Thanks to the pre-charge to the offset the output voltage becomes

VOut = −
∑n−1

0 bi2iCU

2nCU
, (3.22)

assuming that the offset does not change in the period from ΦR to ΦR.
The pre-charge to the offset requires that the op-amp is used in unity gain

configuration, thus relying on the slew-rate and bandwidth of the op-amp. Ad-
ditionally, a feedback factor equal to 1 during the offset pre-charge and 1/2
during the conversion makes the compensation of the circuit complicated. For
high-speed applications when the offset is not important the reset of the array
is done with a grounded switch while the reset of the feedback capacitor is
obtained by simply shorting its terminals.

Observe that because of the reset phase the output is valid only during ΦR

while during the other phase the output of the op-amp is zero or the offset.

VOut-
+CU

2
n-2

2
n-1

FR

MSBLSB

VRef

FR

FDAC

2
n

2CU 4CU CU CU

CU

Figure 3.29. Capacitive MDAC with offset cancellation.
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The specifications of the reconstruction filter become more difficult unless a
track-and-hold maintains the value of the output during the reset periods.

3.4.3 "Flip Around" MDAC
The MDAC studied in the previous Subsection uses 2 ·2n−1 unity elements,

twice as many as is needed in the other studied configurations. The "flip around"
architecture shown in Fig. 3.30 avoids this increase while preserving the benefit
of the use of the virtual ground. The basic idea is to charge k unity capacitances
to VRef and to connect them in parallel to 2n − k discharged capacitances
(Fig. 3.30 (a)). The charge on the charged capacitances is shared with the
discharged ones and leads to the required attenuation of VRef

VOut = VRef
kCU

2nCU
. (3.23)

The circuit of Fig. 3.30 (a) works only at the concept level as it is sensitive
to the top-plate parasitic capacitances that must be accounted for the charge
sharing. Moreover, the circuit does not buffer the generated voltage.

The scheme of Fig. 3.30 (b) obtains the buffer functions together with a
parasitic insensitivity. During the reset phase, ΦR, the bottom plates of a fraction
of the binary weighted array is charged to VRef , the rest is discharged to ground.
All the top plates are connected to ground thus ensuring that the top-plate
parasitic is discharged. During ΦDAC the elements of the array are tied together

VOut-
+

FR

MSBLSB

VRef

2
n-1

FR
FDAC

(2
n

-k)

FR

VRef

VOut

(a) (b)

k CU CU

CU CU CU

Figure 3.30. Flip around DAC. (a) Basic idea. (b) Parasitic insensitive circuit.
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Keep in Mind

Any capacitor-based archi-
tecture requires a reset phase
to make sure that the array is
initially discharged. Since the
output voltage is not valid dur-
ing the reset, a track and hold
sustains the output.

by the right switch and connected
to the output of the Op-Amp. The
charge sharing is determined by the
charge on the top plates while the low
impedance of the Op-Amp provides
the charge possibly required by the
bottom plate parasitic capacitances.

The offset and the input referred
noise of the op-amp is added to the
voltage given by the charge sharing.
The circuit can be made offset insen-
sitive if the top plate of the array is pre-charged to the offset. This is possible
if during ΦR the op-amp is in the unity gain configuration and replaces the
grounded switch for charging or discharging the top plates of the array.

3.4.4 Hybrid Capacitive-Resistive DACs
The resistive DAC and the capacitive DAC can be combined together to give

hybrid segmented solutions. Since the capacitive based architecture requires
a buffer to preserve the output voltages the resistive based DAC is used for

RU

VRef

Vout-
+

2
n-1

top

bottom

2
n-2

FR

MSBLSB

RU

RU

RU

RU

RU

RU

RU

CU CU CU CU

FDACFDACFDACFDAC

VAG

VAG

Figure 3.31. Hybrid architecture made by a Kelvin divider followed by a flip-around MDAC.
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the coarse conversion while the capacitive DAC provides the fine conversion.
Fig. 3.31 shows a hybrid architecture with a 3-bit Kelvin divider followed by
a capacitive flip-around MDAC. During the reset phase the switches select one
segment of the resistive divider used for charging the selected fraction of the
array to VMSB+1-VAG and the remaining part, including the extra unity element,
to VMSB-VAG. The phase ΦDAC performs the normal control of a flip around
MDAC giving

Vout = VMSB + ∆MSB
k

2n
(3.24)

where k refers to the LSB driving the capacitive MDAC.

3.5 CURRENT SOURCE BASED ARCHITECTURES
This category includes current switching architectures with binary weighted,

unary current sources or segmented methods which use different selection
strategies for obtaining optimum linearity.

3.5.1 Basic Operation
An n-bit current steering DAC switches k out of 2n − 1 unity current gen-

erators toward the output node under the control of the n-bit digital input,

t2

b0b1b2 Iout

t0 Iout
t1t3t4t5t6tk

IuIuIuIuIuIuIuIu

Iu Iu Iu Iu IuIuIuIu

(a)

(b)

Figure 3.32. (a) Binary weighted control. (b) Unary weighted control.
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Figure 3.33. (a) Simple model of a current steering DAC cell. (b) Equivalent total circuit.

bn−1, · · · , b2, b1, b0. With a binary weighted control 2i unity elements are
connected in parallel and switched together by the i-th bit. With a unary con-
trol it is necessary to transform the binary input into a thermometric signal to
switch the unity current generators one by one. Fig. 3.32 shows the two possible
arrangements. The output current is

Iout = Iu

[
b0 + 2b1 + 22b2 + · · · + 2kbk + · + 2n−1bn−1

]
. (3.25)

Real current sources and real switches do not realize the ideal functions used
in Fig. 3.32. It is therefore necessary to account for at least the shunt resistance
Ru across each current source and the on-resistance Ron of the switch, as shown
by the equivalent circuit of a single cell in Fig. 3.33 (a). The use of the Norton
equivalent circuit obtains a current source, IN and a grounded resistance RN

IN =
IuRu + VDD

Ru + Ron
; RN = Ru + Ron. (3.26)

Assume that k = b0 + 2b1 + 22b2 + · · · + 2n−1bn−1 is the number of cells
that are switched-on; suppose also that the current is injected into a resistance
RL. The global equivalent circuit becomes the one of Fig. 3.33 (b) where the
Norton equivalent current sources are summed up and the k equal RN resistors
are connected in parallel. The output voltage becomes

Vout = kIN
RL · RN/k

RL + RN/k
= INRL

k

1 + αk
(3.27)
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where α = RL/RN . Equation (3.27) is a nonlinear relationship that deterio-
rates the INL and causes distortion. Moreover, equation (3.27) indicates a gain
error. The endpoints fit INL measured in LSB is

INL(k) =
k [1 + α(2n − 1)]

1 + αk
− k; k = 0, · · · , 2n − 1. (3.28)

This has a maximum at the mid-scale and is approximately equal to α·22n−2.
In order to obtain an INL <1 LSB it is necessary to use unity current sources
whose shunt resistance is Ru > RL · 22n−2. If RL is 25 Ω and n = 12-bit,
Ru > 100 MΩ.

The INL error is mainly caused by second harmonic distortion. The use of
(3.27) for a sine wave at the input with peak amplitude kp = 2n−1 generates an
output sine wave at the same frequency whose amplitude is INRLkp. The sec-
ond harmonic has amplitude INRLαk2

p/2 leading to (RL/Ru) ·2n/4 harmonic
distortion. Therefore, with Ru = 100 MΩ and RL is 25 Ω the THD of a 12-bit
DAC becomes −72 dB, a low figure but not enough for some applications.

Since differential circuits eliminate even order errors the use of differential

Be Aware

The output resistance of the
unity current source causes
second order harmonic dis-
tortion. The use of differen-
tial architecture relaxes the
requirements on the unity
current source.

current steering DACs almost avoids
the limit caused by the finite current
source shunt resistance.

Note that the use of a load resistance
(typically the termination resistance of
a coaxial cable) is only used for very
high speed. For medium speed it is
possible to use an operational amplifier
that receives current through the virtual
ground. The voltage at the output of the
current steering DAC is constant and
the distortion effect vanishes.

Example 3.5

Simulate the effect of a finite output resistance in the unity cur-
rent sources and a non-zero on-resistance of the switches. Esti-
mate the INL and the harmonic distortion for a 12-bit DAC with
Ru = 200MΩ, RL = 25Ω and Ron = 100Ω . Calculate the
distortion for a differential implementation.

Solution

The use of the approximate formulas (3.28) for INL and harmonic
distortion predicts the following values: INL = 0.522, HD = –78
dB. The computer simulations are obtained by using the file Ex3 5.
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Figure 3.34. Spectrum of the single ended output.

Figure 3.35. Spectrum of the differential output.

The input signal is a sine wave transformed into a 12-bit discrete
amplitude signal with frequency such as to accommodate an integer
number of sine waves in the sequence used to calculate the FFT.
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The simulation results give INL = 0.539, HD = –78 dB, values very
close to the approximate estimation. The simulation of the differential
implementation uses two complementary input signals whose DAC
conversions are subtracted to give the differential output. Fig. 3.34
gives the spectrum for the single ended output; Fig. 3.35 is the result
for the differential implementation. As expected the second harmonic
at –78 dB below the maximum amplitude sine wave almost vanishes
for the differential case.

3.5.2 Unity Current Generator
The simple or cascode current mirrors shown in Fig. 3.36 are the basis for

making unity current sources with BJT or CMOS transistors. The emitter area
ratio Q1/Q2 or the ratio of the W/L of the transistors M1-M2 determine a
possible amplification or attenuation of the reference current.

The current source exploits the high output impedance at the collector of a
bipolar transistor or at the drain of an MOS transistor. The output resistance
of the simple MOS current mirror is rds,2 while the one of the cascode is
rds,2 gm,4 rds,4. Since the gain gm,4 rds,4 is in the order of one hundred (or
more for bipolar elements) having rds,2 in the ten of kΩ range leads to output
resistance of several MΩ, which is sufficient for a single-ended circuit with
medium linearity. However if the output cannot be fully differential and the
linearity requirements are very demanding a double cascode can be used to
implement the current mirror.

An important design decision concerns the choice between a single main
reference generator mirrored by all the cells of the DAC or many sub-references

A

A

B

Q1 Q2 Q1 Q2

Q3 Q4

Iu

Iu

IR

IR

A

A

B

M1 M2

M3 M4

Iu

Iu

IR

IR

(a) (b)

M1 M2

Q3

Figure 3.36. (a) Simple and cascode BJT current mirror. (b) Simple and cascode MOS current
mirror.
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Keep Note

It is worth using current
sources with high output re-
sistance to secure linearity
but in many situations it is
necessary to ensure the best
trade-off speed accuracy.

that are mirrored locally to serve frac-
tions of the DAC cells. In the former
case the distributed signal is a voltage
while the latter solution distributes cur-
rents that are brought near the mirror-
ing group for local use but require extra
circuitry for duplicating the main refer-
ence and obtaining the required num-
ber of accurate replicas.

When many bipolar cells mirror the
same reference the total base current can be a large fraction of the reference
thus making it necessary to use a circuit that compensates for the base current
as it is done by Q3 in the simple bipolar current mirror.

For MOS circuits the gate voltage of all the mirroring elements are equal as
the dc gate current is zero, but the source voltages can be different because of
the parasitic drop along the VDD connections (or the VSS connections for the
complementary case). The relative variation of the overdrive voltage diminishes
if Vgs−Vth is large; therefore, a large overdrive leads to smaller errors. Actually,
what matters is the difference between the errors. Using a tree of matched
metal lines for the supply connections makes the voltage drops along the VDD

connections equal and equalizes the unity currents.
Another possible source of error is the systematic or random mismatch of the

fabrication parameters that control the saturation current of a MOS transistor

ID = β (Vgs − Vth)2 (3.29)

where β = µCox(W/L); µ is the surface carrier mobility, and W and L are the
width and length.

Assume that β is the average value for the mirror and that ∆β is the mismatch.
Also, Vth is the average of the thresholds and ∆Vth is the mismatch. Neglecting
second order terms the currents in M1 and M2 are approximated by

I1 = I

(
1 +

∆β

β
+

2∆Vth

Vgs − Vth

)
(3.30)

I2 = I

(
1 − ∆β

β
− 2∆Vth

Vgs − Vth

)
(3.31)

where I is the average current. The above equations show that the relative error
on β directly affects the current error while ∆Vth is divided by (Vgs − Vth)/2.
Therefore, similar to the VDD drop error the use of a large overdrive attenuates
the limit of the threshold voltage mismatch.
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The variation of the fabrication parameters causes an error in the MOS satu-
ration current due to a correlated and a random term, the variance of the random
part being

∆I2

I2
=

∆β2

β2
+

4∆V 2
th

(Vgs − Vth)2
. (3.32)

The variance of β and Vth depends on the process and are modeled by the
relationships

∆β2

β2
=

A2
β

WL
; ∆V 2

th =
A2

V T

WL
, (3.33)

where the parameters Aβ , and AV T are normally provided by the foundry.
The above study shows that for a given process the accuracy of the current

mirror improves by increasing the gate area of the used transistor; namely, ∆I/I
halves if the gate area increases by a factor of 4.

Example 3.6

The ∆I/I that obtains a given required yield in a 12-bit current steer-
ing DAC is 0.3%. Estimate the transistor sizes for a 0.4 V overdrive.
The value of µCox is 39 µA/V 2 and the current in the unity element
is 4.88 µA. Plot the error ∆I/I as a function of the area whose nor-
malized value changes from 1/10 to 10. Use the following accuracy
parameters: AV T = 2 mV · µ, Aβ = 0.3% · µ.

Solution

The use of equations (3.32) and (3.33) leads to

(WL)min =
(

A2
β +

4 · A2
V T

(Vgs − Vth)2

)/∆I2

I2
(3.34)

giving WL = 12.11µ2. Since β = IU/V 2
ov = 30.5 µA/V 2, W/L =

0.8. The obtained aspect ratio is small because the unity current is
small and the used overdrive is large. Using the area and aspect ratio
it results W = 3.1µ and L = 3.9µ.
Equations (3.32) and (3.33) show that the error ∆I/I is inversely
proportional to the square root of WL. Accordingly, an increase or
a reduction by a factor 10 of WL improves or worsens the error by√

10. Fig. 3.37 shows the result. The use of an aggressive scaling
factor reduces the silicon area and the parasitic capacitances but the
yield diminishes significantly.
For the solution of this example use the file Ex3 6.
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Figure 3.37. ∆I/I versus the scaling factor.

3.5.3 Random Mismatch with Unary Selection
The effect of the random and systematic error, ∆I = ∆Ir +∆Is, of the unity

current sources on the DAC linearity depends on the selection method used.
With the unary approach the thermometric signals select the first k elements of
a given sequence and if the code increases by one then an additional element is
selected. The endpoint-fit error for k unity current sources selected is

∆Iout(k) =
k∑

1

∆Ir,j − k∆Ir +
k∑

1

∆Is,j − k∆Is (3.35)

where ∆Ir and ∆Is are average errors used to cancel the possible gain error
and the subscript j denotes the generic j-th unity current source.

The terms of the first sum are uncorrelated while the terms of the second can
be fully or partially correlated depending on the selection scheme. Consider
only the first two terms whose variance is given by

∆I2
out,r(k) = k · ∆I2

r − k2

2n − 1
∆I2

r (3.36)

and has a maximum at the mid-range k = 2n−1

∆I2
out,r,max � 2n−2∆I2

r . (3.37)
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If it is required that the maximum INL error must be lower than half LSB
then

∆Ir

Iu
< 2−n/2 (3.38)

With a normal distribution of x = ∆Ir/Iu the probability of having an error
equal to x is given by

p(x) =
1

σ
√

2π
e

−x2

2σ2 (3.39)

where σ is the variance.
The equations (3.38) and (3.39) are useful to determine the maximum error

∆Ir/Iu leading to a given yield. Since the normal distribution obtains a yield
of 0.99 and 0.999 at 2.57 σ and 3.3 σ respectively it is necessary to ensure
∆Ir/Iu < 0.39 · 2−n/2 and ∆Ir/Iu < 0.3 · 2−n/2 respectively.

The above equations do not account for the effect of the systematic mismatch
which, in some cases, can be worse than the random term. We will see shortly
that one used method is to sequence the unity elements possibly affected by
systematic errors using a pseudo-random path thus transforming the systematic
error into a pseudo-random error. Even with pseudo-random errors instead than
real random errors the above study is valid if the selection sequence makes the
distribution of ∆Is/Iu normal.

3.5.4 Current Sources Selection
The unity current sources are often arranged in a two-dimensional array

whose optimum shape is a square with 2n/2 lines and columns if the number of
bits n is even. The simplest thermometric selection is sequential by lines and
columns starting from one corner of the array. Fig. 3.38 shows the block diagram
of a possible 8-bit DAC with 70 selected cells (shadowed) corresponding to the
input code (01000110). A possible grading error in the x and y directions causes
INL. If the gradients are γx and γy and the cell spacing in the x and y directions
are ∆x and ∆y respectively then the current of the cell in the i,j position is

Iu(i, j) = Iu(1 + i · γx∆x)(1 + j · γy∆y) (3.40)

where Iu is the nominal unity current.
The sequential selection of Fig. 3.38 gives an error that changes linearly with

i. The resulting INL is a sequence of parabolic arcs with curvature due to the
x gradient sitting on another arc with curvature due to the y gradient. Using a
more complex selection technique reduces the INL. An example is a symmetrical
selection of lines and columns around the centroid of the array. In this case the
linear grading is compensated by every pair of unity cells thus obtaining a lower
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Figure 3.38. 8-bit DAC with thermometric selection of current cells.

Notice

The unary selection en-
sures monotonicity and en-
ables flexibility but requires
one control signal per ele-
ment. This makes the unary
selection unpractical for 8-bit
or more.

INL. The method is normally adequate
for lines or columns up to 8 elements
for which the sequence of the selected
elements is 1, 8, 2, 7, 3, 6, 4, 5.

The method depicted in Fig. 3.39 (a)
uses a shuffling of lines and columns.
The goal is to randomize the mis-
matches and to keep the accumulated
error low. The first cell (1, 1) is in the
middle of the array. The second cell
(1, 2) is in the bottom left corner. The
third (1, 3) is in the top right corner and so forth. The average of the currents of
the second and the third cell is almost equal to the one of the first. In addition
to shuffling elements many architectures use dummy cells around the array to
ensure the same boundary layout of the actual cells.

Fig. 3.39 (b) limits the error by using multiple replicas of the reference: the
array is divided into four sectors that locally mirror the reference for each cell of
the sector. The small distance of the sector cells from the local reference limits
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Figure 3.39. (a) Line and column shuffling. (b) Use of multiple current references for mini-
mizing the threshold mismatch. (c) Random walk selection of unity cells.

the threshold mismatch. The circuit uses a master current which is carefully
mirrored in the bias generator section.

In addition to the use of multiple references, instead of shuffling the lines
and columns of the sector, Fig. 3.39 (c) divides the sectors into quadrants that
are sequenced randomly. The cells inside each quadrant are also selected using
a random walk.

Since the INL of the DAC is the accumulation of errors a thermometric
selection with the random walk of Fig. 3.39 (c) transforms the correlated error
into pseudo-noise allowing the equation derived for random errors to be applied
to the gradient errors. The switching sequence used in Fig. 3.39 (c) from A to
P for the 16 quadrants and from a to p inside a quadrant is one of the possible
solutions for obtaining a random walk. It has been optimized to compensate
for the quadratic like residual errors. The Q2 Random Walk method has given
excellent linearity for 12-bit resolution with a reasonable silicon area.

We have studied that the resistance of the metal lines from the VDD con-
nections give rise to a systematic error. The scrambling techniques and the
Q2 Random Walk method mitigates this limit as they obtain a scrambling or a
random walk of the drop voltage on the VDD connections as well.

3.5.5 Current Switching and Segmentation
A binary-weighted DAC combines 2k−1 unity current sources in parallel and

uses the k-th bit to switch the entire parallel connection on or off. This approach
has the advantage that virtually no decoding logic is required. In contrast, when
using the unary method each unity current source requires a logic control signal
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Unary of binary weighted?

The significant advantage
of the binary-weighted selec-
tion is a small digital sec-
tion. The larger digital logic
of unary selection obtains
minimum glitches distortion,
good DNL and INL, and has
intrinsic monotonicity.

generated by the binary-to-thermometer
decoder. The complexity of the logic
increases exponentially with the num-
ber of bits and requires a significant sil-
icon area even for few bits.

The large area required for the de-
coder is the only limit of the unary
method which is otherwise superior to
the binary weighted approach in most
aspects. Unary selection gives better
switching performances as the magni-
tude of a glitch is proportional to the
number of switches that are actually switching. In contrast, when using binary
selection the number of elements that switch is not proportional to the change
of the input code; namely, at the mid-scale transition all the switches are exer-
cised; and all but one switch at a quarter or at three quarters of the full scale.
Going across these points by just one LSB causes a large glitch. In comparison,
the thermometric approach switches a number of elements that is proportional
to the amplitude of the step: for small steps the glitch is small, for large steps
the glitch is large. The result is that the nonlinearity is minimally affected.

Even worse than the error caused by glitches, the binary weighted method
has very poor DNL at critical points. The worst case is again at the mid-code.
Consider the effect of the random error for the mid-point transition. The ∆I of
the MSB generator is

√
2n−1∆Ir; the error of the remaining part of the array is

almost the same, (
√

2n−1 − 1)∆Ir. Therefore, the maximum possible DNL is

DNLmax = ±2
√

2n−1∆Ir/Iu. (3.41)

Also, a large INL occurs on the same points caused by the step variations in
the DNL. In contrast the unary method gives the same maximum DNL equal to
2∆Ir/Iu for any code transition.

Example 3.7

Estimate the worst-case DNL versus the bin for a 12-bit binary-
weighted current steering DAC. The error ∆Ir/Iu is 0.5%.

Solution

The DNL depends on the number of unity current sources that switch
on and off at the code transition. The file Ex3 7 provides the Mat-
lab description for solving the example. The functions dec2bin and
bin2dec obtain the conversion of an input signal into its binary rep-
resentation or back to the decimal value. The function num2str
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Figure 3.40. Maximum DNL in a binary-weighted DAC with 0.5% random error.

transforms the vector of bits that change at the code transition into a
string.
Fig. 3.40 gives the result. Observe that the worst DNL is at the
mid-code and, as expected, it is very close to 2 · 64 · 0.005 = 0.452
LSB. Other critical transitions are at a quarter and three quarters of
the full scale. The DNL is 1/

√
2 the value at the mid-scale. Half a

way the DNL is halved and so forth.

Another limit of the binary-weighted approach is that it does not ensure
monotonicity: at critical transitions the current of generators that are switched
off can differ from the ones that are switched on by more than one LSB.

According to the above considerations the unary selection is the preferred
solution as the binary weighted is good only for 4− 5 bits. In order to limit the
decoder area a strategy frequently used is to combine the unary and the binary
weighted methods using segmentation. A relatively small number, nL of LSB
is converted with a binary-weighted selection while the remaining (n − nL)
MSB bits use a unary selection. The unity current of the MSB is 2nLIU . When
the DAC uses a large number of bits the remainder (n−nL) is divided into two
parts for a two-step segmentation. Thus, the n bits are given by three terms:
the nL LSBs the nI intermediate bits and the nM = n − nL − nI MSBs. The
weight of the ISB is 2nL and that of the MSBs is 2nL+nI .
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The current of the three DACs as shown by Fig. 3.41 are added together
by simply connecting the three outputs together. The controls of the current
sources of the intermediate DAC are 2nI signals while the ones of the MSB DAC
are 2nM signals, both of which are thermometric.

The area of a segmented architecture depends on the area of the unity current
sources and the area of the circuitry necessary to generate and distribute the
control signals. The maximum allowed DNL determines the value of the gate
area WL of the MOS transistor used to generate IU in the binary weighted LSB
DAC. Using (3.33) and (3.41) gives

WL > 2nL+1

(
A2

β +
4 · A2

V T

(Vgs − Vth)2

)/
DNL2

max (3.42)

showing that for a given DNLmax the area of the unity current generator must
increase as 2nL+1 increases. It can be expressed as AU = Au · 2nL (Au is
the area of the unity current source with unary selection, nL = 0). It can be
assumed that the area of the logic circuitry necessary to generate and distribute
a single thermometric code increases with the number of nM bits and can be
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Figure 3.41. Conceptual schematic of a current steering segmented DAC.
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Figure 3.42. Area of a hypothetical DAC for different resolutions and segmentations.

expressed by Ad · nM2nM . For a segmentation n = nL + nM the total area
can be approximated by

ADAC = 2n · Au · 2nL + Ad · nM2nM (3.43)

which is rearranged to give

ADAC = 2n · Au

(
2nL +

Ad

Au

n − nL

2nL

)
. (3.44)

If Ad/Au = 8 and n = 12 the DAC area has a minimum at nL = 3 and
sharply increases for higher nL values. For example, with n = 10 and nL = 6
the area becomes 5 times bigger (Fig. 3.42).

For a double segmentation the logic area is reduced and can be expressed by
Ad(nI2nI + nM2nM ). The DAC area is approximated by

ADAC = 2n · Au

[
2nL +

Ad

Au2n
(nI2nI + nM2nM )

]
. (3.45)
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Thanks to the reduced area for the logic, the total area for the same parameters
as above: Ad/Au = 8 and n = 12, becomes 2.5 times smaller with nL = 2
and nI = nM = 5.

3.5.6 Switching of Current Sources
The switching method used in the Figures 3.36 and 3.41 is only conceptual.

When the current path opens the transistor of the current source falls into the
triode region and the voltage of node A (and the voltage of B for the cascode
current mirror) of Fig. 3.36 goes quickly to VDD. When it is switched on the
output current must discharge the node A (and B) to its previous value and
this produces a transient that slows down the circuit operation. In addition,
the non-linearity associated with the charging and discharging transients is a
possible source of harmonic distortion.

Using the right switching strategy avoids pushing the transistors into the tri-
ode region when the current generator is not being used and keeps the transistors
in saturation. To obtain this the current source is not switched off but is routed
towards a dummy connection. Fig. 3.43 (a) shows the schematic of a generic
k-th cascode current mirror that sends the current to the output when phase Φs,k

is low, and routes the current to the dummy load when Φd,k is low.
The complementary logic signals Φd,k and Φs,k are obtained by the clock

and are the input digital code for driving the switching transistors Mk,1 and
Mk,2. A simple way to obtain the complementary phases is to use an inverter
as illustrated in Fig. 3.43 (b). However, the method is not satisfactory as the
delay of the inverter makes the switching-on and the switching-off of the phase
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M1 M2,k

M3 M4,k

IR
Mk,1 Mk,2

Contr.
Gener.

Out
Dummy

Fs,k
Fd,k

Fs,k Fd,k

F
Fd,k

Fs,k

(a)

(b)

(c)

Dk

Figure 3.43. (a) Switching scheme for the k-th current mirror. (b) and (c) Possible control
phases.
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Remember!

Never (not even for a short-
time), leave the connection
of a unity current generator
open. The transistors mak-
ing it would go into the triode
region with a long recovery
time.

Φd,k delayed with respect to the Φs,k

transition. Therefore, the two transis-
tors are both off or both on for short
periods of time.

When the switching transistors are
both on the current can flow on both
the output connections. As long as the
overlapping time is small the situation
is beneficial since the voltage of the
above mentioned node A is still con-
trolled. In addition, it will also smooth

the transition between the voltages in the two switching conditions. In contrast,
if both transistors are off the current does not find any path to ground and will
quickly charge node A towards VDD.

Fig. 3.43 (c) shows an optimum phase scheme. The selection phase, Φk

(which is synchronous with the clock) drives a block whose output generates
two complementary phases. They are a delayed version of the selection signal
with a downward crossing point: the crossing is such that the p-MOS switches

F
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Q

Q

Sel

Fs

Fd

OutDummy

(a)
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VDD

Figure 3.44. (a) Ratioed logic latch used to generate the switching control. (b) A more complex
and flexible solution.
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are both on for a short while. This ensures that the current path to ground never
goes off and the transistors of the current source always remain in saturation.

Fig. 3.44 (a) shows a simple and effective circuit implementation of the
optimum phase scheme. It is ratioed logic latch with only eight transistors.
When Φ goes on the output node controlled by the high selection discharges to
ground. The other output goes to VDD after the inverter delay. Consequently
the crossing point of Φs and Φd occurs at a low voltage.

The solution of Fig. 3.44 (b) requires more hardware but enables flexibility
in the timing control. A pair of inverters squares the outputs of the latch. A
second pair of inverters determines the delay used to control the actual driver
of the switches. The swing of phases is given by the voltages VH and VL whose
value is suitable choosen for ensuring the off state with the minimum charging
and discharging of the gates of the differential switch. Indeed, the voltage swing
of the phases must be large enough to firmly open and close the switches but
not too large because the charge injection due to the parasitic coupling between
gate and output node can be problematic. This is the reason why the circuit of
Fig. 3.44 (b) provides the option of limiting the swing of the phases.

3.6 OTHER ARCHITECTURES
The DAC conversion methods described in the previous sections are the

most frequently used. However, there are many other possible algorithms and
architectures suitable for more specific needs. We will not go into the details
of the many solutions proposed, but we will mention three of them: the single
ramp/dual ramp, the algorithmic and the duty-cycle converter. The first two
have been studied for low-cost digital audio before the advent of integrated
Σ∆ DACs. Both build the required analog voltage and when the result is
ready a S&H samples the result and makes it available for the time required

Be Advised

The data conversion field
is very prolific of algorithms
and methods. This cause
difficulty for the user in un-
derstanding (and knowing)
the benefits and limits to se-
lect the most appropriate so-
lution for a given application
and technology.

to build a new analog sample. The duty
cycle converter generates pulses with
full-scale amplitude that are then aver-
aged by a low-pass filter.

The ramp converter belongs to the
category of converters that use an inter-
mediate quantity to obtain the result, as
it conceptually obtains the conversion
as the cascade or a digital-to-time fol-
lowed by a time-to-amplitude conver-
sion. This method, also studied in basic
courses is similar to the ramp analog-
to-digital converter that uses the single
ramp or the dual-ramp algorithm.
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Figure 3.45. Single ramp DAC.

Fig. 3.45 shows the schematic of a single-ramp converter simply consisting
of a counter, a digital comparator, a current source (I1), a capacitor (C1), and
two switches. The output voltage is replicated by a S&H. At the beginning of
each conversion cycle both switches are closed, and the counter is reset to zero.
The voltage across the capacitor is initially held at 0 V through the reset switch.
Then the current flows into the capacitor causing a ramp that is stopped when
the counter reaches the input data. The obtained voltage, assuming an input
code k, is

Vout =
kI1

C1fs
. (3.46)

Since for n-bits the counter needs 2n clock periods to reach the full scale,
the sampling of the voltage across the capacitance is at a rate equal of fs/2n.
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Figure 3.46. Dual-ramp DAC.
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The method is simple but is able to achieve 14-bit of linearity without trim-
ming. However, the clock frequency for obtaining 14-bit and audio band is
unpractical (20 kHz signal band needs a clock at 720 MHz). The problem can
be solved by using two current sources (Fig. 3.46) with the second attenuated
by N (normally N equals 32 or 64). The MSB controls the timing of the larger
current generators and the LSB corresponding to N controls the small generator.
The number of clock periods required to reach the full scale diminishes by N
enabling an equal reduction of the clock frequency.

The algorithmic approach also builds the analog output in successive steps
but minimizes the required number of clock periods by using weights that
are generated with successive steps of a given algorithm. If, for example the
algorithm used is the multiplication by two the first weight corresponds to the
LSB, the second to the next bit and so forth. Therefore, it is only necessary to
select the weights that correspond to digital input bits equal to 1. The method
is attractive but the main problem is to design an exact analog multiplier by 2.
The accuracy that can be obtained enables resolutions in the 10–12-bit range.

Another possible algorithmic solution that trades accuracy with the number
of clock periods required to perform the conversion is accumulation. The ramp
converter obtains the output voltage using a linear ramp, that is actually the
accumulation of unity elements. The algorithmic converter based on the ac-
cumulation algorithm uses a staircase generator as basic block whose output
is equal to the input step multiplied by the number of steps. The conceptual
scheme of operation is shown in Fig. 3.47 using two staircase generators, one
cascaded to the other. Two logic signals are used to start and stop the staircases.

Assume that the input signal k can be written as

k = p1 · x + p2 · y; p1 < p2 (3.47)

requiring x times the weight p1 and y times the weight p2 to obtain k. In order
to obtain the output the first ramp generator runs for p1 clock periods and makes

Start Stop Start Stop

Step Step
Out Out

3 4

25

a) b)

D

Figure 3.47. Conceptual scheme describing the operation of an algorithmic converter and its
possible output waveform.
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Figure 3.48. Possible circuit implementation of the algorithmic converter.

the weight ∆p1 available. Then, the second ramp uses this weight as its input,
and runs for x clock periods to obtain ∆p1x. At this point the second ramp
generator is stopped and the first ramp generator is run for p2−p1 clock periods
to increase its output to ∆p2. This is the weight required for the second part
of the splitting of k generated in y clock periods. Assuming that there are no
waiting periods the conversion is completed in p2 + x + y time slots.

A possible circuit implementation is shown in Fig. 3.48 that uses two switched
capacitor integrators with phases controlled by a logic for realizing the staircase
generators. After a reset phase (that zeros the two outputs every active clock
period) the capacitance C1 injects a charge into C2 which is proportional to ∆.
Since the operation is non-inverting, then if C1 = C2 the output steps by ∆. In
reality a possible offset alters this result as the capacitance C1 remains charged
to Vos1. Therefore, the output voltage after p1 clock periods is

Vout1 = p1(∆ − Vos1) + Vos1. (3.48)

The change of step size is equivalent to a gain error and is not very important.
However the second term is problematic because the voltage generated by the
first stage is shifted by Vos1.

The output voltage of the first op-amp is used as the input of the second
one. Every clock period it generates a change in its the output voltage which,
assuming C3 = C4, is given by

∆Vout2 = p1(∆ − Vos1) + Vos1 − Vos2 (3.49)

showing that, actually, a possible problem comes from Vos1 −Vos2 as this term
shows up every time the second op-amp accumulates the output of the first
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Figure 3.49. (a) Duty-cycle DAC. (b) signal waveforms.

op-amp. As a result, the error is amplified by x + y and if x + y changes in a
non-linear manner with the code harmonic distortion results. The solution to
the problem is to have

x + y = const (3.50)

which will give rise to an ineffective global offset term in the output signal.
The condition (3.50) is a constrain on relationship (3.47) but it can be satis-

fied. An integrated implementation showed that the method can obtain 15-bit
with a reasonable SNDR (74 dB).

The duty-cycle converter is a slow converter that transforms the input signal
into a sequence of pulses whose duty-cycle is a digital fraction of a 2nT period.
The possible architecture, based on the scheme of Fig. 3.49 is made by a counter,
a digital comparator and two switches that give rise at the output to 0 or Vref .
The pulse starts with the counter and finishes when the digital ramp at the
output of the counter reaches the input signal. Therefore, the duration of the
pulse is kT if the digital input is k. The spectrum of the output is mirrored at
±mfN = 1/(2nT ) and attenuated by a sinc. The low-pass filter removes the
high frequency terms and obtains the result.

This method is suitable for slow and medium resolution applications. It is a
first example of an oversampled architecture but its effectiveness is much less
than other solutions that will be studied shortly.
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.

PROBLEMS

3.1 Calculate the area of the waveform generated by the response of a
unity gain buffer with finite slew-rate and bandwith as a function
of the input step amplitude. Use the approximate equations (3.7)
with SR = 108V/s, τ = 1 ns and T = 5 ns. Assume that the
maximum input code change corresponds to 0.8 V .

3.2 Consider the resisitive DAC shown in Fig. 3.10 and study the effect
of the error in the value of the current generators IL. Namely, study
the effect when only one current generator is correct and when
both are larger than the expected value by a given percentage.
Study also the effect of a non-infinite resistance in both current
generators.

3.3 Repeat the Example 3.1 but assume that the error on the resistivity
increases with the square of the distance from the middle of the
resistive divider. The value at the two ends is 1.3 times the value
in the middle.

3.4 Estimate the harmonic distortion caused by a 2%/resistor in the x
direction and a 0 gradient in the y direction of the unity resistance
value. The DAC is a Kelvin divider that uses an array of 32 × 32
unity resistances interconnected in a serpentine fashion. Estimate
the result with a full scale and half scale sine wave. Explain the
result with an approximate analysis.

3.5 Modify the file provided for the solution of Example 3.2 to obtain a
statistical analysis. It should perform 100 consecutive simulations
and draw the histogram of the SFDR with a full scale input sine
wave.

3.6 A linear array of 1024 unity resistances is affected by a 0.1%
gradient per element. Determine the number of calibration points
needed to give 80 dB SFDR. Note that the voltages at the calibrated
points will go to their ideal values.

3.7 Use the file Ex3 3 for studying a voltage-mode ladder DAC. De-
termine the effect of a 2% error in just one of the arms or the riser
resistors. Identify the element which affects the INL the most.
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3.8 Simulate using a circuit level simulator (Spice or equivalent) the
operation of a 6-bit R–2R architecture with MOS transistors used
to replace the resistors. Match the different sections of the R–2R
ladder by connecting an increasing number of basic R–2R cells
in parallel such that the currents in every cell match. Estimate the
linearity of the obtained static input-output response.

3.9 Modify the file provided for the solution of Example 3.4 for a sta-
tistical analysis such that it performs 100 simulations and obtains
a histogram of the absolute value of the peak INL.

3.10 A 12-bit capacitive divider DAC uses two attenuators, one after
4 bits, and the other after 8 bits. Determine the value of the two
attenuators and write a computer program that plots the input out-
put characteristics with an error ε1 and ε2 affecting the attenuator
capacitors.

3.11 Determine the z-transfer function from the positive input to the
output of the op-amp in the circuit of Fig. 3.29 and plot the result
as a function of z with |z| = 1.

3.12 Assume that the unity capacitance of the array of Fig. 3.30 (a) has a
top plate parasitic equal to 0.01CU (1+0.001VC) where VC is the
voltage across the capacitance. Determine by computer simulation
the transfer characteristics of an 8-bit DAC with VRef = 2 V and
the harmonic distortion with a full scale sine wave. Assume that
the output voltage is measured with an ideal voltage buffer.

3.13 The flip around DAC of Fig. 3.30 (b) compensates for the op-
amp offset by pre-charging the capacitor array to the offset during
ΦR via the unity gain connection. Assume that during the reset
phase the top plate of the capacitance array is instead connected
to ground. Estimate the effect of the offset of the op-amp on the
input-output transfer characteristics. The DAC is controlled by
10-bit.

3.14 Estimate the effect of the offset of the op-amp used in the hybrid
DAC of Fig. 3.31. The resistive divider comprises of 32 unity
resistance while the flip around capacitive MDAC converts 5-bit.
Assuming the offset is equal to 3.4 LSB derive the input-output
transfer characteristics.
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3.15 Consider a current steering DAC and calculate the effect of a non-
linear output resistance Ru = Ru(1 − αVout). The non-linearity
is possibly caused by the output voltage which pushes the cur-
rent source transistor towards the linear region. Determine, with
Ron = 0, the equation equivalent to (3.28) giving the INL as a
function of the input code.

3.16 Repeat Example 3.5 but use 14 bit, RL = 25Ω, Ron = 0, and
Ru = 100MΩ. Find the required Ru that obtains a SFDR= 90
dB. Verify the improvement with a fully differential architecture.

3.17 Assume that the current selection of a current steering DAC is done
according to the line and column shuffling of Fig. 3.39 (a). The
gradient in the unity current sources is by 1% per line or column.
Estimate the INL of the DAC using computer simulations. Study
the effect of other shuffling techniques.

3.18 Use equations (3.44) and (3.45) to estimate the current steering
DAC area for Ad/Au = 20 and n=14. Perform the calculations
for the simple and double segmentation schemes, and for both
cases determine the optimum design.
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Chapter 4

NYQUIST RATE
ANALOG TO DIGITAL

CONVERTERS
This chapter deals with the architecture, features and limits of
Nyquist-rate analog/digital converters. We shall start with a full-
flash architecture capable of obtaining the conversion in only one
clock period. Following this, we shall study the two-step solution
whose algorithm requires at least two clock periods. Next, we
shall discuss the folding and the interpolation methods. The in-
terleaved technique permits the designer to take advantage of the
cooperative action of many converters working in parallel. We
shall consider the benefits and the limit of this approach. Then,
we shall analyze the successive-approximation algorithm before
studying a widely used sequential scheme: the pipeline architec-
ture. Finally, we shall consider some techniques that are useful
for special needs.

4.1 INTRODUCTION
Depending on the bandwidth of the input signal, Nyquist-rate data converters

can require either one or multiple clock cycles to implement the conversion
algorithm. Since small signal bandwidths enable long conversion periods the
algorithm can use high frequency clocks with the sampling period extended
over many clock cycles; in contrast, for large bandwidths it is necessary to
maximize the time allowed for the circuit operation and so the number of clock
periods required for implementing the algorithm must be at a minimum.

141
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It is useful to evaluate, even approximately, the maximum frequency of op-
eration of high-speed ADCs. For this we start from the speed of the technology
or, better, the technology unity gain frequency, fTech, whose value determines
the maximum obtainable unity gain bandwidth (fT ) of an op-amp or an OTA. fT

is lower than fTech by a factor α, which is at least 2-4, but ultimately, depends
on the desired accuracy of the converter.

Since A/D conversion is sampled data system, it is necessary to provide
enough time for settling analog signals, thus requiring a suitable margin, γ,
between the op-amps fT and the clock frequency.

In order to estimate γ suppose that the input Vin is a step at t = 0. A single
pole band-limitation gives rise to an output Vout(t) given by

Vout(t) = Vin(1 − e−t/τ ) (4.1)

where the time constant τ is

τ =
1

2πβfT
(4.2)

and where β is the feedback factor of the op-amp (or OTA) feedback network.
Since an n-bit ADC needs an accuracy better than 2−(n+1), the settling time

must be tsett > τ · (n + 1)ln(2). Therefore, recalling that the time allowed for
settling is half-clock period, it results

fCK <
πβfT

(n + 1)ln(2)
(4.3)

γ =
fT

fCK
>

(n + 1)ln(2)
πβ

. (4.4)

The foreseen order of the anti-aliasing filter sets a given margin λ, which is
the ratio between sampling rate and signal band. Moreover, since the conversion
algorithm can use multiple clock periods (say k), the conversion rate is therefore
given by fCK/(λk).

Example 4.1

A 10-bit ADC uses a 1.6 GHz technology. The ADC algorithm requires
two clock periods to complete the conversion. Assume α = 2 and β =
0.5. The anti-aliasing specification uses one octave in the transition-
band. Calculate the maximum band of the input signal.

Solution

The OTA fT is 800 MHz, with β = 0.5 the time constant is τ =
0.398 ns. The settling of the OTA requires tsett = 6.93 · 0.398 ns =
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2.7 ns to reach half LSB error with a full swing input. The resulting
γ is 4.85 and to maximum allowed clock frequency is

fCK =
1

2 · tsett
=

fT

γ
= 164.8 MHz.

Since the conversion requires two clock periods the sampling fre-
quency becomes fs = 82.4 MHz. The transition band of the anti-
aliasing filter is one octave: fB from fB to fs − fB . The signal band
becomes

fs − fB

fB
= 2 → λ = 3; fB =

fs

3
= 27.5 MHz.

The obtained low signal band depends on conservative numbers used.
More relaxed accuracies enable higher signal bands.

When the converter uses only one clock cycle the architecture is named
full-flash. Other architectures such as the two-step flash or the use of folding
methods require two (or three) clock cycles, while several clock cycles are used
by the successive approximation, the algorithmic technique and other slow
methods.

The conversion algorithms that employ multiple clock cycles are normally
more accurate, use less power and need less chip area their few (or just one) clock
period counterparts. Furthermore, the throughput of slow converters increases
by using the interleaved method which utilizes many converters in parallel or
by the pipeline architecture which operates by cascading a number of stages.
Although these schemes allow faster sampling-rates they provide output after
a latency time, that can give rise to instability when the converter is used in a
control system loop.

4.2 TIMING ACCURACY
The error due to the sampling jitter, determined in Chapter 1, is

δVin = δTji ·
dVin

dt
. (4.5)

Knowing this, since the performance of an n-bit converter requires a timing
error less than 1/2 LSB = Vfs/(2n + 1), a 12-bit ADC with 1 V peak sine
wave at 20 MHz requires a timing error below 1 psec.

The above statement highlights the need for great care in phase generation
and distribution for resolutions higher than 10–12 bit and input frequencies of
several ten of MHz. Furthermore, the inaccuracy of the sampling time is not
only caused by the clock jitter but also depends on the finite rise/fall time of the
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Figure 4.1. Distributed RC model of a metal interconnection carying a clock signal.

clock, the propagation delay, and other non linear effects which cause signal
dependent clock delay.

With a high-speed clock the mismatch impedance at the input pin causes
reflections and clock timing errors. To avoid this precise applications will
input, instead of a square wave, an input sine wave with carefully matched
impedances. The sine wave is then amplified and squared inside the chip to
obtain a main clock whose jitter will be very low provided that the squaring
circuit uses low noise amplifiers for detecting the zero crossings.

Other timing errors occur as a result of the propagation of digital signals
along metal interconnections which causes dispersion and delay. Fig. 4.1 shows
a distributed RC that models the interconnection. The time response to a step
with finite slope signal ei(t)

ei(t) =
E

TR
t for 0 ≤ t ≤ TR

ei(t) = E for t > TR (4.6)

is given by

eout(t) = Vr(t) − Vr(t − TR) (4.7)

Vr(t) =
E

TR

{
(t +

τ

2
)erf

[√
τ

4t

]
−
√

τt

π
e

−τ
4t

}
(4.8)

where Vr is an intermediate function and τ = RuCuL2. The delay is roughly
estimated by

TD =
τ

4
=

RuCuL2

4
(4.9)
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where Ru and Cu are the resistance and capacitance per unity length. Observe
that if the width increases then the resistance per unity length decreases but
the capacitance per unity length increases by the same extent. Therefore, the
delay is not affect by changing the width of the interconnections. For a typical
submicron technology the product RuCu is in the order of some 10−17s/m2

leading to delays in the order of 1 ps over only a few hundreds of micron of
interconnection.

Example 4.2

Use equations (4.7) and (4.8) to estimate the clock waveform after
150 µm and 300 µm of metal interconnections. Ru= 0.04 Ω/µ and
Cu =2.5 ·10−16F/µm. The rise time of the clock is 50 fsec. Estimate
the clock slope at half of the input step amplitude.

Solution

The file Ex4 2 is the basis for the computer simulation. Fig. 4.2
gives the waveforms. The use of equation (4.9) obtains the value of
τ that equals 0.225 psec and 0.9 psec for 150 µm and 300 µm metal
interconnections respectively. These values are close to the simulated
results at half input amplitude. The two slopes are 0.98 VFS/psec
and 0.28 VFS/psec respectively showing that a noise of 40 mVFS

Figure 4.2. Clock waveforem after a 150 µm and 300 µm metal line.
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in the crossing threshold would cause a jitter as low as 39 fsec and
12 fsec respectively.

4.2.1 Metastability error
A metastability error occurs when the output of a comparator is undefined.

Typically a sampled-data comparator is realized using a pre-amplifier and a
latch (Fig. 4.3). During one phase the input signal is pre-amplified and during
the latch phase a regenerative circuit fixes the logic level. If the input differential
voltage, Vin,d, is not large enough the comparator output may be undefined at
the end of the latch phase giving an error in the output code and possibly causing
a code bubble error in the thermometric output of some converter architectures.

The differential latch of Fig. 4.3 is the positive loop of two transconductors
whose regenerative time constant, τL, is

τL � Cp

gm
. (4.10)

The metastability error probability can be approximated by

PE =
V0

VinA0
e−tr/τL (4.11)

where V0 is the voltage swing required for valid logic levels and tr is the period
of the latch phase.

Typically the latch period tr equals 1/(2fs), so the probability of a metasta-
bility error increases exponentially with the sampling frequency and at high
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Figure 4.3. Typical comparator used in data converters.
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frequencies becomes equal to 1 (since more than 1 is not a valid result, if (4.11)
gives more than 1 the result means PE = 1).

At reasonable operating frequencies the exponential is a small value; more-
over, we see that the probability of error is inversely proportional to the differ-
ential input amplitude, Vin. Since the comparator must ensure an almost certain
output for Vin larger than half LSB, it is required to have PE less than a given
PE,max for Vin = VFS/2n+1, leading to the condition

fs · ln
[

V02n+1

PE,maxVFSA0

]
<

1
2τL

. (4.12)

If, for example, VFS �V0, n=8, τL =2 · 10−10 and A0 =103 the sampling
frequency that ensures an error rate equal to PE,max = 10−4 is equal to fs =
1/(17 · τL) = 293 MHz.

4.3 FULL-FLASH CONVERTERS
An analog-to-digital converter must identify the quantization interval that

contains the input signal. A direct way to achieve this operation (Fig. 4.4)
is to compare the input signal with all the transition points between adjacent
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Figure 4.4. Basic block diagram of the full-flash converter.
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quantization intervals. The result of these comparisons highlights the limit at
which the input is larger than one of the thresholds giving information that can
then be transformed into the digital code. This "brute force" (but effective)
approach leads to the full-flash architecture. The name of the method comes
from the fact that all the comparators operate in parallel and procure quickly
(like a flash) the result in just one clock period.

An n-bit quantizer identifies 2n bins with 2n − 1 transition points; therefore,
the architecture shown in Fig. 4.4 requires 2n − 1 reference voltages and 2n −
1 comparators which output logic 1 up to a given level and logic 0 above.
A ROM decoder (or equivalent circuit) can then translate this thermometric
representation into an n-bit digital output.

4.3.1 Reference Voltages
The simplest way to generate the reference voltages is to use a resistive

Kelvin divider connected between the positive and the negative references,
Vref+, Vref−. Some implementations like the one shown in Fig. 4.4 use RU/2
as ending elements giving rise to an i-th reference voltage equal to

Vr(i) = Vref−
i − 1/2
2n − 1

(Vref+ − V ref−); i = 1, 2n − 1. (4.13)

The quantization step is the dynamic range divided by 2n−1, ∆ = (Vref+−
Vref−)/(2n − 1) with first and last quantization intervals equal to ∆/2.

The random and systematic errors affect the generated reference voltages
as it happens when the Kelvin divider is used as DAC. Therefore, for a flash
type converter, it is essential to use the same kind of resistive material, to use
matched contacts and metal interconnections, and to ensure the same resistance
orientation in the layout. The expected matching with modern technologies is in
the order of 0.1-0.05% enabling about 10-11 bits of accuracy without trimming.

Example 4.3

The series of (26 − 1) 50 Ω resistors makes the resistive divider of
a 6-bit full-flash ADC. The used technology is CMOS 0.18 µm but
for ensuring good matching it is necessary to use 2.5µm wide of
polysilicon strips with specific resistance of 25 Ω/�. Assume a 300
ppm/µm linear gradient and estimate the INL for different layout
styles.

Solution

Fig. 4.5 (a) shows the layout of a resistive divider made by a single
straight sequence. The first and the last element are one square of
polysilicon (25 Ω) while all the other elements are two squares. The
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Figure 4.6. INL for the layout b) and c) of the previous figure.

resistance pitch is 7.5 µm leading to a total lenght of 480 µm.
Assuming that the resistance at the beginning of the string equals the
nominal value, the resistance at the end of the string becomes 1.14
the nominal value. The use of the file Ex4 3 for studying the problem
by computer simulations obtains about 1.7 LSB INL.
Fig. 4.5 (b) shows a more compact arrangement of same unity re-
sistances whose pitch is reduced to 3.5 µm. Fig. 4.5 (c) folds the
single straight line of Fig. 4.5 (b) making equal the resistor values
at the beginning and the end of the string. The reduced 3.5 µm pitch
diminishes the INL to 0.5 LSB while the folding leads to the s-type
INL shown in Fig. 4.6 which maximum is 0.45 LSB. The compact
layout with folding gives 0.15 LSB INL.
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Rule of Thumb

The INL caused by the re-
sistance gradient in the di-
vider depends on the ra-
tio, say (1+k), between the
larger and the smaller resis-
tance: INL in volt is about
0.18· k VFS .

Further errors occur due to a possi-
ble temperature gradient along the re-
sistive divider. The temperature coeffi-
cient in integrated resistors depends on
the material used and can be as large
as 10, 000 ppm◦C. Thus, a linear tem-
perature drift of 7◦ along the string can
give rise to 1 LSB INL for a 7-bit ADC.
Also, but less important, the voltage
coefficient gives rise to a change of
the resistance values along the string.

Since the resistance changes almost proportionally to the drop voltage across
the divider the effect is equivalent to a linear gradient.

Another important design parameter is the value of the unity resistance to
be used in the references generator. The various taps of the resisitive divider
are connected to a comparator which can often act as a time-variant load. The
divider must react to the comparator variable load to pull back the tap volt-
ages to an accuracy of less than half LSB before the latch phase. The type of
comparator, and the speed and resolution of the converter and its power budget
are the elements that, via simulation, determine the optimum value of the unity
resistance.

4.3.2 Offset of Comparators
Since comparator offset is added to the differential input it modifies the

threshold transition. Therefore, in a flash architecture the offset of the i-th and
the (i-1)-th comparators alter the i-th quantization interval ∆ which becomes

∆i = Vthr,i − Vthr,i−1 = ∆− Vos,i + Vos.i−1. (4.14)

In order to ensure no missing codes or monotonicity for a given yield the
maximum value of the offset must be lower than 1/2LSB divided by the number
of sigma required to obtain that yield. Thus, for example, an 8-bit flash with
1 V full scale requires a comparator offset lower than 0.6mV to ensure a 99.9%
yield, as the corresponding sigma with a normal distribution of errors is σ = 3.3.

Since the offset is mainly caused by the pre-amplifier of the comparator it
is necessary to properly design this first stage and to optimize the layout for
having a minimum threshold, transconductance parameter µCox and aspect
ratio (W/L) mismatches in the input differential pair and active loads. The
threshold error ∆VTh depends on the gate area and is estimated by

∆Vth =
AV T√
WL

. (4.15)
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If the length of the MOS transistors are close to their minimum then the
µCox and the ∆W/W mismatches are negligible and much lower than the
relative length mismatch ∆L/L. This error multiplied by ID/gm (current and
transconductance of the input pair) determines the corresponding contribution
to the input referred offset. For MOS in saturation ID/gm = (VGS − VTh)/2.
Since offset sources caused by threshold and ∆L/L mismatch are uncorrelated
their quadratical superposition gives

Vos,MOS =

√
A2

V T

WL
+
[
VGS − VTh

2

]2 ∆L2

L2
. (4.16)

For a typical 0.18 µm CMOS process AV T ≈ 1mV/µm, to give a first term
lower than 0.6/

√
2 mV requires WL > 5.5 µ2. The second term is the same

if (∆L/L) < 2 · 0.42/(VGS − VTh) requiring (∆L/L) < 1% for 120 mV
overdrive.

The bipolar counterpart of (4.16) superposes quadratically the VBE mismatch
and the error accounting for the emitter area mismatch

Vos,BJT =

√

∆V 2
BE +

(
kT

q

)2 ∆A2

A2
. (4.17)

About the Offset

The offset of CMOS circuits
is a few mV. The offset of
bipolar circuits is a fraction of
mV. A good design can ob-
tain a minimum systematic
offset. A good layout com-
pensates for the random off-
set caused by fabrication in-
accuracies.

The first term is small as it de-
pends on the emitter current mis-
match ∆IE that hands ∆VBE =
VBE log [(IE + ∆IE)/IE ]. The sec-
ond term is also small when com-
pared to the MOS counterpart because
the area mismatch is smaller than the
length mismatch; moreover, the multi-
plying factor is kT/q = VT = 26 mV
instead of half the overdrive. Conse-
quently, the offset of BJT comparators
is relatively smaller that the offset of
the CMOS counterparts.

Example 4.4

Estimate the offset of a CMOS and a bipolar comparator. In the
MOS implementation the aspect ratio of the input transistors of the
preamplifier is W/L = 5 µm/0.18 µm. The transconductance gm is 0.8
mA/V for a bias current equal to 80 µA. The 0.18 µ CMOS technology
has AV T = 2 mV/µm. The length mismatch is ∆L/L = 1.8%.
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For the bipolar preamplifier use IE = 0.8 mA with ∆IE/IE = 0.5%.
The area mismatch is 0.2%.

Solution

The use of (VGS − VTh)/2 = ID/gm in equation (4.16) determines
the one-sigma MOS offset

Vos,MOS =

√
4 · 10−6

0.9
+
(

0.08
0.8

)2

· 0.0182 = 2.77 mV

with almost equal contributions from threshold and length mismatch:
2.1 mV and 1.8 mV.
Since the current in bipolar transistors changes exponentially with
VBE : IE = Ise

VBE/VT the error ∆IE/IE = 1% causes a ∆VBE

given by

∆VBE � VT · ∆IE/IE = VT · 0.005 = 0.13 mV

therefore the one-sigma offset of the bipolar comparator is

∆Vos,BJT = 26 · 10−3
√

(0.005)2 + (0.002)2 = 0.14 mV

that is 20 times lower than the offset of the MOS.

4.3.3 Offset Auto-zeroing
The typical offset of CMOS circuits is in the range of some mV, too large a

value for ensuring a good yield where, for example, having a 99% yield requires
an one-sigma offset of less than 0.5/2.57 � 0.2 LSB (2.57σ of the offset must
be less than 1/2 LSB) and to have a 99.9% yield requires 0.5/3.3 � 0.15LSB
(3.3σ of the offset must be less than 1/2 LSB). It is therefore necessary to
reduce the offset down to fractions of mV using only simple and inexpensive
methods as a flash converter already uses a fairly large number of comparators.
The commonly used technique is the auto-zero which is a two phase sampled-
data method: one phase is used for measuring and storing the offset and the
other phase is for the offset cancellation.

The schematic of Fig. 4.7 shows the circuit implementation of the auto-zero
technique. During phase Φaz the amplifier is in the unity gain configuration and
makes the offset available at the inverting input. The capacitor COS is charged
to the offset minus the input voltage V1. During the complementary phase,
Φ̄az , the open loop configuration amplifies the input by A0 which, thanks to the
voltage shift of the capacitor Cos by Vos(Φaz) − V1, gives rise to a differential
input equal to
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Figure 4.7. Auto-zero technique.

Vd,in = V+ − V− = Vos(Φ̄az) − V2 + [V1 − Vos(Φaz)] . (4.18)

Provided that the offset does not change during the auto-zero period then
the circuit achieves a perfect offset cancellation. This is usually the case as
the offset is generally considered to be a dc signal which only changes due to
environmental fluctuations or aging. However, the input referred generator also
affects the noise, including the 1/f term: the auto-zero technique is partially
effective in canceling the 1/f noise but increases the white part of the noise as
the lack of correlation between two successive samples doubles the white term.

Another problem that is generated by the offset cancellation circuit is clock
feed-through. A fraction of the charge of the MOS conductive channel is in-
jected into the auto-zero capacitor. For the scheme of Fig. 4.7 the critical
opening is through the switch connected in feedback. Compensations tech-
niques, studied in the next Chapter, reduce this charge injection and can obtain
equivalent offsets equal to fractions of mV.

Typically, the flash MOS converters adapt the comparator offset cancellation
scheme of Fig. 4.7 as follows: one input terminal connects to a tap of the

Does the Auto-zero helps?

The offset of a CMOS com-
parator can be reduced from
few mV to fractions of mV as
clock-feedthrough cancella-
tion schemes do not fully
cancels the limit. For an ef-
fective cancellation use fully
differential architectures.

resistive divider and the other to the in-
put of the flash: terminals V1 and V2

become the differential inputs of com-
parators used in Fig. 4.4. Notice that
the difference between input and ref-
erence is not calculated by a differen-
tial pair but comes from subtracting
the two different voltages at the node
A of Fig. 4.7 during the two operation
phases.

Since the parasitic capacitance of
the left plate of Cos (node A, Fig. 4.7)
is charged to V1 during one phase and
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to V2 during the other phase, it establishes a sampled-data parasitic coupling
across the inputs: the resistive divider must be able to restore all of the nodes A
from the input voltage back to the reference voltages. The required charge to
and from the references is limited in a non-linear way by the resistive divider,
as restoring the tap voltages near a reference terminal is faster than restoring
the voltage of taps in the middle of the string.

Example 4.5

An 8-bit full-flash converter uses a resistive divider made by 256 unity
25 Ω resistors connected across 0 and 1 V . The parasitic capacitance
of the switching nodes is 6.25 fF. Simulate with Spice the voltage
recovery of the tap nodes after the conversion of 0.5625 V.

Solution

The equivalent network modeling the resistive divider is an RC ladder
made by 256 cells (Fig. 4.8 (a). Since the network is complex and it
is not really necessary to determine the waveforms in fine details we
simplify the circuit by grouping together a number of cells (16) and
approximate the group with an equivalent RC network as shown in
Fig. 4.8 (b).
The Spice simulation of the simplified circuit, made by the file Spice4 5,
gives rise to the responses shown in Fig. 4.9. The figure refers to the
bins #80, #144 and #240 whose expected voltages are 0.3125, 0.5625
and 0.9325 respectively. Observe that the voltage of the bin #144,
that is is the same of the one of the previous conversion, does not

R1 R2 R3 R4 R255 R256

C C C C C

R=R1=R2= ...=R256=25WC=6.25 fF

Vref

Vin

Ri+1 Ri+16

C C

Ri

C

C

16C

16R

(a)

(b)

Figure 4.8. Equivalent circuit of the resistive divider (a) and its macro-cell simplification (b).
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Figure 4.9. Transient response of the voltage at different taps.

remain constant because the resistive string must provide the charge
required by other nodes.
Immediately after the switches close the voltage of all the taps is
0.5625V, followed by transients that achieve 1/2 LSB error after 5.7
ns, 3.9 ns and 4.3 ns for the bin #80, #144 and #240 respectively. The
tap #240 is close to the low impedance Vref but since it must swing
more than the bin #144 it takes a bit more for settling.
If the used clock enables, for example, 5 ns for setting the references
the tap #80 is not able to reach the 1/2 LSB accuracy, giving rise to
a possible code error if the next sample is near 0.3125 V.

4.3.4 Practical Limits
The speed and resolution of full flash converters depend on a number of is-

sues that establish a practical limit on the use of the architecture. The first issue
concerns the very small unity resistances that the Kelvin divider must use for
high-resolution and high-speed. In turn, a low resistance loading the divider
requires a reference voltage with a very low output impedance from dc to the
sampling frequency. For this there are two possible approaches: using an exter-
nal reference with a solid on-chip filter capable of dumping any ringing caused
by the bonding inductance, or using an on chip reference made by a band-gap
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and a very low impedance buffer. Both methods are suitable for medium speed
and medium performances; however, precise and stable references become the
critical design issue when the resolution exceeds 8-bit with conversion speeds
in the 100 MS/s range.

Another practical limit that determines the maximum resolution is the ex-
ponential increase of the circuit complexity with the number of bits: every
additional bit doubles both the silicon area and, more importantly, the power
consumption. Although the large area can be accepted, the power is a very
important design parameter because the specifications of any system establish
the power budget which, in turn, determines the power for the data converter
whose value limits the maximum resolution for the users clock frequency.

The flash architecture uses comparators whose effectiveness can be measured
by the metastability probability error given by equation (4.11). Assuming PE

constant, increasing the clock frequency or the number of bits requires either
increasing A0 or reducing τL. Since the pre-amplification time in the high-speed
applications is low, the output of the preamplifier does not reach its dc level
but instead experiences a transient that is terminated when the latch starts its
regenerative phase. The result is a "dynamic" gain that is the ratio between the
voltage obtained at the end of the pre-amplification phase and the input. Since
the pace of the transient is Cp/gm,A (the ratio between the parasitic capacitance
and the transconductance of the preamplifier), a preamplification period equal
to 1/(2fck) gives a "dynamic" gain equal to

A0 =
gm,A

2fckCp
. (4.19)

Since increasing the number of bits requires more gain and the gain is in-
versely proportional to the frequency, multiple bits and high speed requires
large gm,A/Cp ratios. The transconductance of MOS transistors in saturation
is proportional to the square root of the current; therefore, for doubling speed,
doubling the number of levels or for adding an additional bit it is necessary to
use four times as much power in the comparator preamplifier.

In order to have a quantitative idea of the required power, consider a 7-bit
500 MHz flash that needs preamplifiers with dynamic gain Ad = 20. Assume
that the trade-off between offset and aspect ratio of the input pair gives rise to
an overdrive equal to 200 mV and Cp = 0.4 pF . Since the transconductance is
also expressed by gm = 2ID/Vov, the current of the input pair is

IP = 2ID = 2VovfckCp = 80µA (4.20)

which gives rise to a current consumption of 10 mA just for the preamplifiers.
Another important limit is the capacitance load on the input sample-and-

hold caused by the parasitic of a single comparator multiplied by the number of
comparators. Indeed, the parasitic of a comparator caused by the input transistor
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Use of Full-Flash

Full-flash converters are the
optimum for very high-speed
but the resolution cannot be
very high as a number of lim-
its make the implementation
unpractical.

is typically very low but the total effect,
for many bits, becomes significant. If
the capacitance of a single comparator
is, for example, 10 fF the capacitive
load of the S&H caused by an 8-bit
flash is 2.5 pF, a large value if the clock
frequency is many hundred MHz.

Another critical issue concerns the
current that the S&H must deliver for
charging or discharging the compara-
tors’ capacitances. The charge on the parasitics after sampling the references is
2nCpVref/2. A full scale input voltage drains an equal amount of charge from
the S&H which must be provided in a fraction α of the measure period. The
resulting current pulse depends on the speed of the S&H but its peak value is

IS&H,peak >
fs2nCp∆Vin,max

2α
. (4.21)

For ∆Vin,max = 1/, V , 2nCp = 2.5 pF , α = 0.1 and fs = 500 MHz the
current IS&H,peak becomes larger than 16 mA.

The limits discussed above are such that with present technologies it is im-
practical to design an 8-bit full-flash with conversion speeds higher than 500
MS/s or a 6-bit flash operating at more than 2 GS/s.

4.4 SUB-RANGING AND TWO-STEP CONVERTERS
When the resolution is higher than 8-bit then instead of a full-flash it can

be more convenient to use a sub-ranging or a two-step algorithm which both
secure a better speed-accuracy trade-off. The sub-ranging or the two-step im-
plementation require two (or three) clock periods to complete the conversion but
they use a smaller number of comparators thus benefitting silicon area, power
consumption and parasitic capacitance loading on the S&H.

Fig. 4.10 shows the basic scheme of a sub-ranging or a two-step architecture.
It uses a sample-and-hold at the input to drive an M-bit flash-converter which
estimates the MSBs (coarse conversion). The DAC then converts the M-bits back
to an analog signal which is subtracted from the held input to give the coarse
quantization error (also called the residue). Next, the residue is converted into
digital by a second N-bits flash which yields the LSB (fine conversion). The
digital logic combines coarse and fine results to obtain the n = (M+N)-bit output.

The use of the gain stage distinguishes between the sub-ranging and the two-
step architecture as the sub-ranging scheme does not use any amplification.
The gain of the amplifier used in the two-step method increases the amplitude
of the residue for a better LSB estimation. Moreover, if the gain equals 2M

the dynamic range of the amplified residue equals that of the input making it
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Figure 4.10. Block diagram of sub-ranging (K=1) and two-step architectures (K>1).

possible to share the reference voltages between the coarse and the fine flash
converters.

Fig. 4.10 shows the timing control of the two-step (or sub-ranging) architec-
ture requiring four logic signals to be derived from the main clock: auto-zero
and S&H, coarse ADC conversion, DAC plus residue generation, and fine con-
version plus output. Assuming that half clock period is enough to accomplish
each function or group of functions, the algorithm needs two clock periods. In
some cases the converter uses three clock periods when it is necessary to use a
specific time-slot for one of the combined functions or to assign two time-slots
to a critical step.

It is evident that the number of comparators needed for a two-step or a sub-
ranging is much lower than the number needed for a full-flash architecture. For
example, for 8-bits M = N = 4 the scheme uses 2(24 − 1) = 30 comparators,
which is 8 times less than the (28−1) = 255 comparators required by the 8-bit
full-flash counterpart. The spared area and power are much more than what is
required to design the DAC and residue generator; moreover, the S&H is only
loaded by 2M comparators.

The obvious disadvantage is the reduced conversion-rate as it is necessary to
use two or three clock periods to complete the conversion. Nevertheless, since
the speed of the S&H is the bottleneck of medium resolution full-flashes, the
clock of the sub-ranging scheme can end up being higher than the one of the
full-flash as the reduced parasitic capacitance enables faster S&H.
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4.4.1 Accuracy Requirements
The accuracy of each individual block used in the architecture of Fig. 4.10

determines the overall accuracy of the converter. In particular the gain error,
the offset errors and the input referred noise of the S&H establish equivalent
limitations on the ADC as it is the first block of the conversion chain. Regarding
the noise we know that the kT/C limit (studied in Chapter 1) caused by the
sampling should be lower than the quantization noise. However, since for
medium resolution the quantization step is 1 mV or more, the capacitance that
gives rise to a

√
kT/C noise voltage smaller that 1/2 LSB is not very large.

For example, 0.5 pF causes noise equal to 90 µV. Therefore, with resolutions
up to 10-bits the input capacitance is not a problem for the S&H design.

Since the residue, determined by coarse ADC, DAC and gain factor K, is

Vres(Vin) = K [Vin − VDAC(i)] (4.22)

for : VCoarse(i − 1) ≤ Vin < VCoarse(i);

ideal ADC and DAC give rise to a residue that is a perfect sawtoothed non linear
function of the input with amplitude confined between 0 and VFS · K/2M .
However, limitations of the ADC and DAC cause errors on the break points and
amplitude of the sawtooth.

A positive error εADC(i) in the i-th transition threshold of the ADC moves the
break point onward and leads to residue which is larger than VFS ·K/2M causing
an error at the break point of K · εADC(i). Assuming an ideal DAC response
the downward shift is exact and the error immediately after the break becomes
zero. This kind of situation occurs for the transfer characteristic of Fig. 4.11
(a) around the 000 → 001 transition where the corresponding threshold is
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Figure 4.11. (a) Response of a real coarse ADC (3=bit). (b) Residue with ideal DAC.
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Figure 4.12. (a) Response of a real DAC (3=bit). (b) Residue with real DAC and ideal ADC.

slightly higher than 0.125 (VFS = 1): the first break occurs after the expected
value and the residue amplitude continues increasing for a short while after
Vin = 0.125 VFS (Fig. 4.11 (b), K = 2M ).

Similarly, a negative error in the threshold transition moves the break point
backward; the downward shift associated with the change of the code controlling
the DAC brings the residue to a negative value as happens at the second break
point of Fig. 4.12. Then, the error goes to zero at the next ideal break point:
Vin = 0.25 VFS , Fig. 4.11.

A residue that exceeds the 0 and 1 interval is out of the LSB flash range and
establishes an LSB code of all zero or all ones which remains unchanged until
the input re-enters the 0 − 1 boundaries. On the other hand if the residue does
not reach the 0 or the 1 limit then the LSB flash does not switch from zero to
full scale or vice-versa leading to missing codes.

Since the DAC generates the subtractive terms its errors alter the residue
curve in the vertical direction as shown in Fig. 4.12 where only the DAC errors
are accounted for. Fig. 4.12 (a) shows a possible real DAC response. At code
001 the INL is positive (up arrow); therefore, the shift down at the first break
is larger than 1 (down arrow in Fig. 4.12 (b)). The zero INL at the third code
brings the residue to the correct value at the beginning of the fourth tooth. The
biggest positive and negative INL determine the wider regions in which the
residue remains outside the dynamic range.

Observe that the possible shift caused by the DAC lasts for an entire tooth
while the break points are not affected. Therefore, while the ADC errors cause
local regions of inaccuracy the DAC errors affect an entire LSB range and this
makes the requirement of DAC accuracy more demanding than that of the ADC.
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Figure 4.13. Residue plots around a break point and the LSB quantization.

Notice

The errors of the ADC
used in a two-step flash can
be easily corrected because
they are localized around the
break points. The errors of
the DAC are more critical as
their effect extend over entire
fine conversion intervals.

The local error caused by the ADC is
easily detectable with extra thresholds
placed outside the ±1 region. Once
the error is identified its cancellation
is possible by using suitable correc-
tion techniques. Another possibility
is to limit the range of the residual
well inside the nominal intrerval so that
possible mismatches does not bring
the residual value outside the dynamic
range of the fine converter. This is ac-
tually what is done in pipeline data con-
verters (studied shortly) that cancel the ADC errors by using digital correction.

The residue signal is quantized by the fine flash to determine the LSBs. The
possible errors affecting the residue give rise to the four possible situations
illustrated in Fig. 4.13 for a 4-bit fine conversion. The case a) is ideal as the
residue drops from VFS to 0 after the MSB transition: the fine ADC generates
the code 1111 before the transition and the code 0000 after. In the case b) the
residue exceeds the limits on both sides making the output of the fine ADC
stacked at the 1111 and 0000 codes for inputs outside the 0–1 range. The case
c) shows what happens when the residue does not reach 0. The fine quantizer
generates after the 0010 code the break skipping the codes 0000 and 0001. The
case d) shows that if the residue does not reach either 1 or 0 then there are
missing codes before and after the threshold transition.

Fig. 4.14 shows the input-output transfer curve for three different cases:
ideal response (left curve), transfer characteristics with real ADC and ideal
DAC (middle curve), and response with both ADC and DAC real (right curve).
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Figure 4.14. Static response of the two-step flash for ideal case and real ADC or DAC.

It can be noted that errors in the middle curve only differ from the ideal response
around the MSB transitions and that 1 or 2 LSB from the MSB transitions the
response correctly matches the interpolating line. The right curve, due to the
INL of the DAC is above and below the interpolating line.

Example 4.6

Study with computer simulations a two-step 4+4 bit converter. Model
the transfer characterisitcs of ADCs e DAC with a random DNL and
include distortion terms up to the fifth order. Use an input full-scale
sine wave to determine the output spectrum and the equivalent number
of bits. Study the effect on the output spectrum of the ADC and DAC
non-idealities.

Solution

The file Ex 4.6.m enables the study of both full-flash and two-step
architecture with a flag that permits the user’s choice. The Matlab
file uses the functions statchar.m to generate the static characteristics:
it divides the analog range (firstbin - lastbin) into nbin-1 intervals and
estimates an ideal response. Then, it adds offset and a random term
representing the DNL. The correlated part of the DNL is accounted
for with the function dist.m that alters the static response without
modifying the end points values. The function uses a polynomial
approximation up to the fifth order. The input signal is a linear ramp
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Figure 4.15. Output spectra for ideal (a) and real ADC and DAC responses (b).

(to plot the transfer characterisitc) or a sine wave. Even in this case
a flag enables the selection. Fig. 4.15 show the output spectrum for
fs/fin = 35.31. The top plot depicts the ideal case. The SNR is
49.9 dB corresponding to 8-bit. The bottom spectrum accounts for
a random DNL which maximum is 0.3 LSB and a 0.01 third order
distortion coefficient. Equal non-idealities affect ADCs and DAC.
The spectrum tones evident in the figure gives rise to 48 dB SFDR
corresponding to a 0.5 bit loss. The use of the provided files permits
a more extensive study of limitations and features of the full-flash and
the two-step flash that the reader can do autonomously.
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4.4.2 Two-step Converter as a Non-linear Process
The residue of a two-step converter (i.e., the quantization error of the coarse

ADC) can be viewed as a non-linear transformation of the input as shown by
the block of Fig. 4.16. Its response is non-univocal: many inputs give the
same outputs with a linear in pieces and equal slopes characteristic. After the
non-linear transformation an amplifier provides a possible interstage gain. The
equations on the right side of Fig. 4.16 are the mathematical expression of this
non-linear response.

The diagram is not just a repeated explanation of the two-step (or the subrang-
ing) algorithm but is a useful view for studying the spectral implications of using
non-linear systems. In contrast to linear transformations which can preserve the
band-limited characteristics of their input, non-linear transformations generate
extra tones which, in sampled-data systems, can spread the input spectrum over
the entire Nyquist Interval. Therefore, for the block of Fig. 4.16, the generated
residue voltage can occupy the entire Nyquist range, even if the input signal does
not. To preserve the wide spectrum of the residue, the amplifier and the second
flash must therefore be effective well above the Nyquist limit since possible
attenuations or phase shifts around the Nyquist will degrade the information

Remember that

Any non-linear transforma-
tion that facilitates the A/D
conversion also spreads the
input spectrum over the en-
tire Nyquist interval.
The bandwidth of following
circuits must be significantly
larger than fN !

associated with the LSBs.
Representing the residue generation

as a non-linear process is also useful
for estimating the effect of the non-
idealities of the second flash. Since
the spectrum of the residue is only
weakly correlated with the input (pro-
vided the signal amplitude is at least
a few MSBs), then distortion in the
residue generator is more likely to pro-
duce white noise than to produce tones
at multiples of the input frequency.
Therefore, the linearity of the residue

Vin

VoutVin V'out

Vin =V'out + kD;

k = 1, ... 2M;

D = VFS/2M;

0 < V'out < D;

Vout = KV'out.

S&H
Vout

  K

Figure 4.16. Non-linear block suitable to generate the residue voltage.
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generator is not typically critical for the SNDR or the SFDR which mainly result
from the non-idealities of the first ADC and the DAC.

4.5 FOLDING AND INTERPOLATION
The previous sub-section models the residue generator as a non-linear trans-

formation of the input: the dynamic range is divided into a given number of MSB
parts with linear input-output relationships inside each sector. Another suitable
(and equivalent) non-linear transformation is the folding shown in Fig. 4.17
that splits the input range into a number of sectors (4 in Fig. 4.17 (a) and 8
in Fig. 4.17 (b)) to obtain a linear response inside each sector with alternate
positive and negative equal slopes. The non-linear responses can be viewed as
the multiple folding of a ramp (two times to generate four sectors, three times
to generate the non-linear responses of Fig. 4.17 (b)). This is why the method
is named folding.

A single folding bends the input around 1/2 VFS and gives rise to two sectors
(1-bit) with peak amplitude 1/2 VFS . Folding two times leads to four sectors
(2-bit) with peak amplitude 1/4 VFS . Folding three times corresponds to three
bits whose peak value becomes 1/8 VFS and so forth. Since multiple folding
reduces the output range, the number of intervals which will be required to
quantize the folded signal diminishes accordingly. For example, after an M-bit
folder it will only be necessary to use 2n−M − 1 comparators to complete the
n-bit conversion. Obviously, it is necessary to know which segment the input
is in to determine the MSBs, which are then combined with the LSBs given by
the folded signal quantization.

Fig. 4.18 is a conceptual block diagram of the folding converter. The M-bit
folder produces two signals: the analog folded output and the M-bit code which
identifies which segment the input is in. The gain stage possibly augments the
dynamic range to become VFS . The N-bit ADC then determines the LSBs
which the digital logic combines with the MSBs to give an overall output of
n = (N + M) bits.

Vin

Vout

Vin Vout

Vin

VoutVin Vout

(a) (b)

Figure 4.17. Non-linear blocks that obtain input folding.
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Figure 4.18. Basic architecture of a folding converter.

The input regions around the folding points are critical since it is necessary
to have sharp changes in the input-output response slope. This feature can not
be properly obtained by real circuits using either bipolar or MOS transistors,
as their responses are always somewhat rounded. Moreover, operating in dif-
ferent segments establishes different delays because it is necessary to charge
or discharge the parasitic capacitances of the switching elements for procuring
the transition between sectors.

In addition to the above limits it is necessary to account for finite bandwidth
and slew-rate as the folding circuit is normally used for high conversion rates
and medium-high resolutions.

4.5.1 Double Folding
Fig. 4.19 shows the input-output characteristic of a possible real folder and its

corresponding unfolded plot. The folder linearity is good in the regions midway
between the folding points and becomes bad as the input approaches the segment
borders. Since the N-bit quantization of a folded response corresponds to the
(N+M)-bit quantization of an unfolded curve, the unfolded response can be

expected

actual
actual

expected

(a) (b)

Figure 4.19. (a) Real folding response and (b) its unfolded version.
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Figure 4.20. The use of double folding avoids non-linear regions.

used to determine INL by taking the difference between actual and expected
curves and measuring the result using the n-bit quantization step.

The actual curve is always rising; therefore, monotonicity is ensured; how-
ever, the rounding near the transition points often give rise to an INL which can
make the method impractical.

The solution to this problem is to use two folders which permits the designer
to discard the bad regions and utilize only the good ones. One transfer char-
acteristic is shifted with respect to the other by a quarter of the folding period
thus ensuring that one or other folder will always be in its linear region for all
input amplitudes (Fig. 4.20). Only the linear regions need to be quantized by
the LSB flashes whose dynamic range is sometimes partially overlapped thus
making the number of comparators equal to, or slightly higher than 2N .

Finally, the logic that combines the MSBs and LSBs must take into account
the sign of the slope in the used segment and decide which folder provides the
best linear response.

4.5.2 Interpolation
An interpolator generates an electrical value that is intermediate between two

other electrical quantities by using, for voltage inputs: resistive or capacitive
dividers and, for current inputs: schemes based on current mirrors.

The simple circuit of Fig. 4.21 (a) is a resistive divider whose output voltage
Vinter is given by

Vinter =
V1R2 + V2R1

R1 + R2
. (4.23)
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Figure 4.21. Simple circuits that achieve interpolation.

If the two resistors are equal then interpolation is median; different resistors
give rise to a fractional result. Moreover, the use of multiple resistances achieves
a multiple interpolation as is used in the Kelvin divider DAC.

The circuit of Fig. 4.21 (b) obtains interpolation with two capacitors C1 and
C2. They are discharged during phase Φ1 and generate the output voltage during
the complementary phase, Φ2. The interpolated voltage is

Vinter(φ2) =
V1C1 + V2C2

C1 + C2
. (4.24)

The discharging phase, necessary for removing possible residue charges af-
fecting the initial conditions, and the interpolation phase denote a sampled data
operation leading to a valid output voltage only during half of the sampling in-
terval. Obviously, the use of the interpolated voltage must avoid charge leakage
and show a minimum parasitic capacitance on the output node that, for a more
accurate calculation, should be accounted for in equation (4.24).

The use of current mirrors enables current interpolation as shown in Fig. 4.21
c). Mirrored replicas of the currents I1 and I2 are weighted by using the aspect
ratios between transistors M1, M1,i, M2, and M2,i. If the desired interpolation
factor is α, then

(W/L)1,i

(W/L)1
= α; and

(W/L)2,i

(W/L)2
= 1 − α (4.25)

making the interpolated current

Iinter = α · I1 + (1 − α) · I2 . (4.26)

The accuracy of the interpolation factors depend on the matching of the
components used in the circuits. Therefore, the use of symmetric or common
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centroid layouts for resistors or capacitors gives, for present technologies, ac-
curacies in the order of 0.1%; slightly worse values are obtained for well laid
out MOS current interpolators whose overdrive voltage must be also fairly large
with respect to the expected threshold mismatch.

4.5.3 Use of Interpolation in Flash Converters
The design of flash converters can take advantage of the interpolation tech-

nique if the comparator is implemented by a preamplifier followed by a latch.
The use of interpolation, as shown in Fig. 4.22, reduces the number of pream-
plifiers by generating the median of adjacent pre-amplifier outputs. This in-
terpolated voltage is then used by intermediate latches. The method works if
the outputs saturate for an input that is equal to or greater than the immedi-
ate upper threshold or equal to or lower than the immediate lower threshold.
The overlapped non-saturated regions interpolated by the resistors, as shown in
Fig. 4.22 (b), determine crossings that are midway between the preamplifiers
zero crossings. Moreover, equal slopes at the zero crossings equalize the speed
and the metastability error of the latches. Only far from the zero crossing does
the slope of the interpolated curve diminish. However this is not a problem
since at these points the differential signal is large enough to properly control
the latch.

The number of preamplifiers (and reference voltages) diminishes by a factor
of two; therefore, the capacitive load on the S&H diminishes, thus enabling
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Figure 4.22. a) Use of interpolation in flash converters. b) Outputs and interpolated responses.
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an easier S&H design and, in turn, allowing either less power consumption or
higher speed. Moreover, the reduced number of reference voltages reduces the
charge pumping effect that, as studied previously, causes a settling limit.

If the comparator architecture uses the cascade of two gain stages for boosting
the speed it is possible to use interpolation twice; after both the first and second
gain stages, thus obtaining a further reduction of the S&H parasitic load.

The method can also be extended to multiple interpolation where a series
of four or eight equal resistors connected between neighboring pre-amplifiers
provide multiple inputs for latches. The interpolating networks can be single
ended or fully differential depending on the type of output of the preamplifier
and the type of signal required by the input of the latches.

4.5.4 Use of Interpolation in Folding Architectures
The interpolation technique can also be used in a folding architecture by

allowing multiple interpolators to take the place of the fine flash converter.
Fig. 4.23 (a) shows the interpolation of two folded responses, VF1 and VF2,
shifted by half a segment. The shape of the interpolation curve is more rounded
than the generating signals (actually, it is almost flat over a given range).

VF1 VF2

Vint=(VF1+VF2)/2

-VF2

VF1

VF1 VF2

V'int=(VF1-VF2)/2

V"int=(VF1+3VF2)/4

(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4.23. (a), (b) Median interpolation of two folding response. (c) 3/4 interpolation.
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Observe

Interpolation can avoid the
use of the flash converter in a
folding scheme by procuring
2N−1 zero-crossings among
zero-crossings points of the
interpolating curves.

However, what is important is to have
the zero crossings midway between the
two zero crossings of the generating
signals. The interpolation of VF1 and
VF2 produces one set of the mid zero
crossings while interpolating VF1 and
−VF2 gives rise to a second set of mid
zero crossings, as shown in Fig. 4.23
(b). The result is a doubled number of
zero crossings whose occurrences can
be conveniently detected by additional comparators.

Since uneven resistances or capacitors change the interpolation factor, it is
possible, as shown in Fig. 4.23 (c), to obtain a shifted zero crossing. If a
resistive interpolator used R1 = 3R2 the zero crossings is at 1/4 distance from
the zero crossing of VF2. Using R1 = 7R2 yields a crossing distance of 1/8
and so forth. Therefore, multiple interpolations can give rise to a sufficient
number of zero crossing to obtain the LSB conversion. The use of interpolation
requires using resistors as for a flash converter but the use of parallel divider
for obtaining interpolation reduces the cross talk between LSB channels and
possibly increases the speed.

4.5.5 Interpolation for Improving Linearity
The resistances of the interpolation network load the preamplifiers they are

connected to. Therefore, if the preamplifier output resistance is not much
smaller than the load, then possible drops alter the generated voltages; the
error does not affect the overall operation but works in a beneficial manner. To
be precise, the voltage error is dependent on the generated voltage and, for zero
output, goes to zero. Consequently, the load of the interpolating network does
not affect the zero crossing which is what really matters in the converter.

Beyond this, an interpolating network and a bank of preamplifiers with fi-
nite output resistances will average the offset of the preamplifiers and, in turn,
improve linearity.

The simple circuit of Fig. 4.24 (a) models the preamplifiers as a real voltage
generator with output resistanceRout. In general, we can state that the reciprocal
influence of nodes is negligible for large distance between nodes and depends
on the ratio between Rout and Rint. If the ratio is very small the interpolating
network is almost completely ineffective. Moreover, the interpolating network
causes a current flowing from or into the i-th preamplifier node given by

IP,i =
VI,i+1 + VI,i−1 − 2VI,i

2Rint
(4.27)
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Figure 4.24. Models for studying the interpolating network.

showing that if the i-th interpolated voltage is the average of its neighbors then
its current is zero. Therefore, since ideal output voltages are not affected by the
interpolation network, we need only consider the effect of the errors.

Assume that an offset εi changes the output of the i-th preamplifier from VP,i

to VP,i + εi. The error at the output VI,i is attenuated by the resistive division
between Rout and the parallel connection of the upper (RU,i) and lower (RL,i)
networks, at the i-th node: RT,i = RU,iRL,i/(RU,i + RL,i). Therefore, the
error after interpolation becomes

εI,i = εi
1

1 + RoutRT,i
= εiTi,i (4.28)

where Ti,i is the attenuation of the i-th offset at the i-th interpolated output.
Using the scheme of Fig. 4.24 (b) it is also possible to estimate the error

induced by εi at other taps of the network. The result a set of attenuation factors
Ti,j which values diminish as |i − j| increases.

For a single integrated circuit the effect of the offsets must be superposed
linearly but for performing a statistical study (as required for determining the
yield) the effects must be superposed quadratically as the offsets of different
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preamplifiers realized with different runs are uncorrelated. For both cases it
results

εtot,i =
2n−1∑

j=1

εj · Ti,j ; σ2
I,os = σ2

os

2n−1∑

j=1

T 2
i,j . (4.29)

Remind that in practical cases the factor Ti,j is approximately equal to zero
for |i − j| > 4,then the averaging effect of the interpolating network benefits
short distance error thus mainly reducing the DNL.

Example 4.7

Estimate with Spice simulations the improvement of the DNL due to
the resistive interpolation smoothing the response of 63 preamplifiers.
The interpolating resistance and the preamplifier output resistances
are equals. Consider only 5+5 neighbors and assume that the static
offset is a random variable. Since the offsets are static errors their
contributions should be added linearly for estimating the DNL.

Solution

This solution uses the Spice description of the scheme of Fig. 4.24
limited to 11 cells. Also, it assumes a preamplifiers response that is
linear around zero and saturates if the input signal exceeds ± 5∆.
The preamplifier output is plotted in Fig. 4.25. The same figure
shows that interpolation spreads out a little the response but, as ex-
pected preserves the zero crossing. For example, an input equal to 2∆
gives rise to an output of 0.85 VFS without interpolation and 0.706
VFS with interpolation. The simulation that obtains the curves of
Fig. 4.25 applies equally spaced pre-amp voltages and measures the

Figure 4.25. Possible output voltages of preamplifiers without and with interpolation.
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Figure 4.26. Smoothing action of the interpolation on a possible DNL.

interpolated results. For measuring the attenuation factors only one
pre-amp generator set to 1. The voltage on the neighbor nodes gives:
Ti,i = 0.44; Ti,i−1=Ti,i+1 = 0.17; Ti,i−2 = Ti,i+2 = 0.06; Ti,i−3 =
Ti,i+3= 0.02; Ti,i−4 = Ti,i+4 = 0.01. Observe that the last two at-
tenuation factors are so small to make negligible the contributions of
the ± 3 and ± 4 neighbours.
The obtained results are than used as coefficients of a spatial filter
(file Ex4 7) applied to a random signal modeling the comparators’
offset. Fig. 4.26 shows the input and output of such a spatial filter. As
expected the effect is on short distance variations of the offset. For ex-
ample, the error of the comparator #22 goes down from 0.46 arbitrary
units to less than 0.1. On the contrary, the reduction for comparator
#38 is not much effective because the short range variation of errors
around that position is small.

4.6 TIME-INTERLEAVED CONVERTERS
Time-interleaved architectures increase the conversion rate of a data con-

verter by using a number of converters working in parallel for a simultaneous
quantization of input samples. A suitable combination of the results makes the
operation equivalent to a single converter whose speed has been increased by a
factor equal to the number of parallel elements.
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Figure 4.27. Time-interleaved architecture.

The architecture shown in Fig. 4.27 uses an input sample-and-hold running
at its full speed fs = 1/Ts to acquire the samples to be converted. Then,
an analog selector delivers the input samples to the N parallel ADCs whose
conversion frequency is fs/N . Finally, the digital multiplexer sequentially
selects the output of each channel to obtain the full speed ADC code.

An alternative solution that avoids the demanding specification associated
with the full speed S&H employs one S&H in each path. However, this re-
quires careful generation and distribution of the control phases as misalignment
degrades the dynamic performances.

Other important limitations are the offset and the gain mismatch between
channels. These error sources, which do not occur in high-speed single con-
verter applications become significant for interleaved architectures as they are
transformed into dynamic errors by the system operation.

4.6.1 Accuracy requirements
A clock misalignment in the sampling time causes an error similar to clock

jitter. However, since the misalignment is a fixed delay, the error occurs with
an NTs periodicity. If the clock misalignment between the K-th channel and
the first channel is δK , the error caused is

εck,K(nT ) = δK
dVin

dt

∣∣∣∣
nT

; n = i · N + K (4.30)
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which, for an input sine wave Vin = Ainsin(ωint), becomes

εck,K(nT ) = δKAinωincos(ωinnT ) (4.31)

which is the sampling, at fs/N , of a co-sinusoidal replica of the input. The total
power of the error caused by that clock misalignment is Pεck

= Pinδ2
Kω2

in/N
(where Pin is the power of the input sine wave).

Since the power of the co-sinusoidal error is summed with the one of the
noise for estimating the SFDR for a 2-channel scheme the SFDR is

SNDR =
Pin

Pn + Pεck

=
Pin

Pn

1
1 + δ2

2ω
2
in · Pin/(2Pn)

(4.32)

which establishes the condition on the two channel clock misalignment for
ensuring a required SNDR.

The clock misalignment of multiple channel architectures give rise to er-
rors whose effects must be superposed linearly after accounting for the delay
between each channels and one used as reference. Moreover, because of the
down-sampling, the power Pεck

gives rise to images located at kfs/(2N)±fin.
Let us consider now the offset beginning with the observation that identical

offsets in all the ADCs only causes an overall offset, however any mismatch in
the offsets causes tones. For example, an offset influencing a single channel
appears at the output every N clock periods giving rise to a pulse with amplitude
equal to the offset and with duration 1/fs. The leads to tones at fs/N and its
multiples. More generally, mismatched offsets in various channels lead to a
repetitive pattern with period N/fs that, again, causes tones at fs/N and its
multiples. Since an interleaved architecture is normally used for the conversion
of a wide-band signal, the signal band is often a large fraction of the Nyquist
interval; therefore, even tones at relatively large fractions of the sampling fre-
quency are likely to fall into the signal band.

The allowable offset mismatch is established by the SFDR specifications. If,
in a worst case, the interleaved architecture experiences an alternate sequence
of positive and negative offset Vos, then the effect is an additive square wave
whose highest tone has an amplitude of 4Vos/π. Therefore, with a full range
input sine wave, the SFDR is

SFDR � 20 · logπVFS

8Vos
. (4.33)

If the SFDR requirement for a maximum input equals the SNR, then the offset
mismatch must be Vos < π/8 ·

√
8/12 · ∆ → 0.32 LSB, which is a difficult

condition to achieve, especially when a high yield must be ensured because the
offset variance must equal the estimated offset must be divided by the number of
σ required to obtain the yield. For example, with 10-bit and 1 VFS a 99% yield
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Keep Note!

Offset and gain mis-
match are often insur-
mountable limits that pre-
vent using high-resolution
time-interleaved convert-
ers unless trimming or
calibration techniques are
utilized.

would require an offset variance as low as
σoff < 0.19 mV as required to satisfy the
condition necessary to obtain a 99% yield:
2.57σoff < 0.5 LSB.

Similar to offset errors, identical gain
errors are not a problem as they cause an
equal gain error on the overall architec-
ture. However, the mismatch between the
channel gains causes tones due to the mul-
tiplication of the input signal with the pe-
riodic sequence of the channel gains. The
worst case occurs for gains alternating be-
tween (1 + εG) and (1 − εG) which gives rise to an error equal to the multi-
plication of the input signal with a square wave of amplitude 2εG at fs/2 or its
sub-multiples.

The largest spur tone occurs at fs/2 ± fin (or fs/4 ± fin, or ...) and has
amplitude

Aspur =
4
π

εG · Ain (4.34)

where Ain and fin are the amplitude and frequency of the input sine wave.
Equation (4.34) gives rise to the SFDR

SFDR � 20 · log π

4εG
(4.35)

which, for example, with a gain error of only 0.1% causes −58 dB SFDR.

Example 4.8

A four channel time-interleaved uses 10-bit, 60 MS/s, 1 VFS ADCs.
The required SFDR is 70 dB with -6 dBFS input sine wave at 120
MHz. Determine the requested offset and gain mismatch. What is the
maximum clock misalignment that gives rise to a SNDR larger than
59 dB with a full scale input?

Solution

Either offset and gain mismatch, or clock misalignment generate spurs
at different frequencies. If the spurs are not piled up, the parameters
that achieve the target SFDR are estimated separately.
The approximate equations studied in this subsection leads to the
following conditions

Vos = 10−3.5πVFS/8 = 0.12 mV

εG = 10−3.5π/4 = 2.5 · 10−4
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that are difficult to obtain especially for the offset and the clock con-
trol. Notice that the number of bits is not used in calculations.
The use of equation (4.32) shows that for having an SFDR 3 dB less
than the SNR it is necessary to have a clock misalignment that verifies
the condition

δ2
misω

2
in · Pin = NPQ

yielding

δmis =
√

4 · 8√
12 · 2π · 120 · 106210

= 2.11ps.

The result is not particularly critical but for higher resolution or
higher input frequencies the issue becomes problematic and would
require a special care in the clock distribution.

4.7 SUCCESSIVE APPROXIMATION CONVERTER
The successive approximation algorithm performs the A/D conversion over

multiple clock periods by exploiting the knowledge of previously determined
bits to determine the next significant bit. The method aims to reduce the circuit
complexity and power consumption using a low conversion rate by allowing
one clock period per bit (plus one for the input sampling).

For a given dynamic range 0 − VFS the MSB distinguishes between input
signals that are below or above the limit VFS/2. Therefore, comparing the
sampled input with VFS/2 obtains the first bit as illustrated by the timing scheme
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Figure 4.28. Timing (a) and flow diagram (b) of the successive approximation technique.
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Figure 4.29. Basic circuit diagram of the successive approximation algorithm.

of Fig. 4.28 (a). The knowledge of the MSB restricts the search for the next
bit to either the upper or lower half of the 0 − VFS interval. Consequently, the
threshold for determining the second bit is either VFS/4 or (as it is for the case
of the figure) 3VFS/4. After this, a new threshold is chosen and the next bit
can be estimated. The timing diagram of Fig. 4.28 describes the operation for
three bits but, obviously, the search can continue for additional clock cycles to
determine more bits. The voltages used for the comparisons are generated by a
DAC under the control of a logic system known as the successive approximation
register (SAR) as shown in Fig. 4.28 (b). Notice that the input common mode
range of the comparator must equal the dynamic range of the converter.

The method uses one clock period for the S&H and one clock period for the
determination of every bit thus requiring (n + 1) clock intervals for an n-bit
conversion. Sometimes, if the S&H settling period is significantly longer than
the time required for each comparison, then it can be convenient to use two
clock periods for the sampling and one per every bit totalling (n + 2) clock
intervals for an n-bit conversion.

Fig. 4.29 shows a typical block diagram of a successive approximation con-
verter. The S&H samples the input during the first clock period and holds it
for N successive clock intervals. The digital logic controls the DAC according
to the successive approximation algorithm whose flow diagram is shown in
Fig. 4.28 (b): initially the SAR sets the MSB to 1 as a prediction of the MSB
value. If the comparator confirms the predicted value then the value is retained,
otherwise the MSB is set to zero. On the next clock period the SAR makes an-
other prediction by setting the value of the next bit to 1. Again the comparator
confirms if this assumption was correct and, after confirmation, the algorithm
proceeds in the same way predicting each successive bit until all n-bits have
been determined.

At the start of the next conversion, while the S&H is sampling the next input,
the SAR provides the n-bit output and resets the registers. Fig. 4.29 shows the
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timing sequence for this conversion: the voltage VDAC changes at the rising
edge of ΦDAC and remains available for the entire clock period.

Note that the SAR’s control is such that VDAC tracks VS&H thus establishing a
search path. Fig. 4.30 (a) shows a possible search path for VS&H = 0.364 VFS .
The name of the algorithm comes from the fact that the voltage VDAC is an
improving approximation of VS&H : every step the error can be occasionally
larger than the previous one but surely is not larger than successive divisions of
two of the full scale amplitude.

4.7.1 Errors and Error Correction
An error in the bit estimation modifies the search path in such a way that the

error propagates along all the successive steps. Assume, as shown in Fig. 4.30,
that VDAC changes from a level well below VS&H to a level just above (fourth
clock period). It may happen that the recovery of the comparator from overdrive
is not fast enough and eventually the comparator determines a logic 1 instead
of a logic 0. The next VDAC voltage brings the search path in a wrong direction
and following the search path results in a final code of 01110000 instead of
01101110, an error of 2 LSB. Since this kind of error typically occurs at the
beginning of the conversion cycle when large steps in the search path lead to a
large comparator overdrive, then possible error correction methods must expand
the search range near the end for accommodating the initial inaccuracy. The
account for this expansion, the conversion will require extra clock cycles to
complete the algorithm.

The accuracy of the successive approximation converter obviously depends
on the accuracy of the S&H, the comparator and the DAC. The designer must

0 1 1 0 1 1 1 0

0

VS&H =0.364

0 1 1

search path with error

1 0 0 0 0

1

VS&H

(a) (b)

VFS/2

search path

VFS/4

3VFS/8

Figure 4.30. a) Correct search path. b) Search path with error at the fourth clock period.
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study the single effects and their superposition that, in general, causes a random
term and harmonic distortion on the conversion results that influence the DNL
and the INL.

Example 4.9

Simulate the static behavior of an 8-bit successive approximation
converter. Use a slow input ramp and estimate INL and DNL. Model
the non-ideality of the DAC using a second and a third harmonic
distortion term.

Solution

Consider a slow ramp starting from 0 and achieving the full scale in
k 28 sampling periods. The converter acquires k 28 samples produc-
ing, for an ideal response, a flat histogram with k samples per bin.
Since a bin of the histogram containing less than k samples denotes a
quantization interval smaller than 1 LSB and a content of more than
k sample means a ∆ exceeding 1 LSB, the histogram obtains the DNL
and the INL plots with 1/k LSB accuracy.

The file Ex4 9.m uses the m-file SuccAppr.m for implementing the
successive approximation algorithm of an 8-bit SAR. The slow ramp
is such that k = 50 leading to an accuracy of the DNL estimation
equal to 2% LSB. The simulation uses an input ramp with added a

Figure 4.31. DNL with an average of 50 samples per bin (accuracy 2%).
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Figure 4.32. INL plot with second and third harmonic distortion terms.

small noise (0.001 variance) for modeling the behavior of the source
generator noise and the time-sampling jitter. The result of Fig. 4.31
shows fluctuations of the DNL that averages the plot thus reducing
the swing from a systematic ±0.2 LSB to ±0.15 LSB. From the LSB
plot it is not possible to understand the INL behavior but its running
sum, whose plot is given in Fig. 4.32, shows a maximum 0.85 LSB
INL caused by the second (0.005) and the third (0.005) distortion
coefficients use in the m-file dist.m.

4.7.2 Charge Redistribution
An effective circuit implementation of the successive approximation algo-

rithm is the so called charge redistribution scheme. The name of the method
comes from the fact that the charge sampled at the beginning of the conversion
cycle is properly redistributed on the sampling array to obtain a top plate voltage
close to zero at the end of the conversion cycle.

A possible implementation of the charge redistribution method, shown in
Fig. 4.33, uses an array of binary weighted capacitances and just one comparator
as an active element. The sampling phase, Φs, pre-charges the entire array to
the input signal by connecting the bottom plates of the array to the input and
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Figure 4.33. Charge redistribution implementation.

the top plates to ground. The charge on the entire array is

CTot = 2nCuVin. (4.36)

After the sampling phase the SAR begins the conversion (clock period 1) by
first connecting the bottom plate of the biggest capacitance (2n−1Cu) to Vref

and the remaining part of the array to ground. The superposition principle
determines the voltage on the top plate, applied to the comparator, to be equal
to

Vcomp(1) =
Vref

2
− Vin. (4.37)

Since this voltage is the difference between the MSB voltage and the input,
it is only necessary to compare it to ground. The comparator result determines
the MSB and enables the SAR to establish the conditions for the next bit calcu-
lation. If the MSB is 1 the connection of 2n−1Cu to Vref is confirmed and the
capacitance 2n−1Cu is tentatively connected to Vref during the 2nd period.

Depending on the value of the already determined MSB the new top plate
voltage becomes

Vcomp(2) =
3Vref

4
− Vin or Vcomp(2) =

Vref

4
− Vin (4.38)

for MSB =1 or MSB = 0 respectively. This voltage is then used to determine
the next bit and the algorithm continues until all the n-bit are generated.

Observe that parasitic capacitances affect the top plate voltage. Actually, the
total parasitic Cp attenuates the generated voltages by a factor of α

α =
Cu2n

Cu2n + Cp
. (4.39)

However, the attenuation factor is not a significant limit as it only reduces the
comparator input but does not changes its sign, which is the information relevant
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for determining the bit. This feature is a consequence of the pre-charging to
zero of the top plate during the sampling phase. That voltage is zero during the
sampling and is almost zero at th end of the conversion cycle.

The advantage of the charge redistribution method is that the input common
mode range of the comparator is brought to zero without using op-amps or OTAs.
Furthermore, only the comparator and the dynamic charging and discharging
of the capacitive array determine the power consumption of the scheme.

Variations of the scheme of Fig. 4.33 can use the auto-zero of the comparator
to compensate for offset errors. In this case the gain stage is connected in the
unity gain configuration and used to pre-charge the top plate of the array to the
offset during the sampling phase. Another modification is the use of capacitive
attenuation for limiting the capacitive spread in the binary weighted array. For
this, one or more series capacitors are used to divide the array into sections that
are all connected to ground during the sampling phase.

4.8 PIPELINE CONVERTERS
A pipelining data converter uses a cascade of individual stages which each

perform one of the elementary functions required by a sequential algorithm.
Essentially, the pipeline unwinds over space what should be done over time by
a sequential scheme.

The simplest sequential method is the two-step algorithm that uses two clock
periods, one for converting the MSBs and the other for the LSBs. The pipelined
version of the two-step obtains MSBs and LSBs in one single clock period
by rearranging the timing control given in Fig. 4.10: the first stage samples
and determines the MSBs of an input sample while the second stage calculates
the residue and LSBs of the previous sample. At the same time digital logic
assembles the bits and provides the digital output of the sample which entered
two clock periods before. Notice that the two-step method can be expanded to
a multi-step algorithm and implemented as a pipeline architecture.

Another sequential algorithm which can be realized in a pipeline is successive
approximation. The pipeline obtains one bit per stage instead that one bit per
clock period. Each stage of the pipeline generates two outputs; the required
bit, and the difference between the input and the internal DAC, the residual.
The accuracy of the analog signals must comply with the number of bits to be
determined from that stage onward.

The pipeline can also generate multiple bits per stage and, if this is the case,
each stage requires a multi-bit ADC to obtain the digital output and a multi-bit
DAC to generate the input to the next stage. The total resolution of the pipeline
architecture is given by the sum of the bits at each stage. Note, that the number
of bits at each stage can either equal or differ from one another depending on
design trade-offs.
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Figure 4.34. Pipeline architecture.

Keep in Mind

The pipeline architecture
generates the converted out-
put with a latency time that
increases with the number of
stages.
Be aware of the latency time
when using the converter in
a feedback loop!

Fig. 4.34 shows the conceptual
block diagram of a pipeline architec-
ture with K stages. The timing scheme
assumes that the clock has a 50% duty
cycle and that one clock phase is used
for sampling and the other phase is
used for latching the comparators. Af-
ter latching, during the next sampling
phase, each stage generates an analog
output to be sampled by the next stage
of the pipeline. The first stage gen-
erates N1 bits, the second stage de-
termines N2 bits and so forth. Therefore the entire pipeline gives rise to
N1 + N2 + · · · + NK bits. The digital logic combines the bits from each
stage and generates the output words at a rate of fs albeit with a delay of (K+1)
clock periods (one for the sampling of the input an one each stage). The latency
time, caused by this delay, is a consequence of the pipeline operation. This is a
minor limit and will not cause problems for most applications unless they use
the converter in a feedback loop. The operation of the digital logic is simple
as it is necessary to properly delay the bits of the cells and combine them side
by side. We shall see shortly that with digital correction the operation of the
digital logic is a bit more complicated.

As an example of timing operation Fig. 4.35 illustrates the sequential control
of a 10-bit, 5-stages, 2-bit per stage pipeline. Assuming an analog input value
is sampled on the n-th clock period. On the (n+1)-th clock period the bits b9

and b8 are generated. On the next clock period (the (n+2)-th clock interval), the
circuit generates the bits b7 and b6. This continues until the (n+5)-th interval
during which the bits b1 and b0 are determined. Finally, the (n+6)-th is used by
the digital logic to combine the bits and make the result available.
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Figure 4.35. Timing control of a 2-bit per stage 10-bit pipeline.

The block diagram of a generic pipeline stage is shown in Fig. 4.36. The
ADC generates j-bit while the DAC converts the result into analog using the
same number bits. However, as we will see shortly, architectures which use
digital correction have a DAC resolution which is lower than the resolution
of the ADC. The subtraction of the D/A converter output from Vin gives the
quantization error of Vin which after amplification determines the new residue
voltage

Vres(j) = {Vres(j − 1) − VDAC(bj)}Kj . (4.40)

The dynamic range of the residue equals that of the input if, for an nj bit
DAC the gain is 2nj . This condition is frequently used because it allows the
same reference voltages to be used for all stages.

S&H ADC DAC , + Kj .

{b}=bnj-1
, bnj-2

, ..., b0

Vres,j
Vin,j +

-

nj nj

Figure 4.36. Block diagram of a pipeline stage.
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Figure 4.37. Residue generator transfer characteristic. One bit (a) and three bit stage (b).

Fig. 4.37 (a) shows the ideal input-output transfer characterisitcs of the
residue generator with input range −VR +VR, 1-bit ADC and DAC and K = 2.
With a negative input the DAC subtracts −VR/2 making the initial point after
the multiplication by 2 equal to −VR. At −VR/2 the residue crosses 0 and
ramps up to +VR just before the input zero crossing which is the point at which
the DAC changes from −VR/2 to +VR/2 bringing the residue down to −VR/2.

For 3-bit per stage and K = 8 the residue plot shown in Fig. 4.37 b) has
7 breaks at the 7 transitions between the 8 quantization intervals of the DAC.
Since the amplitude of the quantization error is VR/4 the multiplication by 8
makes the dynamic range of the residue equal to the input, ±VR.

4.8.1 Accuracy Requirements
Recall that the number of remaining bits to be estimated decreases throughout

the pipeline; therefore, the accuracy requirements and the design difficulties
are greater for the first few stages of the pipeline than for the last. The most
demanding requirements are those on the input S&H, as the non-idealities of
the first block lead to offset, gain error and non-linearity for the entire pipeline.

The non-idealities of ADC, DAC and interstage amplifier used in the pipeline
stages cause limitations similar to the ones studied for the two-step scheme.
Threshold errors within the ADC cause the residue amplitude to be either greater
or less than full-scale at the break points, as shown in Fig. 4.38. This figure
shows the signal generated in with a real ADC when used with an ideal DAC
and interstage amplifier. The responses of both the 1-bit and 3-bit residue
highlight localized anomalies which, at this point, are not errors since the residue
generator can still correctly provides the difference between the analog input
and the quantized signal generated by the DAC. An error will not occur until
the ADC of the next stage, as it will not be able to properly convert residue
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Figure 4.38. Residue response with real ADC and ideal DAC. Top: 1-bit, bottom: 3-bit.

signals outside of the ±Vref range of operation. This observation is the basis
of the correction strategy used by the digital correction method studied in the
following sub-section.

Previously, it was observed for the two-steps that DAC errors modify the
residue over an entire LSBs segment, thus affecting the INL of the entire ar-
chitecture. Therefore, even for the pipeline the accuracy of any DAC, referred
to the input of the entire architecture, must be better than the required INL
and lower than 1-LSB to ensure monotonic response. Since the input referred
residue of the k-bit, is divided by 2k, the accuracy requirement for the DAC
used for generating that residue is relaxed by the same factor. Therefore, after
a few stages the DAC linearity becomes minor concern.

Since an interstage gain error, G = 2nj (1+δG), either increases or decreases
the slope of the residue, it causes a residue error that is zero in the middle and
maximum at the endings of the segments. At the break points the error inverts
its sign giving rise to a step change equal to

∆V = δG · 2Vref (4.41)

which, referred to the input, must be less than the desired INL (again, less than
1 LSB for ensuring monotonicity).

4.8.2 Digital Correction
Errors caused by the non-idealities in the ADC can be cancelled out by using

a digital correction technique. The method is described here for 1-bit per stage
but can be extended to any multi-bit architectures. It was previously observed
that the dynamic range of the residue can exceed the expected limits but that
this is not necessarily a direct flaw. The error occurs when the next stage can
not properly convert an out-of-range signal.
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Remind

Digital correction compen-
sates for ADC error only.
The errors caused by the
DAC or residue generator
are not reduced (nor in-
creased) by digital correc-
tion!

One solution is to reduce the inter-
stage gain so that the out-of-range con-
ditions are avoided. The method can
be problematic because the used cod-
ing scheme is binary and an attenuation
by a factor different from 1/2 is diffi-
cult to account for. Another method is
to add additional levels in the ADC of
the stage. The addition of these redun-
dant levels avoids, on one hand, gen-
erating out-of-range residuals and, on
the other hand, provides information to the digital domain (hence the name
digital correction) and assuming this information is properly used, can fully
compensate for the ADC error.

Consider a 1-bit DAC which usually requires a 1-threshold ADC. Obviously,
since the quantization is at its minimum, then in order to ensure sufficient
redundancy for digital correction, it is necessary to use at least a 2-threshold
ADC. Since a 1-bit ADC uses one threshold while a 2-bit ADC employs 3 levels
the use of 2 thresholds is normally referred to as 1.5-bit conversion.

A 1.5 bit per stage pipeline with digital correction uses thresholds nominally
symmetrical around zero. The input range is divided into three regions: one
below the lower threshold, one across zero, and the other above the upper
threshold as shown in Fig. 4.39 (a). If the separation of Vth,L and Vth,H is
sufficiently large then inputs below the lower threshold are said to be "certainly
negative" and inputs above the upper threshold are said to be "certainly positive".
Uncertainty arises in the middle region as inputs near the zero crossing could
lead to a residue that exceeds the limits.
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Figure 4.39. Residue response with 1-bit per stage and 1.5 bit per stage for digital correction.
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The residue generator adds Vref/2 to the input when the ADC provides a
"certain" zero and subtracts Vref/2 when the output is a "certain" one but does
not perform any operation in the uncertain region. Therefore, in the uncertain
region the residue is the simple amplification by 2 of the input, as shown in
Fig. 4.39 (a) with correct thresholds or in Fig. 4.39 b) with incorrect thresholds.
The residue at Vth,L reaches Vref − 2Vth,L and immediately after becomes
2Vth,L; similarly at the second threshold, Vth,H , the residue swings from 2Vth,H

to −Vref + Vth,H . Possible errors in the thresholds, change the values of the
residue at the break points but remain within the ±Vref limits if the absolute
value of δth,L or δth,H is lower than Vth,L or Vth,H respectively. For the case
shown in Fig. 4.39 (b) the input range for which the result is a "certain" zero
diminishes while the input range that surely provides a logic one increases.

The information provided by the 1.5-bit converter is a flag in an LSB position
that is set to 1 for showing uncertain region. Therefore, 00 and 10 ensure
a certain zero or a certain one, while 01 shows that the bit determination is
postponed and depends on the output of successive stages. The code 11 is not
used since the output is 1.5-bit.

Consider an input is in the uncertain region close to Vth,H ; the output will 01
giving a provisional 0 but setting the uncertain flag to 1. Since the residue equals
the multiplication by 2 of the input, the result is close to 2Vth,H , which is outside
the region of uncertainty and larger than Vth,H . The next stage will certainly
determine a "certain" 1 (10) which combined with the 01 of the previous stage
gives the expected 10. Similarly, if the input is in the uncertain region but close
to −Vref then the 1.5-bit conversion again gives rise to 01. This time however,
the certain zero of the next stage (10) confirms the previous zero while also
setting the current stage bit to 1. If the input is in the uncertain region and is
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Figure 4.40. Digital combination of the bits at the output of a 1-bit per stage (a) and 1.5 bit per
stage pipeline (b). (c) Numerical example for 6-stages.
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very close to zero, the interstage amplification may not be enough to to pull the
signal out of the uncertain region and the bit determination is further postponed.

The digital correction logic sums the outputs while accounting for both the
delay and consequent weight of each of the interstage gains. Since the gain
of 1.5-bit is 2 the bits are shifted by one position making the weight of the
uncertain flag equal to the MSB of the next stage. Fig. 4.40 shows the operation
of the digital logic for 1-bit and 1.5-bit per stage. Fig. 4.40 (a) shows that for the
1-bit architecture, the digital logic need only account for the interstage delay
and combines the bits side by side at the output of the cells. The 1.5-bit per
stage needs adders to account for the possible 01 outputs; therefore, as shown in
Fig. 4.40 (c), the 01 output of the third stage becomes 1 when it is corrected by
the 10 of the next two stages, while the 10 of the fourth and the fifth stages are
fixed to zero. The last stage does not use an extra threshold because a possible
uncertainty can not be confirmed by successive comparisons.

Example 4.10

Study with behavioral simulations the ADC non-ideality of a 1.5-bit
per stage pipeline converter. Plot the residue response at the output of
the first three stages. Study the effect of a small error on the thresholds
of first and second ADC and explain the obtained results.

Solution

The model file Ex4 10 and the m-file Ex4 10 launch enable the
Simulink simulation of a pipeline with three stages but the description
can be easily extended to any number of stages. The m-file provides
the five parameters used for modeling the pipeline stage: the two
threshold of the ADC, the two DAC levels and the interstage gain.
The values, for an ideal stage, are VDAC,L = – 0.5, VDAC,H = 0.5
and the Gain is 2. The ADC thresholds can have any value under
the condition to be less than half scale. The used nominal values are
Vth,L = – 0.25 and Vth,H = 0.25.

The simulation with ideal parameters gives residue plots that de-
pend on the chosen thresholds. Use, for example, Vth,L,1 = – 0.16
and Vth,H,1 = 0.18 and Vth,L,2 = – 0.26 and and Vth,H,2 = 0.28 to
observe that the uncertainty regions modify the residue plot but the
final digital result is not affected. Moreover, the use of an ADC with
nominal thresholds in the third stage can give rise to a third residue
that is not influenced by the previous thresholds errors.
These observations are confirmed by the plots of Fig. 4.41, Fig. 4.42
and Fig. 4.43. The first figure shows how the combination of threshold
shifts can alter the residue and the ADC output. Since the first break
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Figure 4.41. First stage residue (VthL = –0.16; VthH = 0.18) and ADC output.

points of the first stage, marked by arrows in Fig. 4.42, is – 0.16, the
first residue is – 0.32. It is out of the uncertainty region of the sec-
ond stage and generates a (00) digital output. Only when the input
becomes – 0.13 the first residue crosses the lower second threshold
giving an uncertain (01) result. The third ADC output also accounts

Figure 4.42. Second stage residue (VthL= – 0.26; VthH = 0.28) and ADC output.
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Figure 4.43. Third stage residue (VthL = – 0.25; VthH = 0.25) and ADC output.

for the behavior of the second residue but in the used case, the error
affecting the thresholds of the second stage are within given limits
and such that the third residue is nominal being the third thresholds
correct (Fig. 4.43).

Digital correction used in pipelines with multi-bits per stage is similar to
the method described for the 1.5-bit per stage. The commonly used approach
reduces the interstage gain by 2 thus halving the residue range as shown in
Fig. 4.44. Possible out-of-range situations are detected by the ADC of the next
stage whose digital result is properly combined with the outputs of the other
stages to account for the reduced gain. Although reducing the interstage gain
by 2 is much more than what typical mismatches would require, the factor 2 is
an optimum choice because the signal processing is based on a binary radix.
In some cases, the number of levels of the ADC are limited to the ones that are
expected to be used.

Fig. 4.44 shows two possible residues both of which were generated by a
4-bit stage with interstage gain equal to 8. Even though both responses are
adequate for a pipeline architecture the residue plots are different because the
dynamic range of Fig. 4.44 (a) is divided into 16 equal segments while the plot
of Fig. 4.44 (c) has 15 equal segments plus 2 half-segments.

The DAC outputs used to obtain the residues are shown in shown in Fig. 4.44
(b) and Fig. 4.44 (d) respectively. Since the latter characteristic uses 17 levels,
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Figure 4.44. Two possible residue plots and the corresponding DAC outputs (4-bit per stage).

it requires the use of a 16 comparator flash to determine the 5-bits for the
DAC control. However, since the first and the last segments of the residue are
exercised by the first stage of the pipeline, the response can be modified as
shown by the dashed line of Fig. 4.44 (c). The modified residue response only
requires a 14 comparator flash whose output is 4-bit.

Since digital calibration methods require additional comparators then the
power consumption increases. Moreover, the associated digital section is more
complex and also consumes more power as it must perform, after the delay and
the shift, the additions of the stages outputs.

4.8.3 Dynamic Performances
The dynamic performances of the pipeline converter depend on the slew-rate

and bandwidth of the circuits used in both the S&H and the residue generator.
Although a consistent study of the dynamic behavior requires extensive sim-
ulations at the transistor level, performing a behavioral analysis prior to the
time-consuming transistor level study, can help in the definition of the active
blocks specifications and in identifying the bottlenecks of the architecture.
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The previous chapter studied an S&H with a real operational amplifier. Since
the residue generator also uses an op-amp with real features, we can use a similar
analysis to account for the finite gain-bandwidth, fT , and the finite slew-rate,
SR. A residue that, ideally, is a step with amplitude V out becomes a ramp during
the slewing period and turns into an exponential when the feedback takes control
of the output voltage. The equations representing the transient are

Vout(t) = SR · t t < tslew

Vout(t) = V out − ∆V · e−(t−tslew)/τ t > tslew (4.42)

∆V = SR · τ ; tslew =
V out

SR
− τ

where τ = 1/(β2πfT ) depends on the op-amp unity gain-bandwidth and the
β feedback factor of the circuit used to generate the residue.

Since the S&H of the next stage of the pipeline samples the residue after Ts/2,
the exponential settling gives rise to a non-linear error, ∆V · e−(Ts/2−tslew)/τ .

Observe that a small settling error is important in the first stages of the
pipeline, but that the accuracy requirement decreases for later stages because the
input referred effect is divided by all the preceding interstage gains. Therefore,
the settling requirements can be relaxed along the pipeline making it is possible
to use different speed specifications for op-amps used in different stages of the
pipeline. This helps in reducing the design complexity and, also, reducing the
total power consumption.

The above equations used in a behavioral simulator or in a circuit simulator
running a behavioral model determine the op-amp specifications required to
obtain a given SNR or SNDR.

Example 4.11

Employ the equations (4.42) to describe the speed limitation of the
sample-and-hold and the residue generators used in a 100 Ms/s, 10-bit
pipeline converter with ± 1 V reference made by 9 stages with 1.5-bit
per stage and a final 1-bit stage. Study the effect of the op-amps’
slew-rate and finite band-width on output spectrum, SNR and SFDR
and determine the values of bandwidth and slew rate that ensure a
SNR > 59 dB (more than 9.5 bit) and SFDR > 70 dB.

Solution

The pipeline model of Ex4 11 (Fig. 4.45) uses a modified version of
the 1.5 bit stage of the previously studied Example by adding the delay
between input and output and including the behavioral description
of equation (4.42). The digital correction generates the quantized
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t

Figure 4.45. Behavioral block diagram of the pipeline.

output by accounting for the delay and the interstage gain. The file
Ex4 11 launch.m enables the definition of static and dynamic param-
eters of S&H and pipeline stages. The specifications of the stages
from 3 to 9 are equal; however, the user can possibly change the code
and verify the limits caused by the last stages of the architecture.
The simulator makes possible a separate estimation of the limits of
S&H, first, second stage and the rest of the pipeline leading to the re-
sults shown in Fig. 4.46 that plots the SNR and the SNDR as function

=0.26 ns

Figure 4.46. SNR and SFDR versus the slew-rate. The settling period is 5 ns.
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Figure 4.47. Spectrum of the digital output with the design parameters given in the Table.

of the slew-rate. The clock frequency is 100 MHz and τ is 0.26 ns.
Since for an op-amp with feedback factor β the time constant is given
by τ = 1 /(2βπfT ) the used value corresponds to βfT = 600MHz.
The results of Fig. 4.46 show that, for example, the SNR and the SFDR
requirements are satisfied with a S&H which slew-rate is larger than
250 V/µs while maintaining ideal the rest of the circuit. The slew-
rate requirements are less demanding when considering singularly
first stage or second stage and is about 200 V/µs for the third stage
only.
Obviously, when considering together the op-amp limits the perfor-
mances must be better than what given in Fig. 4.46. Moreover, a
less performing βfT requires a higher slew-rate. A set of simulations
with changed parameters secures an optimum design. For example,
the parameters of the following Table gives rise to the spectrum of
Fig. 4.47. The used values are a trade-off between slew-rate and
βfT ratio as increasing the slew-rates relaxes the op-amp fT . The
obtained results are SNR = 60.7 dB and SFDR = 70.9 dB.

Specifications SR (V/µs) βfT (MHz)
S&H 300 600
First stage 270 500
Second stage 270 400
Stages from 3 to 9 250 350
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4.8.4 Sampled-data Residue Generator
A design recommendation resulting from the previous example is that the

residue generator must use an op-amp with a maximum feedback factor. A low
feedback factor requires a large fT and, in turn, limits the operating frequency
and/or increases the power consumption. Since it is necessary to minimze
the input capacitance, it is good practice to share the same capacitance for
sampling the input and realizing the DAC function, as done by the sampled-
data residue generators of Fig. 4.48 a). The circuit operates as follows: during
the sampling phase ΦS an array on N equal unity capacitors samples the input
signal and during the residual generation phase ΦR each unity capacitance
under the control of the ADC injects a charge equal to Cu(Vin − VDAC(i)).
This charge, integrated into the feedback capacitance Cu, generates an output
voltage

Vres = NVin −
N∑

1

VDAC(i) (4.43)

where the controls of VDAC(i) are the thermometric ADC output.
Since amplification by 2n gives rise to a feedback factor equal to β = 1/(2n+

1) the unity gain frequency of the op-amp must increase exponentially with the
number of bits of the stage. Therefore, more than 3-bit per stage is not suitable
for high conversion rates.

The use of the scheme in Fig. 4.48 (a) with 1-bit gives rise to a 1/3 feedback
factor (since the gain is 2 the input element is 2CU ). A better result is obtained
by the circuit of Fig. 4.48 (b) that is a residue generator with flip around of
one of the two sampling capacitances. It improves the speed by obtaining
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Figure 4.48. (a) Sampled data n-bit residue generator (N = 2n). (b) Flip around 1-bit residue
generator.
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β = 1/2 because input and feedback capacitance during phase ΦR are equal.
Both unity capacitances are used for sampling during ΦS while while one of
the two is flipped around during the residue phase. Since an already charged
capacitance Cu(2) receives the charge of the other Cu(1), the voltage VDAC

is the addition of the two charges and the amplification by −Cu(1)/Cu(2) of
VDAC . Nominally equal sampling capacitances obtain the by 2 amplification
of the input; however, since the gain −Cu(1)/Cu(2) is −1 it is necessary to
double the references.

4.9 OTHER ARCHITECTURES
The Nyquist-rate architectures studied in the previous sections are only a

fraction of the architectures currently in use. The discussed algorithms can be
implemented with different solutions and also there are many other possible
conceptual methods. A number of implementations have been popular in the
past because they were suitable for a discrete implementation or appropriate
for the technologies available at that time. Some of these methods eventually
became obsolete and are not used anymore as they are not convenient for in-
tegrated technology. However, some of these methods may be re-used in the
future to meet special requirements or implemented with new circuit solutions.

The reader must be aware of the above and as a complement to the architec-
tures already studied this section considers three additional ADC techniques to
highlight other methods that obtain specific features.

4.9.1 Cyclic (or Algorithmic) Converter
A 1-bit per stage pipeline determines the bits by converting the residue at

the output of each stage. The cyclic (or algorithmic) method obtains the result
by returning back to a sequential approach using just one cell over and over
again to perform the operation of each of the pipeline stages. Therefore, an
algorithmic converter requires n + 1 clock periods to determine n-bit.

The key operation in a pipeline stage is the multiplication by two required
for obtaining the residue and the sampling of the result for establishing the next
bit. The circuit of Fig. 4.49 uses two op-amps in a closed feedback loop to
obtain this result (actually, since the circuit uses capacitances even OTAs are
adequate). The conversion starts with the sampling phase ΦS which is used to
pre-charge one of the switched capacitor input structures to the input voltage. In
addition, ΦS also resets the unity capacitances in feedback around the op-amps
and the capacitances C and 2C. This makes the scheme offset insensitive as
during the reset phase the capacitances are pre-charged to the offsets, or to the
difference between the offsets.

The next period Φ1 is used to inject the input signal into the loop. The
non-inverting configuration and the unity gain are such that the input voltage
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Figure 4.49. Circuit diagram of a cyclic converter.

is reproduced at the output of the first op-amp and stored onto the capacitance
labeled (3). The comparator determines the MSB by comparing the output of
op-amp 1 with VREF /2. The second op-amp is another non-inverting amplifier
that, after an extra half-clock period delay, pre-charges the capacitance labeled
(4). Note that this capacitance is twice the unity value.

During the next Φ1 the charge of capacitance labeled (4) generates a mul-
tiplication by two of the input signal. Meanwhile, the second input structure
injects CVREF into the inverting node if ΦB is enabled. The voltage at the
output of the OTA 1becomes

VO1 = 2Vin − VREF = 2
(

Vin − VREF

2

)
(4.44)

which is the same as the residue of the first stage of a 1-bit per stage pipeline.
The next cycle operates in the same way to determine the next bit, and the

process continues until all the bits have been determined.

4.9.2 Integrating Converter
Applications which can allow for very slow conversion-rates, such as digital

multi-meters and panel meters, are appropriate for integrating architectures that
provide high resolution, good noise performance and low power consumption.
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Key Features

Integrating converters are
slow as they require a num-
ber of clock periods equal
to or even twice the number
of quantization steps. How-
ever, simple schemes easily
obtain 14-bit or more.

The simplest form of an integrat-
ing ADC is the single-slope architec-
ture that compares the integration of the
input with a reference level and mea-
sures the time the integrator takes to
reach this reference level. The method
uses time as an intermediate quantity,
and it corresponds to the cascade of
an amplitude-to-time converter with a
time-to-digital converter. The accu-
racy of the amplitude-to-time conver-
sion requires a stable and accurate reference; moreover, the absolute accuracy
and temperature coefficient depends on the absolute value of the time constant
which, when determined by a resistor and a capacitor cannot be better than 0.1%
even if external components are used. Furthermore, the temperature and volt-
age coefficient of the resistor and the capacitance directly affect the temperature
coefficient and the linearity of the converter.

The dual-slope integrating architecture partially overcomes these limits by
integrating the input voltage for a fixed number of clock periods, 2n. It then
"de-integrates" the reference voltage and counts the number of clock cycles k
until it crosses zero. Since the peak amplitudes of rising and falling ramps are
equal, we have

Vin
2nTck

τ
= Vref

k · Tck

τ
(4.45)

Notice that k gives the result regardless of the value of τ , provided that
τ is constant during the conversion cycle (the temperature effects are very
slow relative to the conversion period time scale). Since equation (4.45) gives
Vin = k · Vref/2n the value k is the digital conversion result.

Fig. 4.50 (a) shows the typical waveforms of the architecture. The conversion
cycle begins with the resetting of the integrating capacitance and the offset auto-
zero, and is followed by the integration of the input, lasting 2n clock periods.
Then logic signals are generated which reverse the integration direction, replace
the input with the reference voltage and start a counter for measuring the "de-
integration" period. When the integrator voltage reaches zero the counter stops
and makes the circuit inactive until the 2n-th periods countdown finishes.

Since the offset is an important limit it is necessary to use a very effective
cancellation scheme like the one of Fig. 4.50 (b). During the auto-zero phase
the loop made by the op-amp and the comparator’s pre-amplifier is in unity
gain configuration making the overall offset to be stored on capacitance Cos

available. The integrating capacitance is pre-charged to the difference between
the op-amp offset, Vos,amp, and the offset of the pre-amplifier, Vos,pre, procuring
the cancellation of the residue term Vos,amp/A0 due to the finite value of the
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Figure 4.50. Waveforms of a two-slope ADC (a) and (b) offset cancelled scheme.

op-amp gain, A0. High resolution converters (like 4-digit or more) use external
capacitances and resistor to ensure high linearity and to make effective the offset
cancellation.

4.9.3 Voltage-to-Frequency Converter
The voltage-to-frequency converter (VFC) uses frequency as the interme-

diate quantity. It is the cascade of an amplitude-to-frequency converter and
a frequency-to-digital converter. Basically, a VFC is an oscillator whose fre-
quency, which is linearly proportional to the controlling voltage, is measured
to provide the A/D conversion.

There are many ways to design voltage controlled oscillators but the key
feature in A/D conversion is obtaining high linearity. A good solution is the
current-steering multivibrator which, actually, generates a frequency under the
control of a current and thus requires a voltage-to-current converter at its input.
The current discharges a capacitor until a certain threshold is reached, after
which the capacitor terminals are reversed and the cycle repeats itself as shown
in Fig. 4.51 (a). The key features of this VFC are monotonicity, small area, low
power consumption and linearity that can be as good as 14-bits with comparable
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Figure 4.51. Block diagram of a typical voltage-to-frequency converter.

stability. The performance is limited by the threshold accuracy, and the linearity
of both the V-I converter and the capacitor.

Another possible VFC implementation is the charge balance configuration
of Fig. 4.51 (b) which integrates the input voltage over a capacitance; when
the output reaches a given threshold a precise pulse of charge removes a fixed
amount of charge from the capacitor, leading to a triangular waveform. This
method is very demanding in its current pulse accuracy requirements but is
quite accurate as it is capable of 16–18-bit linearity.
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.

PROBLEMS

4.1 Repeat Example 4.2 but use for the interconnection polysilicon
which specific resistance is 20 Ω/� and parasitic capacitance of
0.7 fF/µ2. The length of the interconnection is 100 µ

4.2 A comparator must be able to detect an input signal with 5 mV
accuracy. The parasitic capacitance of the regenerative loop of
the latch is 0.1 pF and the gain of the pre-amplifier is 100. Deter-
mine the transconductance of the regenerative loop that ensures a
metastability error probability equal to 0.001 at 400 MHz.

4.3 The resistive divider used to generate the reference voltages of
an 8-bit flash is a serpentine made by 32 unity elements per linear
segment. The value of resistances is affected by a gradient by 0.1%
per resistance position in both y and x directions. Determine the
maximum INL and estimates the harmonic distortion for a full
scale input sine wave.

4.4 Determine the transistor sizing of an MOS preamplifier which
differential pair uses 300 µA bias current and uses 300 mV over-
drive. The variance of the offset must be 1 mV with dominant
contribution from the tem controlled by the process parameter
AV T = 1.6 mV/µ.

4.5 Estimate the attenuation of the sinusoidal component of the 1/f
noise at 2 kHz in an auto-zeroed comparator running at 2 MHz.
Solve the problem assuming considering at the input of the offset
a normal sine wave with amplitude 1.

4.6 Repeat the Example 4.5 but assume a finite resistance of the
switch-on which value is 5 Ω. Estimate the improvement with
two equal shunting resistances connecting the two reference volt-
ages to the middle point.

4.7 The overdrive of the input differential pair of a pre-amplifer is
360 mV and its output load is 0.2 pF. Estimate the required bias
current that obtains a gain equal to 6 when the preamplifier run at
1 GHz.
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4.8 Determine the optimum splitting of the bits in a 10-bit two step
converter assuming as quality factor the power consumption. The
converter runs at 200 MHz and used Vref = 2 V . The power con-
sumption of a comparator is given by Pcomp = 0.3+10/∆[mW ]
where ∆ is the resolution required at the input of the comparator.
The power of the residue generator that obtains an amplification
by 2NMSB is 2 + 1.2 · 2NMSBmW .

4.9 Repeat the Example 4.6 for a 5+5 bit converter. The required
maximum resolution loss is 0.5-bit and the SFDR must be better
than 70 dB.

4.10 Use the simulation file of the Example 4.6 for a 5+5-bit converter.
The maximum loss in resolution is 0.5 bits and the SFDR must be
better than 70 dB.

4.11 Describe with a behavioral language the non-linear response of a
3-bit folder and determine the output spectrum with a full scale
input sine wave. Compare the results with the input-output char-
acteristics of a 3-bit residue generator.

4.12 Assume that the real folding response of Fig. 4.19 (with 4-bit) is
approximated by parabolas joining together the 10% terminations
of the linear segments with continuous derivative. Unfold the
response and use the result to estimate the output spectrum with a
half-scale sine wave.

4.13 The input-output transfer function of a preamplifier is modeled by
Vout = 2/π atan(Vin/0.1). Determine the minimum number of
preamplifier that obtains, with interpolation, a 6-bit flash.

4.14 The folding response of a 4-bit folder is linear in the 20% to 80%
fraction of each folding segment. The joining parts are part of sine
waves. Determine the 1/8, 1/4, and 1/2 interpolation curves and
estimate possible errors in the zero crossings.

4.15 Estimate the INL improvement obtained by the interpolation net-
work used in Example 4.7 by averaging the results of 100 simula-
tions. Use interpolating resistances equal to 2 and 1/2 Rout.
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4.16 Repeat the Example 4.9 studying separately effect of time jitter,
random noise in the comparator, and random and systematic errors
of the DAC.

4.17 Determine the input-output characteristics of a residue generator
that uses a 6-comparator flash with thresholds uniformly distrib-
uted on the dynamic range. Assume that the residue is converted
by a 5-bit flash and the system uses digital correction. What is the
obtained number of bits?

4.18 Repeat the Example 4.10 but use a gain error in the residue gen-
erator. Assume that the gain of the three stages are 2.1, 1.96, 2.07
respectively. Use a linear ramp at the input and determine the
analog equivalent of the output. Plot the error as a function of the
input amplitude.

4.19 Extend the number of stages of the pipeline of Example 4.10 to
6 and convert the residue of the last stage with a 4-bit flash. Use
a gain equal to (2+2/27) in the last pipeline stage and plot the
input-output characteristics. Try different gain errors and explain
the results.

4.20 Use the stage model of Example 4.11 for a 10-bit pipeline made by
k stages followed by a (10-k)-bit flash. The pipeline runs at 100
MHz. An empiric equation for estimating the power consump-
tion of the residue generator is P = (SR+fT /β)/10 mW while the
power consumption of a comparator is 2 mW. Scale the perfor-
mance requirements along the pipeline so that the SFDR is better
than 70 dB. Determine the value of k that minimizes the power
consumption.
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Chapter 5

CIRCUITS
FOR DATA

CONVERTERS
This book assumes that the reader is familiar with the features
and design techniques of basic blocks like OTAs, op-amps and
comparators; accordingly, this chapter concentrates on the study
of circuits that are specific to data converters. First, we shall study
S&H circuits, realized in either bipolar or CMOS technology.
After that, we shall study the clock boosting technique used to
enhance (or make possible), the switching on of MOS transistors
at very low supply voltages. Following this, we shall study the
circuit techniques used in folding systems for current and voltage
inputs. Since various architectures use V/I converters, we shall
review some of the general V/I schemes. Finally, we shall examine
the generation of overlapping and non-overlapping phases, as
required by data converter controls.

5.1 SAMPLE-AND-HOLD
The S&H function, defined in the first Chapter, is realized under the control

of two phases, one for sampling the input signal and the other for retaining the
signal and making it available at the output during the hold phase. In some
cases, the output is also available during the sampling period. These are named
track and hold (T&H) circuits.

209
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Ain .
Aout .

Cs

Vin
VS&H

Fs

Input
Buffer

Output
Buffer

Figure 5.1. Conceptual block diagram of the Sample and Hold.

The simplest S&H scheme is the one shown in Fig. 5.1. When the switch is
on, the capacitor Cs is charged to the input voltage. Then, when the switch goes
off, the top plate of the hold capacitor is left floating, and it retains the sampled
voltage. In addition, an input buffer is used to reduce the input load and an output
buffer to avoid any leakage that would discharge the hold element. The output
buffer also provides the result in a volt-metric fashion. Notice that the actual
sampling occurs when the switch goes off and freezes the input information on
the sampling capacitance. Also, the scheme of Fig. 5.1 is single ended but it can
be implemented in a pseudo-differential fashion for applications that require a
differential A/D conversion.

The basic scheme of Fig. 5.1 can be implemented in both CMOS and bipolar
technology. Among the solutions that use the bipolar technology we shall also
study the diode-bridge and the switched emitter follower; for the CMOS based
realizations we shall consider configurations based on the two-stages amplifier,
and the flip around S&H.

5.2 DIODE BRIDGE S&H
The first applications of the S&H date back to many decades ago when

undersampling was used in oscilloscopes to visualize the waveforms of very
fast repetitive signals. The scheme used was the diode bridge S&H shown in
Fig. 5.2 which is based on a pair of bipolar transistors QH and QS that form
a current switch. When the sampling control is high the current I1, nominally
equal to I2, flows through the diode bridge. Since all the diodes are on, then
voltages of nodes A and B are one diode down and one diode up with respect to
the input. Due to the symmetry of the circuit, similar voltage drops across D2

and D4 ensure that the voltage across the sampling capacitor Cs is equal to the
input voltage.

Next QS is switched off, and the control of QH goes high forcing the current
I1 to flow through QH . As a result, the current in the diode bridge goes to zero
and the reversely biased diodes D2 and D4 isolate the capacitor Cs that stores
the sampled signal. The signal is then reproduced at the output by a unity gain
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Figure 5.2. Diode bridge sample and hold.

Diodes in the bridge

The speed of the diodes es-
tablishes the speed of the
diode-bridge S&H
The use of Sckottly diodes
makes the scheme very fast
and suitable for medium-
resoluton samplers running
at multi-GHz frequencies.

buffer with low output impedance. It is
worth noting that during the sampling
phase the voltage across Cs tracks the
input; therefore the circuit is actually a
T&H.

Any mismatch between the current
sources I1 and I2 affects the circuit op-
eration. If I1 > I2 then the difference,
I1 − I2, flows towards the input node
during the sampling phase and causes
a current to enter the input generator.
During the hold phase the excess cur-
rent brings the generator I1 toward triode, forcing the voltage at node B to
increase. When node B is one VD more than the input then the diode D1 turns
on and also D2 can turn on corrupting the stored information. To avoid this
risk it is important to set I1 < I2 which ensures that when transistor QS is off
than the node B is pulled down and reversely biases both D1 and D2. Thus
the mismatch has no influence during hold mode, although there will still be
current leakage from the input during sampling mode.

5.2.1 Diode Bridge Imperfections
The accuracy of the diode bridge S&H is limited by a number of imperfec-

tions. The most important are:
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Aperture distortion: is the error on the switching-off time caused by the
derivative of the input signal. The change of input voltage gives rise to a
current through the capacitance Cs of

IC =
1
Cs

· dVin

dt
(5.1)

which is provided by the input terminal, and is approximately divided in
equal parts as it flows through the on-diodes. A positive derivative makes
the current through D1 and D4 lower than the current in the other pair leading
to asymmetrical currents in the bridge. The effect of this asymmetry is a
non linear error of the switching instant.

Hold Pedestal: is given by the charge injected from the diodes when they
switch from on to off. Since the charge of the depletion region is non-linear,
its injection into Cs causes a non-linear error on the stored voltage.
Track-mode Distortion: is caused by the non-linear impedance of the input
buffer that charges Cs through the bridge. Since the non-linear voltage drop
is proportional to the input voltage derivative, the distortion increases with
the input frequency.
Hold feed-through: is caused by the parasitic coupling between input and
output during hold mode. The off diodes are equivalent to parasitic capaci-
tances that connect nodes A and B to the hold capacitance. The equivalent
circuit of Fig. 5.3 (a) estimates the hold feed-through whose effect is limited
by small decoupling resistance RA and RA or small parasitic capacitances.

5.2.2 Improved Diode Bridge
The latter limit can be corrected with the more complex circuit shown in

Fig. 5.3 (b) that provides good control of nodes A and B during hold mode
which also improves the hold pedestal.

The two extra diodes (DA and DB) do not operate during the track mode as
they are reverse biased by the drop voltage across the on diodes D2 and D4.
The two extra diodes are turned on during the hold phase by the extra current
generators, Ix, and clamp the voltages of nodes A and B at one VD up and one
VD down respectively.

Notice that the fixed reverse biasing of D2 and D4 gives rise to a constant
hold pedestal. Moreover, VA = VH +VD and VB = VH −VD keep D1 and D3

turned off provided that the change of Vin during the hold period is less than
±VD. Also, the biasing of nodes A and B through the low impedance of the
buffer, and the 1/gm of the diodes reduces the resistances that are represented
by RA and RB in the circuit of Fig. 5.3 (a) improving the decoupling between
input and storing capacitance in the hold mode.
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Figure 5.3. (a) Circuit for estimating the hold-mode feed-through. (b) Diode bridge with
clamping diodes.

5.3 SWITCHED EMITTER FOLLOWER
The diode bridge must accommodate the diodes shift up and shift down (about

0.7 V ) plus the voltage room for the top and the bottom current sources (again
about 0.7 V for bipolar circuits). Therefore, a bipolar diode bridge requires a
supply voltage equal to the input range plus at least 2.8 V.

A simplified version shown in Fig. 5.4 (a) reduces this by 0.7 V as the top
diodes are removed and the current through D1 is provided by the input terminal.
This circuit can be useful, however a dc term in the input current is not suitable
for many applications. A more convenient scheme is the one of Fig. 5.4 (b) that

I1
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2I1

Vin

  1 .
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VS&H

CLK

CLK

I1
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D2

2I1

Vin
  1 .
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CLK
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Q1

(a) (b)

Figure 5.4. (a) Simplified diode bridge. (b) Reduction of the input current using a BJT.
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Observation

The bipolar or diode based
switch must simultaneously
turn off all the currents flowing
in the sampling capacitance
connection. A 1 psec delay
with 1mA and 1 pF gives rise
to an offset of 1mV!

replaces the diode D1 with a bipolar
transistor, thus reducing the input cur-
rent to I1/β (β is the transistor current
gain).

The drawback of this circuit is that
it requires a simultaneous switching
off of the current sources for prevent-
ing spur current injections into Cs.
Since the switching synchronization
of current sources made by comple-
mentary transistors is difficult, it is

necessary to use solutions that obtain a self-synchronization without relying
on the clock phases generation. The solution is the switched emitter follower
shown in Fig. 5.5. The input buffer biases, through Rb, the base of the tran-
sistor QE , which operates as an emitter follower during the sampling period.
The phases ΦS and ΦH are high and low respectively in the track mode and
change to low and high for switching in the hold mode. It is assumed that the
phases change is simultaneous. The current Ibias causes a drop across Rb and
pulls VB down by RbIbias. Since the emitter voltage of QE is sustained by
the hold capacitance, the VBE of QE is reversed switching off the transistor
simultaneously with QS .

Observe that the voltage across CS and the output voltage are a shifted replica
of the input and not, strictly speaking, a S&H signal. Compensating for this
difference with a shift up is normally not necessary for high-speed applications
as a dc component is not a problem.

VT&H

  1 .

Ibias

FSQH

Cs

  1

Vin
Rb

FH QS

QE

VB

VE

Figure 5.5. Basic scheme of the switched-emitter follower.
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5.3.1 Circuit Implementation
The input buffer must be linear, fast and capable of quickly switching from

the sample to the hold condition and vice-versa. The circuit in Fig. 5.6 (a)
uses a fully differential amplifier whose gain is −1 thanks to the use of equal
resistances and equal emitter areas in the bipolar transistors for compensating for
the VBE non-linearity. The unity gain makes the circuit very fast but because
of the inverting operation, its possible for the dc level of one the outputs to
become close to its input causing a small VCB . Since in the off-state the two
outputs are both pulled down, one of the VCB can turn into a direct bias. The
switching "on" of the base-to-collector diode drains current from the input and
slows down the next off–on transition.

The circuit in Fig. 5.6 (b) avoids this problem by using two simple buffers
in a pseudo-differential arrangement. Each buffer is an emitter follower with
a diode shift-up that compensates for the shift down of the input transistor.
When the output nodes are pulled down by output currents larger than Ibias/2
the diodes Q3 and Q4 turn off, and can quickly switch back when the circuit
returns to the track mode. However, the scheme of Fig. 5.6 (b) uses twice the
current of the circuit of Fig. 5.6 (a) for equal fT .

The capacitance of the base-emitter junction of QE of Fig. 5.5 causes a hold
pedestal whose amplitude depends on the reverse base-to-emitter voltage of QE

during the hold phase. The lack of control of the voltage VB makes the reverse
biasing of QE , and consequently the hold pedestal, unpredictable. The use of
the clamping element QC of Fig. 5.7, whose base voltage replicates the held

Ibias

Vin1 Vin2

R1 R2

Q1 Q2

Q3 Q4

R3 R4
Vout1 Vout2

Ibias

Vin2

Q4Q3

Vout1 Vout2

Ibias

Q1 Q2

Vin1

Ibias/2 Ibias/2

(a) (b)

Figure 5.6. (a) Gain stage with -1 gain. (b) Pseudo-differential unity gain buffer.
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Figure 5.7. (a) Use of auxiliary buffer for clamping the input swing. (b) Circuit solutions for
reducing the hold pedestal.

output voltage, obtains a constant reverse biasing of QE during the hold phase
which is equal to a diode voltage. In the track phase QC goes off and does not
influence the circuit operation.

Another source of pedestal error is the charge injection from the parasitic
base and collector capacitances of QS . This error is compensated for by a
matched injection of charge provided from dummy transistors QD1 and QD2,
which are driven by complementary phases as shown in Fig. 5.6 (b). Finally,
back-to-back diodes D1 and D2 connected between the differential outputs can
match the non-linear base-to-emitter capacitance of QE .

5.3.2 Complementary Bipolar S&H
The use of npn and pnp transistors with comparable fT enables the transfor-

mation of the npn scheme of Fig. 5.6 (b) into its complementary version shown
in Fig. 5.8 (a). A pnp emitter follower replaces the shift-up by VD that was
obtained by a diode connected npn transistor.

It is also possible to design a push-pull version of the unity gain buffer as
shown in Fig. 5.8 (b). The circuit uses two input buffers (one with npn and the
other with pnp input transistors) and merges the output buffers together to form
a push-pull stage. Equal emitter areas and I1 = I2 give rise to a bias current in
the output stage equal to I1. In the transients one output transistor reduces its
current making available more VBE for the other output element thus providing
the current required by the load (AB class operation). If one transistor goes off
the entire current of the other transistor flows through the output node (B class
operation).
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Figure 5.8. (a) Unity gain buffer with complementary BJT. (b) Push-pull unity gain buffer with
BJT. (c) Complementary bipolar S&H.

Observe that

Complementary bipolar
S&H requires a compara-
ble fT for the npn and the
pnp devices. The feature is
not granted by many tech-
nologies.

The push-pull buffer of Fig. 5.8 (b) be-
comes a complementary switched-buffer
if the voltages at nodes A and B are sud-
denly pushed up and pulled down respec-
tively. The circuit of Fig. 5.8 (c) obtains
this result by adding two pairs of dif-
ferential switches (QS1-QH1 and QS2-
QH2) which are used to divert IB1 and
IB2 from the emitters of Q1 and Q2 to
the nodes B and A respectively.

In hold mode the block CL clamps the voltages of nodes A and B at suitable
levels above or below the output and also provides the currents IB1 and IB2.
However during the sampling period the same block becomes ineffective similar
to the transistor QC of Fig. 5.7 (a).

5.4 FEATURES OF S&HS WITH BJT
The use of bipolar transistors in S&Hs obtains high-speed and good linearity

but the dynamic range is limited by the need to keep junctions reversely biased
in the off state.

Consider, for example, a differential version of the circuit of Fig. 5.7 (a)
driven by the buffer of Fig. 5.6 (b). In the hold state the off-condition is ensured
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by the reverse biasing of the diode-connected transistor Q3 (or Q4) of Fig. 5.6
(b). Since the emitter of Q3 follows the input (due to the Q1 follower), there is
a limit to the voltage swing of the input given by

Vin(nT ) − VD < Vin(t) < Vin(nT ) + VD (5.2)

for nT < t < nT + T/2, where nT are the hold instants and T/2 the hold
period.

Since the maximum change of a full-scale sine wave (operating at Nyquist)
over a T/2 period is Vref/2, then the maximum input amplitude cannot exceed
2 VD. For the circuit of Fig. 5.8 (c) the clamping block determines the input
dynamic range. It is VD plus the shift of nodes A or B determined by the
clamping circuit.

The non-linearity of the S&H mainly depends on the non-linear change of
VBE with the emitter current

VBE � VBE0 + VT ln
IE

Ibias
(5.3)

where VBE0 is the base-to-emitter voltage at IE = Ibias.
Since the emitter current is equal to the bias current plus the current into CS

then

IE = Ibias + CS
dVin

dt
. (5.4)

With a pseudo differential scheme, the differential output voltages are

Vout+ = Vin+ − VBE0 − VT ln
Ibias + CS

dVin
dt

Ibias
(5.5)

Vout− = Vin− − VBE0 − VT ln
Ibias − CS

dVin
, dt

Ibias
(5.6)

resulting in a the differential error

δVout,d = VT ln

[
Ibias + CS

dVin
dt

Ibias − CS
dVin
dt

]
; (5.7)

which, for an input sine wave Vin = Asin(ωint), yields

δVout,d = VT ln

[
Ibias + AωinCScos(ωint)
Ibias − AωinCScos(ωint)

]
. (5.8)

Since the error is an odd function, there are only odd distortion terms whose
amplitude is proportional to the input frequency, the sampling capacitance,
and the input amplitude. To minimize the error the bias currents should be
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significantly larger than the current in the sampling capacitance. If, for example,
a 4pF capacitance samples a 200 MHz sine wave with amplitude 1 V the current
in the sampling element can be as large as 5 mA. Since an SFDR > 100 dB
requires a minimum Ibias = 8 IC , (which will be verified in the following
example), then the bias current must be 40 mA.

Example 5.1

An emitter follower with bias current 5 mA drives a 2 pF sampling
capacitor. Estimate the output spectrum of a 100 MHz input sine
wave with peak amplitude 1 V. Determine the SFDR for bias currents
ranging from 2 to 10 times the peak current in the capacitor. Verify
the SFDR reduction when decreasing the sine wave input amplitude.

Solution

The file Ex5 1.m provides the code for measuring the distortion as
described by equation (5.7). The length of the sequence is not impor-
tant because there is no quantization and it is unlikely that numerical
noise would mask the distortion tones. The sequence of 210 samples
of 19 input sine waves is more than enough for the study.
The peak current in the 2 pF capacitance at the input frequency is
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Figure 5.9. SFDR versus the bias normalized current in the emitter follower.
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about 1.25 mA, which corresponds to a quarter of the bias current.
The spectrum of the output voltage shows, as expected, only odd dis-
tortion terms with the third tone -82.8 dB below the input amplitude.
The fifth harmonic at -123 dB is much lower. Therefore, the SFDR is
determined by the third harmonic.
Fig. 5.9 plots the SFDR as a function of the bias current. When
Ibias = 8IC the SFDR becomes greater than 100 dB. The SFDR also
improves as the input amplitude decreases: with Ibias = 5 mA the
SFDR is 95 dB for A = 0.5 V and 107 dB for A = 0.25V.

The linearity of the push-pull buffer of Fig. 5.8 (b) and (c) is given by the
linearity of the transistors of the output stage, Q2 and Q4. This is because the
dynamic current in the input emitter followers is negligible with respect to the
one in Q2 and Q4, which is equal to the dynamic current of the output stage
divided by β.

Since the currents of Q2 and Q4 are

IQ2 = Ibias − CS
dVin

dt
; IQ4 = Ibias + CS

dVin

dt
, (5.9)

then the single ended error is given by equations similar to (5.7) while the
differential error becomes twice the single ended limit. Accordingly, the har-
monic distortion of a differential push-pull buffer is 6 dB worst than a class A
differential emitter follower.

The noise is another important feature of the emitter follower S&H whose
noise performance depends on the input transistor and its current source. At
high frequencies the 1/f noise terms are not relevant, so the input referred noise
of a bipolar transistor can be simplified to

v2
n,in =

2
3

4kT

gm
+ 4kTrbb′ (5.10)

where gm is the transconductance gain and rbb′ is the resistance between base
and effective base.

The noise of the current source used in the emitter follower is described by
a random current generator whose spectrum is inversely proportional to the
output resistance, R0 and holds i2n,0 = 4kT/R0. Summing up, the single-
ended circuit of Fig. 5.10 (a) provides a large signal model that, for small signal
analysis, becomes the scheme of Fig. 5.10 (b) which is the Thevenin equivalent
of Fig. 5.10 (c)

v2
n,eq = γ

4kT

gm
=

2
3

4kT

gm
+ 4kTrbb′ +

4kT

R0g2
m

(5.11)
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Figure 5.10. Equivalent circuits used to study the emitter-follower noise.

where γ is an excess noise factor estimated using the noise spectrum of a 1/gm

resistance as a reference. It becomes its theoretical minimum with rbb′ = 0 and
an ideal current source.

The sampling of v2
n,eq with a capacitance CS determines a noise voltage

across CS whose total power within the Nyquist interval, similar to that already
studied, is

V 2
n,CS

=
γkT

CS
(5.12)

showing that the excess noise factor γ augments the noise with respect to the
expected kT/C value. The result shows again that the value of 1/gm is not
important as it augment either noise and time constant of the RC filtering
network. The two effects, as shown in Chapter 1, compensate one each other.

In many cases the speed of the sampling network is very high or can be
purposely made very high. Assume, for example, that Ibias is 5 mA and that
CS = 2pF . Since 1/gm = 5Ω, the time constant of the sampling network
is 10ps. In these situations it is possible to trade speed for noise reduction by
adding a resistance in series with the sampling capacitance as shown in Fig. 5.10
(d). The noise spectra of the emitter follower and series resistance are quadrati-
cally superposed while the time constant of the circuit increases due to the addi-
tion of RS and 1/gm. The result is that the total noise power across the sampling
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Trade-off

A resistance in se-
ries with a S&H slows
down its speed but
reduces the excess
noise caused by the rbb′

base resistance and the
current source, bringing
the noise power close
to the fundamental kT/C
limit.

capacitance is again given by a white spec-
trum equal to V 2

n,CS
+ 4kTRS that is low-

pass filtered with time constant (Rs +
1/gm)CS . The integration of the conse-
quent colored spectrum is

V 2
n,CS

=
kT

CS
· γ + gmRS

1 + gmRS
(5.13)

which approaches its fundamental mini-
mum, kT/CS , for gmRS >> 1.

Therefore, a reduction in speed to its min-
imum specified limit the use of a resistance
in series to the S&H gives rise to the opti-
mum noise-speed trade-off.

5.5 CMOS

A MOS transistor naturally achieves the function of an analog switch, espe-
cially when the current through it is zero or negligible. With VGS below the
threshold there is no conductive channel connects source and drain making the
transistor an opened connection. In contrast, a VGS exceeding the threshold,
VTh, establishes a conductive channel between source and drain terminals. If
VDS is low or zero it operates in the triode region, and has an on-resistance
equal to

Ron =
L

µCoxW (VGS − VTh)
(5.14)

where µCox, W and L are well known parameters.
The value of the on-resistance must be such that the time constant of the

RonCS network is much lower than the time allowed to charge the sampling
capacitor. Depending on the required accuracy it may be necessary to ensure a
number of time constants that range from 7 to 10, or more. Therefore, for high
frequency applications the aspect ratio W/L of the transistor used in the switch
can be fairly large.

Equation 5.14 shows that the on-resistance increases as the overdrive de-
creases and goes to infinite when VGS − VTh = 0. Therefore, if the switched
voltage is such that the overdrive is constant (or contained within suitable limits)
then switch can be implemented using a single MOS transistor. However when
the switched voltage varies over large ranges a pair of n-channel and p-channel
transistors realize the switch as shown in Fig. 5.11 (a) and (b).

Complementary devices obtain an on-resistance given by the parallel con-
nection of the two components. Since one conductance increases and the other

 SAMPLE-AND-HOLD
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Figure 5.11. (a), (b) CMOS switch with a single and complementary transistors. (c) Simple
passive pseude-differential S&H with follower output buffers.

decreases proportionally to the channel voltage, then the total conductance can
be kept constant over a wide range of operation if the W/L of the p-type is µn/µp

larger than the W/L of the n-type.
The use of a MOS switch to charge a sampling capacitance is the simplest

way of obtaining the S&H (or better the T&H). The charged stored is then
preserved by an output buffer which should have a very high input resistance.

For high speed applications the output buffer is normally realized by a simple
follower whose input transistor should have its source connected to the substrate
to cancel the body effect. A pseudo-differential scheme, as shown in Fig. 5.11
(b), enables the sampling of differential signals.

The dummy transistor MD, used for clock-feedtrough compensation, has
its source and drain shorted and is controlled by a delayed and complemented
version of the phase switching the main transistor. Switching MD on creates a
conductive channel whose charge, which is almost equal to the charge injected
by MS , compensates for the MS charge injection.

The scheme of Fig. 5.11 (c), which uses a simple source follower for max-
imizing the speed, is not able to obtain high resolutions as the linearity of a
MOS follower is much less than that of its bipolar counterpart. We have seen
that with relatively large currents the harmonic tones of an emitter follower can
be as low as −100 dB. Similar currents used in CMOS sub-micron followers
obtain speeds in the GHz range but the expected resolution is 7-9 bit due to the
harmonic tones in the −70 dB range.
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5.5.1
Clock feed-through occurs when a MOS transistor switches from the on to

the off state. It is due to the fraction of the channel charge that is injected into
the sampling capacitance, and due to the charge injection caused by overlap
coupling between gate and drain. Fig. 5.12 models the sampling circuit with
the finite resistance and capacitance of the input generator, the MOS switch and
the storing capacitance. If the transistor is n-channel its gate control drops from
VG,on to VG,off with a slope that is assumed constant in the switching time δt.

During the on-off transient the resistance of the channel increases until it
becomes infinite at toff when VGS − VTh = 0. At the same time the channel
charge Qch vanishes as it is injected into the source and the drain. Qch is

Qch = (WL)Cox(VG,on − VTh) (5.15)

where W and L are the effective gate sizes, Cox is the specific oxide capacitance,
and VTh is the threshold voltage.

The fraction of Qch injected into the sampling capacitance depends on the
MOS parameters, the slope α = ∆VG/δt of the clock phase and the boundary
conditions on both sides of the switch.

The charge injection can be studied with a simplified model which describes
the channel and gate as a distributed RC network. The study obtains results as
a function of a switching parameter B given by

B = Vov

√
µCoxW/L

|α|CS
. (5.16)

The numerical solution, for a significant difference between the impedances
seen at the two sides of the switch, gives rise to the plots of Fig. 5.13 that show
the fraction of injected charge on the sampling capacitance as a function of B
and various ratios of CS/Cin. The diagrams for small values of B account for
an injected charge equal to half the channel charge, while for large values of B

VG

Vin

VS Vout

CSCin

ON

VG (on)

VG (off)

OFF

Vin

VTh

dt
toff

RinRin

Figure 5.12. Circuit and clock scheme for studying the clock feed-through.

Clock Feed-through
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Figure 5.13. Fraction of the charge injected into the source versus B.

(associated with very long fall times), the plots correspond to an equilibrium
approached asymptotically, which yields a charge repartition proportional to
CS/Cin.

The results are simple for fast and slow fall times, while in the intermediate
region the estimation is difficult. Therefore, for a profitable use of the com-
pensation methods described below, it is necessary to operate in predictable
regions, typically where the fall-time is fast and the injection is almost half the
channel charge.

Example 5.2

The switch of a T&H is an n-channel transistor with W/L = 9µ/0.18 µ
and a sampling capacitance of 0.6 pF. The overdrive of the switch is
0.8 V with gate oxide capacitance equal to 1.2 fF/µ2. Estimate the
offset caused by the clock feed-through with B=0.03.

Solution

The gate capacitance calculated by CG = WLCox is 1.94 fF. Since
the overdrive is 0.8 V, the charge of the channel is 1.56 fCoul. Since
the value of B gives rise to a 50% injection of the charge on the
channel into CS , the caused offset is

Vos =
1
2

CG

Cs
Vov = 0.64 mV (5.17)

which is less than 0.1% of the overdrive control.
The calculation does not account for the contribution of the overlap
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gate drain which, for a minimum transistor length, is about 10-20%
of the channel contribution.

5.5.2
Clock feed-through is problematic because the charge injected is not a neg-

ligible fraction of the charge representing the signal on the storing capacitance
and, more importantly, because its effect is a non linear function of the input
voltage applied to the channel.

The clock feed-through is reduced by compensating the injected charge with
an equal and opposite injection as obtained by the dummy element MD of
Fig. 5.11 (b). The dummy transistor is a non-linear capacitor capable of match-
ing the non-linear voltage dependence of the charge in the channel of MS .
Since the injected charge is a fraction of the MS channel, MD must be smaller
(approximately half) than MS . This asymmetry reduces the effectiveness of
the compensation to about 70 − 80%.

Another approach used is based on the differential balancing of the charge
injections. The method is used in A/D converters with differential inputs. Since
the signal is differential then common-mode terms are not very important.
Therefore, an equal charge injection on both paths gives rise to a common-
mode term that is rejected by the fully differential operation.

Consider, for example, the scheme of Fig. 5.14 (a) where two switches reset
the capacitors CS . When the switches turn off they inject charges on the two
virtual grounds that will be equal provided that the switches have the same area
and the same gate controls. Since the scheme is symmetrical and the accuracy
relies only on the matching, the effectiveness of this method can be 80− 90%.

Instead of compensating for the clock feed-through it is possible to ensure
a constant charge injection which, in turn, gives rise to an offset. The feature
is fully acceptable for any applications which don’t allocate information at dc.

Keep in Mind

The effectiveness of the clock
feed-through compensation de-
pends on symmetric working
conditions and the matching of
elements. She expected maxi-
mum cancellation is about 90%,
the best to do is to obtain a dc
(signal independent) term.

A constant injection requires equal
switching conditions, which means
having the same channel charge,
and the same channel voltage.These
features are obtained by the scheme
of Fig. 5.14 (b) which switches the
node A between ground and vir-
tual ground. Since the charge in-
jected into the virtual ground de-
pends on the charge injected into
A at the opening of S3, it is es-
sential to ensure the same boundary
conditions every clock period. The

Clock Feed-through Compensation
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contemporary switching at the two sides of CS is avoided by the phase scheme
of Fig. 5.14 (c). The phase Φ1,d, which is slightly delayed with respect to Φ1,
opens the switch S1 after S3 opens. Since the plate connected to ground de-
termines the actual sampling, the method is often referred to as bottom plate
sampling.

5.5.3 Two-stages OTA as T&H
This CMOS T&H is based on the observation that the output of a two-stages

OTA in the unity gain configuration tracks the input, and that the output of the
first stage is the input divided by the second stage gain. Moreover, since the
stability requires the use of a capacitor across the input and output of the second
stage, the compensation element also stores the input signal and is capable of
obtaining the hold if the feedback loop opens.

Fig. 5.15 (a) shows a two-stages OTA in the unity gain configuration and
Fig. 5.15 (b) just adds a switch between first and second stage to open the
feedback. Also, the name of the compensation capacitance is changed to Cs to
outline its double role: as a compensation element during the track phase, and
as a sampling element during the hold phase.

Observing that the first differential stage has gain A1 and the other single
ended stage A2, the voltages at the end of the track period are

Vout(nT ) =
[Vin(nT ) + Vos]A1A2

1 + A1A2
; V1(nT ) =

Vout(nT )
A2

(5.18)
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Figure 5.14. (a) Clock feed-through compensation with a fully differential scheme. (b) Bottom
plate sampling. (c) Phases scheme.
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Figure 5.15. (a) Two stage OTA with Miller compensation. (b) Use of the two stage OTA as a
T&H.

showing that with a relatively large gain the output voltage tracks the input
plus an input referred offset. Moreover, the charge on the sampling capacitance
accounts for the finite gain of the second stage.

When the switch goes off the charge on CS holds the signal as it just changes
because of the clock feed-through

Vout(nT + T/2) =
[Vin(nT ) + Vos]A1A2

1 + A1A2
− QckCs (5.19)

Since the voltage of the switch is almost constant (−Vin/A2), the chan-
nel charge is independent of the input making the clock feed-through error
just an offset. Moreover, since during the hold period the first stage is not
used, it is possible to perform its offset auto-zero. A possible auto-zero circuit
connects the first stage in the unity gain configuration, stores the offset on a

Use of this T&H

The use of a two stages
OTA T&H is conveniently
when input buffering is re-
quired. The second stage
gain must be large enough
to ensure a constant clock
feed-through.

capacitance and connects the capacitance
with the offset signal in series with the
input during the next sampling phase.

The circuit is suitable for medium fre-
quencies as the gain-bandwidth product
of the two-stages OTA is a limit to the
sampling speed. Moreover, the unity gain
configuration requires an input common-
mode of the OTA equal to the input swing.
Since the input voltage is made available
at the output terminal during the sam-
pling, the circuit operates as a T&H.
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5.5.4 Use of the Virtual Ground in CMOS S&H
The use of the virtual ground concept frees the input common mode from

the requirement of having a range as wide as the input signal.
Another solution that secure the same benefit is the scheme of Fig. 5.16 (a)

operating as a fully-differential amplifier with a gain of−1 that becomes a S&H
thanks to the switched scheme used. This circuit is known as a charge transfer-
ring S&H since it pre-charges CS to the input voltage during the sampling phase
ΦS and then transfers this charge into the hold element, CH . Also, the hold
capacitances CH are pre-charged to the difference between the common-mode
inputs and outputs. In this way, the circuit realizes an offset cancellation, and
obtains a possible shift of the common mode output.

The difference between the common modes of input and output of the OTA
makes the design flexible and allows the use of schemes like a telescopic cas-
code. Since the left terminals of CS are tied together during ΦH the scheme
rejects any common mode input components.

The condition CS = CH gives rise to a unity gain. However, with different
capacitance ratios it is possible to provide gain or attenuation, if needed.
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Figure 5.16. (a) Charge transferring S&H. (b) Flip-around S&H.
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A more effective solution is shown in Fig. 5.16 (b) as it uses only a pair of
differential capacitors for the input sampling during ΦS , and for the hold during
ΦH . The circuit operation can be viewed as the flipping of the connection of
the right terminal of the capacitance; for this reason the scheme is referred to
as a flip-around architecture.

The gain of the circuit of Fig. 5.16 (b) can only be 1; moreover, the scheme
does not allow the option of having different input and output common-mode
voltages. However, the circuit is more power effective than the charge transfer
architecture because the feedback factor is 1 (neglecting parasitic capacitances)
while the β of the charge transfer scheme is 1/(1+G) (i.e. it is 0.5 for G = 1).
The more favorable β of the flip-around scheme requires a smaller open-loop
gain-bandwidth product with equal sampling frequency thus providing a power
saving or enabling a higher sampling rate.

Neither schemes of Fig. 5.16 use the op-amp during the sampling phase as
they perform the sampling in a passive way. Therefore, during the sampling
period the op-amp is open loop and the output voltage can be stacked near the
positive or negative supply, thus requiring a long time to recover and return to
the normal region of operation. This possible limit is avoided by shorting the
differential outputs together and connecting them to a common mode voltage
during the sampling period.

5.5.5 Noise Analysis
The noise performances of both the charge transferring and flip-around

schemes can be estimated by using the equivalent circuits of Fig. 5.17. These
model the on-resistance of each switch by a resistance, Ron and a thermal noise
generator v2

n = 4kTRon. A noise generator in series with one of the input
terminals represents the input referred noise of the operational amplifier.
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Figure 5.17. (a) Noise equivalent circuit of the flip around S&H in the sampling phase and (b)
in the hold phase.
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The study of the sampled-data noise, measured during the hold phase, uses
the same methodology as discussed for the kT/C noise as follows: every
noise generator filtered by a low-pass network causes colored noise across each
capacitance. When the switches open the noise sampled across the capacitors
has noise spectrum whose power is equal to the integral of the colored spectra
from zero to infinity. The noise powers generated during the sampling period are
transferred to the output (filtered by a possible transfer function) and superposed
quadratically if they are uncorrelated, or summed linearly if they are correlated.

The scheme of Fig. 5.17 (a), which models the sampling phase of the flip-
around circuit, uses two noise generators to chargeCs through two on-resistances.
Since both the noise spectrum and the on-resistance double, then the decrease in
the low-pass corner frequency compensates for the higher thermal noise leading
to kT/CS . During the hold phase, the circuit is in the unity gain configuration,
as shown by the model of Fig. 5.17 (b), and causes noise at the output. This
noise, combined with the sampled term (caused during the sampling phase) are
sampled by CL at the end of the hold phase.

The virtual ground causes the output to be equal to the noise generator v2
n =

4 kTRon until it rolls off due to the finite unity gain frequency, fT , of the op-
amp. Therefore, the white 4 kTRon spectrum gives rise to a colored output
spectral density of

v2
out =

4kTRon

1 + (ω/ωT )2
(5.20)

which, integrated over the infinite frequency interval leads to kTRonωT .
Because of the unity gain configuration even the op-amp’s noise is fT band-

limited. Therefore, assuming that v2
n,op = 4kTγ/gm and ωT = gm/CL, the

sampled noise across CL caused by the switches in both the sampling and hold
phases, added to the op-amp noise gives

V 2
n,flip =

kT

CS
+ gmRon

kT

CL
+

γkT

CL
. (5.21)

Since the sampling time constant, RonCS , is typically lower than 1/ωT ,
gmRon/CL << 1/CS making the second term of the above equation negligible.

Studying the noise of the charge transferring scheme is a bit more complicated
as it uses two capacitors (assumed equal, CS = CH ), charged by a series of two
or three switches. Let us first consider the sampling phase, and observe that the
noise charge stored on CS during the sampling period is then injected into CH

during the hold phase. Therefore, if the charges on the two capacitances are
correlated their effect must be superposed linearly. This observation together
with the superposition principle shows that since noise generator (3) in Fig. 5.18
(a) imposes equal noise charges on CS and CH (as the right and left networks
are equal), then it does not contribute to the output noise.
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Figure 5.18. (a) Noise equivalent circuit of the charge transferring S&H in the sampling and
(b) in the hold phase.

However generators (1) and (2) both establish different charges on the ca-
pacitors and their combined effect is dependent on the difference between the
two transfer functions from the input to the capacitors terminals

Heq(s) = HCS
(s) − HCH

(s) =
1

1 + 3sRonCS
; if CS = CH (5.22)

showing a combined filtering action that is better than its passive counterpart
which, in turn gives rise to 2kT/(3CS) for the sampling of both CS and CH .

For the hold phase it is necessary to account for the contribution of noise
generators (4) and (5) and for the op-amp noise as shown in Fig. 5.18 (b).
Notice that noise source (4) is amplified by −1 and band-limited at βfT . Also,
since CH establishes a feedback and the virtual ground voltage is almost zero,
then noise source (5) shows up at the output until the band-limit βfT . Observe
that the two switches contribute two white spectra but a lower feedback factor
ensures a more effective filtering.

Finally, for the last noise contribution it is worth observing that the feedback
network amplifes vn,op by 2, thus amplifying the noise spectrum, v2

n,op, by 4,
which is, again, band-limitated at βfT .

The quadratic superposition of the contributions during the sampling and
hold phases gives rise to a sampled-data noise whose expressions assume again
that the op-amp noise spectrum is v2

n.op = 4kTγ/gm and ωT = gm/CL. The
result, with β = 1/2, is

V 2
n,chtr =

2kT

3CS
+ +gmRon

kT

CL
+

2γkT

CL
(5.23)
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Intuitive Conclusions

The noise power of a sam-
ple and hold is inversely pro-
portional to the used capac-
itances (sampling and load)
through the kT/C relation-
ship. The use of noisy op-
amp can significantly worsen
the noise performance.

where the two first terms are almost
equal to the corresponding terms in
equation (5.21) but the last term is two
times larger than the flip-around coun-
terpart thus carrying higher noise if the
op-amp is the dominant term.

The result shows a slightly worst
noise performance than the flip around
scheme especially if the γ op-amp
noise factor is large. The difference be-
tween the two cases with equal design
conditions is about 3 dB.

Example 5.3

A flip-around S&H is made offset insensitive by pre-charging the sam-
pling capacitance to the input minus the offset. Sketch a possible cir-
cuit diagram and determine the noise performance. Use a sampling
capacitance equal to 1 pF and Ron = 10 Ω. The model of the OTA
has gm = 12 mA/V , γ = 2 and CL = 2 pF .

Solution

A possible offset insensitive S&H is the single-ended solution shown
in Fig. 5.19 (a) that places the OTA in the unity gain configuration
during the sampling phase, thus making the offset available at the
non-inverting terminal. The sampling capacitance is pre-charged to
the offset and when it is connected in feedback it obtains the offset
cancellation.
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vd
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+
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Figure 5.19. (a) Offset insensitive flip-around S&H (b) Noise model during the sampling phase.
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The noise behavior of the circuit differs from the flip-around scheme
during ΦS as the action of the right switch not only makes the offset
available, but the noise of the op-amp too. The small signal equivalent
circuit shown in Fig. 5.19 (b) is described by

vout = vn,i + vn,f + vn,CS
(1 + 2sRonCS)

vd = vn,op − vout + vn,f + vn,CS
sRonCS

gmvd = vout · sCL + vn,CS
sCS

where vn,CS
is the noise voltage across the sampling capacitance, and

vn,i and vn,f are the thermal noise sources of the input and feedback
switches respectively.
The solution of the above equations yield

vn,CS
=

vn,i(gm + sCL) + vn,fsCL − vn,opgm

gm + s{CL + CS(1 + gmRon)} + 2s2CLCSRon

showing that the voltage across the sampling capacitor is a combi-
nation of the three noise sources, and is properly shaped by different
noise transfer functions which have two poles and, for the thermal
noise generators, a zero.
Since the noise sources are uncorrelated the voltage spectrum across
CS is given by the quadratic superposition of the various contribu-
tions

v2
n,CS

= v2
n,iH

2
n,i(f) + v2

n,fH2
n,f (f) + v2

n,opH
2
n,op(f). (5.24)

Fig. 5.20 shows the amplitude of the noise transfer functions obtained
using the numerical values of the design, and compared with that of
the RonCS low-pass filter: Hn,ref = 1/(1 + sRonCS). The plots
show that the second pole is approximately at the 1/RonCS angular
frequency and that the first pole is about one decade before. There-
fore, all the transfer functions provide a better attenuation than the
reference, particularly Hn,op.
The use of the file Ex5 2 produces the plots and calculates the approx-
imate value of the integrals of the square of the four noise transfer
functions. The results, with frequency normalized to 1/(2πRonCS)
are 0.51, 0.45, 0.05 and 1.564 (close to the expected π/2) for H2

n,i,
H2

n,f , H2
n,op and H2

n,ref respectively. These values used in (5.24) lead
to

v2
n,CS

= 4kTRon
2πRonCS

(0.51 + 0.45) + 4kTγ
gm2πRonCS

0.05 = 1.14 kT
CS
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Figure 5.20. Normalized module of the noise transfer functions.

which is a little bit higher than the kT/CS noise of a flip-around
S&H during the sampling phase. The result is due, on one hand, to
an increase of the total noise because of the op-amp noise contribution
and, on the other hand, to a more effective filtering due to the small
feedback factor.

5.6 CMOS SWITCH WITH LOW VOLTAGE SUPPLY
CMOS circuits have benefited significantly from device scaling, as shrink-

ing the device dimensions increases the speed and reduces the parasitic capaci-
tances, resulting in reduced bias currents. However, the gate oxide also shrinks
leading to lower and lower supply voltages that ultimately make it difficult to
implement key functions required by analog circuits, specifically the switching
of MOS transistors.

It was observed that a pair of complementary transistors compensates for
the increased on-resistance of one device with the reduction of the comple-
mentary one. The switch of Fig. 5.21 is on as both transistors are driven to
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Figure 5.21. (a) Complementary switch and its on-conductance for scaling supply voltages (b),
(c), and (d).

their maximum; the n-channel to VDD, and the p-channel to GND. The total
conductance is given by

Gon,n = µnCox

[
W

L

]

n

Vov,n + µpCox

[
W

L

]

p

Vov,p, (5.25)

provided that there is some overdrive for the n-channel and the p-channel tran-
sistors then

Vov,n = VDD − Vin − VTh,n; Vov,p = Vin − VTh,p. (5.26)

Accordingly, for Vin < VTh,p the conductance of the p-channel transistor is
zero while the n-channel element goes off for Vin > VDD − VTh,n.

When the input voltage is such as to turn-on both transistors the condition

µn

[
W

L

]

n

= µp

[
W

L

]

p

(5.27)

makes the conductance independent of the input voltage and equal to

Gon,sw = µnCox

[
W

L

]

n

(VDD − VTh,n − VTh,p) . (5.28)

Therefore, for a given technology, and with aspect ratios expressed by equa-
tion (5.27), the minimum on-conductance decreases with the supply voltage.
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Furthermore, the input voltage range where the conductance is constant de-
creases as shown in Fig. 5.21 (b) and (c). When the supply voltage is VTh,n +
VTh,p the conductance of the complementary switch can become zero giving
rise, from that supply value and below, to a channel voltage range where the
switch is not able to open.

The use of low thresholds alleviates this problem, but since the leakage
current increases at low thresholds it is necessary to ensure a proper trade-
off between analog and digital requirements that inevitably leads to moderate
threshold reductions. Technologies with multiple thresholds are possible but
they are rare and expensive solutions.

Another possibility is the use of a double supply voltage: one for the analog
and the other for the digital part, with the optional addition of using, thin oxide
for digital transistors and thick oxide for high voltage devices. However even
this method results in an increase in cost as it requires additional processing
steps and, more expensive, extra masks.

Circuit solutions can partially avoid the difficulty of closing a switch at low
supply voltage. For example, the scheme of Fig. 5.22 is a flip-around S&H
whose OTA has its input terminals at a low voltage level, near ground. This
low dc level provides suitable headroom for driving the switch Sb. For the
switch connected to the output of the OTA the scheme uses a switched op-amp
technique that, as shown in the figure, switches off the second stage of the OTA
at points that are close to VDD and ground. The output node becomes high-
impedance, thereby enabling the connection of the left plate of CS to the input
without disconnecting the OTA with a switch. The only critical element for the
scheme of Fig. 5.22 is the input switch, Sin, whose channel voltage range must
equal the variable input signal.

+

-

CS

F
F B

Vin

F

F

Vlow

Sin

Sb

VT&H

second

push-pull stage

Figure 5.22. Flip-aroud T&H with input common-mode voltage and switched OTA.
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5.6.1 Switch Bootstrapping
Charge pumps provide higher voltages than their supply voltages. However,

the use of charge pumps for generating a control that is a multiplied version of
VDD is not suitable for clocking MOS switches. The reason is that the driving
can be adequate when the input signal is close to the supply voltage, but the
gate-to-source difference can become too high when the input signal is close
to zero. As a matter of fact, high gate-to-source voltages cause failures due to
various mechanisms. When short channel lengths are used in deep sub-micron
technologies the so-called "hot electrons" or "hot holes" effect degrades the
transistor threshold over time. Moreover, high electric fields degrade the oxide
breakdown voltage, increasing the local tunneling current that is responsible
for oxide lifetime reduction.

The above arguments motivate the switch bootstrapping method which en-
sures that the stress on the gate is always below its technologic limit. The
method is conceptually based on the scheme of Fig. 5.23 that uses a charged
capacitor to sustain the gate-to-source voltage of MS during the on-phase. The
switch SOFF grounds the gate of the switch MS during ΦOFF and, at the same
time, switches S1 and S2 charge the boosting capacitance CB to the supply
voltage. The switches S3 and S4 connect CB between the source and drain of
MS during ΦON to obtain gate boosting.

Actually, the voltage at the gate of MS does not increase by Vin + VDD but,
due to the initially discharged parasitic capacitance Cp, goes to

VGS
= (Vin + VDD)

CB

CB + Cp
(5.29)

leading to a gate-to-source voltage equal to

VGS,MS
= VDD

CB

CB + Cp
− Vin

Cp

CB + Cp
(5.30)

VDD
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S1

S2 S4

S3 SOFF

FOFFFOFF
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FON

FON

IN

OUT

FON

FOFF
MS

Cp

GS

Figure 5.23. Conceptual scheme of switch bootstapping.
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which will be lower than VDD and also dependent on the input voltage. This
limit is reduced by using relatively large boosting capacitances and small gate
areas for all transistors connected to GS . The on-conductance of MS becomes

Gon = µnCox

(
W

L

)

MS

[
VDD

CB

CB + Cp
− Vin

Cp

CB + Cp
− VTh,n

]
(5.31)

describing the mentioned reduced boosting effectiveness and a slight on-resi-
stance dependence on the input voltage.

The circuit implementation of the boosting concept illustrated by Fig. 5.23
should ensure the proper driving of the switch transistors, thus avoiding any
direct biasing of the channel-substrate diodes, and providing suitable protection
for the drains that undergo large voltage swings. Accordingly, it is necessary
to satisfy the following conditions:

S1 must be able to switch on and off VDD;
the switch S3 must sustain the boosted voltage during the on phase;
the switch S4 must operate under the same conditions as the main switch;
SOFF must be able to swing from the boosted voltage to zero.

A possible switch boosting scheme is the one shown in Fig. 5.24 which
highlights the transistors used to realize the five switches. Since switch S1 is
an n-channel transistor, control of its gate requires a voltage higher than VDD

and, for this, the scheme uses a voltage doubler made by the cross pair Md1 and
Md2, and the charge pumping capacitances C1 and C2 driven by ΦOFF and
its inverse. Since the charge pump biases the gate of M1 to VDD during ΦON
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S4
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FOFF
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M3

MSM4
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Mi2

Mpo

IN

OUT

Figure 5.24. Circuit implementation of switch boosting.
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and up to 2VDD during ΦOFF , the boosting capacitance CB charges to VDD

(because S2 is also on).
Switch S3 is realized by the p-channel transistor M3. The inverter Mi1 and

Mi2 whose output during ΦON goes to the voltage of the bottom plate of CB

drives the gate of M3. Sometimes the transistor Mi3 takes the control if switch
S4 pushes the source of Mi1 above the control of the inverter.

The boosted voltage of node GS has two effects: it switches both S4 and MS

on, and it gives rise to a high voltage at the drain of Mo, (the transistor realizing
SOFF ). The high-volage drain protection of Mo is ensured by Mpo that, during
ΦON , distributes the boosted voltage between Mpo and Mo.

Observe that the source-to-well connection of M3 avoids any possible latch-
up. Moreover, the use of an n-channel transistor for S1 requires a voltage
doubler but is less problematic than using a p-channel switch, as the proper
biasing of a p-channel device would have required switching between VDD

during one phase and the boosted voltage during the other phase.
The input voltage of the scheme of Fig. 5.23 can not exceed VDD as the

switching on of Mi3 applies the input voltage to the drain of Mi2. Since the
well of Mi2 is at VDD a higher drain voltage would forward bias the well-
drain diode. Therefore, input voltages higher than VDD require more complex
boosting schemes.

5.7 FOLDING AMPLIFIERS
The input of a folding amplifier can be either a current or a voltage. Ideally,

the output is a set of linear segments with alternating slopes equal in module.
The circuit implementations can use either bipolar or MOS technology. Here,
we study two possible circuits that make use of both technologies, one for
current inputs, and the other for voltage inputs.

5.7.1 Current-Folding
Fig. 5.25 shows equivalent current folding schemes realized with bipolar

and MOS transistors. The first circuit identifies 4 segments, and the second 8
through the use of equal sections each using a current generator of the required
fraction (1/4 or 1/8) of the full-scale. If the input current is zero then the
current in the follower transistor of each cell is IE (or IS). The given additions
of currents flowing into the loads RL, nominally equal, give rise to equal voltage
drops and, in turn, produce a differential output of zero.

An input current lower than IE (or IS) reduces the current of Q1 (or M1)
and, consequently, reduces the current in the left load resistor. The output
differential voltage becomes

Vout,d = RLIin. (5.32)
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Figure 5.25. (a) Current-folding amplifier with BJT. (b) MOS current-folding amplifier.

When the input current becomes higher than IE the current in Q1 goes to
zero and the emitter of Q1 (that is normally one diode voltage below VA) goes
up until it switches diode D1 on and passes Iin − IE to the next cell. The
current passed reduces the current of Q2 which, in turn, decreases the current in
the right RL augmenting the negative output. Therefore, the differential output
becomes

Vout,d = RLIE − RL(Iin − IE) = −RLIin (5.33)

which is linear but has a negative slope. The differential output decreases until
the input current is greater than 2IE . At this point IQ,2 goes to zero, the diode
D2 switches on, and (Iin − 2IE) is passed to the third cell causing the current
in the left load resistor to diminish again starting the third segment and so forth.
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Observe that the input voltage must increase by one diode voltage for every
cell that becomes active. Therefore, the voltage dynamic range of the input
current generator becomes a limit to the number of cells that can be used.

The operation of the MOS version shown in Fig. 5.25 (b) is similar to the
bipolar but the transfer of current to the right hand cells is sustained by the use
of comparators. These make the transition from one segment to another more
effective than just using a simple diode connected MOS. The comparators detect
the increase of the monitored source voltage and turn on the MOS switch. The
threshold VB must be set slightly higher than VA − VTh,n.

The use of comparators increases the complexity and power consumption.
However, since the voltage drops across the transferring elements can be small
(even with simple schemes), then the required voltage swing of the input gen-
erator is reduced and many cells can be used.

5.7.2 Voltage Folding
The segments of a voltage folder are generated by the linear parts of a differ-

ential pair response. For bipolar circuits the linear region is about 2VT , while
for a MOS it is approximately twice the overdrive voltage. Since both these
regions are relatively small, it is often necessary to increase the linear range by
using degeneration as obtained, for a MOS version, by the resistances RD of
Fig. 5.26 (a). The linear region is extended by 2ISRD because the differential
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Figure 5.26. (a) MOS voltage-folding. (b) response of a single cell. (c) response of the entire
circuit.
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pair becomes fully unbalanced with about ±(ISRD + Vov) differential input.
Fig. 5.26 (b) shows the swing of the output voltage caused by a single cell. The
input crosses the reference and the differential output changes by 2ISRL.

The entire folder uses a number of cells working in parallel whose output
terminals have alternate connections to the two loads RL. The first response
around VR1 combined with the one around VR2 obtains the first folding. Com-
bining the second and the third cells together creates the second folding and so
forth. The overall result shown in Fig. 5.26 (c) displays rounded parts that are
dependent on the sharpness of the saturation of the single response, and on the
position of the references.

Since the output swing is± ISRL , then to obtain a 1 V range with RL = 1kΩ
it is necessary to use IS = 1 mA. The pole established by the load resistance
and the effective output capacitance determines the input signal band. If, for
example, RL = 1 kΩ and Cp = 1 pF the frequency of the pole is 159 MHz.
For high-speed applications it may be necessary to use a lower resistances with
a consequent increase of the power consumption.

The output common-mode depends on the number of cells K used; since
the average current in each load resistance is KIS , the common mode output is
VDD −KRLIS . The value of the common mode voltage can be set to a desired
value by injecting suitable common mode currents into the two RL.

5.8 VOLTAGE-TO-CURRENT CONVERTER
The electrical variable normally used in data converters is voltage, but in

some cases it is convenient to perform the processing in the current domain.
For this purpose it is necessary to use a voltage-to-current converter (V-I) to
perform the transformation between the two domains. As a matter of fact, a
MOS transistor in the triode region is a simple voltage-to-current converter that,
with some expedients, is also fairly linear. Therefore, for very low resolutions
the use of a single MOS in saturation can be sufficient. However, since the
linearity is not much better than 60 dB with few hundreds of mV range, a V-I
with medium-high resolution is a relatively complex scheme.

Fig. 5.27 (a) shows a single-ended V-I converter that replicates the input
voltage across a resistance and thus obtains a current proportional to the input
voltage: Iout = Vin/R. The accuracy of the circuit depends on the offset and
input referred noise of the op-amp. Moreover, since the output impedance of
the current mirror affects the mirroring factor, it is often necessary to use a
cascode configuration.

A benefit of the op-amp used in Fig. 5.27 (a) is that it cancels the shift
between source and gate, VGS1. However, since this shift is insignificant for
fully differential schemes and the nonlinearities of the VGS partially cancel out,
the solution of Fig. 5.27 (a) can be simplified into the one of Fig. 5.27 (b) that
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Figure 5.27. Schemes of Voltage-to-Current converters

employs two p-input source followers with wells tied to the source to cancel
the body effect. The resistance R across the sources gives rise to a current

Iout± � IB ± Vin+ − Vin+

R
(5.34)

which, of course, is independent of the input common mode voltage.
A limit to this accuracy comes from the finite (small and large signal)

transconductance that, in series with the resistance influences the transcon-
ductance gain of the V-I converter. Therefore, in order to limit the error, it is
necessary to use a transconductance that is smaller than the resistance. Since
the value of the resistance determines the transconductance gain, the SFDR
constraint may require the use of a large bias current to minimize the non-
linear effect of the transconductance (albeit partially compensated by the fully
differential operation) .

In some cases, instead of increasing the dc current in the emitter follower, it
can be more effective to use the same power (or less) for two dedicated OTA,
allowing for an active reduction of the transconductance, as shown in Fig. 5.27
(c). This circuit allows the use of n-channel transistors as the body effect is
reduced by the gain of the OTA.

The absolute accuracy of the V/I transconductance gain depends on the ab-
solute accuracy of the resistance used and its temperature and voltage coeffi-
cients. Since the absolute value of integrated resistances can change by ±15%
with process variations, precise applications require using on-chip trimming
or calibration or external elements. Another systematic error depends on the
MOS transistor threshold mismatch that, as already studied before, is inversely
proportional to the square root of the gate area and can be as large as few mV.
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Example 5.4

The V-I converter of Fig. 5.27 (b) has an input voltage range of± 0.5 V
and uses bias currents IB = 1 mA. Determine the value of the
resistances required to ensure a SFDR better than 85 dB and 95 dB.
Use Vov = 400 mV .

Solution

The output current depends on total resistance and is determined by
the series of R with the large signal transconductance of M1 and M2,
whose values depend on the dc current

RT = R +
Vov

2(IB + Iout)
+

Vov

2(IB − Iout)

which, rearranged gives

RT = R +
VovIB

I2
B − (Iout)2

.

The differential input determines the output current Iout, expressed
by

∆Vin = RIout +
VovIBIout

I2
B − (Iout)2

which is a non-linear voltage-current relationship that should be
solved to obtain Iout = f(Vin).
Instead of solving the non linear equation ∆Vin = g(Iout) it can be
convenient to just determine the coefficients of its polynomial fitting by
using the Matlab file Ex5 3. Since the response is odd there are only
odd polynomial coefficients with decreasing amplitude. For example,
R = 10 kΩ gives rise to:

k2 = −5.95 · 10−18; k3 = −3.78 · 10−04;

k4 = −4.02 · 10−18; k5 = −1.55 · 10−06;

k6 = −7.83 · 10−20; k7 = −4.92 · 10−08.

If the input voltage is a sine wave at fin with amplitude Ain the third
harmonic tone (which determines the SFDR) has amplitude k3Ain/4.
Therefore, 85 dB or 95 dB SFDR require a distortion coefficient k3

of less than 2.25·10−4 and 7.11·10−5 respectively. Simulations at
different values of R satisfy the above requirements by using R = 12.5
kΩ and R = 18.5 kΩ.
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The scheme of Fig. 5.29 obtains the V-I conversion by using a combination
of the passive scheme of Fig. 5.27 (b) and the one of Fig. 5.27 (c). The circuit
avoids the body effect by connecting source and substrate of M1 and M2, and
keeps the VGS of the input transistors constant by maintaining a constant current
in the input transistors by using local feedback.

The input transistors operate as both the input element of a source follower
and the input of a gain stage. The difference between IM1 (or IM2) and IB

is multiplied by the impedance of nodes A (and B) giving rise to feedback

Figure 5.28. Current-voltage relationship with R = 2 kΩ.
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voltages at the gate of M3 (and M4). Assuming the current of M7 and M8

is constant, then the loop control is such that −∆IM3 and ∆IM4 compensate
for the current in the resistor. The currents in M5 and M6 are output mirrored
replicas.

The feedback loop is the cascade of a common source stage and a common
gate stage with gain

Aloop = −gM3

R/2
1 + gM1 R/2

· gM1Rout,A (5.35)

where Rout,A is the resistance at the drain of M1.
If R is approximately two times 1/gM1 , and gM1Rout,A is in the 30-40 dB

range, then the linearity improvement by Aloop is sufficient for many applica-
tions as a good trade-off between speed and complexity.

In some designs the circuit also requires a moderate compensation to ensure
stability of the local loops. Moreover, it is necessary to burn some power for
biasing M3 and M4. Typically the current in these transistors is IB , doubling
the power consumption with respect to the circuit of Fig. 5.27 (b). However
this cost is much less than using two complete op-amps although the benefits
in terms of speed and linearity is significant.

The inaccuracy of the output current, in addition to the limits caused by the
resistance and the thresholds mismatch of the input transistors, is also deter-
mined by the inaccuracy of the current mirrors whose mirror factor depends
on the accuracy of the µCox factor, the precision of the aspect ratio and the
thresholds’ mismatch.

5.9 CLOCK GENERATION
The operation of data converters requires a number of clock phases that

are all obtained from a master clock. The logic signals control switches for
implementing the conversion algorithm, reconfiguring analog architectures or
controlling the transfer of data. The clock phases may require delay, and may
need to be overlapping or non-overlapping to ensure specific features. These
include the maintaining of feedback during transitions between different states,
or avoiding the leakage of charge stored in capacitances. Moreover, transient
spurs caused by the switching activity of digital logic must not occur until after
the analog signals have been sampled.

The basic schemes used for clock generation are either non-overlapping,
or overlapping, where the use of an extra inverter switches from one feature
to the other. Fig. 5.30 (a) shows a cross-coupled flip-flop that generates two
complementary phases from a single input phase. Fig. 5.30 (a) uses NOR gates,
and highlights the initial logic state (1 or 0) corresponding to the dashed line
of the phase diagram. When the phase goes high, the top NOR switches, but
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Figure 5.30. Logic circuits used to generate two non-overlapping phases.

there is a delay of three inverters before the output Φ1 goes low. Following this
transition both inputs of the bottom NOR become zero and after a three further
delays, Φ2 becomes logic 1. Therefore, the disoverlap is 3 inverter delays.
If needed the circuit can use a chain of 5 inverters (or more) to increase the
disoverlap time.

The scheme of Fig. 5.30 (b) works in a similar way, but uses NAND gates to
obtain overlapping phases. These are then transformed into non-overlapping
phases at the output nodes using two additional inverters.
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.

PROBLEMS
5.1 The diodes used in the diode bridge sample and hold are such that

the current required to charge Cs flows evenly in the upper and
lower parts of the bridge. Determine the variation of the voltages
at nodes A and B of Fig. 5.2 for a 0.5 V sine wave input.

5.2 The fall time of switching-off of a diode bridge is 2 ps. Estimate
the error due to the aperture distortion with a 600 MHz 1 V peak
sine wave at the input.

5.3 Design the scheme of a possible clipping block to be used in the
scheme of Fig. 5.8. The swing of the input signal is ± 1 V .

5.4 The β of the transistors used in Fig. 5.8 (a) is 40 and the output
drives a capacitance of 2 pF. Estimate the SFDR for an input sine
wave with ± 1 V amplitude and I2 = 2 mA

5.5 Repeat Example 5.1 but use sampling capacitances of 1-2-4-8 pF.
The input is a sine wave at 160 MHz with 1 V peak amplitude.

5.6 A switched emitter-follower uses a bias current equal to 5 mA.
The excess gain factor is γ = 8. The sampling capacitance is 2 pF
for a 100 MS/s operation. The foreseen accuracy requires a S&H
bandwidth that is at least 6 times the sampling rate. Optimize the
noise performance.

5.7 Simulate, at the transistor level, the pseudo-differential MOS S&H
of Fig. 5.11. Use a bias current of 0.5 mA and the SPICE model
of the fastest technology available to the reader. Determine the
maximum sampling rate for 8-bit accuracy. Determine suitable
sizing of the MOS switches and dummy.

5.8 Determine with a SPICE simulation the transfer functions from
all the possible noise inputs in the circuit of Fig. 5.16 and the
output. Use for the op-amp a behavioral model with finite gain
and bandwidth.

5.9 Repeat Example 5.2 but use a sampling capacitance equal to 4 pF
and Ron = 25 Ω. The model of the the OTA has gm = 12 mA/V ,
γ = 8 and CL = 4 pF .
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5.10 Estimate with SPICE, using any MOS model available, the on-
resistnace of a complementary switch made by minimum area
elements. Use a VDD equal to 3, 2 and 1 times the threshold
voltage of the n-channel element.

5.11 Simulate, at the transistor level, the clock boosting circuit of
Fig. 5.24. Use the SPICE model of any available CMOS tech-
nology. Don’t design the voltage doubler but use a suitable signal
generator.

5.12 Simulate, at the transistor level, a four-cell MOS voltage-folder.
Use the SPICE model of any available CMOS technology. The full
scale range is 1 V, Is = 200 µA and the degeneration resistance
is 1 kΩ

5.13 Estimate, using the SPICE model of any available CMOS tech-
nology, the linearity of the schemes of V-to-I converter given in
Fig. 5.27 (b). Use W/L = 50, IB = 1/, mA and R = 10 kΩ. The
peak amplitude of the input sine wave is 1 V.

5.14 Design, using SPICE, the voltage-to-current converter of Fig. 5.29.
The range of the input signal is± 1 V and its bandwidth is 50 MHz.
The desired SFDR is 80 dB.
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Chapter 6

OVERSAMPLING
AND LOW ORDER
Σ∆ MODULATORS

Oversampling converters, initially used for audio-band and high-
resolution applications, are now widely used in systems requiring
video-band and medium-resolution. The technique, as we shall
study, benefits from both noise-shaping and oversampling to give
an optimum trade-off between speed and resolution. This chap-
ter recalls the basic principles of the oversampling method and
discusses first and second order architectures providing the basis
for the study, made in the next chapter, of high order sigma-delta
architectures, continuous-time solutions and sigma-delta DAC.

6.1 INTRODUCTION
The key advantage of oversampling is that the signal band occupies a small

fraction of the Nyquist interval making it possible to use digital cancellation
on the relatively large fraction of the quantization noise that is outside the band
of interest. The use an ideal digital filter after the A/D conversion removes the
noise from fB to fs/2 and significantly reduces the quantization noise power
by a factor of fs/(2fB) leading to

V 2
n,B =

∆2

12
· 2fB

fs
=

V 2
ref

12 · 22n
· 1
OSR

(6.1)

where Vref is the reference voltage and n is the number of bits of the quantizer.
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The definition of the equivalent number of bits shows that an oversampling
by OSR potentially improves the number of bits from n to

ENOB = n + 0.5 · log2 · (OSR) (6.2)

showing that every increase of the OSR by a factor four potentially improves the
converter resolution by 1-bit. The advantage is not so important as, for example,
for gaining 5-bit it is necessary to use OSR = 1024. Nevertheless, when
oversampling is used to relax the anti-aliasing specifications, the additional
benefit of obtaining extra bits is obviously positive.

The oversampling, whose benefits can be enhanced by noise shaping, is only
appropriate in the analog world; in the digital domain, oversampling is not a
suitable feature as storing and transmitting digital data is effective when using
the lowest sampling rate that is compatible with the signal band. Moreover,
since the power consumed by digital circuits is proportional to the clock fre-
quency, using large oversampling also means wasting power. Because of the
above drawbacks the sampling-rate of digital over-sampled signals is normally
reduced by the use of a suitable decimation filter.

Decimation by k means using one sample out of k and corresponds to a
down-sampling that, as already studied, gives rise to the aliasing of spectral
components from the high frequency region of the original Nyquist interval
down to the reduced by k band-base. However, since obtaining the ENOB
increase requires the removal of the quantization noise from high frequency
regions, then the same filter that secures this OSR benefit can also effectively
operate as the anti-aliasing filter required for the decimation.

Fig. 6.1 shows the processing chain and the spectra obtained after each step:
spectrum #1 represents the sampled-data analog signal whose upper limit is
much lower than fN ; spectrum #2 shows that the quantization noise (which
is spread over the entire Nyquist interval) is mostly outside fB; spectrum #3

Oversampled
A/D

Digital
Filter

Decimator

fN fNfB

DfR

f'N

2fN 2fN 2f'N

n-bit n1-bit n1-bitSampled-data
Analog

fB fN fB

1 2 3 4

1 2 3 4

Figure 6.1. Out-of-band noise rejection and decimation of an over-sampled signal.
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shows the effect of a digital filter that improves the SNR by rejecting the ∆fR

fraction. Note that this filter occurs before the decimator and must run at the
same frequency as the ADC (fs = 2fN ). Spectrum #4, after decimation, has
the same noise spectrum level, but occupies a smaller Nyquist interval.

6.1.1 Delta and Sigma-Delta Modulation
Historically, oversampling was not used for stretching the quantization noise

over a wide frequency range, but for increasing the effectiveness of a pulse
code modulation (PCM) transmission. The key to this scheme was to use a
high sampling rate to transmit the change (delta) between successive samples
rather than the actual sample. The block diagram of a delta modulator is shown
in Fig. 6.2 (a) where the difference between the signal and its estimation is
quantized by a 1-bit ADC or a multi-bit ADC, while the estimation of the input
is the integration of the digital output transformed into analog by a DAC.

This method is called delta-modulation if 1-bit quantization is used, while it is
referred to as differential PCM for multi-bit conversions. Fig. 6.2 (b) shows the
input and output for 1-bit quantization. Observe that it is necessary to ensure
that the sampling frequency and DAC quantization step are large enough to
permit the input tracking.

Since a dc input signal does not produce any significant information at the
delta modulators output, the circuit has a high-pass response. Moving the
integrator of Fig. 6.2 (a) into the position shown in Fig. 6.3 (a) obtains an
equivalent system provided an additional derivative block is positioned at the
input terminal. The natural evolution of this system (of Fig. 6.3 (a)) is to remove
the input derivative to obtain the scheme of Fig. 6.3 (b). The difference between
this and the delta modulator is that the integrator operates on the error difference
and not on the estimation of the signal, thus changing the modulator response
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n-bit
ADC
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Analog
Input

Digital
Output
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time
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Figure 6.2. (a) Delta modulator or differential PCM. (b) Input and output with delta modulation.
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Figure 6.3. (a) Block diagram equivalent to the delta modulator. (b) Sigma-Delta modulator.

from high-pass to low-pass. Since the scheme of Fig. 6.3 (b) is the integration
(sigma) of the difference (delta) the modulator is named sigma-delta (Σ∆)
modulator. More specifically, the scheme shown is a first-order Σ∆ modulator
since it uses only one integrator around the loop.

An important property of the Σ∆ method, studied in detail in the next sec-
tions, is the spectral shaping of the noise, which greatly enhances the benefits
of oversampling on A/D converters. Therefore, the initial studies in effective
PCM transmission gave rise to a new and now widely used category of data
converters.

6.2 NOISE SHAPING
The oversampling method becomes more effective if the noise spectrum is

lowered in the signal band, possibly at the expenses of an increase of the out-

Noise
Shaping A/D

Digital
Filter

Decimator

fN fN
fB

DfR

f'N

2fN 2fN 2f'N

n-bit n1-bit n1-bit

Sampled-data
Analog

fB fN fB

Figure 6.4. Out-of-band noise rejection and decimation of a noise shaped signal.
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Figure 6.5. Incorporating the quantizer in a feedback loop obtains noise shaping.

of-band portion, thereby changing the white spectrum of the quantization noise
into a shaped spectrum. Having more noise in high frequency regions is not
problematic as the digital filter used after the ADC (Fig. 6.4) removes it.

Incorporating the quantizer in a feedback loop as shown in Fig. 6.5 gives rise
to the desired in-band noise reduction, also called noise shaping.

The scheme has a sampled data input that, after the processing block A(z),
is converter into digital. For closing the loop it is necessary to generate the
analog representation of the converted signal as done by the DAC. A second
processing block A(z) is used before the subtracting element. The linear model
of Fig. 6.5 (b) represents the quantization error with the additive noise εQ that
is a second input of the circuit.

By inspection of the scheme it results

[X − Y · B(z)] A(z) + εQ = Y, (6.3)

whose solution yields

Y =
X · A(z)

1 + A(z)B(z)
+

εQ

1 + A(z)B(z)
. (6.4)

The above equation shows that signal and quantization noise pass through
two different transfer functions

Y = X · S(z) + εQ · N(z) (6.5)

named signal transfer (S(z)) function and noise transfer function (N(z)) re-
spectively. For a low pass data converter and for securing a beneficial noise
shaping, S(z) should be low pass and N(z) high pass.

Since often the processing block B(z) is not used (B(z) = 1), A(z) must
be integrator-type for obtaining the desired responses.
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6.3 FIRST ORDER MODULATOR
The block diagram of Fig. 6.3 (b) integrates the difference between the ana-

log input and the DAC output to generate the sampled-data input of the ADC.
The input of the modulator can be already in the sampled-and-hold format or
a S&H is necessary before the data conversion. In the former case we have a
sampled-data Σ∆, the latter case corresponds to a continuous-time Σ∆ modu-
lator. Moreover, the number of bits used by the ADC and the DAC distinguishes
between a single-bit Σ∆ (or simply Σ∆) and a multi-bit Σ∆ modulator.

Fig. 6.6 (a) shows the block diagram of sampled-data Σ∆ that uses the
transfer function

H(z) =
z−1

1 − z−1
(6.6)

to realize the analog sampled-data integration.
Since the quantization associated with the n-bit ADC is equivalent to the

addition of a quantization error, εQ, and the DAC just converts the digital output
into a quantized analog signal, then the diagram of Fig. 6.6 (a) can be modeled
with the analog scheme of Fig. 6.6 (b) which is a linear sampled-data circuit
with two inputs, X and εQ, and one output, Y. The encoder provides a digital
representation of the quantized variable Y.

The equation describing the circuit is

Y (z) = {X(z) − Y (z)} z−1

1 − z−1
+ εQ(z) (6.7)

leading to
Y (z) = X(z) · z−1 + εQ(z)(1 − z−1) (6.8)

Notice that the signal is just delayed by one clock period while the noise is
passed through (1−z−1). This shows that the signal and the quantization noise
are processed differently by the modulator. To generalize, we can state that
signal passes through the signal transfer function STF(z) and the quantization
noise through the noise transfer function NTF(z)

Y (z) = X · STF (z) + εQ(z) · NTF (z). (6.9)

The noise transfer function of the first order Σ∆ is high-pass as is evident
by its estimation on the unity circle: z → ejωT

NTF (ω) = 1 − e−jωT = 2je−jωT/2 ejωT/2 − e−jωT/2

2j

NTF (ω) = 2je−jωT/2sin(ωT/2) (6.10)

The result shows that the white spectrum of the quantization noise is amplified
by 4 but is shaped by sin2(ωT/2) giving rise to a significant attenuation of the
low-frequency components of the spectrum.
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Figure 6.6. (a) Sampled-data first-order sigma delta modulator and (b) its linear model.

If a digital filter removes any noise power outside the signal band, then the
resulting square noise voltage is the integral of the shaped spectrum extended
from 0 to fB

V 2
n = v2

n,Q

∫ fB

0
4 · sin2(πfT )df � v2

n,Q

4π2

3
f3

BT 2 (6.11)

obtained using the approximation sin(x) � x, valid for ωBT/2 << π/2.
Since V 2

n,Q = v2
n,Qfs/2 and T = 1/fs, then equation (6.11) can be rewritten

as

V 2
n = V 2

n,Q

π2

3

[
fB

fs/2

]3

= V 2
n,Q

π2

3
· OSR−3. (6.12)

If the ADC uses k thresholds, the DAC generates k+1 levels in the reference
range 0 − Vref

VDAC(i) = i
Vref

k
; i = 0 · · · k. (6.13)

The cascade of ADC and DAC gives rise to a quantizer whose quantization
interval is ∆ = Vref/k, and has nQ = log2(k + 1) bits. Moreover, since the
power of the quantization noise and that of a full-scale sine wave are respectively

V 2
n,Q =

V 2
ref

k2 · 12
; V 2

sine =
V 2

ref

8
, (6.14)

then the maximum SNR of the first order Σ∆ modulator is given by

SNRΣ∆,1 =
12
8

· k2 · 3
π2

· OSR3. (6.15)

Assuming n′ = log2k, equation (6.15), in dB, becomes

SNRΣ∆,1|dB = 6.02 · n′ + 1.78 − 5.17 + 9.03 · log2(OSR) (6.16)
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Table 6.1 - SNR improvement with Multi-level Quantizers

ADC DAC nQ n′ ∆SNR
Thresholds Levels extra bits [dB]

1 2 1 0 0
2 3 1 6.02
3 4 2 1.58 9.54
4 5 2 12.04
5 6 2.32 13.97
6 7 2.58 15.56
7 8 3 2.81 16.84
8 9 3 18.03
15 16 4 3.91 23.52

where the first term accounts for the SNR improvement due to a multi-level
quantizer, and 5.17 dB (equal to π2/3 in dB), is a fixed cost required to secure
an SNR improvement of 9.03 dB for every doubling of the oversampling ratio.
Accordingly, every doubling of the sampling frequency improves the ENOB by
1.5-bit.

Table 6.1 summarizes the improvement of the SNR when using a multi-level
quantizer. Notice that with more than 6-8 thresholds the number of gained bits
n′ almost equals nQ.

Since the ADC output is binary, the number of bits sent to the digital filter is
the rounding of log2(k+1)+1; therefore, using a 4-threshold quantizer (which
gains 2-bit) requires 3-bit processing at the input stage of the digital filter.

Example 6.1

Simulate the features of a first order sigma-delta modulator that uses
3-bit quantization and VFS = 1 V . Use sine wave and dc input
signals. Analyze the different spectra of the output bit stream with
different inputs and measure the noise level at the Nyquist frequency.

Solution

The files Ex6 1.m and Ex6 1 Launch enable the study of the first
order sigma-delta modulator illustrated in Fig. 6.7. The input is
made of a sine wave and a dc signal that are weighted (or set to zero)
by the parameters Ksine and Kdc. The output of the modulator is
sent to the workspace where a suitable number of samples are used
to calculate the FFT. The function plot spectrum uses windowing for
the FFT calculation but normalizes the result to the power of a sine
wave whose peak amplitude is 1 V.
The simulations with an input sine wave show the expected noise
shaping with a zero at dc. This is shown in Fig. 6.8 which gives
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Figure 6.7. Behavioral scheme of the first order sigma-delta modulator.

the output spectrum for a 0.85 V input sine wave corresponding to a
signal power of 0.36 V 2 (–1.4 dB).
The quantization noise of the 3-bit quantizer with ∆=1/8 V gives
rise to a ∆2/12=0.0013 V 2 power that, for an fft of a 16384 point

Figure 6.8. FFT of a 16384 sequence of the output bit-stream made by 131 sine waves periods.
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sequence, results in a noise power equal to 1.6 ·10−7 V 2 in each of the
8196 bins. Since the NTF at Nyquist corresponds to an amplification
by 2 (4 in power) then the expected power in the bins around Nyquist
is 6.4 ·10−7V 2, 65 dB below the power of a 1 V peak sine wave (1/2
V 2). Even though the spectrum of Fig. 6.8 is very noisy the level near
Nyquist ranges between –60 and –70 dB.
Simulations at various frequencies, number of bits and amplitudes
obtain spectra that, occasionally, are not as well shaped as Fig. 6.8.
If the number of bits diminishes the noise floor augments as expected
but also tones become apparent above the noise floor.
The use of the dc signal shows that the spectrum is only well shaped for
some input amplitudes. For a number of critical values the spectrum
is made by big tones with some shaping in between.

6.3.1 Intuitive Views
With simple remarks it is possible to intuitively understand some of the

important characteristics of the Σ∆ modulator. A first feature derives from
noticing that the output of an integrator is bounded only if its input is, on
average, zero; therefore, the subtraction made in Fig. 6.6 (a) between input and
DAC output must have zero average, also meaning that the DAC output must
track the input. Actually, since the output of the DAC is a quantized signal, the
tracking is just approximate with an accuracy proportional to the amplitude of
the quantization step.

A second remark recalls the findings of the previous section about the shaping
of the quantization error by a high-pass transfer function: the quantization noise
is zero at dc, but results in a global amplification of the quantization error power
by 2, as can be verified by extending the integral of equation (6.22) to fs/2.
Therefore, a first order modulator degrades the global noise performance, but
thanks to the shaping, pushes a significant part of the power to high frequencies.

Oversampling improves the ENOB by sampling the input signal at a fre-
quency that largely exceeds what is required by the Nyquist theorem. The
result can be therefore viewed as a smart dynamic averaging performed by
plentiful samples without much regard to the consequences at high frequencies.

If the input amplitude is intermediate between two consecutive quantized
levels of an n-bit DAC, the output will change between these two levels to give
an average output equal to the input. If, for example, the input is at 21/67∆ from
the lower limit of a quantization interval, then the output of the modulator will be
in average 21 times the higher code out of 67 clock periods. The pattern does not
repeat itself exactly as the signal changes during the conversion; nevertheless,
the result can be viewed as an interpolation between the lower and the upper
level of the relevant quantization interval. Therefore, the modulator virtually
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Figure 6.9. (a) Staircase representing the increase of the ENOB. (b) Same case but with a DNL
affecting the DAC.

adds extra steps in the staircase representing the static input-output transfer
characteristics, as shown in Fig. 6.9 (a).

Assume now that non linearity errors affect the DAC causing variations in
the amplitudes of the contiguous large steps. Following the previous intuitive
view, the interpolating staircase of Fig. 6.9 (a) obtained by oversampling will
join consecutive big steps of the DAC as shown by Fig. 6.9 (b). The result is
that the resolution increases but the linearity does not improve. Moreover, since
increasing the oversampling ratio results in smaller quantization steps, then the
linearity of the n-bit DAC should be increased if an INL of less than 1 LSB is
to be maintained.

The last remark concerns the linearity and noise specifications of the ADC
and the DAC. The digital signal generated by the ADC is such that any limit
affecting it, namely the error and the noise on the threshold voltages, are relaxed
by the feedback loop: indeed, the ADC error must be referred to the input of the

Warning!

The feedback of a Σ∆ mod-
ulator does not relax the
DAC linearity. Remind that
the method greatly reduces
the number of DAC levels but
not their accuracy require-
ment!

integrator and then referred to the in-
put of the modulator. The result of
these two operations leads to a division
of the error by the transfer function of
the integrator. Since at low frequency
(which is the region of interest) the in-
tegrator has a very large gain (infinite at
zero frequency), the error is greatly at-
tenuated in the signal band. The same
benefit does not apply to the DAC as its
error is injected directly at the input of
the modulator together with the input.
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6.3.2 Use of 1-bit Quantization
The previous sub-section showed just with intuitive considerations that the

most critical block of the Σ∆ modulator is the DAC as the shaping and the
feedback does not help in reducing its error. It is therefore required to ensure
a DAC linearity good enough for complying with the requested ENOB. Since
Σ∆ converters often target 14-bit or more the design of a DAC with such high
linearity is problematic and often becomes the bottleneck of the modulator
design. Special techniques that resolve the linearity issue thus enabling multi-
bit Σ∆ modulators are studied in a successive chapter; nevertheless, the request
of high DAC linearity is a serious design problem.

A simple way to overcome the linearity requirement ensues from the follow-
ing basic observation: a line that connects many points is typically a broken
line but if only two points are used then the interconnecting line is certainly a
straight line. Therefore, if the input-output characteristics of the DAC are made
by only two voltages the linearity problem does not exist. Having a 2-level
DAC means using a single bit ADC (such as a comparator) and two voltage
generators, 0 and Vref or −Vref and +Vref , for the DAC.

Although this solution answers well to the frequent requests of designing
data converters with inaccurate technologies, it is problematic for two reasons.
The first is that the quantization step is as large as the entire dynamic range.
Therefore, since the converter relies only on noise shaping for obtaining its
resolution, the oversampling ratio must be very high. The second is that the
condition that foresees a large number of quantization steps for justifying the
modeling of the quantization error with a white noise is not verified. It may
occur that the power of the quantization error is concentrated at some frequency,
giving rise to tones which can fall in the signal band.

Fig. 6.10 (a) shows the circuit diagram of a 1-bit sigma-delta modulator. The
integrator is a switched capacitor structure which samples the input with the
capacitance C1 during Φ1, and then during Φ2, C1 injects a charge proportional
to the difference between input voltage and DAC output. The ADC is just a
single comparator whose output is conventionally assumed to be ±1. The DAC
is made by two switches that connect the output to +Vref or −Vref depending
on the comparator control. The feedback capacitance C2 is nominally equal to
C1 to obtain the required unity gain of the SC integrator.

Fig. 6.10 (b) shows the ±1 Σ∆ output bit stream and its generating input
sine wave with amplitude equal to 0.634 V. Observe that the output is mainly
+1 when the input is close to its maximum and mainly −1 when the input is
close to its minimum; also, when the input is close to zero the number of +1 and
−1 are almost equal. Looking at the output bit stream plot it can be noted that,
albeit completely different from the input, the average of the bit stream follows
the input. Moreover, the rapid switching from one level to the complementary
one results in a high frequency spur as pointed out in the previous study.
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Figure 6.10. (a) First order 1-bit Σ∆ modulators. (b) Input and ± 1 bit-stream output.

6.4 SECOND ORDER MODULATOR
With a first order Σ∆ modulator the number of bits increases by 1.5 for every

doubling of the sampling frequency. This result is interesting, however, in order
to secure high resolutions using a 1-bit ADC it is necessary to use a fairly large
OSR. Moreover, as was observed by the computer simulations of Example 6.1,
the output spectrum is, in some cases, poorly shaped and has large tones that
could fall in the signal band.

Better performances and features are secured by using two integrators around
the loop thus forming a second-order modulator as shown in the conceptual
scheme of Fig. 6.11 (a). Since the use of two integrators in a feedback loop can
cause instability, it is necessary to dump one of the two integrators by using one
of the two options represented by the dotted lines of Fig. 6.11 (a). One of them
makes a conventional approximated integrator, while the other uses a longer
path and includes the quantizer in the dumping loop. A study of the second
integrator specifies the difference between these two solutions. The short loop
path gives

R =
P − R

sτ
→ Y = R + εQ =

P

1 + sτ
+ εQ (6.17)
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The long loop path yields

P − Y

sτ
= Y − εQ → Y =

P

1 + sτ
+

sτεQ

1 + sτ
(6.18)

Notice that P is passed through a low pass transfer function in both cases,
but that the quantization error is processed differently: the short path does not
alter εQ, while the second path has a zero at s = 0 and a pole at the angular
frequency 1/τ . Since the operation of the first integrator will add another zero
in the origin, the first type of dumping obtains just one zero while the dumping
that embraces the quantizer secures two zeros at s = 0.

The sampled-data scheme of Fig. 6.11 (b) uses the second type of dumping
and employs two integrators, one of which has a delay element. This choice,
as we will see shortly, gives rise to an optimum signal transfer function.

By inspection of the circuit we obtain the equation

{
[X(z) − Y (z)]

1
1 − z−1

− Y (z)
} z−1

1 − z−1
+ εQ(z) = Y (z) (6.19)

which rearranged yields

Y (z) = X(z) · z−1 + εQ(z)(1 − z−1)2 (6.20)

showing that the signal transfer function is just a delay and the noise transfer
function is (1 − z−1)2, the square of the result obtained by a first order Σ∆
modulator.

Observe that the simple delay of the signal transfer function is a result of the
cancellation of the terms Y (z)(−2z−1 + z−2) with the multiplication of Y (z)
by (1− z−1)2. This result exceeds its requirement as a flat response within the
signal band (with a gain of 1) would have been sufficient. If the integrators have a

Figure 6.11. (a) Conceptual continuous-time second-order Σ∆ modulator. (b) Possible
sampled-data block diagram.
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gain error the generated terms do not exactly cancel Y (z)(−2z−1+z−2) giving
rise to a parasitic denominator in both the signal and noise transfer functions,
whose effect, with small gain errors, is negligible.

The NTF calculated on the unity circle is given by

NTF (ω) = (1 − e−jωT )2 = −4e−jωT {sin(ωT/2)}2 (6.21)

Assuming again that a digital filter completely removes the noise outside the
signal band, the noise power remaining in the frequency interval 0-fB is

V 2
n = v2

n,Q

∫ fB

0
16 · sin4(πfT )df � v2

n,Q

16π4

5
f5

BT 4 (6.22)

which, again, uses the approximation sin(x) � x valid for ωBT/2 << π/2.
Moreover, since V 2

n,Q = v2
n,Qfs/2 and T = 1/fs, the noise power becomes

V 2
n = V 2

n,Q

π4

5

[
fB

fs/2

]5

= V 2
n,Q

π4

5
· OSR−5 (6.23)

giving rise to the SNR of a second order Σ∆ modulator

SNRΣ∆2 =
12
8

· k2 · 5
π4

· OSR5 (6.24)

which, in dB, is

SNRΣ∆2 |dB = 6.02n′ + 1.78 − 12.9 + 15.05 · log2(OSR). (6.25)

This shows a 12.9 dB loss as a result of the 5/π4 term; nevertheless, the sec-
ond order modulator secures an increase by 15 dB (2.5-bit) for every doubling
of the oversampling ratio.

6.5 CIRCUIT DESIGN ISSUES
The design of any sigma-delta modulator (including the high-order and the

cascade architectures that will be studied shortly) requires knowledge of a num-
ber of design issues both at the architecture and the circuit level. This section
studies the limits and the solutions related to the use of real basic blocks. The
next section will discuss issues related to the architectural design.

The most important limits of the basic blocks used are:
Offset of the op-amp (or OTA).
Finite op-amp gain.
Finite op-amp bandwidth.
Finite op-amp slew-rate.
Non-ideal operation of the ADC.
Non-ideal operation of the DAC.
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6.5.1 Offset
The offset of an integrator’s op-amp can be described as an input referred

voltage generator. The offset of the first integrator is added to the input signal
and gives rise to an equal offset at the digital output.

The offset of the second integrator is referred to the input of the modulator
by dividing it by the transfer function of the first block, which for a sampled
data scheme is (1− z−1)/k (k is the gain of the integrator and a possible delay
is disregarded). Therefore, since the offset is a dc signal the high-pass transfer
function cancels out the effect.

The offset of the DAC is added to the input and causes, similar to the offset
of the first integrator, an offset in the digital output. In contrast, the offset
of the ADC is referred to the input by dividing it by the transfer function of
one or more integrators and does not limit the dc operation of the modulator.
This feature is interesting as it provides the flexibility of positioning the ADC
thresholds around a more convenient voltage level.

6.5.2 Finite Op-Amp Gain
The finite gain of an op-amp reduces the dc response of the integrator from

infinite to the value of the op-amp gain. The scheme of Fig. 6.12 describes a
typical implementation of the integrators used in modulators. Its analysis leads
to

C2Vout(nT + T )
(

1 +
1

A0

)
= C2Vout(nT )

(
1 +

1
A0

)
+

+C1

[
V1(nT ) − V2(nT + T ) − Vout(nT )

A0

]
(6.26)

which, in the z-domain, becomes
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Figure 6.12. Switched capacitor integrator that uses an op-amp with finite gain.
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Vout(z − 1)
(

1 +
1

A0

)
=

C1

C2

[
V1 − zV2 −

zVout

A0

]
(6.27)

yielding, after rearrangement

Vout

V1 − z−1 V2
=

C1

C2

[
A0

A0 + 1 + C1/C2

]
z−1

1 − (1+A0)C2

C1+C2+A0C2
z−1

(6.28)

which shows a gain error equal to A0/(1 + A0) and a shift of the pole from
z = 1 to a point inside the unity circle zp = (1 + A0)/(1 + A0 + C1/C2).

The effect of the gain error only slightly affects the signal transfer function,
however the shift of the pole causes an equal shift of the NTF zeros and, for a
second order modulator, leads to

NTF � (1 − zp1 · z−1)(1 − zp2 · z−1) (6.29)

where zp1 and zp2 represent the shift caused by the first and the second integrator.
At dc (z = 1) the NTF is not zero but equal to (1− zp1)(1− zp2). If the two

gains A0 are equal and the capacitances used are also equal the NTF becomes

Figure 6.13. NTF of a second order modulator with three different finite gains of the op-amps.
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NTF =
(

1 − z−1 A0 + 1
A0 + 2

)2

(6.30)

The result, illustrated in Fig. 6.13 for three different values of the dc gain,
shows that the finite gain only affects the shaping below a corner frequency
fc. If the signal band is larger than fc then the noise power within the signal
band is only minimally dependent on the flat region as the frequencies near the
bandwidth limit dominate the calculation of the spectrum integral.

The corner frequency is such that

espT =
A0 + 1
A0 + 2

(6.31)

which is on the real axis of the s-plane at

fc =
fs

2π
ln
{

1 − 1
A0 + 2

}
� fs

2π(A0 + 2)
(6.32)

The finite gain does not affect the SNR if fB >> fc; therefore both gain and
oversampling must be set to satisfy the condition

π(A0 + 2) >> OSR (6.33)

which is a very relaxed op-amp gain request for modulators with a medium
OSR.

Example 6.2

A second-order 1-bit Σ∆ modulator uses op-amps with 40 dB gain.
Plot the SNR as a function of the OSR with a −10 dBFS input sine
wave. Assume that the output bit stream passes through an ideal low-
pass digital filter capable to reject all the noise out of the band of
interest.

Solution

The Simulink description Ex6 2.mdl and the file Ex6 2Launch.m model
the Σ∆ modulator. It uses a first integrator without delay and a second
one with delay. The finite gain that determines the integrator response
(6.28) gives rises to a gain error and a delay error accounted for by
two suitable functions.
The launcher runs the simulation twice; once with a gain of 100 and
the other with a gain of 100 k and plots the two spectra on the same
diagram (Fig. 6.14). The Nyquist frequency is 1 MHz and the cor-
ner frequency obtained is about 3 kHz in excellent accordance with
(6.32).
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Figure 6.14. Output spectra with ideal and finite gain (A0 = 100) op-amp.

Figure 6.15. SNR at different OSR and op-amp gains.

The condition of (6.33), verified by estimating the SNR at various
OSR, provides the result shown in Fig. 6.13. Notice that equation
(6.33) requires an OSR << 320 and with OSR = 50 the SNR with 40
dB gain does not differ from the ideal case. In contrast, at OSR = 250
the SNR drops by about 10 dB.
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6.5.3 Finite Op-Amp Bandwidth
It is well known that the poles of the transfer function determine the band-

width and the phase margin of the op-amp. The first dominant pole should
produce a 20 dB/dec roll-off until the gain is lower than 0 dB. The other poles,
named non-dominant poles, should occur after the 0 dB crossing, and affect the
phase margin.

If the effect of the non-dominant poles is negligible, the step response of the
integrator is an exponential that, for large finite gain A0, is

Vout(t + nT ) = Vout(nT ) + VstepU(nT )(1 − e−tβ/τd) (6.34)

where β is the feedback factor. For a switched capacitor integrator with input
element C1, and C2 in feedback, then β = C2/(C1 + C2).

Since the integration phase only lasts Ts/2, the output does not reach its final
value which causes an error of

εb = Vstepe
−Tsβ/(2τd) (6.35)

that is proportional to the input signal.
Therefore, because of the finite bandwidth of the op-amp the integrator dis-

plays a gain error equivalent to the time-constant error given by its passive
elements. Since the gain error of a switched capacitance implementation is a
fraction of %, a settling error of less than 0.1% is normally acceptable.

The gain error due to the bandwidth and the passive elements slightly affects
the modulator response. Using the integrators of Fig. 6.16 with gains (1− εb,1)
and (1 − εb,2) leads to the following result

Vout(z) =
Vinz−1(1 − εb,1)(1 − εb,2) + εQ(1 − z−1)2

1 − z−1(εb,1 + 2εb,2 − εb,1εb,2) + z−2εb,2
(6.36)

which shows parasitic poles for both STF and NTF and a gain error in the signal
transfer function. Since the parasitic poles are typically at high frequency, they
do not alter the operation in the signal band.
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Figure 6.16. Block diagram of a second order modulator using op-amps with finite bandwidth.
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6.5.4 Finite Op-Amp Slew-Rate
Finite slew-rate combined with a finite bandwidth can be a significant limit.

The charge injected by an SC structure gives rise to a slewing period that,
obviously, must be smaller than Ts/2; and is followed by an exponential settling
for the remaining time that can be incomplete.

Since the effect of finite slew-rate and bandwidth of an op-amp was studied
in Chapter 3 for an SC amplifier, it is not necessary to repeat the analysis
here. Just recall that the set of equations describing the transient is non-linear,
and that a longer slewing period reduces the time left for exponential settling.
Therefore, since the error becomes a non-linear function of the input, then its
estimation is not possible in the z domain but must be calculated using time
domain simulations.

The use of the model described in Chapter 3 enables the calculation of the
error at the end of the injection period without doing a full transient analysis.
Indeed, an input signal equal to −Vin would result in an ideal output step equal
to ∆Vout = VinC1/C2. In contrast, a real op-amp has a slewing time of

tslew =
∆Vout

SR
− τ. (6.37)

From tslew the output voltage, differs to the final value by

∆V = SR · τ ; (6.38)

and evolves exponentially in the remaining fraction of the injection time-slot,
T/2 − tslew. The output voltage error at T/2 equals

εSR = ∆V e−(T/2−tslew)/τ (6.39)

The use of the above set of equations in a behavioral simulator or described
with a behavioral language helps in speeding up the study of combined finite
bandwidth and limited slew-rate.

Since the error must be added to the integrator output, it is shaped by the
noise transfer function from the injection point to the output. For this reason
the error in a second order Σ∆ modulator the second integrator is less critical
than the first one. This feature can be used in defining the speed specification
of op-amps for optimizing the power consumption.

Example 6.3

Determine by computer simulations the minimum slew-rate required
for the op-amps used in a single-bit second-order Σ∆ modulator that
uses the cascade of two delayed integrators with gains 1/2 and 2.
Study the combined effect of slew-rate and finite bandwidth (use an
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equivalent bandwidth of 100 MHz) on the output spectrum. Use ± 1
V reference voltages, fs = 50 MHz and Vin = –6 dBFS .

Solution

The integrators used in the Matlab file Ex6 3 are described by a
behavioral model based on the equations (6.37), (6.38) and (6.39).
The model, in addition to the slew-rate and the equivalent bandwidth
(BEQ = βfT ), also uses the parameter α = 1 − 1/A0 and the hard
saturation of the output voltage.
A preliminary simulation with ideal parameters determines the am-
plitude of the input signals which lead to maximum output changes of
first and second integrator equal to 0.749 V and 3.21 V respectively.
If the bandwidth is very large, the exponential settling is negligible;
therefore, the slew-rates must be at least

SR1 >
∆Vout,1

T/2
= 74.9 V/µs; SR2 >

∆Vout,2

T/2
= 321 V/µs

The ideal case gives an SNR = 72 dB with OSR = 64 and fin = 140
kHz. The use of SR2 = 325 V/µs and SR1 = 78 V/µs does not change
the SNR significantly. The use of SR1 = 74 V/µs also has little affect
on the SNR, but the reduced saturation gives rise to third and fifth
harmonics distortion tones as shown in Fig. 6.17.
The combined limits due to bandwidth and slew-rate obviously require
some margin with respect to the calculated minimum slew rates. If
the second integrator is ideal a first integrator with SR = 150 V/µs

Figure 6.17. (a) PSD with very large bandwidths, SR2 = 325 V/µs and SR1 = 78 V/µs.
(b) Same as (a) but SR1 = 74 V/µs.
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and BEQ = 100 MHz causes a third order tone at – 80 dBFS . The
tone goes down to – 111 dBFS if both parameters are doubled.
With simulations it is possible to verify that, thanks to better shaping,
the performance degradation of the second integrator has less influ-
ence on the SNR and distortion. A first ideal integrator and a second
integrator with SR = 250V/µs and BEQ = 100 MHz diminishes
the SNR by few dB, but no tones appear on the spectrum. This verifies
that the limit due to the second integrator is less critical than the first
one.
The reader can use the file Ex6 6 controlled by Ex6 6Launch to per-
form a more detailed study of these limits.

6.5.5 ADC Non-ideal Operation
The static and dynamic limitations of a real ADC degrade the modulator

performances. However, since the signal at the output of the ADC is a digital
representation of its input plus both quantization error and ADC error

ADCout = Vin,ADC + εQ + εADC , (6.40)

then the shaping of the Σ∆ modulator acts on the addition of εQ and εADC .
Therefore, if εADC < εQ the ADC limit does not hamper the circuit perfor-
mance.

This condition, which requires a DNL and INL of less than 1 LSB, is easily
verified since the number of thresholds is small and the dynamic range is large:
having an LSB of many tens of mV makes it easy to design ADC’s up to hundreds
of MHz.

6.5.6 DAC Non-ideal Operation
It was already observed that the DAC errors are not shaped by the NTF.

Instead they are added to the input of the modulator and transferred to the
output through the STF. The stringent linearity requirements encourage the use
of a 1-bit quantizer, or make careful design necessary to ensure the INL meets
the overall resolution requirements.

The DACs used in sampled-data Σ∆ modulators are switched capacitor
schemes and possibly include the input signal injection. In some cases the
capacitance is divided into parts to realize a multi-level DAC. This scheme, and
the methods used for digital error correction are discussed shortly, and again in
another chapter. Here, we will only consider the limit associated with the kT/C
noise.

As studied previously, the kT/C is the integral over the Nyquist interval of
the white spectrum voltage across any capacitance C that is sampled through a
switch. The data conversion of the noise and the digital filter used to remove
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the out of band noise rejects part of the white spectrum. The remaining fraction
must satisfy the condition

v2
n,kT/C =

kT

OSR · Cin
<

V 2
ref

8 · 22n
(6.41)

which determines the minimum usable input capacitance.
High order modulators use extra DACs to realize multiple feedback from the

output to internal analog points. The additional DACs inject extra-noise and
errors. However, the high-pass transfer function from an internal node to the
output reduces the low frequency components of errors and, in the case of noise,
shapes the spectrum. Therefore, since the linearity and noise requirements are
less stringent than the ones of the input DAC the capacitances used can be
scaled.

6.6 ARCHITECTURAL DESIGN ISSUES
The design of a Σ∆ architecture, in addition to the obvious requirement of

satisfying the desired functions, also requires optimization of the voltage swing
at the output of the op-amps (or OTA), proper analysis and control of the noise,
and that a tone free output spectrum is ensured.

6.6.1 Integrator Dynamic Range
The voltage swing at the output of an integrator depends on signal amplitude

and quantization noise. Therefore, the dynamic range of both operational am-
plifiers and quantizer can need to be larger than the reference to accommodate
both the signal and the noise.

When the integrator output exceeds the dynamic range of the op-amp (or
OTA) the signal is clipped to a saturation level resulting in a loss of feedback
control. This occurs because the inverting terminal of the op-amp is no longer
tightened to the non-inverting terminal, and is free to go up or down giving rise
to an incomplete transfer of the input signal.

The effect is studied by using the switched capacitor model of Fig. 6.18 (a)
that locks the output to the saturation voltages ±Vsat when they try to exceed
their limits. The capacitance C1 charged to the input voltage during Φ2 is
connected to the virtual ground during the next phase. Assuming that the voltage
of the left terminal falls to zero at a constant pace, then the op-amp and the
feedback loop maintain control over the virtual ground until the output voltage
of the op-amp reaches one of its saturation limits. At this time the clipping
generator takes control and the output voltage remains constant. If the input
capacitance is still charged to Qres, the virtual ground starts moving and when
the left terminal of C1 reaches zero the fraction QresC2/(C1+C2) is transferred
into C2 leaving a fraction QresC1/(C1 + C2) in the input capacitance. The
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input referred voltage error becomes

εs =
Qclip

C1 + C2
(6.42)

Since the error depends on both the closeness of the output to one of the
saturation limits before every injection, and on the amplitude and the sign of
the input signal, noisy inputs and noisy outputs make the saturation error almost
unpredictable. Therefore, the error can be modeled by an input referred noise
source whose amplitude is proportional to the probability of saturation occuring.

Even a quantizer input that exceeds the limits is problematic: if the input of
the flash ADC is above or below the first or last ADC threshold by more than
±∆/2, then the first and the last DAC outputs cannot properly quantize the
input. The error, similar to the one due to the op-amp saturation, is added to the
quantization error. Even the quantization over-range error looks like a random
variable and is modeled by a noise, εs,Q.

Summing up, the saturations of the two op-amps and the over-range of the
quantizer give rise to three noise terms which limit the performance of a second-
order modulator as shown in Fig. 6.11 (b). The error caused by the first op-amp
saturation, εs,1, added to the input signal, is transferred to the output multiplied
by the signal transfer function z−1; εs,Q, injected at the same input point as the
quantization noise εQ, is shaped by the noise transfer function, while εs,2, being
injected at the input of the second integrator, is shaped by a first-order high-pass
transfer function (a simple calculation can verify this statement). Therefore,
including the quantization error, it results

Y = Xz−1 + εs,1z
−1 + εs,2(1 − z−1) + (εQ + εs,Q)(1 − z−1)2 (6.43)

Observe that the four error sources are uncorrelated; therefore, the total
noise power in the signal band is their quadratic superposition. The contributed
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Figure 6.18. (a) Switched capacitor integrator with op-amp saturation. (b) Second-order mod-
ulator model including the saturation effects.
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powers are the integrals extended from zero to fB of the spectra passed through
the square of the corresponding transfer function. The results, assuming that
the spectra ε2s,1, ε2s,2 and ε2s,Q are white, is

V 2
n =

V 2
n,1

OSR
+ V 2

n,2

π2

3 · OSR3
+
[
V 2

n,Q +
∆2

12

]
π4

5 · OSR5
(6.44)

where V 2
n,1 = ε2s,1fB , V 2

n,2 = ε2s,2fB and V 2
n,Q = ε2s,QfB .

Equation (6.44) shows that the noise sources modeling saturation have very
different effects on the output. For example, with OSR = 64 the noise power
V 2

s,2 is reduced by 64, V 2
s,1 by 79, 682, and V 2

s,Q by as much as 5.51 · 107.
Therefore, the most critical limit is the saturation of the first integrator followed
by the saturation of the second one. The quantizer over-range only matters for
errors that are comparable with ∆.

In order to avoid clipping it is therefore necessary to ensure a suitably large
dynamic range of the op-amps used in the integrators. Alternatively, a given
op-amp output range determines the maximum integrator swing and, in turn,
establishes the maximum usable reference.

Example 6.4

Determine the voltages at the output of the first and second integrators
of the architecture shown in Fig. 6.11 (b). Use a 1-bit and 3-bit
quantizer with different input amplitudes and VRef = ± 1 V. Estimate
the resolution and determine the loss caused by the hard saturation
of the op-amp outputs and the quantizer.

Solution

The files Ex6 4 and Ex6 4launch are the basis for the study of this
Example. A flag enables the analysis of unconstrained or hard satura-
tion of the output voltages. Moreover, a second flag makes it possible
to change from 1-bit to multi-bit quantization.
The large quantization error of a 1-bit quantizer gives rise to a large
output swing as shown in Fig. 6.19 that shows the outputs of the first
and second integrators with – 6 dBFS input amplitude. The combi-
nation of signal and noise determines peak values of 2.18 V and 3.96
V respectively, more that 2 times and almost 4 times the reference.
The swings reduce a little for lower input levels but for very low in-
puts the output shows repetitive sequences of spikes and a less "noisy"
behavior, denoting an inaccurate modeling of the quantization error
with noise.
The SNR does not reach the maximum value predicted by equation
(6.25) because large signals hamper the proper operation of the
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modulator. However, with an input amplitude equal to – 10 dBFS

and OSR = 64 the SNR is 67.6 dB, close to the value predicted by
using equation (6.25): 69.2 dB.
A – 10 dBFS input sine wave gives rise to a first integrator swing equal
to 1.91 V, and a second integrator swing as large as 3.1 V. Fig. 6.20
shows how the saturations affect the power spectral densities. The
spectra correspond to the ideal case and three saturation cases. The
ideal situation gives rise to the expected 40 dB/decade increase of
the noise spectrum. The clipping of the first integrator output to 1.85
V causes extra white noise whose floor at– 100 dB limits the SNR to
64.4 dB. A clipping of the second integrator output voltage to 2.5 V
also causes extra noise but its spectrum is first order shaped as shown
by the 20 dB/decade spectrum slope at low frequency. The limit gives
rise to a negligible SNR loss (67.5 dB) and a barely visible third order
tone. The spectrum with both integrators in saturation is dominated
by the white term, however the noise floor increases and the SNR
drops to 60.2 dB.
The file Ex6 4launch also measures the power of the total quantiza-
tion error. The result using ideal integrators and a –10 dBFS input
is 39% larger than the expected ∆2/12. This extra noise is due to the

Figure 6.19. Outputs of the first and the second integrators of a Σ∆ modulator with a – 6 dBFS

input amplitude.
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Figure 6.20. Power spectral densities with and without saturation of the intergrator’s output.

over-range of the quantizer: apparently its effect is to increase the
noise by 1.32 dB.
A study of a multi-level modulator is done with a 7 thresholds ADC.
The obtained results are summarized in Fig. 6.21. The amplitudes of
the first and the second integrators with a – 2.4 dBFS (0.758 V) input
sine wave are 1.037 V and 1.17 V respectively. The histograms of the
output waveforms show the typical shape of a sine wave but extends
beyond 0.758 V because of the quantization noise. The 94 dB SNR is
in good accordance with the predicted value: 93.6 dB corresponding
to 76.8 dB for 1-level at – 2.4 dBFS input plus 16.84 dB granted by a
7-threshold quantizer. The saturation of the first integrator output to
1 V causes the SNR to drop to 79.1 dB; the saturation of the second
integrator to the same voltage gives rise to a higher clipping error
but, thanks to the first order shaping, the SNR is 79.4 dB. The clipping
of both outputs results in a reduction of the SNR to 77.3 dB. Moreover,
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Figure 6.21. Simuation results with a 7-levels quantizer and – 2.4 dBFS input sine wave.

the spectrum shown in Fig. 6.21 reveals harmonic tones with about –
100 dB amplitude.
The histograms of Fig. 6.21 compare the output occurrences without
(top diagrams) and with saturation (bottom diagram). The effect of
saturation is to spread out the occurrence distributions to compensate
for the reduced output ranges. The effect also reduces the correlation
between the output and the input sine wave.

6.6.2 Dynamic Ranges Optimization
We have seen that using a suitable dynamic range in the op-amps (or OTAs)

is essential for preserving the SNR and avoiding harmonic distortion. The most
critical is the first integrator, as its saturation error is not shaped by any transfer
function. However, as verified in the previous example, even the saturation of
the second integrator and the saturation of the quantizer are limits to the mod-
ulator performances. It is therefore essential to carefully estimate the expected
voltage swings and to keep them within limits that, on one hand, are not large
enough to cause saturation but, on another hand, are not so low as to become
comparable with the electronic noise.
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Keep in Mind

Since the op-amp output
dynamic range must accom-
modate the integrators swing
with maximum input, the us-
able maximum references
depend on supply voltage,
op-amp configuration and
sigma-delta architecture.

The design of active filters also
faces the problem of properly control-
ling the output swing of integrators as
their maximum amplitude must remain
within the limits established by the op-
amps range. The solution used is the
scaling by a suitable attenuation (or
amplification) at the input of the inte-
grator compensated by an inverse am-
plification (or attenuation) at the input
of the next stage. Since the attenu-
ation and the amplification neutralize

one each other the response of the filter is unchanged but the op-amp output
swing is optimized.

The drawback of scaling is that the electronic noise injected into the circuit
between the attenuation and compensation stages is referred to the input with a
lower gain.
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Figure 6.22. Use of scaling for reducing the swing of the integrators.
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Figure 6.23. (a) Block diagram of a second order Σ∆ modulator with delayed integrators. (b)
Optimum gains.

Suppose, for example, that it is necessary to reduce the swing of Vout,1 in the
switched-capacitor integrator of Fig. 6.22 (a). Suppose also that Vout,1 is the
input of a second integrator via the SC structure C3. Increasing the integrating
capacitance C2 by β, as shown in Fig. 6.22 (b), reduces the output voltage by
β but an equal increase of the sampling capacitance C3 gives rise to the same
injected charge into the virtual ground of the next stage.

The use of the scaling method in the second order Σ∆ of Fig. 6.22 (c) gives
rise to the scheme of Fig. 6.22 (d) which provides an unchanged operation and
equal quantization noise performance.

The scaling technique applied to the second integrator would require ampli-
fication at the input of the quantizer. However this request can be transferred
to the pre-amplifiers used in the flash by scaling down all the ADC thresholds
by β2. Obviously a single threshold quantizer does not require any scaling as
it only detects the zero threshold.

Observe that the first integrator of the architecture of Fig. 6.11 (b) is without
delay, whereas the second integrator block has a delay element. The scheme
of Fig. 6.23 shows a possible realizion of a sampled-data second-order Σ∆
modulator with two delayed integrators whose gains are A and B for the first
and second position respectively. In addition to the benefit of an extra clock
period available for the feedback loop implementation, the use of proper gains
realizes appropriate signal and noise transfer functions and, also, obtains a
scaling of the first integrator.

The equation describing the circuit is
[
(X − Y )

Az−1

1 − z−1
− Y

]
Bz−1

1 − z−1
+ εQ = Y, (6.45)
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giving rise to

Y =
X · ABz−2 + εQ(1 − z−1)2

1 − (2 − B)z−1 + (1 − B + AB)z−2
. (6.46)

The signal gain is 1 if AB = 1; moreover, B = 2 cancels the z−1 and z−2

terms of the denominator. Therefore, using A = 1/2 and B = 2 (Fig. 6.23 (b)
results in

Y = Xz−2 + εQ(1 − z−1)2 (6.47)

which is the optimum choice and leads to the same transfer functions as the
already studied second order modulator with the only difference of an extra
delay in the input transfer function.

Since the gain of a the first integrator scheme of Fig. 6.23 (b) is 1
2 its output

swing is reduced accordingly, while the gain by 2 of the second integrator
compensates for the first integrator attenuation. Moreover, the path from the
DAC to second integrator input obtains the required dumping.

Example 6.5

Determine by computer simulations the histograms of the output volt-
ages of the two integrators used in the modulator of Fig. 6.23. Utilize a
2-level (1 threshold) quantizer, OSR = 64, Vin = −10 dBFS , A = 1/2
and two values for B: 2 and 1/2.

Figure 6.24. Histogram of the integrators output voltage for B = 2 and B = 1/2.
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Solution

This Example uses the description and the launcher given in the files
Ex6 5 and Ex6 5Launch that are a modification of the files used for
the previous Example. The simulations show, as expected, that the
scaling reduces the first integrator swing by approximately a factor
of 2. The second integrator swing is almost unchanged with respect
to the scheme that cascades one integrator without delay and one
with delay (that is 3.1 V). The scaling of B from 2 to 1/2, as shown in
Fig. 6.24, simply reduces the dynamic range of the second integrator
by 4 without affecting other performances.
The Example verifies simple expected results, and also provides files
that the reader can use for studying the saturation of integrators,
and analyzing the difference between single threshold and multiple
threshold quantizers.

Using feed-forward paths is an effective way of reducing the op-amp dy-
namic range in multi-level architectures. Before describing the uses of the
feed-forward method, let us consider again the modulator of Fig. 6.23 (b) whose
response is Y = Xz−2 + εQ(1 − z−1)2. The output P of the first integrator is

P =
(X − Y )z−1

2(1 − z−1)
= X

z−1(1 + z−1)
2

+
εQz−1(1 − z−1)

2
. (6.48)

With a multi-level quantizer the amplitude of P is dominated by the first term
of (6.48). Indeed, the second term, equal to the quantization error attenuated by
2 and passed through a first order high-pass transfer function, is at most equal
to ∆.

The feed-forward path represented by the dotted line transforms the scheme
of Fig. 6.23 (b) into the one of Fig. 6.25. The additional branch, when referred
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Figure 6.25. Second order modulator with the feed-forward path.
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to the input, corresponds to 2 ·X(1−z−1)/z−1. Therefore, the output becomes

Y = X
[
z−2 + 2 · z−1(1 − z−1)

]
+ εQ(1 − z−1)2 (6.49)

which, when used to estimate the output of the first integrator, yields

P =
(X − Y )z−1

2(1 − z−1)
= X

z−1(1 − z−1)
2

+
εQz−1(1 − z−1)

2
. (6.50)

Comparing the above equation with (6.48) shows a significant reduction of
the X contribution: X passes through a high-pass (1 − z−1) filter that, in the
signal band, gives rise to a large attenuation.

Observe that the additional branch changes the signal transfer function from
a simple double delay into

STF = z−2 + 2(1 − z−1); (6.51)

however, the additional high pass term is negligible and, if necessary, can be
compensated for in the digital domain.

The use of the feed-forward branch in the modulator of Fig. 6.11 (b) obtains
a similar result without the factor 2 of equations (6.48) and (6.51).

The benefit of the feed-forward path in reducing the op-amp swing can be
explained by the following intuitive view. Since the second block is an inte-
grator, its output is bounded if its input is, on average, zero. In turn, since the
input of the second integrator is made by three terms, −Y , P and X , it must be
verified that −Y + P + X � 0. Recall now that the output follows the input
with a difference that is in the order of the quantization error. Accordingly, the
condition P � Y − X , indicates that P is also in the order the quantization
error, and has a fairly small amplitude for multi-level quantization.

Example 6.6

Verify, by computer simulations, the effect of the additional branch
used in the scheme of Fig. 6.25. Determine the histogram of the output
of the first integrator voltage and explain the result.

Solution

The use of the files Ex6 6 and Ex6 6launch guides this study. The
simulation enables the analysis of the circuit with and without the
feed-forward by the flag "Feedforward". The amplitude of the first in-
tegrator output with a 7 comparators flash ADC and −3 dBFS input
sine wave diminishes from 0.84 V down to 0.14 V. The SNR at OSR =
64 is equal to 93 dB, almost unchanged by the feed-forward path.
The file sinusx that calculates the DFT at a defined frequency esti-
mates the amplitude of the output component at the input frequency.
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Figure 6.26. Histogram of the first integrator output.

Figure 6.27. Spectrum of the first op-amp output.

As expected the result is higher than 1; however, very close to the
bandwidth limit (fs/128.3) the input amplification is fairly small, just
0.02 dB.
The histogram of the first integrator output, shown in Fig. 6.26, looks
like a triangle. The result, quite different from the histogram of a sine
wave, indicates, on one hand, a very low input sinusoidal term (as is
shown in the spectrum of Fig. 6.27), and on the other hand, verifies
the result of equation (6.50) foreseeing a first order shaping of the
quantization error.
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For this matter, remember that the probability distribution function of
εQ is uniform from−∆/2 to ∆/2; therefore, the probability of having
x as result of the subtraction between two successive samples of εQ

is the probability of having the first sample larger than −∆/2+x; in
contrast, the probability of having −x requires a the second sample
larger than −∆/2 + x. The result is a triangle that goes to zero at
±∆/2.

6.6.3 Sampled-data Circuit Implementation
The switched-capacitor (SC) technique is the basis for the circuit imple-

mentations of sampled-data Σ∆ modulators. As known with switches and
capacitors, controlled by non-overlapped phases, is possible to design integra-
tors with delay or without delay, as required by modulator architectures. The
subtraction of signals can be obtained with two SC structures, one inverting and
the other non-inverting. or by a single SC scheme provided that the architecture
enables half a clock delay between the inverting and the non-inverting terms.

The scheme of Fig. 6.28 (a) is a possible implementation of the diagram of
Fig. 6.23 (b). Both integrators inject the sampling charge into the virtual grounds
at the beginning of phase Φ1. The op-amps use the half-clock period defined
by Φ1 to settle the output before the sampling at the beginning of phase Φ2.
The capacitor ratios determine the required gains that are 1

2 and 2 respectively.
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The two input input structures obtains the subtraction of the input and the DAC
feedback by pre-charging the input signal or the output of the first integrator
during Φ2, thus obtaining a non-inverting operation. The signal from the DAC,
on the contrary, determines an inverting integration.

The architecture foresees one clock period delay around the loop that goes
from the output to the second integrator input and two clock period delays for
the other loop. By inspection of the scheme it is easy to verify that the obtained
delays match the architecture.

The scheme of Fig. 6.28 (b), implementing the architecture of Fig. 6.11 (b),
reduces the delay of the loop from the DAC to the input node by one clock
period. The injection of the DAC output into the first integrator gives rise to
a signal that is immediately sampled and injected into the second integrator
by the top SC structure at the input of the second integrator. The second SC
structure is used to inject the DAC signal.

The latches of the ADC are activated by the rising edge of phase Φ2 for leaving
the entire half-period of Φ2 for the digital conversion and the pre-setting of the
ADC that must provide its output during the next Φ1.

A limit of the scheme (caused by the architecture) is that during Φ1 the
two op-amps are one cascaded to the other leading to an overall step response
equal to the convolution of the responses of the two op-amps. The resulting
slowing-down limits the usable clock frequency or requires using more power
to speed-up the circuit operation. By contrast, the feedback factors of the two
integrators are both 1

2 while for the scheme of Fig. 6.28 (a) the feedback factors
equal to 2

3 and 1
3 requires using op-amps with different gain-bandwidth.

6.6.4 Noise Analysis
The noise of any Σ∆ architecture is caused by the switching off of capaci-

tors and the noise of the op-amps. The calculation of the total noise follows an
approach similar to what was previously done for a flip-around S&H. Namely,
since the scheme has two different configuration during both sampling and in-
jection phase, it is necessary to identify all the separate sub-networks formed, to
calculate the noise charges caused by the noise sources of those sub-networks
on the capacitors at the end of the considered phase and to estimate their col-
ored spectra. Then, the successive sampling determines a almost white spectra
produced by the folding into the band base.

The samples of noise charge on capacitors give rise to output voltage con-
tributions because of the transfer functions from the capacitors charge to the
output terminal. For this calculation it is necessary to multiply the noise spectra
by the square of the transfer functions and to integrate the result over the signal
band. The superposition of all the integrals obtains the total noise power.
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Figure 6.29. Circuit diagram of a 1-bit second order Sigma-Delta modulator.

The above described methodology can be used to study the noise of the circuit
in Fig. 6.29. It is a single-ended second order Σ∆ modulator with two delayed
integrators in a feedback loop with gains of 0.5 and 2 respectively. The scheme
includes the on-resistance of the pair of switches that close together and the
input referred noise generators of the op-amps of which we consider only the
white part of the spectrum

v2
n,A1 = γA1

4kT

gm,A1
; v2

n,A2 = γA2
4kT

gm,A2
(6.52)

During Φ2 the input capacitance CU samples the input voltage through Ron

and its thermal noise v2
n,R = 4kTR. As known from Chapter 1 the low pass

filter RonCU colors the noise charge spectrum and the folding give rise to the
sampled noise power kT/CU .

The output of the first integrator charges the input capacitance of the second
stage 2CU through two switches. Since the first OTA, as shown by the noise
equivalent circuit of Fig. 6.30 (a), is in the unity gain configuration (thanks to
the feedback established by the integrating capacitance), then the equivalent
noise model used is the one in the bottom part of the figure. Obviously, gm,A1

is the transconductance gain of A1.
The noise spectrum v2

n,A1 is filtered by the square module of a two pole
network to give rise to colored noise across 2CU given by

HA1,in2 =
vn,Cin2

vn,A1
=

1
1 + s(τ0 + τ02CU/CL + τR) + s2τ0τR

(6.53)

where τ0 = CL/gm and τR = 2CURon.
If 2CU/CL < 1 then the poles of the noise transfer function are controlled

by τ0 and τR with the fT of the op-amp the one at lower frequency. Since the
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effect of the second pole is almost negligible, v2
n,A1 = γA14kT/gm gives rise

to the noise power

Vn,A1,in2 = γA1
kT

CL
(6.54)

If 2CU/CL > 1 the first pole moves to a slightly lower frequency and
improves the noise shaping. However, in practical cases, the benefit is not
larger than 1 dB.

The noise spectrum v2
n,R of the bottom scheme of Fig. 6.30 (a) is filtered by

a transfer function with two poles and one zero

HR,in2 =
1 + sτ0

1 + s(τ0 + τ02CU/CL + τR) + s2τ0τR
(6.55)

If 2CU/CL < 1 the zero almost cancels out the first pole and the time
constant τR = RonCU determines the noise transfer function. The noise power
becomes

Vn,R,in2 =
kT

2CU
(6.56)

If, in contrast, 2CU/CL > 1 the two poles are separated giving rise to a 20
dB/dec roll-off, a flat region and a second 20 dB/dec roll-off as shown by one
of the curves of Fig. 6.31 for fT = 200 MHz, CL = 1 pF , 2CU = 0.5 pF and
Ron = 100 Ω. The figure also shows the single-pole responses of the OTA and
the 2CsRon network. Observe that the effect of the second pole can help a little
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Figure 6.31. Input referred noise transfer functions for second integrator input capacitance.

in obtaining improved noise performances. However, the benefit is, in practical
cases in the 1-2 dB range.

The study of the noise during phase Φ1 follows the same procedure and uses
the equivalent circuit of Fig. 6.30 (b) described by equations

vx =
vout(Ron + 1

sCin
) + vn,R

1
sCf

Ron + 1
sCf

+ 1
sCin

(6.57)

gm(vn,A − vx) = voutsCL + (vout − vx)sCf (6.58)

vCin =
CL(vx − vout)

Cin
(6.59)

where proper input and feedback capacitances must be used for analyzing the
first or the second stage.

Solving equations (6.57), (6.58) and (6.59) yields

vCin =
CL

Cf

−vn,A + (1 + sτ0)vn,R

1 + (τ0/β + τ0Cin/CL + τR)s + τ0τRs2
(6.60)

where τ0 = CL/gm, τR = CinRon and β = Cin/(Cin + Cf ).
Equation (6.60) shows that even during Φ1 a two poles transfer function

filters the op-amp noise generator, while a transfer function with two poles and
one zero shapes the thermal noise generator of the on-resistance.

Therefore, with a single pole the op-amp noise gives rise to γAkT/CL while
the on-resistance causes about kT/Cin. Again, the extra pole and the possible
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zero improves the noise filtering and obtains a lower noise power of, in practical
cases, about 1–2 dB.

The second integrator output, which is sampled by the quantizer at the rising
edge of Φ2, contributes with two noise terms; one because of the noise of the
second op-amp, and the other due to the sampling on the ADC capacitance,
CADC .

The above accurate study is useful to understand the limit of approximate ex-
pressions that can be obtained by inspection of the circuit and, for the modulator
of Fig. 6.29, give rise to the noise terms listed in Table 6.2.

Since the power corresponding to each column is uniformly spread over the
Nyquist interval, then the noise can be described by three white noise generators

v2
n,1 = 2Ts

[
2
kT

CU
+ γA1kT/CL

]

v2
n,2 = 2Ts

[
kT

CU
+ γA1kT/CL + γA2kT/CL

]
(6.61)

v2
n,3 = 2Ts

[
2kT

CADC
+ γA2kT/CL

]

as used in Fig. 6.32 at the input of the two integrators and the quantizer.
The quadratic superposition gives rise to the output spectrum

v2
n,out = v2

n,1|z−2|2 + v2
n,2

∣∣2z−1(1 − z−1)
∣∣2 + v2

n,3

∣∣(1 − z−1)2
∣∣2 (6.62)

Table 6.2 - Noise Power Terms of the Second Order Σ∆ Modulator

Phase Source V 2
n1 V 2

n2 V 3
n1

[V 2] [V 2] [V 2]
Φ2 4kTRon kT/CU kT/(2CU ) kT/CADC

Φ2 γAi4kT/gm – γA1kT/CL γA2kT/CL

Φ1 4kTRon kT/CU kT/(2CU ) –
Φ1 γAi4kT/gm γA1kT/CL γA2kT/CL –
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The different injection points determine different shaping of the spectra.
Since v2

n,1 is not shaped its contribution is only reduced by the used over-
sampling ratio. In contrast, v2

n,2 and v2
n,3 are shaped by a first-order and a

second-order high pass response respectively.

6.6.5 Quantization Error and Dithering
The benefits provided by oversampling and noise shaping enable the use

of a small number of quantization levels. Many Σ∆ designs even use binary
quantization to avoid the trouble of obtaining very linear DACs. However,
the use of a small number of quantization intervals is in direct contrast with
the approximations of Chapter 1, which stated that if the quantization error
was to be modelled as noise, then a large number of quantization intervals was
required. Since this is not properly verified, a study of the possible implications
is required.

Suppose, for example, that the input of a first order 1-bit Σ∆ modulator is a dc
signal. If the input amplitude is ∆n/m with ∆ the quantization interval, n and
m integer numbers and n < m, then the output of the modulator is a pattern
made by n ones that repeats itself every m clock periods. The quantization
error is also a repetitive pattern, like the one shown in Fig. 6.33 corresponding
to Vin = 23/37 and Vref = ± 1. The repetitive pattern produces a spectrum
with tones at fs/m and its multiples. These kinds of spectral lines are often
referred to as idle channel tones or pattern noise.

Different input amplitudes and higher order modulators make the situation
less critical, especially when the input is an irrational fraction of the reference
or, as it normally happens, is a sine wave or a band-limited spectrum. However,

Figure 6.33. Quantization error of a first order Σ∆ with Vin = 23/37 and Vref = ± 1.
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the risk of having tones in the signal band remains even with busy signals,
especially for low order architectures and 1-bit quantization.

The occurrence of tones means that the power of the quantization error is
concentrated at specific frequencies instead of being spread over the Nyquist
interval. The high-pass noise transfer function eventually reduces the ampli-
tude of the tones that fall in the signal band. However, the situation remains
problematic because a large quantization noise power causes big tones that,
despite the attenuation, can be comparable with small sine wave components
of the input.

Although a small sine wave corrupted by noise can be made visible by re-
ducing the bandwidth of the measure filter (as it happens when using a long fft
sequence), in contrast however, the power of tones does not diminish with the
bandwidth of the band-pass filter across it and can often mask the small sine
wave located at the same or at near frequencies.

Tones in the spectrum indicate limit cycles in the state-variable space. In
contrast to this, noise gives rise to a chaotic path in the state-variable space.
Therefore, for favoring noise and removing tones it is necessary to perturb any
possible limit cycles and favor the chaotic behavior. Accordingly, since the
limit cycles are due to correlated behaviors not destroyed by the features of the
input signal, it is necessary to use an auxiliary input capable of breaking the
cycles. The method is named dithering and the auxiliary signal is the dither.

Obviously the dither must be effective against the tones and should not alter
the signal. For this there are two possibilities: the first is to inject a sine wave
or a square wave whose frequency is out of the signal band. The digital filter
used to cancel the out-of-band noise then removes the effect of the dither. The
amplitude of the dither must be as low as possible as its amplitude reduces the
input dynamic range.

The second method utilizes a noise-like signal whose contribution does not
degrade the SNR. A noise source that takes the role of the dither can be the
thermal noise of the electronics. If this is not sufficient then it is necessary to
specifically inject a random signal whose spectrum can be shaped for reducing

Call up

Use multi-bit quantizers or
dithering to destabilize the
tonal behavior of Σ∆ modu-
lators especially when the in-
put may contain a dominant
dc component.

its negative effect in the signal band.
The dither is typically a bipolar

signal ±Vdith with constant ampli-
tude and sign controlled by a pseudo-
random (PN) bit-stream generator.
The schemes of Fig. 6.34 shows two
possible points of injection: the input
of the modulator or before the quan-
tizer. In the former case the transfer
function of the dither is the same as the
input signal, so it is therefore necessary
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Figure 6.34. (a) Injection of dither at the modulator input. (b) Use of input equivalent shaped
dither.

to properly shape the dither spectrum by passing the PN bit-stream through a
(1 − z−1)p filter before generating its ±Vdith analog representation. In the
latter case, the same transfer function that shapes the quantization noise also
modifies the spectrum of dither injected before the quantizer. Therefore, since
with a PN gaussian distribution the power of the dither is V 2

dith/12, it is just
necessary to use a dither amplitude such that Vdith < ∆.

6.6.6 Single-bit and Multi-bit
Until now we have not considered in much detail the advantages and the

disadvantages of using single-bit or multi-bit quantizers. It was only outlined
that 1-bit conversion intrinsically ensures a linear response and that the multi-
bit approach results in an obvious improvement of the resolution. This section
provides some design considerations for suitably choosing the number of quan-
tization levels.

Obtaining high SNR with a 1-bit Σ∆ entails the use of high order modulators
with consequent difficulties in the design of a stable architecture or using high
oversampling ratios. Since the bandwidth of the op-amps (or OTAs) must be
obviously higher than the clock frequency, then the technology speed constrains,
or a limited power budget make the high SNR 1-bit solutions normally suitable
for audio-bands or for instrumentation applications.

The usable reference voltages of 1-bit modulators, for the reason that the
op-amp output swings are fairly large, is a small fraction of the supply volt-
age. Assume that the output dynamic-range of the op-amp is αVDD and that a
−6 dBFS sine wave gives rise to a ±βswingVref maximum swing at the first
integrator. The reference voltage that is at the limit of op-amp saturation is

|Vref | <
αVDD

2βswing
(6.63)
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For low supply voltages α can be 0.7 and βswing about 2, obtaining Vref =
± 0.175/VDD. If the supply voltage is 1.8 V then the reference voltage can
be as low as ± 0.3V which is problematic because of the constrains on the
kT/C noise and the op-amp thermal noise (γkT/CL, especially critical for the
first stage). Therefore, using 1-bit quantization is normally convenient only for
medium-high supply voltages.

The slew-rate of the op-amp must ensure, together with the gain-bandwidth
product, an accurate settling of the integrators. The input of the first integrator
is the difference between the analog input and the DAC output whose value, as
is known, follows the input with a closeness that depends on the DAC resolu-
tion and the bandwidth of the input. Since it is reasonable to assume that the
maximum difference is about 2∆, then for 1-bit quantization (∆ = VRef ) the
maximum amplitude of the first integrator input becomes 2VRef (value corre-
sponding to the previously performed simulations). The slew rate that brings
the output voltage close to the final value by the overdrive of the input stage
(value at which the op-amp starts its exponential settling) in a fraction γ of the
injection period Ts/2 is therefore

SR =
2G(VRef − Vov)

γTs/2
. (6.64)

where G is the gain of the integrator.
The corresponding op-amp output current, including the one required by the

capacitive load CL, becomes

Iout =
2VRef (Cin + CL)

γTs/2
. (6.65)

If the clock frequency is 20 MHz and Vref = 1 V , the required slew-rate is
400 V/µs with γ = 0.1; Iout is 0.8 mA with (Cin + CL) = 2 pF . Since the
use of multi-bit reduces the integrator input by approximately the number of
quantization levels the above figures would diminish by the same factor.

The use of multi-level quantization improves the equivalent number of bits
but consumes additional power for the ADC. However, for a second order mod-
ulator increasing the resolution by 2.5-bit requires a doubling of the clock
frequency; therefore, the optimum use of the power depends on the trade-off
between increased speed of the op-amps or more comparators in the quantizer.
As a rule of thumb assume that the power of a comparator is approximately
1/20 the power of an OTA operated at the same clock frequency.

Also notice that addition more comparators means increased complexity,
multi-bit digital processing in the first stage of the decimation filter and extra
digital logic for the digital calibration or matching of elements. The use of all the
above considerations leads to multi-bit Σ∆ modulators with 3-15 comparators.
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Figure 6.35. (a) Integration of the input minus the DAC signal. (b) Logic network generating
the phases for the DAC control.

Even the multi-bit analog section is more complicated than the single bit
counterpart. The multi-bit DAC can use one of the various architectures stud-
ied before but normally the capacitive MDAC is the preferred scheme. Further-
more, normally the subtraction and the DAC functions are obtained by the same
capacitive array working as an MDAC as shown in Fig. 6.35 for 2-bit. The input
capacitance C1 is divided into 4 equal elements, pre-charged to the input signal
during phase Φ1 and, during phase Φ2, under the control of the thermometric
codes t1, · · · , t4, connected to +Vref or −Vref .

The sharing of the same array for the input injection and the DAC function
(also used for a single-bit architecture) is positive because the feedback factor
of the OTA is half the value than using separate capacitances. However, the
charge that the reference voltage generator is required to deliver is a non-linear
function of the input signal. If the control of the DAC is k(n) � Vin(n−1)/∆,
k(n) capacitances already charged to Vin(n) are connected to the reference
voltage. Therefore

QRef (n) = k(n) [VRef − Vin(n)] (6.66)

that, using the expression of k(n), gives a quadratic term in Vin. Therefore,
the output resistance of the reference generator must be very small for avoiding
significant distortion in the DAC response.
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PROBLEMS

6.1 Estimate the increase of the effective number of bits for an 8-bit
ADC that uses oversampling ratios equal to 2k with k = 4 · · · 12

6.2 Use in the feedback loop of a first order Σ∆ modulator a block with
transfer function 1.2z−2/(1− 0.95z−1). Determine the power of
the quantization noise in the signal band fB << fs.

6.3 Repeat Example 6.1 but use triangular and square wave input
waveforms. Plot the spectrum of the input signal and the spectrum
of the modulator output. Are the results satisfactory?

6.4 Simulate a first order modulator with a 1-bit quantizer and different
dc input amplitudes. Accumulate the output bit stream for 212

clock periods and interpret the obtained results.

6.5 Repeat the previous problem with a non-ideal 8-level quantizer.
Use a random (fixed) error with 5% σ and plot the accumulated
output values as a function of the dc input amplitude.

6.6 Use a behavioral model to simulate the second order modulator
of Fig. 6.11 (b). Observe the signals at the output of the two
integrators and determine the peak value as a function of the input
amplitude and a 1, 2, 3-bit quantizer.

6.7 Use the behavioral model of a second order modulator with a 1-
bit quantizer to determine the output bit-stream for different input
amplitudes. Use, for example, an input of 3/12 of the full scale or
other fractional values. Identify any possible cycles by studying
the response in the time domain or in the frequency domain.

6.8 Use the scheme of the previous example to study the effect of
random noise added to the dc input signal. Use one of the cases
that show tones in the output spectrum.

6.9 Estimate the equivalent number of bits of a low-pass fifth-order
modulator that uses a 3-comparator quantizer and OSR = 20. In
order or ensure stability the NTF has three poles at z = 0.8 and at
the conjugate positions z = 0.6± j 0.7.
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6.10 Repeat Example 6.2 but use a soft saturation modeled by cascading
the integrator with the function atan(x) where x is the ratio be-
tween the input signal and a saturation level. Compare the results
with an equivalent case that uses hard saturation.

6.11 Use the simulation setup of the Example 6.2 to determine the
histograms of the output of the two integrators with and without
soft saturation. Determine the histogram of the quantization noise.

6.12 The dynamic range of the integrators used in the second order
sigma-delta modulator of Fig. 6.11 (b) is ±0.5Vref and the input
range is ± 0.5Vref . The ADC uses 5 comparators. Scale the
design and determine the value of the comparator thresholds.

6.13 Use the feed-forward method to reduce the swing of the second in-
tegrator of the scheme of Fig. 6.25. The ADC uses three compara-
tors and by sharing the charge of capacitances realizes a possible
subtraction. Draft a circuit implementation using the switched-
capacitor method.

6.14 Study the effect of the input offset on a second order modulator
with hard saturation in the integrator response. Consider sepa-
rately the effect of the offset on the first, second integrator, and
quantizer.

6.15 Repeat Example 6.5 but assume different gain in the two op-amps.
Plot the SNR loss as function of the two gains ranging from 30 to
60dB. The OSR is 64.

6.16 Repeat Example 6.6 using the sigma-delta scheme with no delay
in the first integrator. Modify the scheme so that the first integrator
output is scaled by a factor of 3. Compare the results with the ones
of the example.
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Chapter 7

HIGH-ORDER, CT
Σ∆ CONVERTERS

AND Σ∆ DAC
After studying the basic principles of the oversampling and low
order sigma-delta architectures this chapter analyzes high-order
modulators employing either single bit or multi-bit quantizers.
In addition to single stage architectures we shall study cascaded
solutions normally named as MASH. Then we shall consider the
continuous-time counterpart of the already studied sampled-data
Σ∆ modulators before discussing band-pass implementations
and, briefly Σ∆ DAC.
Even if the digital filter is an essential parts of the architecture we
shall consider it as a black box without entering into its design
details.

7.1 SNR ENHANCEMENT
In the previous Chapter we learnt that using many quantization levels aug-

ments the SNR of a sigma delta modulator. However, the internal DAC can have
a limited number of unity elements because the techniques used to improve the
linearity becomes too expensive or ineffective with many DAC levels. This ob-
servation is the basis of SNR enhancement techniques described in this section,
usable with any kind of Σ∆ modulator.
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The SNR enhancement methods exploit the fact that the linearity of a Σ∆
modulator does not depend on the precision of the ADC but on the linearity
of the DAC. Therefore, the goal is to obtain a good SNR by using many levels
in the ADC, but to reduce the DAC resolution to just 2-levels (or to the small
number that the digital matching techniques can properly handle).

Consider the scheme of Fig. 7.1 (a) that conceptually uses an n-bit ADC
and an m-bit DAC. Actually, the reduction of resolution from n to m is simply
obtained by truncating the longer digital word and discarding the n-m LSB. A
suitable processing of the full word and its truncated version give rise to the
digital output. The linear model, given in Fig. 7.1 (b), uses two quantization
errors, εQ,n and εQ,m, for the n-bit and m-bit quantization. The equations
describing the circuit are

Y1 = X · STF + εQ,m · NTF (7.1)

Y2 = Y1 − εQ,m + εQ,n (7.2)

that, eliminating εQ,m, yields

Y2 · NTF + Y1(1 − NTF ) = X · STF + εQ,n · NTF. (7.3)

showing that a proper combination of Y1 and Y2 obtains the signal plus the noise
shaping of the error εQ,n rather than εQ,m. Therefore, the SNR corresponds to
an n-bit quantization although the DAC only uses 2m levels.

The method relies on a well predicted NTF as determined by the analog
circuit. Possible mismatches between the actual transfer function, say NTF’,
and the presumed ideal expression NTF used in (7.3) gives rise to a residual
fraction (NTF-NTF’) of εQ,m affecting the output. Since this error must be kept
lower than NTF · εQ,m, it is necessary to ensure that the matching between the
ideal and the real NTF is better than 2−(n−m).
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Figure 7.1. (a) Conceptual block diagram for the SNR enhancement. (b) Linear model.
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Rather than just using truncation it is possible to reduce the number of bits
from n to m using more sophisticated approaches. Fig. 7.2 shows a possible
technique applied to a second order modulator. The scheme uses of a digital
sigma-delta between ADC and DAC. The output of the digital Σ∆ whose input
is the main output Y results

Y1 = Y + εT (1 + z−1)p (7.4)

where εT is the quantization error of the truncation from n to m bits.
Since Y = P + εQ,n, the signal feed back at the input of the sigma delta is

Y1 = P + εQ,n + εQ,m(1 + z−1)p (7.5)

which is the quantization noise of an n-bit modulator that is then shaped by the
NTF plus the extra noise term εQ,m(1 + z−1)p whose effect on the output is
modified by the STF. The output of the modulator becomes

Y2 = X · STF + εQ,n · NTF + εQ,m · STF · (1 + z−1)p. (7.6)

Notice that the contribution given by εQ,m is negligible if p is higher than the
order of the modulator. Moreover, the solution avoids the processing required
by equation (7.3) whose main disadvantage is to increase the word-length of
the digital output and, consequently, to increase the complexity of the digital
filter used for the noise rejection before the decimation.

A possible improvement, also shown in Fig. 7.2, includes a second digital
input to the secondary DAC. It is equal to the truncation error multiplied by
a suitable function that makes the effect of the secondary input equal to the
contribution of the shaped truncation error passed through the first integrator.
Therefore, the extra injection cancels out the noise caused by truncation pro-
vided that the actual transfer function of the first integrator equals 1/(1− z−1).
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7.2 HIGH ORDER NOISE SHAPING
The benefit of a second order modulator can be enhanced by using many

integrators in the feedback loop thus giving rise to high-order architectures. The
shaping of the quantization noise becomes more and more effective granting
many additional bits for every doubling of the sampling frequency. However, the
perspective benefit is contrasted by the difficulty in designing a stable modulator
with many integrators around the loop. Often, the configurations that ensure
stability bring about an extra denominator in the signal and the noise transfer
function. Therefore, an L-th order structure may actually obtain

STF (z) =
N(z)
D(z)

; NTF (z) =
(1 − z−1)L

D(z)
. (7.7)

We will see that only few architectures guarantee stability with D(z) = 1,
nevertheless, for those cases the noise transfer function is just (1 − z−1)L.
Therefore, after calculations similar to what was done before, it results

V 2
n = V 2

n,Q

π2L

2L + 1

[
fB

fs/2

]2L+1

= V 2
n,Q

π2L

2L + 1
· OSR−(2L+1) (7.8)

Figure 7.3. SNR versus the oversampling ratio for different order modulators with 1-bit quan-
tization.
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yielding

SNRΣ∆,L =
12
8

k2 · 2L + 1
π2L

· OSR2L+1 (7.9)

which, in dB, is

SNRΣ∆,L =
[
1.78 + 6.02n′]+

−10log
π2L

2L + 1
+ 3.01(2L + 1) · log2(OSR). (7.10)

Fig. 7.3 plots the result of equation 7.10 for a 1-bit modulator of order
ranging from 1 to 8. Observe that the oversampling benefit is excellent for high
orders. For example, a sixth order modulator achieves SNR = 100 dB with just
OSR = 16. However, the result does not account for D(z) whose zeros must
be placed inside the unity circle to ensure stability; moreover, the zeros are
typically at frequencies pretty close to the signal band. The estimation of D(z)
in the signal band gives rise to a small number that reduces the shaping benefit.
The next example provides a calculation for a possible case without and with
denumerator.

Example 7.1

The signal and the noise transfer function of a high order sigma-delta
modulator have two poles that are located at fp1= – 4fB and fp2

= – 8fB in the frequency domain. The numerator N(z) results in an
STF that is flat (with gain 1) until 2fB and past that frequency the
denominator D(z) controls the response. Determine the effect of D(z)
on the NTF at z = 1. The OSR is 64.

Solution

Since the frequency fB is fs/128=1/(128 ·Ts), the two poles are at
fp1 = – 1/(32 ·Ts) and fp2 = −1/(16 · Ts). The s → z mapping
determines the position of the two poles on the z-plane

zp1 = e−π/16 = 0.822, zp2 = e−π/8 = 0.675. (7.11)

The obtained denominator is D(z)=(1-0.822z−1)(1-0.675z−1). For
z=1 it results D(1)=0.05785 whose inverse is 17.28 corresponding to
a loss of 24.8 dB.
The effect of the denominator causes at low frequency an upward shift
of the noise transfer function. Possibly, the loss diminishes at high
frequency as can be observed in Fig. 7.4 where the loss is 3 dB less
at 0.1 fs. This does not help because the shift up is at its maximum
just in the band of interest.
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Figure 7.4. Noise transfer function and its numerator contribution.

7.2.1 Single Stage Architectures
The use of many integrators in a Σ∆ architecture obviously obtains high-

order noise transfer functions but, at the same time, poses special challenges for
designing a stable architecture. Even the well known stability criteria studied in
detail in linear feedback networks, are not definite conditions for Σ∆ modula-
tors. It may happen that a stable linear architecture becomes unstable when the
quantizer is inserted into the loop, especially if it uses a small number of bits.
The reason for this is that the error caused by the non-linearity associated with
quantization can trigger instability making it necessary to use more stringent
conditions than the ones required by its linear counterpart (i.e. with ∆ = 0).

Before going into more detail of the stability analysis let us first consider the
class of architectures that is most commonly used when obtaining high order
noise shaping. Fig. 7.5 (a) is the generic scheme of that class featuring single or
multi-feedback branches, and no feed-forward. The main feedback ensures that
the quantized output tracks the input. Other feedbacks can be used to adjust the
signal transfer function and control the stability. The architecture of Fig. 7.5 (a)
can be transformed into the linear model of Fig. 7.5 (b) by moving the internal
feedbacks to the input thus giving rise to a single feedback embracing the entire
quantizer. The signal and the noise transfer functions are

STF =
H(z)

1 + H(z)
; NTF =

1
1 + H(z)

(7.12)
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Figure 7.5. (a) Conceptual diagram of a high order modulator. (b) Solution with a single
feedback.

where the STF should be flat with a gain of 0 dB in the signal band and the NTF
generating multiple zeros in the signal band.

Assume that H(z) is given by

H(z) =
P (z)
Q(z)

(7.13)

The STF and the NTF become

STF =
P (z)

P (z) + Q(z)
; NTF =

Q(z)
P (z) + Q(z)

. (7.14)

The circuit implementations of the single feedback scheme start from a filter
topology (either continuous-time or sampled data) which can then be modified
to allow for suitable placement of the ADC and for implementing the feedback
paths with one or more DACs. Among the many possible filter schemes the
ones frequently used for Σ∆ are the chain of integrators with weighted feed-
back summation, and the chain of integrators with distributed feedback. These
solutions will be studied shortly after the following general study of stability.

7.2.2 Stability Analysis
The study of stability determines the constrains for the modulator parameters

and, also, the minimum number of quantization bits that can be used. Since the
most critical situation occurs when using binary quantization, then this study is
done for that case. The result can then be extended to multilevel quantizations.
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The use of the noise model is an approximation that transforms the scheme
of Fig. 7.6 (a) into the one of Fig. 7.6 (b). The limit of the approximation is
evident if an amplifier is added in front of the comparator as shown in Fig. 7.6
(c). Since the ADC uses only one comparator for detecting the zero crossing,
then a gain k does not change the result. In contrast, the block k modifies the
linear model of Fig. 7.6 (d) and, consequently, its transfer functions. As know
from stability theory if the loop gain, including k, is not adequate the system
can be unstable.

The conventional root locus technique determines the value of k at which
the linear model becomes unstable. This limit of instability, k̃, occurs when
the poles of the signal transfer function go outside the unity circle. Therefore,
if the "gain" of the quantizer is more than the limiting gain k̃, the unbounded
nodes of the modulator can experience large and uncontrolled transients. It may
happens that the output of the quantizer sticks to one binary level permanently
of for many clock periods or gives rise to low frequency oscillations with an
alternation of long strings of 1’s and 0’s that cause low frequency tones likely
to be located in the signal band.

The key point is to find a meaningful definition of the quantizer gain. Since
only two levels represent the quantization output, it can be assumed that if
the absolute input amplitude is smaller than Vref the quantizer "amplifies" the
input, and if the absolute input amplitude is larger than Vref then the quantizer
"attenuates" the input. This view can be quantified with an accurate statistical
study that obtains the value of the quantizer gain as the level that minimizes
the variance of a suitable function of input and output. The theory behind this
quantitative definition is not studied here as, for the present scope, an intuitive
view is sufficient.
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a)
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b) d)

Figure 7.6. (a) Single-bit quantizer and (b) its linear model. (c) Modification of the single-bit
quantizer by adding a fictitious gain and (d) its linear model.
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Observe that since the output of a bipolar quantizer is its input Vx plus the
noise N, then the gain k is a loose measure of the ratio (Vx + N)/Vx, very
large for Vx close to zero. Assuming that for ensuring stability the mean square
average of Vx is within the ±Vref limits, then the expected average value of
k is more than 1. Therefore, the filter used to obtain the modulator by adding
a quantizer must include a fictitious loop gain k > 1 in the stability analysis.
After defining the filter that gives rise to a stable high-order modulator it is
worth verifying with time-domain simulations that that parameters ensure a
stability region that is large enough to accommodate the alterations caused, in
the worst case, by non-ideal behavior of the active and passive element used in
the architecture.

It is also necessary to study the stability of multi-level quantizers for two
reasons. The first is that the DAC clipping can give rise, in addition to an SNR
reduction, to non-linear terms that may trigger unstable conditions. The second
is that a finite number of quantization levels gives rise to a fictitious gain similar
to the 2-level case. The estimation of this "gain" is again the basis of the study.

The minimum dynamic range of the quantizer, which in turn determines the
required number of quantization levels for a given quantization step and maxi-
mum input amplitude, is normally determined by behavioral simulations. A first
simulation with an ideal quantizer and full-scale input determines the number

Warning!

The study of the stability of
a high-order modulator must
be followed by extensive time-
domain simulations with differ-
ent amplitudes and frequen-
cies of the sine wave input.

of levels Nmax required. The result
typically exceeds 2N = VRef/∆ and
in some cases by a good fraction of 2N .
The extra quantization levels are what
at the best ensures stability and full-
scale operation. However, the number
of levels can be reduced at the expenses
of some SNR worsening. Indeed, a
clipping in the quantizer enable reduc-
ing the number of levels until the sim-
ulation shows the stability limit.

7.2.3 Weighted Feedback Summation
The scheme of Fig. 7.7 is a chain of sampled-data integrators with or without

delay whose outputs are weighted and summed up to obtain the input of the
quantizer generating the feedback signal Y. Observe that since it is necessary
to have at least one delay around every loop then k1 > 0. The transfer function
of the p-th order architecture, Hp(z), is

Hp(z) =
z−k1

1 − z−1
a1 +

z−(k1+k2)

(1 − z−1)2
a2 + · · · + z−

∑p
1 ki

(1 − z−1)p
ap (7.15)

which used in (7.12) gives rise to the signal and noise transfer function.
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Figure 7.7. Modulator that uses a chain of integrators with weighted feedback summation.

Observe that the architecture provides a number of degrees of freedom which
are normally used by the designer to realize the desired transfer functions, ensure
stability and to optimize the dynamic range of the integrators. Representing
H(z) again as

Hp(z) =
P (z)

(1 − z−1)p
(7.16)

and P (z) as

P (z) = α1z
−1 + α2z

−2 + · · · + αpz
−p =

p∑

1

αiz
−i (7.17)

it results

STF =
∑p

1 αiz
−i

∑p
1 αiz−i + (1 − z−1)p

NTF =
(1 − z−1)p

∑p
1 αiz−i + (1 − z−1)p

. (7.18)

Recall that the zeros of the polynomial

D(z) =
p∑

1

αiz
−i +(1− z−1)p = 1+β1z

−1 +β2z
−2 + · · ·+βpz

−r (7.19)

determine the poles of the STF and NTF. Moreover, the stability requires that
the poles be inside the unity circle, therefore

D(z) =
r∏

1

(1 − zi z
−1) |zi| < 1. (7.20)
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Assuming that D(z) almost equals D(1) in the signal band, it results

NTF =
NTFid∏r
1(1 − zi)

=
NTFid

Kp
. (7.21)

The poles required to ensure stability give rise to a pole gain factor Kp < 1.
The effect is a reduction of the SNR with respect to the expected value granted
by an ideal (1 − z−1)p NTF

SNR|dB = SNRideal|dB − 20log10Kp. (7.22)

Example 7.2

Use Simulink to study a third order modulator with weighted feed-
back summation. Determine the weights to be used in the architec-
ture whose integrators are all delayed and estimate the number of
comparators and ADC dynamic range necessary to ensure proper
operation of the circuit.

Solution

The use of equation (7.15) determines the expression of P(z) that,
used in (7.19), yields the denominator of the signal and noise transfer
functions

1 + (a1 − 3)z−1 + (a2 − 2a1 + 3)z−2 + (a1 − a2 + a3 − 1)z−3

which becomes equal to 1 for a1 = 3, a2 = 3 and a3 = 1.
The use of the files Ex7 2 and Ex7 2Launch provide the basis for the
study of the example. A single comparator and 2-level DAC gives rise
to instability as can be verified by setting the flag MultiBit to zero. In
contrast, the use of a multi-level quantizer without any clipping of the
quantized output (that possibly exceeds the dynamic range) obtains
the expected noise shaping that leads to an increasing value of the
SNR as the quantization step ∆ diminishes.
Observe that the number of comparators to be used should be larger
than the amount necessary to cover the ±Vref range as the swing
at the output of the last integrator can be higher than the ±Vref

interval. In order to avoid saturation it is therefore necessary to use
extra comparators in the ADC and extra levels in the DAC. If, for
example, the ADC uses quantization levels separated by ∆ = 0.25V,
then the swing at the input of the quantizer is around the ±1.5 Vref

interval when using a – 3 dBFS input sine wave. Accordingly, the
output of the DAC uses 12 levels as shown in Fig. 7.8: 8 levels are
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Figure 7.8. Output voltage of the DAC for a −3dBFS input singe wave and ± 1Vref .

for the ±1 range while two extra levels are used above and below the
dynamic range limits.
It can be verified that if ∆ = 0.5 V the SNR with OSR = 64 decreases
from about 120 dB by 6 dB but the required number of levels diminishes
to only 10 as the dynamic range at the input of the quantizer becomes
a little more than ±2 Vref .
A clipping of the quantized output can lead to instability: for instance
with ∆ = 0.25 V it is necessary to use at least 10 quantized level to
ensure proper circuit operation as a smaller number of levels causes
an unbounded increase of the outputs of the ideal integrators.

7.2.4 Modulator with Local Feedback
If the zeros of the NTF are all at z = 1 then the noise attenuation is very

good at low frequency giving rise to an optimum noise shaping for large OSRs.
However, relatively large signal bands do not require a strong localized noise
reduction but necessitate a low noise level over the entire band as it is the
integral of the spectrum over the signal band that matters, and not the value in a
restricted frequency interval. Moreover, since for high order modulators whose
zeros are all at z = 1 the spectrum increases with f2L, and so the noise power
is dominated by the region near the edge of the signal band, fB .

The use of complex conjugate zeros on the z-circle obtains low noise around
the zeros at the expense of a less effective shaping at z = 1. Therefore, for
a given SNR a suitable shift of a pair of zeros from z = 1 to complementary
positions of the unity circle can increase the usable frequency range. Fig. 7.9
(a) compares the NTF of a third order modulator that has all its zeros at z = 1
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Figure 7.9. (a) NTF of a modulator with three zeros at z = 1 and NTF of a modulator with one
zero at z = 1 plus two conjugate zeros. (b) Normalized power voltage versus the signal band.

with the NTF of the same modulator with one zero at z = 1 and the two other
zeros moved to complex conjugate positions corresponding ± j 0.022 fN . If
the oversampling ratio is 50 (fB = 0.02fN ) the noise power of the first case
is higher than when using complex conjugate zeros as that case would enable
a bandwidth fB = 0.026 fN with an equal SNR. The result is verified by the
curves of Fig. 7.9 (b) that give the square integral of the NTFs. At low frequency
the multiple zeros at z = 1 give rise to an excellent noise shaping, but for a
band around 0.02 fN the solution with complex zeros becomes more effective.
The zeros cause a flat that extends the usable band for medium-high SNR.

The use of local feedback obtains complex conjugate zeros as is achieved by
the fifth-order modulator of Fig. 7.10 that uses negative feedback around the
pairs of integrators 2–3 and 4–5 with gains equal to g1 and g2 respectively. The
transfer function of the loop around the first pair of integrators is

[X1(z) − g1Y1(z)]
z−1

(1 − z−1)2
= Y1(z) (7.23)

that yields
Y1

X1
=

z−1

1 − (2 − g1)z−1 + z−2
. (7.24)

A similar result holds for the second resonator loop for which we can write
similar equations to determine the z response.

The poles established by equation (7.24), or similarly for the second res-
onator, are on the unity circle at the angular frequencies

ω1p = ± 1
Ts

arccos
(
1 − g1

2

)
�

√
g1

Ts
(7.25)
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Figure 7.10. Modulator which uses local feedback to obtain complex conjugate zeros.

where the equation holds for g1 << 1. Accordingly, the local feedback gains
g1 or g2 control the position of poles.

Since the poles of the loop filter become zeros of the NTF, the gains of the
local feedback actually determine the shift of zeros. Therefore, in order to place
the zeros in a region around the signal band limit, it is necessary to use gains
gi � 1/OSR.

7.2.5 Chain of Integrators with Distributed Feedback
A high-order architecture with multiple feedbacks is a generalization of the

already studied second-order modulators that uses two feedbacks from the dig-
ital output to the inputs of the integrator used.

The scheme shown in Fig. 7.11 uses the cascade of a number of delayed
integrators whose inputs are the previous integrator output minus an amplified
(or attenuated) version of the quantized output.

The input P of the quantizer becomes

P =
Xz−p

(1 − z−1)p
− Y

p∑

1

ap−i+1
z−i

(1 − z−1)i
. (7.26)

The equation describing the modulator is

Y = P + εQ. (7.27)

Solving equations (7.26) and (7.27) leads to an NTF with p zeros at z = 1.
Possible poles of the NTF and STF are generated by the polynomial
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Figure 7.11. Chain of integrators with distributed feedback.

D(z) = (1 − z−1)p +
p∑

1

ap−i+1z
−i(1 − z−1)p−i. (7.28)

A suitable set of coefficients ai can move the poles to z = 0 giving D(z) = 1
and, therefore, giving rise to a STF equal to z−p, and a p-th order high-pass
noise shaping, (1 − z−1)p.

Observe that the input of the generic integrator is always given by the sub-
traction of two terms

Vin,i = Vout,i−1 − aiVout (7.29)

where Vout is the analog conversion of Y , limited within the±Vref range. Since
at low frequency the input of an integrator must be very small (and zero at dc),
Vout,i−1 is very close to aiVout. Therefore, the maximum amplitude of the (i-1)-
th integrator output is, neglecting the noise contribution, ai times the reference.
Although this value can often be too high (as the feedback factors can be larger
than 1), it is possible to adjust the dynamic range of the integrators by using
scaling. As already studied an attenuation of the integrator gain followed by a
matched amplification does not change the signal and noise transfer functions
but optimizes the op-amp dynamic range.

The best procedure for scaling any design is to run simulations using the
maximum input amplitude at a number of different frequencies thus determining
the produced voltage swing of the internal nodes as a function of frequency.
Knowing these maximum and minimum swings enables the optimum choice of
the scaling factors whose values, as known, must set the op-amps swing below
the saturation limits and obtain a minimum level with very low input amplitudes
that is large with respect to the thermal noise.

7.2.6 Cascaded Σ∆ Modulator
The previous study outlined that stability of architectures whose order is

higher than 2 is problematic especially for 1-bit or, more in general, when
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number of quantization intervals is small. Moreover, the stability requires the
use of poles in the NTF which reduce the shaping effectiveness. The alternative
solution to these high-order architectures is the cascade of low order modulators
that obtain, as we will see shortly, high-order noise shaping without incurring
in stability troubles.

The basic idea of a cascade architecture (also named MASH, multi-stage
noise shaping) is similar to the one used in a pipeline scheme where every
stage, in addition to the digital result, generates the residual to be processed by
a subsequent stage. The MASH does the same with a Σ∆ modulator in the cells
that, further to the digital output, provide the quantization noise as the input
to the following stage, as shown in Fig. 7.12. The combination of the digital
results is not as simple as the one used in a conventional pipeline, but is made
more complex to facilitate the canceling of quantization error contributions.

Assume that the two stages of the scheme of Fig. 7.12 uses Σ∆ orders p1

and p2 (NTF1 = (1−z−1)p1 and NTF2 = (1−z−1)p2); moreover, the STF’s
equal to z−r1 , z−r2 respectively. Therefore

Y1 = X · STF1 + εQ1NTF1 = Xz−r1 + εQ1(1 − z−1)p1 (7.30)

Y2 = εQ1STF2 + εQ2NTF2 = εQ1z
−r2 + εQ2(1 − z−1)p2 (7.31)

which enables the cancellation of εQ1 by using the following processing in the
digital domain

Yout = Y1STF2 − Y2NTF1 (7.32)

and, using the given signal and noise transfer functions, becomes

Yout = Y1z
−r2 −Y2(1− z−1)p1 = Xz−(r1+r2) − εQ2(1− z−1)p1+p2 . (7.33)

The result shows that the STF is just a delay, while the noise is the quantization
error of the second modulator, εQ2, shaped by an NTF of order (p1 + p2).

The result does not depend on εQ1 because its effect is cancelled out by the
digital processing provided that the NTF of the first modulator exactly matches
the multiplying term (1 − z−1)p1 used in (7.33). However, possible op-amp

SD-1
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SD-2
Order p2

e1

X

Signal
Processing

e2

Y

Order
p1+p2

Y1

Y2

Figure 7.12. Multi-stage noise-shaping architecture.
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non-idealities and component mismatches can make the actual NTF different
from the ideal expected function, causing an incomplete cancellation of εQ1.
The residual noise is

εn,out = (NTFreal − NTFideal)εQ1. (7.34)

Assume that Σ∆1 is a first order scheme and that non-idealities move the
zero of the noise transfer function from z = 1 to 1 − δI . The NTF becomes
[1 − (1 − δI)z−1] yielding a residual noise

εn,out,1 = δIz
−1εQ1. (7.35)

The spectrum is white and only reduced by the oversamping ratio. Therefore,
the SNR does not get worse if the in-band power of εQ1 attenuated by δ2

I is lower
than the one of εQ2 shaped by a (p1 + p2) order. If the number of bits of Σ∆1

and Σ∆2 are equal the spectra of the quantization noise are also equal, therefore

δ2
I

OSR
<

π2L

(2L + 1)
1

OSR2L+1
; L = p1 + p2. (7.36)

Since a finite op-amp gain causes a pole shift δI equal to 1/A0, equation
(7.36) becomes a necessary condition for the required op-amp gain.

Consider now the use of a second order sigma delta in the first cell of the
MASH and that the op-amp limits cause an equal shift by δI of the integrator
poles. Since the actual NTF becomes [1 − (1 − δI)z−1]2 the effect of εQ1 is
not totally cancelled but is just attenuated by

(1 − z−1)2 − [1 − (1 − δI)z−1]2

= δ2
Iz

−2 + 2δIz
−1(1 − z−1) (7.37)

made by two terms: one with amplitude δ2
I (the square of the first order coun-

terpart) and the other equal to 2δI passed through a first order shaping function.
Since this value of attenuation is significantly lower than its first order coun-
terpart, it is advisable to use a second-order modulator (which is the maximum
order that does not create stability problems) in the first cell of the MASH.

The inaccuracy of the generated quantization error is another possible draw-
back. Since εQ1 is the analog difference between the input of ADC1 and its
DAC conversion, then both DAC and subtractor can give rise to inaccuracies.
We don’t consider the non-linearity of the DAC as its errors can be corrected
by digital techniques; we only account for the gain errors of the DAC, δD, and
the gain error of subtractor, δS , leading to an incorrect quantization error, ε′Q,1,
given by

ε′Q,1 = [(1 + δD)Y1 − P1] (1 − δS) (7.38)
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which, after simple mathematics, and neglecting δDδS , becomes

ε′Q,1 = εQ,1 + εQ,1δS + Y1δD(1 + δS). (7.39)

The use of ε′Q,1 in (7.31) and (7.32) gives rise to additional contributions
in the output error. εQ,1 is the term cancelled out. The multiplication by
NTF of the first Σ∆ shapes εQ,1δS ; moreover, remembering the relationship
Y1 = X · STF1 + εQ,1 · NTF1, the last term of (7.39) produces XδD shaped
by NTF1 and εQ,1δD shaped by the square of NTF1. Therefore, disregarding
the delay caused by the STF as it is not relevant for this analysis, the gain error
of the DAC and subtractor gives rise to

εout � X(δD · NTF1) + εQ,1(δS · NTF1 + δD · NTF 2
1 ) (7.40)

showing that the gain error of the subtractor δS is more critical than the gain
error of the DAC. Moreover, since the NTF of the first modulator shapes the
errors, it is again a convenient choice for the first cell of a second order type.

The MASH architecture can be expanded to the cascade of many stages. A
suitable digital processing enables canceling the quantization noise of all but the
one of the last stage giving rise to an output noise equal to the spectrum of the last
quantization noise shaped by an order equal to the addition of all the orders. The
result is significant; however, as studied above, either the mismatch between
the analog NTF and its digital estimation or the DAC gain error in generating
the quantization errors restrict this benefit. Therefore, because of practical
limitations, three is the maximum number of stages that can be profitably used
in a MASH architecture.

The order of the used modulators specifies the type of MASH architecture.
Thus, for example, we can have a 1-1-1 MASH for the cascade of three first
order modulators, a 2-2-2 MASH for two second order followed by a first order
modulator and very rarely the cascade of four modulators. A trade-off between

Warning

The cascade of Σ∆ mod-
ulators relies on the ex-
act knowledge of the noise
transfer function and the ex-
act generation of the quanti-
zation error to be cancelled.
Errors disputing the assump-
tions can greatly reduce the
achievable SNR!

shaping benefit and digital filter com-
plexity gives a typical total order be-
tween 3 and 6.

The analysis of a three stages MASH
follows a methodology similar to the
one developed for the two stages
scheme. We perform the study by us-
ing the architecture of Fig. 7.13 out-
lining the block diagram of a 2–1–1
MASH. The second order modulator
uses a first integrator without delay and
a second one with delay; analog sub-
tracters obtain the quantization errors.
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Figure 7.13. Schematic diagram of a 2-1-1 MASH Σ∆ modulator.

The three outputs are

Y1 = Xz−1 + εQ,1(1 − z−1)2

Y2 = ε1z
−1 + εQ,2(1 − z−1) (7.41)

Y3 = ε2z
−1 + εQ,3(1 − z−1)

which requires the following signal processing to cancel the first and second
quantization noises for obtaining the output Y

Y = Y1z
−2 − Y2z

−1(1 − z−1)2 + Y3(1 − z−1)3. (7.42)

It can be easily verified that the above equation cancels the εQ,1 and εQ,2

contributions (as required), and yields

Y = Xz−3 + εQ,3(1 − z−1)4 (7.43)

giving rise to noise shaping of the third quantization noise with order four: the
addition of the 2 + 1 + 1 orders used.

Again the cancellation of the quantization error of the first and the second
modulator relies on the equality of the analog noise transfer functions and their
estimations used in equation (7.42). Any possible mismatch gives rise to noise
leakage.
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7.2.7 Dynamic range for MASH
The dynamic range of the op-amps and the amplitude of the quantization

errors are critical design issues especially with 1-bit quantizers. The first prob-
lem occurs when the gain of the op-amps is large within a given output range
but reduces when approaching the dynamic limits. When the target of the mod-
ulator is achieving very high SNR the op-amp gain should be very high as it
is necessary to ensure a minimum shift of the integrator poles from the ideal
z = 1 position. However large swings in the op-amp’s output pulls it from
the high gain to low gain regions of operation, and results in non-linearity.
The harmonic distortion, whose extent depends on the op-amp gain variation,
can be irrelevant for medium SNRs but can be a serious problem for very high
resolutions. Computer simulations are normally used to study this limit. A
behavioral study performs a time-domain simulation with, possibly, the inte-
grators described by equation (6.28). However,since the value of the finite gain
is not constant, it must be updated every clock period making the simulation a
bit more complicated and requiring a longer computation time.

Another possible problem occurs due to excessive amplitudes at the input of
the following Σ∆ stages. A bipolar ±Vref reference and a −6 dBFS input sine
wave results in a quantization error close to ±Vref for a single order modulator
and larger than ±2.5Vref for a second order modulator, as shown by Fig. 7.14.

Having the modulator input well inside the ±Vref range is possible but it
would require at least two or three bits quantization which, in turn, imposes a
very high linearity on the DACs used in the feedback loop and for generating

Figure 7.14. Input and quantization error for a first and a second order 1-bit modulator.
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the quantization error. As is known, the error of the DAC in the feedback loop
gives rise to non-shaped noise, while the error of the DAC used to generate the
quantization error is responsible for an incomplete noise cancellation. Both
limits require using digital methods like the DEM studied shortly for ensuring
an excellent linearity.

Observe that a signal at the input of a cascaded Σ∆ that is momentarily very
close to, or exceeds the reference, can be admitted if the activity caused by the
high-frequency terms leave enough room for the low-frequency components.
Actually, what is really necessary is that the cascaded modulator makes a proper
conversion of the in-band part of the quantization noise as possible inaccuracies
of high frequency components are filtered out in the digital domain. That
condition occurs when the amplitude of the signal to be converted is not too close
to the full scale limits; therefore, the MASH start losing their effectiveness unless

High Resolution MASH

For a high resolution MASH
it is recommended always
using multi-bit modulators to
limit the dynamic range of
the op-amps and reducing
the amplitude of quantization
errors to be cancelled out.
The linearity of the DACs
must be enhanced by trim-
ming or dynamic matching of
elements.

the input is somewhat below 0 dBFS .
An obvious method used for re-

ducing the amplitude of the processed
quantization noise is, as shown in
Fig. 7.13, by attenuating the input of
the second and the third modulator.
The method works but is not very prac-
tical: the SNR can actually reach its
maximum at 0 dBFS but the peak value
changes as it is necessary to amplify Y2

by 1/k1 and Y3 by 1(/k1k2) in the sig-
nal processing blocks. This leads to a
loss in SNR by 20 log10(k1 ·k2) accom-
panied by an almost equal extension of
the usable range.

Example 7.3

Study by computer simulations the operation of the 2-1-1 MASH 1-bit
modulator of Fig. 7.13. Determine the plot of SNR as a function of
the input amplitude for different conditions of operation. Estimate
the effect of the finite gain of the op-amps used in the integrators and
their possible clipping.

Solution

The Matlab file Ex7 3 controlled by the file Ex7 3Launch obtains the
behavioral model of the 2-1-1 MASH as required by this example.
The model enables the following options: setting gain of the four
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Figure 7.15. SNR versus the input amplitude with ideal integrators.

Figure 7.16. Spectrum with finite gain or saturation in the first integrator of the first modulator.
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op-amps; setting the hard saturation of the op-amps outputs; setting
of the two scaling factors.
Simulations with scaling factors equal to 1 and 0.5 give the results of
Fig. 7.15 for input amplitudes ranging from -140 dBFS to -1 dBFS

(for these plots use version a of the launcher). The peak SNR is, with
an oversampling equal to 64, around 120 dB, while the zero crossing
(that marks the dynamic range) is approximately at the expected -143
dB. The use of the scaling factors moves the peak SNR to a higher
input level but because of the less effective operation the plot is shifted
down by 12 dB.
Simulations with different values of the design parameters permit
the user to understand the limits. For example Fig. 7.16 compares
the ideal spectrum with the ones corresponding to finite gain and
saturation in the first op-amp. As expected the saturation causes an
input referred white noise while the finite gain gives rise to a first
order noise shaped term.

7.3 CONTINUOUS-TIME Σ∆ MODULATORS
A continuous-time (CT ) modulator moves the interface between continuous-

time and sampled-data inside the feedback loop as shown in Fig. 7.17. The
discrete-time implementation assumes that the sampling is done before the mod-
ulator, giving rise to a processing that is entirely in the sampled-data domain. In
contrast, the continuous-time circuit performs the sampling after the loop filter
that, being continuous-time, uses an s domain transfer function. Moreover, the
output of the DAC is assumed to be continuous time so its output is normally
provided by a cascaded S&H.

         Hs(z) ADC
IN

  DAC

DAC

X
P

(b)

         Hc(s) ADC
IN

  DAC

DACY

X
P

Continuous
Time

Discrete
Time

Continuous
Time

Discrete
Time

(a)

YD YD

Yc

Figure 7.17. (a) Sampled-data Σ∆ modulator. (b) Continuous-time Σ∆ modulator.
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Since sampled-data circuits require the use of MOS switches, they are not
conveniently implemented in pure bipolar technologies. Whereas the conti-
nuous-time modulators can be integrated in any technology, including CMOS,
BiCMOS, and pure bipolar. Moreover, since the sampler of a CT modulator is
inside the loop, its non-ideal operation is attenuated with the same effectiveness
of the quantization noise reduction. On the contrary, the discrete-time counter-
part samples the input outside the loop and any S&H non-idealities, including
the non-linear on-resistance of the input switch, degrade the performance.

Another advantage of the CT solution concerns the slew-rate: the step tran-
sitions at the input of integrators used in sampled-data modulators require large
slew-rates as both feedback and input signals are step functions. In contrast,
the effect of the continuous-time input and the steps of the DAC is distributed
over the entire clock period T.

Also, the supply voltage of a continuous-time modulator can be lower than
its sampled-data counterpart since it does not require high voltages to properly
switch-on sampled-data paths. As a matter of fact, an op-amp to be used in
sampled-data circuit requires at least three overdrive voltages plus VTh,n +
VTh,p, while a transconductor used in continuous-time analog modulators can
work with two overdrives plus one threshold.

Since the main problem of CT solutions is, as shown shortly, the limited
linearity (which is a feature of most circuit implementations), the above advan-
tages make the CT solution suitable for large signal bandwidth and low power
consumption.

It was mentioned before that the output of the DACs used for the digital-
analog feedback path is continuous-time; therefore, while in a sampled-data
circuit the DAC gives rise to samples of charge to be integrated in a switched
capacitor integrator, the DAC of a CT scheme must provide a continuos current
(or a voltage transformed into current by a resistance) to be injected into a
capacitance for performing the integration function.

We know that there are many possible implementations of a DAC for gen-
erating a current or a voltage. The key (and the difficulty) is obtaining a good
continuous-time output that, as studied in a previous chapter, requires a S&H
and a reconstruction filter.

Since the reconstruction filter just smoothes the output of the S&H, its func-
tion is not strictly essential and is normally omitted from the architecture. On
the contrary, the S&H is the fundamental block for having a continuous-time
operation and any error affecting it limits the overall performance.

7.3.1 S&H Limitations
The jitter of the phase controlling the hold and the finite rise and fall-time

of the generated waveforms limit the S&H linearity. To begin with, we will
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analyze the first limit using the diagram of Fig. 7.18 (a) that represents a typical
DAC held output and its corresponding error at the i-th times, εj,i.

The signal of Fig. 7.18 (a) assumes that because of the clock jitter the first
0 → 1 transition will happen before the expected time, and therefore results
in a positive pulse error with amplitude Vref lasting δtj,1. The next 1 → 0
transition is anticipated by δtj,2 and causes a negative pulse error and so forth.
Therefore, at every 0 → 1 or 1 → 0 transition a positive or negative pulse with
random duration δtj,i represents the jitter error. If the output of the DAC is
bipolar ±Vref , the pulse amplitude is 2Vref .

Assuming that a given input gives rise to a fraction αtr of 0 → 1 or 1 → 0
transitions and the variance of the clock jitter is σ2

ji with Gaussian distribution,
then the noise power is

Pn,DAC,j = 4V 2
refαtr

σ2
ji

8T 2
s

. (7.44)

Since the noise power in the signal band must be smaller than the power of the
shaped quantization noise, then for an L-th order modulator with oversampling
ratio OSR it is necessary to satisfy

σ2
ji

T 2
s

<
π2L

6αtr(2L + 1)
· OSR−2L (7.45)

which is a very demanding request at high resolution.
Assume, for instance, that fs = 40MHz, α = 0.25 L = 4 and OSR = 32.

The use of equation (7.45) gives rise to the condition σji < 0.63 ps, which is a
fairly low figure.

0 0 0 0 0 01 1 1 1 1 1 0 0 0 0 0 01 1 1 1 1 1

(a) (b)

eji
erf

VDAC,ji VDAC,rf

Figure 7.18. (a) Signal at the output of the DAC with jitter in the clock and its error. (b)
Waveform with finite rise and fall time and its error.
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Key Limits

The clock jitter and the
asymmetrical rise and fall re-
sponse of the DAC are the
most relevant concerns in
CT DAC design. Using RTZ-
DAC gives time for the ADC
operation and resolves the
latter limit but the jitter re-
mains the critical issue.

Fig. 7.18 (b) shows the output of
the DAC with finite rise or fall times
and finite bandwidth. The error is
a series of pulses synchronous with
the bit transitions and with the same
sign as the bit transitions. The shapes
and areas of the positive and negative
pulse errors are equal and opposite if
the rise and fall times are equal; but
the shape and area differ for asym-
metric responses. These two possi-
bilities cause quite different effects on
the output spectrum. Consider, for
the former case, to control the DAC

with two consecutive ones. The generated signal is a pulse whose duration is
2Ts with a finite rise and falling edge. Midway on the output waveform, we can
assume to have two equal and opposite pulse errors corresponding to a fictitious
transition 1 → 0 superposed to another fictitious 0 → 1 transition. Therefore,
we can assume that the DAC generates a non rectangular pulse under the con-
trol of the input data, and for this case, the pulse limited rise and fall times are
equivalent to a a low-pass filter used after an ideal S&H cascading the DAC.

In contrast, if the pulse error caused by the 1 → 0 transition differs from the
0 → 1 it is necessary to account for the waveform mismatch at all times that,
for instance, a 1 → 0 transition occurs causing extra noise proportional to the
fall rise time difference and similar to one of the clock jitter.

Another limit is caused by the delay in the feedback signal due to the finite
time response of the quantizer. This results in an altering of the NTF and, in
turn, the SNR of CT modulators. A possible solution to the problem, and also
a remedy to a mis-matched rise and fall times in the DAC response is using a
Return-to-Zero (RTZ) DAC whose output is brought to zero every clock period at
the beginning of the clock interval. Since the use of RTZ–DACs obtains an equal
number of rise and fall transients the error caused by asymmetrical responses
is fixed. Moreover, the operation allows some time for the quantization thus
eliminating any extra delay effect.

7.3.2 CT Implementations
There are different methods for implementing a CT integrator: the simplest

one is an active RC circuit using an op-amp or an OTA. Another possibility that
enables tunability is given by employing a MOS transistor whose equivalent
resistance is controlled by the gate voltage. The scheme can be made linear
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by suitable circuit techniques. Other implementations use transconductors for
realizing gmC schemes.

Various combinations of the above approaches lead to the following design
solutions:

Use of all RC integrators to implement low-voltage low-pass modulators.

Use of Mosfet-C integrators with on-line tuning capabilities.

Use of gmC integrators with current steering DACs for low-power, medium
order modulators used in the audio band.

Mixed use of RC and gmC integrators: the use of a first RC stage and the
remaining gmC makes the architecture suitable for high-resolution audio
band applications.

Use of current-mirror based integrators for very low-power.

The above combinations mainly qualify the CT technique as suitable for low-
voltage and low-power operation. Indeed, since for high-resolution the linearity
of transconductors is not sufficient it is necessary to use an RC integrator in at
least the first stage of the loop filter.

An important design request is to make the integrator time-constant propor-
tional to the clock frequency. Obtaining this condition can be problematic as
absolute accuracy, voltage and temperature coefficients of integrated capaci-
tance and resistors or transconductors are poor and totally uncorrelated. The
situation is different for switched capacitor schemes where the time constant of
the integrators depends on capacitive matching and the clock frequency. There-
fore, for high-linearity it may be necessary to foresee an on chip trimming of
the resistance or using an external component.

The rest of this sub-section describes some of the possible schemes used,
stepping from a simple RC active integrator which is well studied in basic
circuit books. Fig. 7.19 shows a Mosfet-C integrator realized with a pseudo-
fully differential op-amp and MOS transistors that replace the conventional
resistance of an RC configuration. The voltages used to bias the gate of the four
MOS control the value of the equivalent resistance thus making it possible to
regulate the integrator time constant.

The control is typically done on-line by using a tuning circuit that incor-
porates a matched integrator whose time constant is locked to a precise time
control: often the clock of the system or its divisions. The tuning PLL controls
the gate voltages VC1 or VC2 of the integrator used in the tuning circuit and the
integrators of the CT architecture.

The circuit of Fig. 7.19 uses transistors in the triode region and a cross-
coupled scheme to obtain a resistance linearity that is adequate for medium
SFDR requirements. The use of the op-amp or an OTA limits the frequency
of operation but the consumed power is generally lower than the one of an SC
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Figure 7.19. MOS-C integrator.

counterpart because of less demanding slew-rate specification. More details on
the operation of the scheme can be found in specific literature.

Let us now consider the MOS transconductors whose design exploits the
almost linear relationship between the differential voltage and the differential
current in a MOS differential pair, or the almost linear voltage-current relation-
ship of MOS transistors in the triode region of operation. Using the first feature
leads to a tunable transconductance gain that is (for transistors in saturation)
proportional to the square root of the current. However, since the extent of the
linear V-I region of MOS differential pairs is less than twice the overdrive volt-
age, it is worth using source degeneration as shown in Fig. 7.20 (a) to increase
the linearity region by about RsIB . The transconductance gain depends on both

I+ I-

Vin+Vin-

I+ I-

Vin+Vin-

Vcm

Vbias

(a) (b)

Rs

IB IB

M1 M2

IB IB

M1 M2

Figure 7.20. (a) Differential transconductor with source degeneration. (b) Source degeneration
obtained with MOS in the linear region.
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the transconductance of the differential pair and the degenerating resistance

Gm =
gm

2 + Rsgm
; gm =

√
2µCox

W

L
IB. (7.46)

The result shows a trade-off between linearity and tuning capability as it is
necessary to obtain a relatively large gmRs product to increase the linearity and
a small gmRs product for controlling the value of Gm by changing the bias
current as shown by equation (7.46).

Since the linearity of integrated resistances is normally lower than capacitors
the SFDR of a CT modulator with resistor based transconductors is typically
lower than the one of its SC counterpart, unless the scheme uses thin film or
external resistors that, in addition to a low voltage coefficient, enable tunability
by trimming of the resistive value. The same feature (but obviously with a
worse linearity) is permitted by using MOS transistors in the triode region as
shown in Fig. 7.20 (b). The gate voltage of the two back-to-back elements and
the choice of the common mode voltage regulate the value of the equivalent
resistance.

The scheme of Fig. 7.21 (a) uses a transistor in the triode region as the
feedback established by the amplifier controls the drain voltage of M1 and the
chosen value of Vd keeps the transisitor in the triode region. The result is a
voltage-controlled resistance whose current is given by

Iout± = Iout,q ± µCox
W

L
VdVin (7.47)

where the input differential voltage is referred to the common mode value
Vcm that determines the quiescent current Iout,q. The transconductance tuning
is simply obtained by adjusting Vd which also changes the quiescent current
level.

Iout+

Vcm+ Vin

Vd

(a)

Gm
Vin,d Vout,d

CC

(b)

Iout-
Vd

Vcm- Vin

Figure 7.21. (a) Transconductor based on a MOS in the linear region. (b) Use of the transcon-
ductor to realize a gmC integrator.
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The response of the scheme is almost linear if the transistors remains in the
triode region. For this, it is therefore necessary to use a small value of Vd and
a large common mode voltage, conditions that make the absolute value of Gm

low and particularly sensitive to the noise on the drain voltage.
Fig. 7.21 (b) shows the use of a differential transconductor for realizing a

gmC integrator. The transconductor output current (which is proportional to
the input voltage) is integrated by the capacitance, giving rise to the output
voltage. Observe that the result is proportional to the capacitance that receives
the current; therefore, the response is also controlled by the top plate parasitic
whose linearity can affect the accuracy. If the circuit does not use virtual
grounds, the lack of feedback ensures a relatively high-speed operation.

The circuit of Fig. 7.22 is a fully differential current-mode integrator capable
of allowing for very-low voltage and low power. The function is obtained
thanks to the two cross-coupled current mirrors, equal transistors and equal
bias currents. The input of the left mirror that generates Iout− is the addition
of Iin+ and a replica of Iout+. Symmetrically, the input of the right mirror is
the addition of Iin− and a replica of Iout+ and generates Iout+. The current
injected into the diode connected transistor M1 (or M4) with transconductance
gm and capacitance C gives rise to a mirrored current multiplied by

HI(s) =
1

1 + sC/gm
. (7.48)

Therefore, the differential currents Id,in = Iin+−Iin− and Id,out = Iout+−
Iout− are related by

(Id,in + Id,out)HI(s) = −Id,out (7.49)

which, using (7.48), yields

Id,out =
Id,in

sC/gm
(7.50)

Iin+ Iin-

Iout- Iout+
C C

M1 M2 M3M4

IB IB IB IB IB IB

Figure 7.22. Current-mirror based CT integrator with currents as input and output.
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which is the required continuous-time integration with time constant C/gm.
The scheme enables tuning by changing the bias current that controls the

transconductance of M1 and M4. Moreover, using the scheme for very low
power results in a very low linearity because the transconductances change
significantly when the signal current is a non-negligible fraction of the bias.

7.3.3 Design of CT from Sampled-Data Equivalent
The design of CT architectures is more critical than their sampled-data

counterpart because the interface between continuous-time and sampled-data
processing is inside the loop filter. The solution also depends on the type of
waveform generated by the DAC that, as mentioned above, can be held for the
entire clock cycle (non-return-to-zero, NRTZ), or brought to zero at a given
point of the clock period (return-to-zero, RTZ).

The design of the CT modulator is normally done using an already designed
sampled-data prototype capable of obtaining the desired features. The design
task is therefore the identification of a corresponding CT architecture with an
equal or very close noise transfer function.

Assume that the loop transfer function of the linear discrete-time model
shown in Fig. 7.23 (a) is Hs(z). Since the CT counterpart includes the response
of the DAC (Fig. 7.23 (b)) its loop transfer function in the s-domain is

Gc = Hc(s) · HDAC(s). (7.51)

The equivalence of the sampled-data and the continuous time modulator
requires

Hs(z) = Z{Hc(s) · HDAC(s)} (7.52)

Neglecting speed limitations and a possible ADC-DAC delay, the impulse
response of the quantizer is a rectangle with duration τ (which can be either a

Figure 7.23. (a) Linear model of a sampled-data Σ∆ modulator. (b) Linear model of a
continuous-time Σ∆ modulator.
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fraction or the entire Ts depending on whether the DAC uses RTZ or NRTZ).
The Laplace transform of the rectangle is

HDAC(s) =
1 − e−sτ

s
(7.53)

which used in (7.52) obtains the equivalence

Hs(z) = Z
{
Gc(s)

}
= (1 − z−τ/Ts)Z

{Hc(s)
s

}
(7.54)

where (1 − z−τ/Ts) becomes (1 − z−1) when using a NRTZ DAC.
The above equivalence or the more general relationship (7.52) determines

the continuous-time response Hc(s). Since the modulator operates in the time
domain, the relationship (7.52) must be re-formulated as

Z−1 [Hs(z)] = L−1{Hc(s) · HDAC(s)}. (7.55)

Notice that the use of (7.55) requires complicated mathematics because of
the time-domain convolutions. The use of optimization MATLAB functions
simplifies the transformation from sampled-data to continous-time modulators.
For a detailed study of the methods that determine Hc(s) from (7.55) the reader
should refer to the references given at the end of this chapter.

Let us now study how to estimate the signal and noise transfer functions
using sampled-data relationships while accounting for the mixed continuous-
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(a)

Hd(z)

Hc(s)

Hc(s)

Figure 7.24. Linear model equivalents to the ones of Fig. 7.23. (a) Discrete-time. (b)
Continuous-time.
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time sampled-data processing: indeed, the output of the modulator is sampled-
data but a large part of the processing is continuous-time. For this study we will
transform the single-loop modulators of Fig. 7.23 into the ones of Fig. 7.24 (a)
and Fig. 7.24 (b) by moving the blocks Hd(z) and Hc(z) into the lower part of
the loop and compensating by using an equal block in the input branch. The
obtained results are obviously equivalent to the generating diagrams of Fig. 7.23.
Moreover, since the parts in the gray boxes that process the quantization error
are sampled-data, they are suitable for calculating the noise transfer function in
the sampled-data domain.

The NTF of the scheme of Fig. 7.24 (a) is obviously the one of the sampled-
data modulator

NTFd =
1

1 + Hd(z)
(7.56)

while the NTF of the CT circuit is determined by theZ-transform of the network
that obtains in the s domain the response of the cascade of the Hc(s) network
and the HDAC(s) S&H response

H∗
CT (z) = Z

{
L−1 [Hc(s)HDAC(s)]

}
. (7.57)

Therefore, it results

NTFc =
1

1 + H∗
CT (z)

. (7.58)

Since the design method aims at obtaining the equivalence of the blocks of
Fig. 7.24, the continuous-time NTF and the sampled-data NTF tend to be equal.

The estimation of the STF is done by applying the mapping z → esT to result
given in the s-domain by the circuit of Fig. 7.24 (a). The result is therefore
approximated by

STFc(s) =
Hc(s)

1 + Hd(esT )
. (7.59)

7.4 BAND-PASS Σ∆ MODULATOR
If the loop filter has very high gain in a certain interval around a center

frequency f0, then the quantization noise is strongly attenuated in that bandwith
and gives rise to a band-pass converter, provided that the digital filter used
after the modulator rejects the noise outside the band interval around f0. The
conceptual scheme and the expected signal and noise transfer functions are
given in Fig. 7.25.

A straightforward way to obtain a band-pass Σ∆ is by using resonators that
move the poles of the loop transfer function H(z) from z = 1 to complex
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Figure 7.25. (a) Conceptual scheme of a band-pass modulator. (b) Typical STF and NTF.

conjugate positions on the z-unity circle which should be chosen to provide
infinite loop gain at the required frequencies. Since

STF =
H(z)

1 + H(z)
; NTF =

1
1 + H(z)

(7.60)

then at the resonation frequency at which H(z) becomes infinite the NTF is
zero while the STF is 1. Far from the resonation frequency the module of H(z)
becomes small (and possibly lower than 1) thus causing an attenuation of the
out-of-band input components and an amplification of the quantization noise.

The design of a band-pass modulator normally starts from a low-pass proto-
type that is then transformed into band-pass by a suitable transformation. The
low pass prototype can be a simple first or second order modulator, a cascade
architecture or any single loop high-order scheme. The low-pass response is
transformed into band-pass around the points zbp = ±ejΩ0 by the transforma-
tion

z−1 → z−1cosΩ0 − z−2

1 − z−1cosΩ0
. (7.61)
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Figure 7.26. Second order modulator used as basis of the LP→ BP transformation.
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If, for example, Ω0 = ±π/2, then zbp =±j or fbp =fs/4, which is half of the
Nyquist frequency. The corresponding transformation is z−1 → −z−2 and is
not very difficult to attain. Another good choice of zero placement is at Ω0 =
±2π/3 which changes (1− z−1) into (1 + z−1 + z−2). This and the previous
transformation are achieved with relatively simple implementations using unity
capacitances. In contrast, generic transformations of the low-pass prototype
can give rise to a transfer function with non-integer coefficients making the
circuit implementation difficult, as realizing accurate non-integer capacitances
is problematic. The use of non-integer inaccurate elements alters the NTF and
possibly moves the zeros out of the unity circle degrading the noise cancellation
at the resonant frequency.

Suppose now that the transformation z−1 → −z−2 is applied to the low-pass
modulator of Fig. 6.23, whose diagram is repeated in Fig. 7.26 for the reader’s
convenience. Fig. 7.27 (a) shows the same scheme with more details on the
integrators implementations. Its transformed version is shown in Fig. 7.27
(b) where a double delay and a subtracter replace the single delay and the
adder to obtain the z−1 → −z−2 transformation. The equation describing the
transformed integrators is

(P − R)z−2 = R → R =
Pz−2

1 + z−2
(7.62)

meeting the requirement of the z−1 → −z−2 transformation.
The minus sign in the forward direction is moved to the input of the first

block and to the output of the second block. The result is that the sign of the
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Figure 7.27. (a) Block diagram of a second-order Σ∆ modulator. b) Its fourth-order band-pass
Σ∆ counterpart obtained with the z−1 → −z−2 transformation.
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feedback injected in the first integrator does not change because the two minus
signs cancel one another, while the feedback injected into the second block
becomes positive. The input and the output are inverted to compensation for
the two effects.

The circuit implementation of scheme of Fig. 7.27 faces two key problems.
The first is a subtraction instead of an addition in the processing block: the
plus sign means an accumulation that is simply implemented by a sampled-
data integrator. In contrast the minus sign would require inverting the output
before its use in an analog accumulator (Fig. 7.28 (a)). A convenient solution
is to invert input and output every two clock periods as shown in Fig. 7.28 (b).
The ±1 modulation is straightforward in fully differential SC integrator as it
is enough to switch the input and output differential connections for obtaining
the required modulation.

The time-domain equations describing the circuit are

R′(n + 1) = P (n − 1) + R′(n − 1)
R′(n + 2) = P (n) + R′(n)
R′(n + 3) = P (n + 1) + R′(n + 1)
R′(n + 4) = P (n + 2) + R′(n + 2). (7.63)

Observe that even the output R′ is inverted every two clock periods to obtain
R, therefore

R(n − 1) = −R′(n − 1); R(n) = −R′(n);
R(n + 1) = R′(n + 1); R(n + 2) = R′(n + 2);
R(n + 3) = −R′(n + 3); R(n + 4) = −R′(n + 4); (7.64)

which used in (7.62) yields

R(n + 1) = P (n − 1) − R(n − 1)
R(n + 2) = P (n) − R(n)
R(n + 3) = P (n + 1) − R(n + 1)
R(n + 4) = P (n + 2) − R(n + 2) (7.65)

showing the time domain implementation of the required function.
The second design concern is about the z−2 delay achievable with an analog

delay line or an analog memory. The scheme of Fig. 7.28 (c) uses an alternative
solution based on a two path architecture working in an interleaved fashion.
The upper path processes the odd samples while the even samples pass through
the lower path.

The switching between paths results from the zeros used in the modulation
control. Therefore, each path works during the even or the odd periods. In
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Figure 7.28. (a) Basic block of the band-pass modulator. (b) Implementation with a 2-delay
integrator. (c) Time-multiplexed integrator for two-delay.

reality, the circuit implementation takes advantage of the inactivity period by
using an operational path frequency of half the sampling rate. This operation
reduces the power consumption because at half-clock the power of each half
diminishes by approximately 4.

A possible offset mismatch between paths determines a tone at fs/2 while
a gain mismatch causes mixing of the input signal with fs/2, as it happens for
the time-interleaved Nyquist-rate schemes. Since this is a serious limit (as the
input band is around fs/2), then the offset and the gain of the paths must be
carefully controlled.

7.4.1 Interleaved N-Path Architecture
The method used in Fig. 7.28 (c) can be viewed as an interleaved arrangement

of Σ∆ converters. This interleaved scheme, also known as an N-path Σ∆
modulator, is a viable solution for band-pass converters by using two or more
paths. The diagram of Fig. 7.29 is an interleaved 3-path Σ∆ architecture with
each path working at fs/3. Since the analog input of each path is every third
input sample then there is a decimation by 3 before the Σ∆ processing that
folds signals around fs/3 down to the signal band at dc. The low-pass Σ∆s
convert the three decimated signals giving rise to three fs/3 bit streams. These
are then combined in the output multiplexer to obtain an fs data stream.

Realizing a bandpass response uses the same technique employed in sampled-
data filters. An N-path filter is made using an interleaved array of low-pass
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Figure 7.29. Three-path Σ∆ modulator implementing z−1 → z−3.

filters each running at 1/N times the main frequency to obtain a z−1 → z−N

transformation. If the low-pass filter has a pole or a zero at zi = ρie
jφ1 , then

the transformation gives rise to poles or zeros at the N solutions of zN = zi,

zk = N
√

ρi e
(2πk+φi)/N k = 0, · · · , (N − 1) (7.66)

that are uniformly distributed around the unity circle and lie on the unity cir-
cumference if the initial poles or zeros are on the unity circumference, ρi = 1.

The study of an N-path Σ∆ modulator is a bit more complex than a simple
N-path filter because a Σ∆ scheme processes two signals, the input and the
quantization noise. Since the signal transfer function is just a delay, the signal
response after the z−1 → z−N transformation is again a delay. Furthermore,
since the quantization noise is produced inside the modulator by the action of
the quantizers, the system operates on N uncorrelated quantization noises which
are shaped by the NTF modified by the z−1 → z−N transformation.

Since the MUX’s interpolation by N , used to obtain the output at fs, reduces
the noise power of each path by N , then the total noise power of the N uncor-
related noise terms equals the noise power of a single path. Therefore, the total
noise spectrum is the white spectrum ∆2/6fs of a single path shaped by the
NTF of the whole N-path Σ∆.

Fig. 7.30 shows the NTF generated by applying a z−1 → z−3 transformation
to an NTF with two zeros at z = 1. The resulting zeros are on the unity
circumference at

z1 = 1; z2,3 = −1
2
± j

√
3

2
. (7.67)

The 2 new pairs of zeros at fs/3 and 2fs/3 modify the NTF by the addition
of two noise shaping regions around z = −1/2 ± j

√
3/2, in symmetrical

positions of the upper and lower parts of the unity circumference. Consequently,
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Figure 7.30. (a) Duplication of a doublet of zeros at z = 1 because of a z−1 → z−3 transfor-
mation and (b) transformed NTF.

the z−1 → z−3 transformation produces a modulator which can be be either
low pass or band pass at fs/3 = 2fN/3 (Fig. 7.30 (b)).

The zeros out of the band of interest give rise to extra terms in the NTF whose
amplitude at the used frequency fin is

ki = |zin − zi|; zin = e2πfinT (7.68)

where zin maps the input frequency and, for our purposes, we should account
only for the zi outside of the band of interest. Since ki is the distance between
points on the unity circumference, its module can be larger than 1 (as happens
in the case illustrated in Fig. 7.30) resulting in an overall gain,

∏
i ki > 1. This

amplifies the shaped spectrum thus reducing the benefit of noise shaping.
Using an N-path sigma-delta is beneficial for reducing the power consump-

tion as the clock frequency in each path diminishes by a factor N. Accordingly,
the power consumption of each path diminishes by a factor of approximately
N2 so the entire N-paths consume about N times less than a single path running
at the full clock speed.

Previously we studied that offset, gain mismatch and phase misalignment
hamper the performance of interleaved schemes. Since the same limits affect
an N-path Σ∆, the method is only suitable for medium resolution and for system
specifications that tolerate some harmonic distortion.

Example 7.4

Simulate a three path sigma-delta modulator made by the interleaved
connection of second order 1-bit modulators. Verify the SNR reduc-
tion caused by additional zeros out of the band of interest and estimate
the effect of offset, gain mismatch and clock misalignment.
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Solution

The scheme described by file Ex7 4 uses second order modulators with
delay in the second integrator and single bit quantization. Control
phases that become "on" one sampling period out of three enables
the input of the three integrators. The control phases of the second
and third paths are delayed versions of the first one by one and two
clock periods respectively. The outputs of the three paths are then
combined by the output multiplexer.
The used scheme compares the output spectrum of a normal Σ∆ and
the one of the 3-path by operating the two manual switches used in
the schematic. For this test, the input frequency must be close to zero
to obtain a good response from the normal low pass Σ∆.
Since the distance between the extra zeros and the ones at z = 0 is√

3, as shown by zeros diagram of Fig. 7.30 (a), the two pairs of extra
zeros yield a total gain of 9. The spectra of Fig. 7.31 confirm this
result: at low frequency the 3-path spectrum is about 19 dB higher
than the normal case. Furthermore, for OSR = 50 the SNRs of the 1-
path and 3-path schemes are 62.9 dB and 44.2 dB respectively. The
18.7 dB difference is almost equal to the expected value of 19.1 dB
(corresponding to a gain of 9).
The study of various limitations is done by including an error in one
of the paths: the first path can account for a gain error, the second
path includes a possible offset and the third path simulates a possible

Figure 7.31. Comparison of the output spectrum of a single path and a 3-path Σ∆.
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Figure 7.32. Details of the output spectrum with (a) an offset of 10 mV; (b) a gain error of
0.01; (c) a phase misalignment of 0.005 rad; and (d) all the errors together.

clock misalignment by using a replica of the input generator with a
phase shift. The three controlling parameters can be specified by the
launcher. The use of the following values: Gain error = 0.01, Offset
=10 mV, Phase = 0.005 rad, gives rise to the plots of Fig. 7.32. The
offset results in a tone at fs/3 while the other errors produce an image
of the input tone.
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7.4.2 Synthesis of the NTF
Inband tones caused by mismatches are a limiting factor in the performance

of an N-path Σ∆. To resolve this limit, the tones must be pushed to frequencies
that are well outside the band of interest. This can be achieved by performing an
additional {z−1 → −z−1} transformation, but a better solution is the synthesis
of a more suitable noise transfer function that, in addition, should avoid the non
necessary extra zeros.

Notice that the z−1 → z−N transformation of an N-path scheme effectively
increases the order of the NTF polynomial by using a parallel connection of
blocks instead of a cascade of blocks, as is typically required by high order
modulators. For example, the noise transfer function of a k-th order Σ∆ (1 ±
z−1)k becomes (1 ± z−N )k in an N-path modulator. Therefore, a two-path
scheme with a second order modulator has a noise transfer function

NTF ′ = (1 − z−2)2 = 1 − 2z−2 + z−4 (7.69)

which has the same order as the fourth order noise transfer function:

NTF4 = (1 − z−1)4 = 1 − 4z−1 + 6z−2 − 4z−3 + z−4 (7.70)

but is missing the terms −4z−1, 8z−2, and −4z−3.
Synthesis of the desired noise transfer function must add these missing terms

by using extra cross coupled branches. Suppose to synthesize the NTF (1 +
z−1 +z−2) (a band-pass response whose only zeros are at z = −1/2±j

√
3/2)

starting from the two-path Σ∆ architecture of Fig. 7.33 (a). Since the single
path uses 1/(1 + z−2) the NTF is (1 + z−2) and the missing term is z−1.
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Figure 7.33. (a) Two-path sigma-delta modulator with 1/(1 + z−2) loop gain. (b) Addition
of extra noise terms to obtain the (1 + z−1 + z−2) band-pass NTF.
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Observe that since there is a z−1 delay difference between the two paths,
than it is possible to take the quantization error of one path, and process it on
the other path with a z−1 delay. Thus the missing term can be synthesized by
the feedback branches of Fig. 7.33 (b) that inject the noise of one path into the
other path with a suitable delay. By inspection it results

Ye = Xez
−2 + ε1(1 + z−2) + ε2z

−2

Yo = Xoz
−2 + ε2(1 + z−2) + ε1. (7.71)

When the even and odd outputs are combined together the result is

Y = Ye + Yoz
−1 = Xz−1 +

1
2
(ε1 + ε2)(1 + z−1 + z−2) (7.72)

where the fraction of 1/2 is due to the interpolation of the two paths that
diminishes the power of both quantization noises by 2.

The tones caused by mismatches are pushed far away from the signal band
because any offset mismatch results in a tone at fN/2 while the resonant fre-
quency is at 2fN/3. Furthermore, a gain mismatch or a clock misalignment
causes mirror images at dc and 4fN/3. Fig. 7.34 shows the output spectrum
of a 1-1-1-Mash made by cascading three of the 2-path first order architectures
shown in Fig. 7.33. The resonant frequency is at 40 MHz with Nyquist at
60 MHz. The offset tone is at 30 MHz and the other mismatch terms are at
dc (not visible in the figure as they are below the noise level) and 80 MHz.

Figure 7.34. Spectrum of the output signal of a 1-1-1 MASH using the scheme of Fig. 7.33.
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7.5 OVERSAMPLING DAC
The principle of operation of an oversampled DAC is very similar to the one

of an oversampled ADC as it benefits from increased resolution when using high
sampling rates and, for sigma-delta DACs, improves SNR using noise shaping.
Therefore, the earlier study of oversampling techniques and, in particular, the
study of Σ∆ architectures is valid for both analog or digital domain use as the
goal of the method is obtaining a suitably low in-band quantization noise. The
difference between analog and digital oversampling converters is that for A/D
the processing is performed in the analog domain and also the continuous-time
input is somewhere transformed into sampled-data, while for D/A the processing
is done in the digital domain to generate a digital result that is then transformed
into a continuous-time analog signal by a D/A converter with a relaxed number
of bits and a reconstruction filter.

Fig. 7.35 indicates the basic functions required by an oversampling DAC.
The first block is an interpolator that increases the data-rate used for storing
or transmitting digital signals to a much higher level: 2fB · OSR. Then the
digital modulator reduces the number of bits for a possible thermometric rep-
resentation. The thermometric code is then used to control the low resolution
DAC which precedes the reconstruction filter.

The design of the interpolator is critical because its specifications must ac-
count for the small margin fB to fs −fB normally used for storing or transmit-
ting digital data. The same problem occurs for a Nyquist rate DAC but in that
case the difficulty is in the design of the analog reconstruction filter. In both
situations it is necessary to use a high order filter to reject very close images
without altering the signal band. The design of digital interpolators, which is a
specific topic of DSP techniques, in not studied here and is briefly considered
in the next Chapter.

The modulator is typically a Σ∆ digital scheme with a relatively low order
loopfilter because the high-frequency amplification of the noise caused by high-
order shaping can be problematic for the reconstruction filter. The number of
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Figure 7.35. Block diagram of an oversampling DAC.
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bits used by a second or third order Σ∆ DAC depends on the resolution and
the clock-frequency. A single-bit modulator achieves 100 dB bits of dynamic
range with oversampling ratios ranging between 64 and 256 requiring, with
digital audio bands, clock rates between 2.8 MHz and 11 MHz, which are easily
realizable in present CMOS technologies. Larger bandwidths and 100 dB plus
dynamic range would lead to excessive clock rates for the analog sections.
Therefore, at a given point, the best design choice is a multi-bit DAC with
the consequent requirement of matching between the unity elements used to
implement the DAC.

Because of oversampling the reconstruction filter is not complex but is an
essential part of the digital-to-analog conversion as it is necessary to remove not
only the images of the signal band but also the high-frequency noise possibly
caused by approximations in the digital processing. The reconstruction filter
can be incorporated into the DAC circuitry or be partially obtained by the low-
pass action of the transducer (as it is for audio applications).

7.5.1 1-bit DAC
Sigma-delta D/A converters that use 1-bit digital modulators must employ

a 1-bit DAC followed by either a switched-capacitor and/or continuous-time
analog filters. The noise specifications of the filter can be challenging for very
high resolution because for a desired SNR the amount of noise power in the
signal band must be Pmax,in/SNR. For example, with a SNR of 110 dB and
2 VFS (Pmax,in = 0.707V 2) the noise voltage caused by the reconstruction
filter must be lower than 2.24µV . For a bandwidth of 20 kHz the given figure
corresponds to a noise spectrum of 15.84nV/

√
Hz.

The noise power caused by a resistance or a pair of switched capacitors are

V 2
n,R = 4kTRfB, V 2

n,SC =
2kT

OSR · C
; (7.73)

remembering that OSR = fs/(2fB) and that a switched capacitor is equivalent
to a resistance Req = 1/(Cfs), the above equations becomes

V 2
n,R = 4kTRfB, V 2

n,SC = 4kTReqfB. (7.74)

Therefore, there is an upper limit to the value of the resistance or the equivalent
resistance since V 2

n,R (or V 2
n,SC) must be lower than Pmax,in/SNR.

Suppose to consider only the thermal noise of an input resistance or the kT/C
noise of two switches used to realize a low-pass time constant of τ = 1/(16π ·
fB) for an audio D/A converter with fB = 10 kHz, oversampling ratio 128
and SNR 100 dB. Since the maximum usable resistance is 7.5 kΩ, the minimum
switched capacitance is 51 pF and the time constant is 2 µs, the RC filter should
use a filtering capacitance as large as 266 pF . This is somewhat problematic
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Obvious Note
The noise contributed by

the reconstruction filter must
be lower than the quantiza-
tion noise falling in the signal
band. For high-resolution
this constrain requires to
use large area-consuming
capacitances!

because large capacitances occupies
large silicon area (the specific capac-
itance of integrated capacitances is in
the order of 4 fF/µ2). On the contrary
the resistance is small and easily ob-
tainable in integrated filters. However,
the inaccurate time constant caused by
the uncorrelated error or integrated re-
sistors and capacitors requires a larger
frequency margin or on-chip trimming
of values.

The continuous-time output stages shown in Fig. 7.36 are 1-bit DACs that
generate a voltage or a current which is fed into a single-pole active filter. There
are also other variations that can be used to achieve high-order analog filtering
using one or more op-amps. The scheme of Fig. 7.36 (a) also uses a passive
filter made by R1–C1 that limits the voltage steps at the input of the op-amp
by smoothing transients and avoiding any possible non-linear settling of the
op-amp. However, the voltage coefficient or the integrated resistors can cause
harmonic distortion. Therefore, it is necessary to study the problem and, if
necessary, to use external components or integrated thin-film resistors whose
voltage coefficient is very low.
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Figure 7.36. (a) Continuous time 1-bit DAC and filter. (b) Pseudo-differential continuous time
1-bit current-DAC and filter.
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The scheme of Fig. 7.36 (b) switches the bias current IB between the two
inputs of a pseudo-differential one-pole filter. The two generators IB/2 com-
pensate for the common mode term by having symmetrical outputs.

A problem with the schemes of Fig. 7.36 is their sensitivity to clock jitter.
The point was already discussed for the DAC used in a continuous-time Σ∆
modulator; here the situation is similar as the clock edges contaminated by
random jitter alter the area of the voltage or current pulse. Since the power
of the representing noise is spread over the Nyquist interval the reconstruction
filter removes part of the power. Therefore, the error caused by the jitter in the
signal band can be estimated by

Pn,ji = V 2
refαtr

σ2
ji

2 · OSR · T 2
s

(7.75)

where, αtr is the fraction of 1 → 0 and 0 → 1 transitions.
The condition that the noise power given by (7.75) must be lower than

Pmax,in/SNR determines the maximum permitted jitter.

Example 7.5

The reference voltage of a 1-bit Σ∆ DAC is ±1 V and the signal
band is 22 kHz with 128 OSR. Determine the clock jitter that ensures
a SNR=110 dB with an yield of 99.9%. Assume αtr = 0.25.

Solution

The clock frequency is fs = 2 · 128 · 22 kHz = 5.63 MHz leading
to Ts = 0.18 µs.
Since the required jitter power must be 110 dB below the power of a
full scale sine wave and the power of the jiiter is proportional to the
power of the input, then it is necessary to satisfy the condition

αtr

σ2
ji

4 · OSR · T 2
s

= 10−11 (7.76)

which results in the requirement of σji < 25.7 ps. Since the normal
distribution obtains a yield of 0.999 at 3.3 σ, it is therefore necessary
to ensure σji < 7.8 ps. The obtained figure is not so straightforward
and requires a special care in the choice of the clock generator, in the
clock regeneration inside the chip and its distribution.

Another problem affecting a 1-bit continuous-time DAC is its sensitivity
to the difference in rise and fall times of a generated signal. This issue was
also studied before and the conclusion was that if the rise and fall times are
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matched then the area error with any sequence of bits does not depend on
the sequence. Conversely, if the rise and fall waveforms are different,1 → 0
transitions uncorrelated with 0 → 1 transitions give rise to an error similar to
the one caused by the jitter. The power of this error is given by the rise-time
fall-time mismatch.

The use of a multi-bit Σ∆ modulator gives rise to an output voltage that
drives the DAC up and down by one LSB around the expected output level.
Since the error caused by the jitter is equal to the amplitude of the output step
multiplied by the jitter error, the jitter drawback diminishes with a multi-bit Σ∆
modulator driving a multi-bit DAC.

In addition to a reduced jitter sensitivity, a multi level DAC allows for a
lower OSR which simplifies the design of the last stage of the interpolation filter
and also reduces the value of the SC capacitances used in the reconstruction
filter. However, the need for high linearity requires a matching between unity
elements that is normally not achieved by integrated capacitors, resistors or
current sources. Therefore, regardless on the DAC scheme, it is necessary to
use trimming, digital calibration or dynamic element matching. These digital
assisted techniques, also used for the internal DAC of a multi-bit Σ∆ ADC, are
studied in details the next Chapter.

The imperfect timing synchronization in the control of the unity elements of
the DAC gives rise to delays between the voltage or current pulses generated by
the element control causing glitches. The combination of the pulses generates
can be problematic especially for video applications as they give rise to noise
and high-frequency tones. The problem is addressed by a combination of syn-
chronization block in the logic controls and careful layout with equalization of
interconnections by the use of meanders to match path delays.

The oversampling DAC obviously requires a high-frequency clock synchro-
nous with the input digital rate to drive the interpolation filter and the over-
sampled output DAC. In many application the source of digital data is remote,
such as digital-audio radio broadcast, cable set-top boxes, and links over a net-
work. In those cases the synchronous high frequency clock must be extracted
and synthesized from the audio-bit stream. The function is normally obtained
by a phase-locked loop (PLL) for clock recovery. Since the jitter cannot be
satisfactory in some cases a second PLL and discrete time filters are used to
preserve the SNR.

7.5.2 Double Return-to-zero DAC
The rise and the fall time mismatch in the pulse generated by the DAC is

solved by the return-to-zero (RTZ) code, where each bit is turned off during
half of the clock period. The method is illustrated in Fig. 7.37 using a typical
1-bit sequence at the input of the DAC. While the ideal non-return-to-zero
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Figure 7.37. DAC voltages for ideal and real cases with normal and RTZ control.

DAC response switches instantaneously from 0 to Vref at the codes transitions,
the finite rise and fall responses, represented by constant slopes Vref/τr and
Vref/τf , give rise to trapezoidal pulses. Therefore, a sequence of p consecutive
ones gives rise to a pulse whose duration is pT + τf and area is

ADAC(p) = Vref (pT +
τf − τr

2
) = Vref pT (1 + εp) (7.77)

showing a non linear relative error equal to (τf − τr)/(2pT ).
On the contrary, the return to zero coding gives rise to disjoined pulses for

any sequence of consecutive ones. The smaller area of the single pulse denotes
a lower gain but there is no dependency on the symbol. Therefore, as expected,
the method overcomes the rise-time fall-time mismatch. However, the area of
the pulse depends on two jitter error one at the rise-time and the other at the fall
time. Since the two jitter errors are uncorrelated, the associated noise voltage
increases by 3 dB. A possible clock misalignment causes a gain error whose
effect is normally inessential.

The increase of level transitions is not a problem if the DAC is used in a
CT A/D modulator. However, when using the DAC to generate an analog out-
put the augmented high frequency output components require a more complex
reconstruction filter.

A solution to this problem is the dual RTZ scheme shown in Fig. 7.38 that uses
two return-to-zero DACs controlled by the RTZ code and its 1/2 clock period
delayed version. The two signals are added together to form a continuous output
signal over the full clock period giving an output spectrum equal to the one of
a conventional NRTZ.
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Figure 7.38. (a) Two return-to-zero DACs. (b) Input data and analog waveforms.

Since the spectrum of each RTZ signal is symbol independent, the superpo-
sition of the two RTZ signals is spectrally clean if the small glitches occurring
at the rise fall instants give rise to a negligible effect. Indeed, different rise
and fall time cause a glitch when the two return to zero pulses are summed up
giving rise to a white spectrum and very-high frequency spectral terms. Fur-
thermore, a possible jitter in the clock does not affect the dual RTZ scheme if
the falling edge is at the same time as the rising edge. Actually the the rise fall
time difference causes glitches that occurs all the time the DAC input is 1. The
effect on the output spectrum is at high frequency and the impact on the DAC
operation is negligible.
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.

PROBLEMS

7.1 Simulate a Σ∆ second order modulator employing the SNR en-
hancement method illustrated in Fig. 7.1. Use n = 3 and a 2-level
DAC. Estimate the number of levels required by the ADC and
determine the SNR degradation caused by the use of op-amp with
40 dB gain. The OSR is 64.

7.2 Simulate the scheme of Fig. 7.2 without the error cancellation
branch. Use a third order digital Σ∆ to reduce the number of bits
of the DAC in the main feedback loop from 4 to 2. Remember
that the digital Σ∆ must have a zero delay.

7.3 Add the the scheme studied in the previous problem the error
cancellation branch. Use a second order digital Σ∆ and estimate
the effect of a finite gain (60 dB) of the op-amp used.

7.4 Estimate the number of bits given by a fourth order 3-bit Σ∆
modulator (no poles in the NTF). The OSR is 32. Determine the
loss caused by a pole in the NTF at -3fB . How the loss changes
with different oversampling ratios?

7.5 Design a second order modulator using the weighted feedback
summation scheme. Both integrators are with delay. Determine
the feedback coefficient that gives an NTF = (1− z−1)2. Simu-
late the scheme with a behavioral simulator and verify the stability.

7.6 Design a third order modulator using the weighted summation
feedback scheme. Determine the position of the zeros and poles
of NTF and STF as a function of the parameters used and plot the
root locus with a gain block of gain k that replaces the quantizer.

7.7 Use scaling in the third order modulator with weighted feedback
summation designed in Example 7.2 to optimize the dynamic
range of the integrators. Assume first that the op-amp swing is
equal to the input range, and then repeat for an opamp swing of
twice the input range. The modulator uses 1-bit.

7.8 Design a resonator made by the cascade of two delayed integrators
and a feedback path. The phase of the obtained conjugate zeros
must be π/12.
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7.9 Determine the best placement for the zeros of a fourth order low-
pass modulator to maximize the SNR. Suppose that the NTF is
just

∏
(z − zi) (no denominator). Use OSR = 16. Determine the

value of the optimum SNR with a 5-level DAC.

7.10 Design the architecture that obtains the NTF studied in the previous
example. Use the configuration of Fig. 7.10 but omit the first
integrator and the first feedback branch a1. Plot the NTF in the 0,
0.1fs interval and the SNR as a function of the input amplitude.

7.11 Use in the Example 7.3 2-bit quantization with and without clip-
ping of the output to ±Vref . The gain used between modulators is
1. Plot the SNR versus the input amplitude with ideal integrator
and with integrators made by an op-amp whose gain is 75 dB. The
OSR is 32.

7.12 Repeat Example 7.3 but use a 2-2 MASH structure. Compare the
results with the one of the 2-1-1 counterpart and try to find advan-
tages and disadvantages of the two solutions. All the quantizers
use 1-bit.

7.13 Design a 2-1-1-1-1 MASH architecture with 32 OSR. Estimate
the SNR with ideal op-amps and with a finite gain of 60 dB. Com-
pare the result with the SNR obtained with a 2-1-1-1 and a 2-1-1
counterpart.

7.14 For estimating the limit of the difference between rise and fall time
of the DAC used in a continuous-time Σ∆ consider a sampled
data second order scheme and add to the main DAC different and
opposite terms at the 0 → 1 and the 1 → 0 transitions. The errors
ranges between 0.01 and 0.001.

7.15 Use the sampled-data model of a second order sigma-delta to study
the effect of the clock jitter on a CT architecture. A random number
describes the jitter, whose value with a given variance changes the
sampling time. Distinguish between the jitter on the DAC injection
into the first or the second summing node.

7.16 Simulate at transistor level the Current-mirror based CT integrator
with currents as input and output of Fig. 7.22. Use any transistor
model available and use W/L = 20. The bias current is 10 µA and
the capacitances are 0.2 pF.
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7.17 Transform a second order low-pass Σ∆ modulator into a band-
pass with resonant frequency at 0.12fs. Design the architecture
that obtains the result.

7.18 Simulate the scheme of Fig. 7.27 (b) and determine the SNR for a
signal band of ±fN/64 around the resonant frequency. Study the
effect of the use of real op-amp including the effects of bandwidth
and slew-rate.

7.19 Repeat Example 7.4 but add a z → −z transformation. The mod-
ification moves the NTF zeros at z = 1 into z = −1 giving a
low-pass high-pass transformation. Verify the effect of the trans-
formation on the spur tones given by offset and other mismatches.

7.20 Simulate with Spice the circuits of Fig. 7.36 (a). The supply
voltage is 3.3V and the full scale output of the DAC is ±1.5V .
The clock frequency is 64 MHz and the OSR is 128. The required
SNR is 100 dB and the input referred noise of the op-amp is 12
nV/

√
Hz. Design the circuits for obtaining a corner frequency at

30 kHz and model the op-amp with finite gain and bandwidth.

7.21 A Σ∆ DAC with OSR 128 is made by a 1-bit second order mod-
ulator followed by a DAC without return-to-zero. The rise time
of the DAC is 0.03T and the fall time is 0.043T. Estimate with
computer simulation at the behavioral level the output spectrum.
The input is a sine wave at 1/11 of the Nyquist frequency with -6
dBFS amplitude.

7.22 Repeat Example 7.5 but use a multi-bit DAC. Estimate the jitter
specification for 2, 3 and 4 bits.
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Chapter 8

DIGITAL
ENHANCEMENT

TECHNIQUES
Proper accuracy and component matching in data converter im-
plementations secure demanding features. Since the matching of
integrated capacitors or resistors and the accuracy of the tran-
sistors parameters is in the order of 0.1 %, it is necessary to
calibrate the values or to correct the results using digital tech-
niques. Therefore, various methods substantially assist the data
converter designer in enhancing the expected performances. In
this chapter we shall study approaches of enabling error mea-
surement, thus allowing for their correction or calibration in the
analog or digital domain. The methods used can be either on-
line (where the converter continues to function), or off-line with
a dedicated operation for the error measurement or calibration.
We shall also study correction techniques that enhance the spec-
tral performances by a dynamic averaging of elements. Finally
it is worth noting that although these methods are suitable for
Nyquist-rate schemes, they are more effective with sigma-delta
architectures.

8.1 INTRODUCTION
The rapid advancement of digital technology motivates an increasing use of

digital techniques that improve the ADC or the DAC design by the correction or
calibration of static and possibly dynamic limitations. Since the use of digital
enhancing techniques reduces the need for expensive technologies with special
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fabrication steps, a side advantage is that the cost of parts is reduced while
maintaining good yield, reliability and long-term stability. Indeed, the extra
cost of digital processing is normally affordable as the use of modern mixed
signal technologies allows for efficient usage of silicon area even for relatively
complex algorithms.

The methods studied in this chapter can be classified into the following
categories:

Trimming of elements.
Foreground calibration.
Background calibration.
Dynamic matching.

8.2 ERROR MEASUREMENT
The basis of digital assistance methods is in the measurement of errors.

Accurate error measurement allows for their correction by trimming, or by the
storing of errors for a successive digital correction or analog calibration. When
determining the digital representation of the error, the techniques can use an
auxiliary ADC or can employ the same data converter used for the normal
operation or part of it.

A typical requirement is estimating the difference between elements that are
expected to be equal. Fig. 8.1 illustrates a two phase scheme for measuring
the difference between C1 and C2. During Φs the capacitance C1 samples the
voltage VB , and C2 and the auxiliary capacitance C3 are connected to ground.
During Φe the switching of the roles of C1 and C2, and a DAC output of zero
give rise to a voltage at node A of

VA = VB
C2 − C1

C1 + C2 + C3
(8.1)

LOGIC

DAC

Fs Fe Fe Fs Fs Fe

Fs

C1 C2 C3

Vref Vref

ErrorA

Figure 8.1. Method for measuring the mismatch between C1 and C2.
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which is proportional to the mismatch. Observe that the DAC and the logic
form a successive approximation loop that through the action of C3 can bring
the error to zero. The DAC voltage at the end of N successive approximation
cycles (the number of bits of the DAC) is

VA =
VB(C2 − C1) + (VDAC + εQ)C3

C1 + C2 + C3
(8.2)

where εQ is less than the LSB of the auxiliary A/D conversion.
If ±Vref and ∆ = Vref/2(N−1) are the references and the quantization step

of the DAC, the range of measurement and its accuracy are

|(C2 − C1)|max =
Vref

VB
C3; ∆Cmism =

∆
VB

C3. (8.3)

Assuming that VB � Vref the value of C3 must be larger than the expected
mismatch and the number of bits of the DAC gives the accuracy of the measure
with C3 as full scale.

Often, the capacitance C3 is a built in element of the DAC and is divided
into binary weighted or unity elements. The logic switches the fractions of C3

to ±Vref or other intermediate values to obtain the redistribution of the charge
proportional to the error.

Current based data converter architecture requires the use of another error
measurement scheme to estimate the mismatch between a reference and the
unity current sources forming, for instance, a current steering DAC as shown in

Fm,1 F1,1 F1,2 Fm,i Fi,1 Fi,2 Fm,N FN,1 FN,2

Vth

FR

COUNT

Start

Stop

LOGIC

Iu,1 Iu,i Iu,N

Iref

Error

Iout,1

Iout,2

C

_

+
VAG

VDD

DI

Figure 8.2. Method for measuring the error of unity current sources.
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Fig. 8.2. The use of Φm sequentially selects one of the current sources which
suspends its normal operation to be replaced by an extra unity current generator.
The sink current under measure compensates for the reference current coming
the positive supply voltage while the extra current ∆I ensures that, within
the mismatch measure range, the current entering the virtual ground in always
negative. Therefore, Iref − Iu,i − ∆I integrated on the capacitance C gives
rise to a ramp whose slope is measured by the Vth crossing and a digital counter
that starts at the beginning of the measure and stops at Tstop

Tstop = kmeasTck =
CVth

∆I + δIu,i
; δIu,i = Iref − Iu,i (8.4)

enabling the estimation of δIu,i.
Although this scheme has many possible variants, the basic concept is that

an extra element permits a cyclic substitution of one element of the array for
its calibration on a dedicated circuit. The digital representation of the error is
updated after every measure and used for digital correction of performances.

8.3 TRIMMING OF ELEMENTS
The previous method aimed at obtaining a digital measure of an error that,

with some methods, is to be accounted for in a digital correction section. In
contrast, the trimming technique slightly changes the value of one or more ele-
ments to ensure the required analog accuracy. The trimming method is widely
used in integrated filters where it is necessary to regulate the time constant of in-
tegrators or other parameters for ensuring an accurate frequency response. The
use of metal thin-film resistors realized on the top of the passivation layer and a
laser trim regulates the resistance values after fabrication, but before packaging.
The same method can also be used for data converters but is expensive and does
not account for temperature and aging effects.

Another form of trimming is to adjust a component value by discrete steps
using fuses or anti-fuses that permanently open or close connections. Also, it
is possible to use MOS switches whose on or off state is stored in a memory.
When trimming with discrete steps it is obviously necessary to use an array of
small elements, possibly binary weighted, connected in series or in parallel for
connecting or disconnecting them according to a suitable control algorithm.

The trimming can be suitably adapted to the design target and the algorithm
used. Consider, for example, the effect of the capacitor mismatch on a pipeline
converter. For this, we can calculate separately the contributions to the last
residue by the input and all the quantized voltages generated by the cell. An
ideal converter multiplies the input and its quantized version by the product
of all the inter-stage gains for obtaining almost equal values. Any error in
the inter-stage gains just causes a fixed gain error in the input term but, more
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Figure 8.3. Capacitor mismatch correction by equivalent trimming.

critically, gives rise to a non-linearity in the quantized terms. Therefore, what
is important is ensuring a precise gain in the paths from the DACs to the output.
Since the required accuracy diminishes while moving along the pipeline the
above request is particularly stringent for the stages that establish the first few
MSBs.

Suppose now that the first cell of a pipeline architecture has a sufficient
number of bits, n, and that the residual, as shown in Fig. 8.3, is generated by an
M-DAC scheme with N = 2n unity capacitances that inject their charge into a
single unity feedback capacitance to give a nominal gain of N . Accounting for
the real value of used capacitances the residual voltage is

Vres =
Vin

∑N
1 CU,i − VRef

∑N
1 CU,ibi

CU,f
(8.5)

where bi are 1 or 0 according to the DAC control.
Assuming CU,i = CU,f (1 + εi), equation (8.5) becomes

Vres = Vin

[
N +

N∑

1

εi

]
− VDAC

[
k +

N∑

1

εibi

]
(8.6)

Therefore, while a fixed error on the input signal can be tolerated, the error
caused by the second term depends on the code and cannot exceed given limits
often requiring correction.
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Figure 8.4. (a) Digital trimming of the offset of a comparator. (b) Digital measure of the offset.

Instead of trimming the elements the scheme of Fig. 8.3 (b) shows a possible
alternative solution. An array of binary weighed capacitances forms a trimming
element that injects into the virtual ground a negative charge proportional to
the reference voltage (a positive charge is also possible by using an inverting
configuration). The extra injected charge cancels the error in the second term
of equation (8.6) thus eliminating the non-linearity caused by the capacitance
mismatch. The sensitivity of the digital correction depends on the capacitances
of the array and can be increased by using an attenuated version of the reference
voltage.

Suppose now that it is necessary to compensate for the offset of a comparator
used in converter architecture. The use of a DAC and a digital logic enables the
trimming and the measure of the offset as shown by the schemes of Fig. 8.4.
The first one, outlining the need for a shift of the lower terminal to cancel its
offset, establishes a loop around the comparator with an up/down counter and
the DAC. After a transient the lower input of the comparator changes between
positive and negative giving a correction accuracy lower than 1 LSB of the DAC.

The scheme of Fig. 8.4 (b) obtains a digital measure of the offset for a possible
digital storing and calibration. The circuit is a slight modification of the one
used for offset trimming, as it is not necessary to use the addition required for
cancellation. Both schemes of Fig. 8.4 are slow ADC converters that obtain the
result using a minimum number of extra elements.

8.4 FOREGROUND CALIBRATION
The digital trimming of elements is a special case of foreground calibration

for which the normal operation of the converter is interrupted for performing
the trimming of elements or the mismatch measurement by a dedicated cali-
bration cycle. Because of this operation the technique is named foreground.
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DIGITAL
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Figure 8.5. Conceptual scheme of a foreground calibrated ADC.

The calibration cycle is normally performed at power-on or during periods
of inactivity of the converter, but any miscalibration or sudden environmental
changes such as power supply or temperature may make the measured errors
invalid. Therefore, for devices that operate for long periods it is necessary to
have periodic extra calibration cycles.

Since every trimming or measurement requires one or more clock cycles the
calibration of the entire set of elements or parameters can take a significant
number of clock cycles. If the measurement cycles are performed just after
power is turned on, there is a start-up time that can last fractions of a second.

Fig. 8.5 shows the conceptual scheme of a foreground calibrated ADC and
Fig. 8.6 of a DAC. For the ADC, during the measure phase the input connection
is disabled and a suitable input is applied to the ADC. It can be an analog linear
ramp, a sine wave or pseudo-white noise, possibly generated by a slow and
accurate on-chip DAC driven by an on-chip digital signal. In this case, since
the signal is generated by the system itself, the method is called self-calibration.

Various types of inputs can be used to obtain the input-output characteristics
and, in turn, the INL error. How the differential inputs are generated, and how
they are processed to produce the the INL will not be discussed in detail here
as the next chapter will specifically study the testing procedures. For now it
is sufficient to know that the calibration provides the INL to be stored in a

Observe

The digital addition of the
calibrating term to the dig-
ital conversion result can
give rise to an output digital
word with an equal or an in-
creased number of bits.

memory. The input switch restores the
data-converter to normal operational
after the mismatch measurement and
every conversion period the logic uses
the output of the ADC to properly ad-
dress the memory that contains the cor-
rection quantity. In order to optimize
the memory size the stored data should
be the minimum word-length which,
obviously, depends on technology ac-
curacy and expected A/D linearity. As
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outlined in the inset the measure accuracy can exceed the accuracy of the ADC
giving rise to a corrected output with more bits than the ADC. Note however,
that this does not improve the SNR but the better linearity obtains a higher
SFDR.

The digital measure of errors, that allows for calibration by digital signal
processing, can be at the element, block or entire converter level. The calibration
parameters are stored in memories but, in contrast with the trimming case, the
content of the memories is frequently used, as they are the input of the digital
processor. If, for instance, it is required to correct the interstage gain error, εk,
of a two-step converter, the mismatch data is used every clock period to perform
the calculation

Yout =
YC2nc(1 + εk) + YF

(1 + εk)
(8.7)

where YC and YF are the coarse and fine outputs of the two flashes, and nc is the
number of bits of the coarse flash. The processing required by (8.7) involves
multiplications and divisions. Often the division can be avoided if the inverse
of the denominator is estimated once after the gain measure, or if the system
can tolerate a gain error. Since the processing effort is significant anyway, it
is necessary to consider carefully the trade-off between digital trimming and a
mismatch measurement followed by digital computation.

When the error measure is done at converter level the computation require-
ments are less demanding as the measure provides all the information necessary
to create a look-up table for the INL, provided that a monotonic reponse is en-
sured. Therefore, after every A/D conversion, the correction logic must just
add the stored INL error. Another possibility is to use the look-up table of the
input-output characteristics. The memory size is larger than the one containing
the INL but does not require an adder which operates at the converter speed.

ADDER

Memory
DIGITAL
LOGIC

DAC

ADC

Calibration
Signal

VoutIN

Figure 8.6. Conceptual scheme of a foreground calibrated DAC.
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Fig. 8.6, that describes the operation of a foreground calibrated DAC, enables
the measure of the response using the blocks of the indicated path. The normal
input is disabled to allow for a suitably generated calibration input. An on-board
or external high-accuracy ADC provides static data necessary for storing the
INL or the input-output response in the memory. Since the calibration aims at
a static result, the converters and the input signal can be very slow as to permit
an accurate analog to digital conversion with an on-chip ADC.

The need for a specific time-slot for the foreground method can be avoided
using circuit redundancy. This enables calibration or error mismatch of a section
of the converter while a redundant section replaces the part under calibration
and completes the architecture. For the calibration of unity elements, described
in Fig. 8.2, only one extra element is required. The concept can be applied to
equal stages of a pipeline architecture or, as we will study shortly, to converters
of an interleaved scheme.

8.5 BACKGROUND CALIBRATION
Methods using background calibration work during the normal operation

of the converter by using extra circuitry that functions all the time synchro-
nously with the converter function. This makes the measurement hidden in the
background and does not interfere with the normal converter operation.
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Figure 8.7. 4-path interleaved ADC with an extra-path for background calibration.
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Figure 8.8. Calibration with a slow high-resolution converter.

These circuits use hardware redundancy to perform a background calibration
on the fraction of the architecture that is not temporarily used. For example,
the interleaved scheme of Fig. 8.7 is a 4-path architecture with 5 ADCs. While
4 converters obtain the required operation the fifth converter is in calibration
mode. The input selector receives two analog signals, one is the main input
which is distributed among the paths according to the interleaved algorithm and
the other is a test input generated by a DAC under the control of the logic. The
second of these is used to calibrate the converter.

The digital interface sends the 4 regular outputs to the adder where they are
corrected according to the content of the memory. The output of the element
under calibration is sent to logic to periodically update its stored INL.

The technique illustrated in Fig. 8.8 uses a second A/D converter with low-
speed and high-resolution to convert a decimated version of the input. The
digital logic subtracts the two conversions of the same input samples and obtains,
possibly using statistical methods, the INL of the high-speed converter with a
maximum accuracy given by the resolution of the slow converter. The method
relies on a busy input signal for obtaining a good statistic.

Since the use of redundant hardware is effective but costs silicon area and
power consumption, other methods aim at obtaining the functionality by bor-
rowing a small fraction of the data converter operation for performing the self-
calibration. A first approach, called the skip and fill method, exercises the
converter with a testing signal by replacing one out of a given number of in-
put samples (say p). The borrowed conversion slots enable the measuring and
storing of the required conversion parameter while the missing conversion is
recovered by digital interpolation (Fig. 8.9). For example, using an FIR filter
obtains an approximate representation of the missing sample with an accuracy
that depends on the momentary shape of the input and the number of taps of the
FIR filter. Moreover, by delaying the digital output (causing a latency time in
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Figure 8.9. Interpolation of a skipped sample replaced by an input used for testing.

the result) the samples both before and after the skipped sample are available,
thus allowing an effective non causal filter.

Suppose that Vref εsk,i is the error in estimating the skipped samples. Since

the error power V 2
ref ε2sk/p must be less than the quantization power, it is required

to make sure that
ε2sk <

p

12 · 22n
; (8.8)

which, for p = 16 and 12-bit (n = 12), requires an error as small as εsk <
0.03%.

The method shown in Fig. 8.10 is also based on the concept of borrowing
time-slots for calibration. To obtain the necessary room the conversion rate
is higher than the sampling rate. Assume, as shown in Fig. 8.10 (a) that the
sampling and conversion frequency are such that fconv = 7fs/6. Therefore,
the lower sampling frequency accommodates for 7 conversions in 6 sampling
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Figure 8.10. (a) Timing scheme of a queue based background calibration. (b) Block diagram
of a possible implementation.
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periods, thus making the converter available one extra slot every 7. The shift
between sampling and conversion times is managed by a queue as shown in
Fig. 8.10. The queue consists of one or more S&Hs used for storing the input
sample between the sampling instant and the time of its conversion. The queue
management is such that, for instance, the sample 1 of Fig. 8.10 (a) is held until
the next conversion time 1. The same is for the next samples until at the 7-th
the queue is empty and the slot can be used for calibration.

A simple way to realize the queue is using two interleaved S&Hs, however,
the mismatch between cells can be problematic. The problem is fixed by a
complex clock scheme enabling the use of only one S&H.

8.5.1 Gain and Offset in Interleaved Converters
As known, interleaved architectures are very sensitive to offset and gain

channel mismatch because they cause tones at the path frequency, and signal
replicas at the frequencies that correspond to the mixing of input and path
frequencies. Therefore, even if the applications can tolerate gain or offset
errors and the converter used has a good linearity it is necessary to perform
calibration to obtaining good matching of offset and gain.

The use of just an extra-path as shown in Fig. 8.7 and a suitable algorithm
obtains the result. The extra path, used as a reference, is periodically placed
in parallel with one of the interleaved converters. Since the inputs are equal,
the difference between the outputs gives the mismatches that, considering only
offset and gain errors, is

yref (i) = xin(i) + εQ,r(i)

yp(i) = xin(i)δG,i + OG,i + εQ,p(i)
yp(i) − yref (i) = xin(i)δG,i + OG,i + εQ,p(i) − εQ,r(i) (8.9)

where the gain and offset of the reference are 1 and 0 respectively and δG,i and
OG,i are gain error and offset of the i-th converter.

The average over a long sequence of input samples, say M, cancels the
quantization error contributions; therefore

<yref>M=<xin>M

<yp − yref>M=<xin>M δG,i + OG,i (8.10)

that contains two unknowns, δG,i and OG,i.
The average over a second long sequence of N samples gives rise to a second

equation
<yp − yref>N=<yref>N δG,i + OG,i (8.11)

that together with (8.10) obtains the gain error and offset of the p-th converter.
The process is then repeated by cyclicly connecting the reference converter

in parallel to another converter of the interleaved architecture.
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8.5.2 Offset Calibration without Redundancy
Amplifiers for instrumentation use the chopper stabilization technique for

removing the offset. The input is multiplied by a square wave (±1) before
the amplifier to move the signal spectrum across the modulating frequency
(Fig. 8.11 (a)). The spectrum at the output of the amplifier includes the offset,
but a second synchronous modulation brings the signal spectrum back to the
original position and moves the offset to a high frequency. A low pass filter
removes the high-frequency components without disturbing the signal band.

The same method can be used for data converters that, granting some over-
sampling, make available a frequency interval (close to the Nyquist frequency)
where the signal band can temporarily moved.

Another possibility is chopping the input with a pseudo-random sequence
of ±1 whose spectrum is almost white (Fig. 8.11 (b)). The second chopper
control should be the same as the first one but delayed by the ADC latency.
The input spectrum is transformed into a spread white spectrum and the second
synchronous modulator reconstructs the A/D conversion of the input. The offset
is transformed into white noise whose power in the signal band is further reduced
if using oversampling. Any kind of ±1 modulation is straightforward when
using a fully-differential signal as it just necessary to cross couple the input
connections after the S&H.

Since at the ADC output the signal has little power around dc it is possible
to estimate the offset (and the 1/f noise) by filtering for removing the corre-

A
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LOGIC

ffff

(a)

(b)

Vin

Vin

fff f f

Figure 8.11. (a) Block diagram of a chopper stabilized amplifier. (b) Modified use of the
technique for the ADC offset reduction.
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sponding contribution from the digital output thus giving rise to a reduced noise
floor caused by offset.

The spectrum of the bit-stream is a measure of the effectiveness of the method.
Since tones in the bit-stream mixed with an input signal component can give rise
to dc terms equivalent to the offset, the accuracy of offset measure is limited.
For this reason the method is suitable for interleaved converters with not more
than 10-12-bit.

8.5.2.1 Gain Calibration in Interleaved Converters

Using an extra channel in the interleaved converters for calibration is costly
for architectures with only few channels. The methods discussed in this sub-
section are more hardware effective but require the use of more complex digital
signal processing.

Consider the scheme of Fig. 8.12 that adds a test signal T to the input and
subtracts the same signal, possibly delayed, after the A/D conversion. With a
unity ADC gain the subtraction cancels out the added term and the only effect
is a reduction in the dynamic range of the converter, which is an acceptable cost
with small T amplitude. In contrast, a gain error δG would leave a fraction of
T in the output, given by

Y = X(1 + δG) + TδG + εQ (8.12)

TδG can be measured by digital processing as shown in Fig. 8.12 (a). A
digital multiplication of Y by T obtains T 2δG that contains a dc term equal
to < T 2 > δG. No other multiplication terms will have dc components if the
average of T is zero and T is not correlated with Vin. The operation of the DSP
after the digital multiplication is basically a low-pass filtering to obtain the gain
error multiplied by the square mean average of T .

It is also possible to secure the corrected gain directly thus eliminating the
need for knowing the square mean average of T. The circuit of Fig. 8.12 (b)
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Figure 8.12. (a) Measurement of the gain error of the ADC. (b) Feedback loop that makes the
measure independent of the amplitude of T.
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is a modification of the digital processing used in Fig. 8.12 (a) that employs a
second digital multiplier for adjusting in feedback the amplitude of Y’ with the
goal of obtaining zero average at the input of the DSP.

Observe that actually the gain measure includes the gain of the DAC of
Fig. 8.12 (a). Therefore, the absolute accuracy of the result can be impaired
by a possible DAC gain error. However, for interleaved schemes the use of
the same DAC for calibrating the gain of various paths ensures that the gain
matching is not affected by the DAC gain error.

The method of Fig. 8.13 shows the digital gain mismatch correction for a two-
channel time-interleave. The digital output of the first converter is unchanged
whereas the second channel is multiplied by the gain correcting factor.

Since the gain mismatch is equivalent to the multiplication of the input by a
square-wave, the output spectrum Y contains an image of the input at fN − fin

as shown for a sine wave in Fig. 8.13 (b). The amplitude of the tone is δGAin/2.
The digital processing uses two multipliers, one for modulating Y at fN/2

and the other for multiplying Y and its modulated version. Since the modulation
by fN/2 that obtains YM flips the spectrum around fN/2, the modulated signal
has the input tone at the spur position and vice versa. Accordingly, the second
multiplication of Y by YM determines a dc component whose amplitude is
proportional to the square of the input amplitude and the gain mismatch.

The role of the DSP after the two multipliers is extracting the dc signal and
controlling in feedback the gain correcting multiplier of the second path for
trimming the gain until the dc signal is zero. This condition corresponds to
perfect gain matching between the two channels.
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8.6 DYNAMIC MATCHING
The dynamic matching method is another possibility for calibrating unity

elements. The goal of the approach is to equal the elements on average instead of
performing a static correction of the values. As well as correcting the mismatch,
the dynamic matching is also effective for canceling the variations caused by
drifts like temperature changes and aging effects.

Consider just two nominally equal inter-changeable elements X1 and X2.
They can be, for example, the element that represents the 2k+1 bit and the
entire set of elements that constitute the remaining k-bit plus one unity element
(1 + 1 + 2 + 4 + · · ·+ 2k). Assuming X2 = X1(1 + δ) and X1 + X2 = 1, the
use of only one element gives rise to

Y1 =
1

2 + δ
or Y2 =

1 + δ

2 + δ
(8.13)

depending whether the element X1 or X2 is used. The resulting errors are equal
and opposite

ε1,2 = ∓ δ

2 + δ
(8.14)

The dynamic averaging uses one or the other element under the control of
a random bit-stream. Accordingly, the error is randomly positive or negative
with spectrum given by the bit-stream control. The total power is approximated
by δ2/[(2 + δ)2 · 12] and is almost uniformly spread over the Nyquist interval.

A possible example of the method is illustrated by the scheme of Fig. 8.14
(a) where the current source Iref is splitted into two equal parts by the transistor

Iref

I1 I2

R1 R2

M1 M2

SW

VB

VR

VR

1 0 0 1 1 0 1 0 1 0 0 1

I1

I2
Iout

(a) (b)

Figure 8.14. (a) Current splitting and dynamic matching of the outputs. (b) Bit-stream control
and I1 current.
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pair M1 −M2. The degeneration resistances R1 and R2 improve the matching
by attenuating the possible limit given by the thresholds mismatch. However,
since the current divider accuracy is also limited by the resistor mismatch, the
scheme is not usable for high resolution without calibration or by using the
method discussed here: the dynamic matching of the two elements.

The four switches on the top of the current divider obtain the dynamic match-
ing. They use a randomizing signal VR similar to the one of Fig. 8.14 (b). To
make the average of the output currents I1 and I2 equal it is required that the
number of 1 equals the number of 0.

The method, illustrated for two elements, can be extended to many elements
by using a proper algorithm for randomizing the selection pursuing the goal of
transforming the mismatch error into a noise-like term. If only a fraction of
the Nyquist band is used a possible shaping of the noise-like spectrum further
reduces the mismatch limit.

Example 8.1

A 7-bit DAC employs binary weighted elements obtained by the suc-
cessive division by two of a reference current. Circuits similar to the
one of Fig. 8.14 (a) split the currents but they experience a random er-
ror caused by the resistor mismatch. Determine the output spectrum
with a full-scale sine wave and design a digital correction scheme
that randomly exchanges the two divided paths. Since the LSB of this
7-bit DAC is the input of a cascaded stage, then to obtain an overall
10-bit converter the tones must be below -60 dBFS .

Solution

The core part of the dynamic element matching is the random bit
stream. A possible generation circuit is the one of Fig. 8.15 that uses
an n-bit delay line and simple processing in a closed loop. If the

z-1 z-1 z-1 z-1 z-1 z-1 z-1 z-1

S

PROC

if X > 2n-1; Y=X - 2n

if X < -2n-1; Y=X+ 2n

X
Yn-bit

sign-bit

n-bit

Figure 8.15. Possible generator of a random bit stream.
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Figure 8.16. Output spectrum with error (top) and with dynamic correction of all the splitting
coefficients (bottom).

initial content of the registers is pseudo-random the MSB of the out-
put data is a suitable control for the current splitter. The file Ex7 1
and its launcher provide the behavioral model for this study. A set of
random numbers whose variance is 0.1 (a large value for outlining
the effects) generates the error in the current splitters. The bits of the
digital sine wave are multiplied by a corresponding weighted element
and summed together to produce the analog output.
A flag enables simulations with or without the dynamic element match-
ing, that when "on" uses delayed versions of the output bit-stream to
control the various current splitters.
Fig. 8.16 shows the output spectrum with big tones caused by the
mismatch. The spectrum is significantly smoothed by the dynamic
matching as the tones disappear or, at least fall well below -60 dBFS .
However, the energy of the tones is transformed into noise as shown
by an increase of the noise floor.
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8.6.1 Butterfly Randomization
The control of the dynamic matching of many elements as used in DACs with

a thermometric selection of unity elements can be problematic. Typically the
equal resistors, capacitors or current sources, are summed up using a random
representation of the thermometric input as shown in Fig. 8.17. The selection
of the unity element is defined by the randomizer that receives N thermometric
ones out of M input lines and generates a scrambled set of M controls, N of
which are one and the others are zero.

Notice that the number of possible scrambled outputs is M! which is a very
large number even for a relatively small number of levels: it is 5040 for M = 7,
40320 for M = 8 and more than 3.6 million for M = 10. Such a large number of
connections is difficult to code but also are not strictly necessary for obtaining
a random result. What is actually necessary is avoiding frequent repetitions of
the same or similar code which would produce tones and not noise-like spectra.

It is typically enough to randomize the elements with a subset of possible
connections. A very simple solution uses an M-port barrel shifter which rotates
one increment after each clock. A more effective way is the butterfly random-
izer shown in Fig. 8.18 consisting of a series of butterfly switches coupling
inputs to outputs. The use of log2M butterfly stages, as done by the scheme of
Fig. 8.18, ensures that any input can be connected to any output; adding more
butterfly stages increases the number of possible connections. The control of
the butterfly switches can be done using log2M bits of a k-bit RNG (random
number generator) (k > log2M ). More simply the control can be done by
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Figure 8.17. Randomization of the selection of unity elements of an M elements (M+1 levels)
DAC with thermometric control.
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Figure 8.18. Three stage butterfly randomizer of 8 elements with three bit control.

successive divisions by 2 of the clock. In this case the method is called clocked
averaging.

If the value of the M elements of the set is Xi, i = 1, · · · , M , then their
average is

X =
1
M

M∑

1

Xi; (8.15)

the addition of N randomly selected elements gives rise to

Y (N) =
M∑

1

di · Xi (8.16)

where di is a flag whose value is either one or zero depending on whether the
Xi element is selected or not. The error on Y (N) is given by

εY (N) =
M∑

1

di · Xi − NX =
M∑

1

di · Xi −
N

M

M∑

1

Xi. (8.17)

Assume the value of Xi is

Xi = X + δXi (8.18)

where δXi is a random variable with variance X
2
σ2

X . Moreover, if δXi and
δXj are uncorrelated for i = j, the error variance is

σ2
y = E

{
[εY (N)]2

}
= (N − N2

M
)X2

σ2
X (8.19)

which is dependent on the input amplitude, is zero for zero or M elements, and
has its maximum at N = M/2.

In summary, the element randomization is equivalent to a transformation
of mismatch in space into mismatch in time that, assuming the randomizer
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works properly, eliminates tones in the output spectrum at the expense of an
additional noise. Indeed, a busy input with all amplitudes equally probable
causes an average mismatch noise power equal to M X

2
σ2

X/6.
Since the peak-to-peak output is M · X , the power of a full scale sine wave

is M2 · X2
/2. Therefore, the SNR determined by just the mismatch error and

an OSR oversampling results

SNR =
3M

OSR · σ2
X

(8.20)

With M = 8, OSR = 1 (Nyquist-rate converter), and δ = 0.002, the
SNR is 65 dB. If OSR = 32 the SNR improves to 80 dB. What matters
most is whether the butterfly randomization is effective in transforming the

Observe that

An effective dynamic
matching should trans-
form the unity elements
mismatch into noise for
any input waveform and
amplitude.

elements mismatch into noise. With a lim-
ited number b of butterfly stages the clocked
averaging repeats the same randomized pat-
tern every 2b clock periods causing tones
at fs/2b, that is problematic especially for
small input sine wave components. The
use of a pseudo-random generator would re-
quire more hardware but is more effective in
removing tones especially with small num-
bers of unity elements.

Example 8.2

A second order sigma-delta modulator with a 3-bit quantizer and
OSR = 20 utilizes, in the main feedback path, a DAC with butterfly
randomization using three clocked averaging stages. Determine the
spectrum of the output and the one of the error caused by a 0.5%
random mismatch in the eight elements of the DAC. Compare the
results with and without butterfly randomization.

Solution

The second order modulator with an ideal 3-bit DAC and OSR=20
obtains a peak SNR of about 69 dB at −2 dBFS , no tones and the ex-
pected shaping of the spectrum. The results can be verified by using
the Simulink file Ex7 2 and its launcher by setting the unity element
mismatch to zero (mism = 0).
The three stage, 8-level Butterfly randomizer can be inserted or dis-
abled by a suitable flag. Moreover, although the ADC is ideal, the
DAC uses unity elements whose value is affected by a random mis-
match. Disabling the randomizer leads to the spectra of the error and
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Figure 8.19. Spectrum of the DAC error (left) and spectrum of the output (right) with 0.005
random mismatch.

the modulator output shown in Fig. 8.19. Observe that the DAC error
has tones at the input frequency and its multiples. Since the error
is injected at the input of the modulator no shaping reduces them as
shown by the right diagram of Fig. 8.19 where the second and the
third harmonics emerge well visible above the shaped quantization

Figure 8.20. DAC error and output spectra with butterfly randomization.

noise.
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Fig. 8.20 shows that the 0.005 mismatch error gives rise to a more
noisy spectrum especially at low frequency; the spectrum has tones
at high frequencies that are out of the band of interest. The high
frequency tones are not visible in the output spectrum because they
become lower than the shaped noise. To observe these tones it would
be possibly necessary to use a very long sequence for the FFT.
The simulation results depend on the specific set of random values
used; however, the SNDR without randomization is always around
50 dB while with randomization is around 60 dB. The loss with re-
spect to the ideal case, even with randomization, is because at low
frequency the spectrum does not go down to zero but becomes flat
leaving, possibly without distortion tones, some mismatch power in
the signal band.

The randomization of elements transforms the mismatch error that produces
tones in the output spectrum into a pseudo noise. Since the result smoothes the
tones but does not achieve a reduction in the total error power, then for Nyquist
rate data converters the SNDR remains almost unchanged while the SFDR im-
proves. In contrast, for an oversampling converter, since only a fraction of
the Nyquist band is used, the SNR improves but with a white mismatch noise
spectrum the benefit is just 3 dB per octave as it happens for a plain oversam-
pling architecture. Instead, for Σ∆ converters it would be profitable to have,
in addition to the quantization noise shaping, a shaping of the mismatch error
for pushing part of its power to higher frequencies where it is removed by the
digital filter. This is the goal of the methods discussed in the following two
sub-sections.

All the methods aim at using all the elements of the array in fast cycles
because when all the elements are used the total obtained error is just a gain
error. Since a fast cycle gives rise to high frequency noise terms, the spectrum
will show more power at high frequency.

8.6.2 Individual Level Averaging
The individual level averaging (ILA) approach aims at exercising each unity

element with equal probability for each digital input code. The algorithm uses a
register of indexes, one index Ik(i) for each possible input code k. The elements
that are used when code k is applied are Ik(i), Ik(i) + 1, · · · , Ik(i) + k − 1,
where i represents the time-index. When the index exceeds the number of
elements, then the selection wraps around and the first element is used.

The result is that successive occurrences of the same code leads to the use
of all the unity elements of the array. As mentioned, the method requires using
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Figure 8.21. ILA indexes and usage of 7-elements for a given sequence of input data. (a)
Rotation approach. (b) Addition approach.

indexes, as shown in Fig. 8.21, for remembering the used set of elements for
converting a given code so a different set is used at the next occurrence of
that input code. In this way, after a few conversions of the same input, all the
elements of the DAC are employed, and the mismatch is averaged out.

There are two methods for selecting elements: the rotation approach and the
addition approach. The rotation approach increase the index of the code k, Ik,
by 1 each time the code k occurs. The addition method increases by k the index
Ik, modulo M, all the times an input whose value is k occurs.

In order to better understand the method consider the cases illustrated in
Fig. 8.21 that uses an input sequence made by {5 6 3 5 2 3 6 5 5} and 7 elements.
Initially all the indexes are equal to 1 and the first input data determines the
use of the first 5 elements. Then, the index I5(2) becomes 2 for the rotation
approach and 6 for the addition approach. Since the input at the time indexes
2 and 3 the input is not 5, I5(3) and I5(4) remain unchanged. The next time
the input is 5 is at the time-index 4 and I5(4) determines the use of different
elements (from 2 to 6 for the rotational and {6 7 1 2 3} for the additional
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Figure 8.22. 7-elements waveforms for the input sequence of Fig. 8.21. (a) Rotation approach.
(b) Addition approach.

method). Then, the index I5(5) becomes 3 for the rotation approach and 4 for
the addition approach.

The ILA method obtains a shaping of the mismatch error if every element
frequently switches on and off. Consider again the example of Fig. 8.21, every
element gives rise to the waveforms of Fig.8.22 showing busy signals for both
the rotation and the addition method. Only the elements 2 and 7 are switched
once for the rotational approach. All the other elements switch at least twice in
the 9 clock periods sequence.

The results are good but a more solid effectiveness of the method should be
verified by computer simulations of a Σ∆ multi-bit modulator.

Example 8.3

A second orderΣ∆modulator uses an 8-level ADC with an 8-elements
DAC. The modulator uses the ILA for the dynamic matching of ele-
ments. Determine the effect of the method with a mismatch between
the DAC elements equal to 0.2%.

Solution

This example and the next one are solved by the help of the behavioral
models included in the folder SD DEM. The used scheme, described in
SD2 DEM.mdl is a second order modulator whose second integrator
output is processed by the subsystem DEM made by two blocks: the
ADC and the DEM+DAC. The output of the ADC is the output signal
while the second output is used in the mail feedback path. Since the
second feedback path is assumed ideal the diagram uses the output
of the ADC.
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The launcher of the model foresees many options that are set by flags.
It is suggested that the reader spend some time for understanding the
various simulation possibilities before using the provided files. This
would enable a better understanding of the problem and a more gen-
eral use by a customization of the code.
The simulation with ideal elements and OSR = 64 produces the ex-
pected noise shaping and 95 dB SNDR with input amplitude 6 dB
below the full scale.
A 0.002 mismatch causes at the output of the DAC the error shown
in Fig. 8.23. The same figure also displays on the right diagram the
output spectrum compared to the one of the ideal case. As known,
since the tones of the error are not shaped, they appear unchanged
on the output spectrum.
Observe that, for making sure that the spectra use the same scales, a
marker at Nyquist is added to the signals before processing the data for
obtaining spectra normalized with respect to the marker amplitude.
The flag "DEM sel" selects the type of dynamic matching while the flag
"nochange" enables to keep unchanged the mismatch for comparing
the results of different algorithms with the same conditions. The
simulation results for the two possible ILA approaches are shown
in Fig. 8.24 and Fig. 8.25. Both methods remove the tones and, also,
show an attenuation of the spectrum error at low frequency. However,
the addition approach pushes more error power at high frequency as
it is verified by the obtained SNDR that is 84 dB for the rotation
and 87 dB for the addition method. The difference is not visible
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Figure 8.23. Spectrum of the DAC error (0.002 mismatch) and output spectra with and without
mismatch.
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Figure 8.24. Spectrum of the DAC error with the ILA rotation method and output spectra with
and without mismatch.
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Figure 8.25. Spectrum of the DAC error with the ILA addition method and output spectra with
and without mismatch.

from the plotted spectra because of the used scales. Both results
are less than the ideal case but much better than the SNDR without
dynamic matching that is, for the same conditions, as low as 75 dB
and depending on the random set of mismatches can go from 65 to
maximum 80 dB.

8.6.3 Data Weighted Averaging
The second approach, early studied for the use with Σ∆ before the ILA by

the son of the author in his master thesis, is now referred to as data weighted
averaging (DWA). The method uses just one index, in common with all the input
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Figure 8.26. Data weighted algorithm selection of 15 unity elements.

codes updated by the addition of the new input code to the content of the index
register. Fig. 8.26 depicts 15 unity elements arranges as a wheel to outline the
rotation in the selection of elements.

The advantage of the DWA method is that the rotation cycle is fast thanks
to the update of the only index every clock period. The same sequence of
input data used in Fig. 8.21 gives rise to the element usage and the correspond-
ing waveforms of Fig. 8.27. The fast calibration cycles give rise to frequent
switching of the unity elements denoting high frequency error components.

The comparison of the ILA and DWA methods done by computer simulations
shows that both give rise to shaping of the mismatch error. The ILA seems to
be more effective for a small number of elements while the DWA method works
well for 7 or more elements.

It is relatively easy to show that DWA method determines a first order shaping
of the mismatch error. For this, suppose that Xi = X + δXi is the value of the
i-th of the M elements. Neglecting a possible gain error, the mismatches verify
the condition

M∑

1

δXi = 0 (8.21)

The set of random variables δXi, i = 1 · · ·M , generates another random
variable ∆i(k)

∆i(k) =
i+k−1∑

i

δXk for i + k − 1 < M
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Figure 8.27. (a) DWA index and usage of 7-elements for a given sequence of input data. (b)
Elements waveforms.

∆i(k) =
M∑

i

δXk +
i+k−1−M∑

1

δXk for i + k − 1 > M (8.22)

that is the total error given by of the elements used for converting an input k
with the DWA index pointing at i as first element.

∆i(k) is a set of M2 random numbers determined by the combination of M
values δXi. One of them is the error of the DAC that converts k, as shown in
Fig. 8.28 (a). The example of Fig. 8.28 (b) (M = 8) depicts the DWA operation
during two consecutive cycles. The first cycle starts from the first element and
uses during the clock period nT the first 3 elements. The index moves to 4
and since the new input equals 4 the DAC uses 4 5 6 7. The new index is 7 and
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Figure 8.28. (a) Modeling the DWA with an injection of error. (b) Possible two cycles use of
elements.
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the next input is 3; the DAC completes the first cycle at (nT+2) by using the
element 8 and begins part of the second one with the elements 1 and 2.

The noise injected in the first time-slot is ∆1(k1) = δX1+δX2+δX3, while
the one caused during the second time-slot is ∆2(k2) = δX4 + δX5 + δX6 +
δX7. Assume splitting ∆3(k3) in two parts ∆′

3(k3) = δX8 and ∆′′
3(k3) =

δX1 + δX2. The first part is pertinent the first cycle while the second part
concerns the next cycle.

Using (8.21) it results

∆1(k1) + ∆2(k2) + ∆′
3(k3) = 0 (8.23)

that enable expressing one errors as a function of the other. For example, the
one of the second time-slot becomes

∆2(k2) = −
[
∆1(k1) + ∆′

3(k3)
]
. (8.24)

The noise of the time-slot nT, (nT+T) and the fraction ∆′
3(k3) injected during

(nT+2T) in the z-domain give rise to

∆1(k1) −
[
∆1(k1) + ∆′(k3)

]
z + ∆′(k3)z2 (8.25)

that rearranged yields

−z−1∆1(k1)(1 − z−1) + ∆′
3(k3)(1 − z−1) (8.26)

showing a first order shaping of the sample injected during nT and the fraction
injected during (nT+2T).

Similar considerations for the next clock periods obtain ∆4(k4), ∆5(k5) and
the fraction of ∆6(k6) pertinent the second time slot.

The use again of (8.21) obtains

∆4(k4) = −
[
∆′′

3(k3) + ∆5(k5) + ∆′
6(k6)

]
(8.27)

Since the fraction ∆′′
3(k3) is injected during (nT+2T) and the other terms

during (nT+3T), (nT+4T) and (nT+5T), in the z-domain it results

∆4(k4)z2−
[
∆′′

3(k3) + ∆5(k5) + ∆′
6(k6)

]
z3+∆5(k5)z4+∆′

6(k6)z5 (8.28)

that rearranged gives rise to
[
z−1∆5(k5) − ∆′′(k3)z−3

]
(1 − z−1) + ∆′

6(k6)(1 − z−2) (8.29)

therefore, two terms are filtered by (1 − z−1) while ∆′
6(k6) passes through

(1 − z−2). The latter shaping is because ∆′
6(k6) is injected with two period

delay of with respect to ∆4(k4) that, by turns, is due to the four clock periods
(or fractions of clock periods) necessary to complete the second cycle.
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Figure 8.29. Model of the processing performed by the DWA method on the mismatch error
samples.

If the input is small, the algorithm completes a cycle in many clock periods.
If the input is large, it is worth making the study using the complementary error
∆i(k) =

∑M
i δXk − ∆i(k) for obtaining similar conclusions.

The above study shows that the mismatch error (or its complement) passes
through shaping function (1 − z−d), where d is the distance in clock-periods
between the sample and the one almost halfway the considered cycle.

Since at low frequency the shaping function becomes

(1 − z−d) � d · (1 − z−1); z → 1, (8.30)

the mismatch error is amplified by d and passed through (1 − z−1), as shown
in the scheme of Fig. 8.29 where a smart switch directs the error to the proper
amplification block before the (1 − z−1) filter.

Example 8.4

A second order sigma-delta modulator with 8 unity elements in the
DAC and OSR = 64 utilizes the butterfly or the DWA randomization
in the DAC of the main feedback path. Compare the spectra of output
and error caused by a 0.004 random mismatch of elements.

Solution

This example uses the same simulation environment utilized for the
previous example as it enables different kind of dynamic matching of
elements by changing a flag. As known the butterfly randomization
transforms the tones caused by the elements mismatch into noise. This
is actually what results by looking at the spectrum of error of Fig. 8.30
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that, being added to the input of the modulator, causes the flat until
about 400 kHz. Since the signal band is 156 kHz the flat is well above
the shaped noise and causes a significant degradation of the SNR.
The simulation results shown in Fig. 8.30 corresponds to SNR = 70
dB.
The use of the DWA algorithm gives rise to the expected first order
shaping, as shown in Fig. 8.31. The error spectrum has a 20 dB/dec
slope until low frequencies. Thanks to the shaping the spectrum of
the mismatch error is well below the quantization noise from few

Figure 8.30. Spectrum of the mismatch error and output spectrum for the Butterfly dynamic
matching method.

Figure 8.31. Spectrum of the mismatch error (top) and output spectrum for the DWA dynamic
matching method.
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kHz. Therefore, since the signal bandwidth is 156 kHz, there is no
degradation of the SNR with respect to ideal case even with a 0.4%
mismatch error.
The input amplitude equal to −3 dB exercises all the codes at the
output of the ADC. On the contrary, a small input exercises only
codes around half scale that conclude the cycle in two clock periods.
This will cause high frequency tones in the error spectrum.

8.7 DECIMATION AND INTERPOLATION
The digital signal at the output of a Σ∆ modulator is processed in the digital

domain for performing two functions: removing the out-of-band shaped noise
and reducing the clock-rate by decimation. The two features are one related to
the other as decimation means sampling at lower frequency of a high data-rate
signal that, as known, requires anti-aliasing for removing the out-of-band spurs.

The interpolation is an opposite operation used for increasing the sampling
frequency and obtaining oversampling as required by a Σ∆ DAC. The interpo-
lation is performed before the digital Σ∆ modulator as the sampling frequency
of digital transmitted or stored data is close to the Nyquist limit. The result
is a high resolution oversampled signal that, exploiting the quantization noise
shaping, is transformed into a low resolution oversampled DAC digital control.

8.7.1 Decimation
As known shaping leaves little noise in the signal band while augmenting the

noise near the Nyquist limit. Since in order to preserve the SNR it is necessary to
have a total aliased noise power much smaller than the in-band noise, high-order
modulators require a very high in-band filtering effectiveness.

Consider, for example, an L-th order Σ∆ modulator with oversampling OSR
and k quantization intervals, granting a given SNR. Because of the NTF the
power of the quantization noise in the band near Nyquist is 22L∆2/(12 ·OSR).
On the contrary the noise power in the signal band is very low being the power
of a full scale sine wave divided by SNR. For avoiding the NTF degradation
caused by aliasing the filter Hdec before decimation must verify the condition

V 2
FS

8
10−SNR/10 >> H2

dec(fs/2)
22LV 2

FS

12 · k2 · OSR
(8.31)

that, with a modulator that achieves SNR = 104 dB using, for instance, L = 3,
OSR = 32 and k = 8 requires an stop-band gain much lower than −87 dB
(say, at least OSR/2 → 12dB).
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Often, in addition to the amplitude response the system requires a flat group
delay in the signal band, feature that is obtained by an all pass filter that adjust
the phase or, better, using FIR filters.

With large decimation factors it is not convenient using a single block but
is more effective performing the operation in successive steps for reducing the
complexity of the high frequency signal processing sections. If the decimation
factor KD (KD = 2kd) is divided into the product

KD = 2kd12kd2 · · · 2kdp , (8.32)

the decimation scheme can be like the one of Fig. 8.32 that uses the cascade of
four blocks. In the cascaded decimator the clock of the cells goes down step
by step giving rise to successive aliasing that requires for every step an in-band
low residual noise.

Since the first filter operates at the maximum speed it is necessary using for
it simple architectures like a sinc FIR filter. If, for example, the first decimation
is by 4 out of a 64 total, the critical frequency intervals are (31 → 32)/64fN ,
(32 → 33)/64fN , and (63 → 64)/64fN . Therefore the first filter should just
take care of those intervals. Assuming now that the spur from those regions
critical are properly removed the sampling frequency of the second stage can
reduce by M1 for a further filtering before the second decimation and, possibly

Decimator Architecture

The architecture of a deci-
mation must obtain minimum
hardware complexity and
power consumption. Perform-
ing decimation in successive
steps is the best choice.

a third decimation. The scheme of
the second and the third filter is of-
ten half-band, meaning that the coef-
ficients of every second tap (except
the central one) are equal to zero.

The advantage of the cascade so-
lution is, as mentioned, a reduced
hardware complexity but, also, re-
duced power consumption because a
lower clock frequency diminishes the
power usage.

   M1
n-th SINC
FILTER

   M2
FIR

half-band

   M3
FIR

half-band

DROP
CORRECTION

M1=4-32 M2=2-8 M3=2-4

fs/(M1M2M3)fs/M1 fs/(M1M2) fs/(M1M2M3)fs

Figure 8.32. Cascade of decimation cells for realizing the decimator.
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A sinc filter estimates the running average of N consecutive input samples
whose output is

Ysinc(n) =
1
N

N−1∑

0

X(n − i). (8.33)

A signal passed through the sinc filter obtains the signal transfer function

Hs(z) =
1
N

N−1∑

0

z−i =
1
N

1 − z−N

1 − z−1
; (8.34)

that has (N − 1) zeros at z = N
√
−1 excluded z = 1.

Using a sinc filter is efficient because it attenuates the input amplitude only
at the required frequencies but the obtained attenuation cannot be enough for
ensuring the desired noise rejection. Actually, for an L-th order modulator it
is required using a sincL+1 filter because, as shown in Fig. 8.33 for N = 4, a
high order sinc well improves the noise rejection at the critical frequencies.

Let us verify that the simple sinc filter is not an adequate anti-aliasing filter
for a first order Σ∆ that diminishes its oversampling from OSR to OSR’=OSR/N
with a decimation by N.

The spectrum of the quantization noise, shaped by (1 − z−1)2 and filtered
by H2

n(z), is

v2
n,out(z) = v2

n,Q(1 − z−1)2
1

N2

[
1 − z−N

1 − z−1

]2

=
v2
n,Q

N2
(1 − z−N )2. (8.35)

Figure 8.33. Frequency response of sinc, sinc2 and sinc3 filters.
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The use of the z → ejωT transformation obtains

v2
n,out(ω) = v2

n,Q

[
2
sin(NωT/2)

N

]2

(8.36)

Using the approximation sin(NωT/2) � ±NωT/2 in the frequency inter-
vals f = k/(NT ) ± fB; k = 0, · · · (N − 1) that are the band base and the
regions folded by aliasing in the band base, it results

v2
n,out(2πf) = v2

n,Q [2πfT ]2 (8.37)

that shows a same transfer function for the band base and in the aliased intervals.
Accordingly, the superposition caused by aliasing will amplify by N the in-band
noise causing an SNR worsening by 10 · log2N .

The same study repeated for a sincL filter used after an L − th order Σ∆
modulator leads to equal results. Therefore, it is necessary to enforce the
filtering action by a using cascaded additional filter or, better, by increasing by
1 the order of the sinc.

The sincL+1 filter is a transversal structure that requires delays multipliers by
coefficients and accumulators. The used coefficients are integer with a limited
value if the order and the interpolation factors are limited. For example for L
= 3 and N = 4 the filter is

Hs(z) = (1 + z−1 + z−2 + z−3)3 (8.38)

= 1 + 3z−1+6z−2+10z−3+12z−4+12z−5+10z−6+6z−7+3z−8+z−9

The coefficients can be stored in a memory or generated step by step during
the filtering operation.

REGS REGS REGS

REG

S

REG

S

REG

S   N

IN

OUT

Integrators

Differentiators

Figure 8.34. Implementation of a sinc3 filter with simple hardware.
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For large values of N the number of coefficients and the number of taps
of the transversal filter can become impractical. In those cases a possible im-
plementation is the one shown in Fig. 8.34 for L = 2 made by the cascade of
three digital integrators followed by a decimator by N and three differentiators.
The implementation avoids the need for multipliers or coefficient storage or
generation. Moreover, the amount of hardware running at the high sampling
rate is kept to a minimum for a minimum use of power.

The next stages of the chain of filters operate at a decimated frequency but
must satisfy more complex requirements because of the lower oversampling
ratio. As mentioned, a good solution is using half band filters that have all
but one of the odd coefficients equal to zero. By choosing symmetric impulse
responses number of coefficients is minimum and the computational complexity
is reduced by nearly 50% as compared to general direct-form filter architecture.

8.7.2 Interpolation
The digital interpolation increases the oversampling rate of digital data before

a Σ∆ DAC and suppresses the images replica at multiples of the input data-rate.
The interpolator specifications foresee a moderate suppression of high order
images because the reconstruction filter used to remove the high frequency
components of the shaped quantization noise attenuates them. On the contrary,
the first images must be carefully suppressed as they are typically inside the

Figure 8.35. Frequency response of a FIR filter with 125 taps.
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pass band of the analog reconstruction filter. Therefore, if the signal band and
the Nyquist limit are close the pass-band stop-band transition is sharp.

The interpolation factor is normally large because a Σ∆ DAC aims at a
significant reduction of the number of bit (at the limit it should go down to 1-bit.
If the digital input is, for example, 16-18-bit corresponding to an SNR of 98-110
dB, it is necessary using a third-order 1-bit modulator with 64 OSR to secure
the 16-bit and OSR= 128 for ensuring the 18-bit resolution. Since using higher
order modulations gives rise to an eccessive amplification of the quantization
noise at high frequency, lower OSRs would require multi-bit schemes.

The interpolator can be realized with a single stage or by the cascade of many
stages. The latter is the preferred method, as a single stage solution would re-
quire operations at the over-sampled frequency, causing excessive power con-
sumption. Only for relaxed transitions between pass-band and stop band it is
acceptable using a single stage interpolator. For example, a transition region
0.45 − 0.55 fs with more than 100 dB of attenuation in the stop band and a
ripple of about 0.0001 dB in the pass banda is obtained by a 125 taps FIR filter.
The possible response is shown in Fig. 8.35.

On the contrary, a cascade solution can use an increasing clock in the stages,
thereby saving power. The interpolation factor of the first stage is normally
low: 2 or 4. The cascade of Fig. 8.36 uses a first interpolation by 2 as a
FIR filter with not so many taps (around 100-140 compared with 380 of a
single stage counterpart) can obtain a frequency response with very small gain

Remind

An interpolator made by the
cascade of stages saves sil-
icon area and obtains low
power consumption. The
use of an interpolation by 2
in the first stage is the best
choice.

variation in the flat band-pass region
and very sharp cutoff for a good sup-
pression of the first image. Often even
the interpolation factor of the second
stage is 2; since the separation between
the band-base and the third image is fs

it is not necessary to have a sharp cut-
off. Therefore, the number of coeffi-
cients of the second FIR filter is lower
and, as indicated in Fig. 8.36, can de-

FIR1 FIR2 FIR3 S&H

100-140 taps 25-50 taps 4-16 taps

2fs 4fs 8fs 64fs (128fs)

2 2 2 8 (16)

Figure 8.36. Cascade of interpolation sections to obtain interpolation.

crease from 100-140 to 25-50. A pos-
sible third FIR with again an interpola-
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Figure 8.37. Frequency responses of the various sections of an interpolation scheme.

tion factor equal to 2 uses a further reduced number of taps (4-16). After that,
since the obtained interpolation by 8 is fairly large, the remaining increase of
the sampling-rate can be obtained with a simple S&H as the given attenuation
in the signal band is acceptable.

Fig. 8.37 shows the possible responses of the four sections of the interpolator
described in Fig. 8.36 with a displayed frequency ranging from 0 to 8fs. The
Nyquist frequency of the first FIR is fs and the response replicates itself around
2fs, 4fs, 6fs, · · · . The replicas at 2fs, 6fs, · · · and higher bands are suppressed
by the second FIR whose cutoff border are not very sharp. The third FIR cancels
the replicas at 4fs, 12fs, · · · , while the sinc takes care of the multiples of 8fs.
The attenuation of the second and third Nyquist zone equal to 100 dB ensures
a good suppression of those images. For the images from 4 to 8 an attenuation
by 70 dB is likely acceptable.
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PROBLEMS

8.1 A unity current source of 25 µA (nominal value) is made by a
source degenerated n-channel transistor whose overdrive is (300
±10) mV and a 5 kΩ resistance between source and ground. The
absolute accuracy of the resistance is ±15%. Design a proper
resistive network to be connected to the degeneration enabling the
trimming to 1o-bit with fuses.

8.2 A 4-path time interleaved 10-bit ADC uses off-line calibration
for the digital correction of gain and offset. The expected offset
and gain errors have σOs = 12mV σG = 0.002. Determine the
number of bit to be used for storing the correction coefficients.
The circuit must ensure a yield of 99%.

8.3 The SFDR of a digitally corrected 12-bit ADC must be 100 dB.
The expected INL is ±4 LSB. Determine the resolution of the
correction signal to be added to the digital result and the minimum
size of the RAM for storing the correction data.

8.4 Repeat Example 8.1 to determine the maximum error in splitting
the currents that enables 90 dB SFDR. Use for the simulation a
suitable number of points for the FFT sequence.

8.5 Use butterfly randomization in a 6 bit MDAC that uses 32 nom-
inally equal unity capacitances. Estimate the SFDR for 0.005
random error.

8.6 Repeat Example 8.2 but use a 4 bit quantizer. The random mis-
match between unity elements is 0.3%. Use a clocked averaging
randomizer with 5-bit control.

8.7 A 2-1 Mash Σ∆ modulator uses 3-bit DACs (7 elements). The
mismatch between unity elements of 0.0015 is averaged with the
ILA rotation method. Determine the SNR as a function of the
oversampling ratio. Assume ideal the response of the op-amps.

8.8 Repeat the previous problem but use the DWA method. Use 7-
element and a 15 element DACs. Compare the results with the
one of the previous problem.

8.9 Determine the in-band attenuation of sinc3 and a sinc4 filters used
in a converter with OSR = 32.
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Chapter 9

TESTING OF
D/A AND A/D

CONVERTERS
This Chapter deals with the methods used for testing and charac-
terizing data converters. We shall start with the static method for
testing DNL and INL. Following this, we shall consider the testing
of DACs dynamic performances, namely settling time, glitch and
distortion. Static ADC testing will also be considered. Subse-
quently, we shall study the histogram method with different types
of input. Distortion and intermodulation tests are also discussed.
The use of sine wave and FFT in extracting part specifications is
also considered.

9.1 INTRODUCTION
After a data-converter is designed and manufactured, then before it is de-

livered to customers, a set of measurements verifies that the performance cor-
responds to the expectation. At the very beginning of the product lifetime
these measurements enable the debugging of the circuit thus improving future
yields. This phase, named characterization, is usually performed manually by
engineers using bench testing equipment like power supplies, signal genera-
tors, oscilloscopes etc.. Full characterization is very important as it helps in
identifying problems in the early stage of production, possibly involving sili-
con changes that the designer adjusts according to the measurement results. In
addition, characterization verifies the safe operating limits.
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Figure 9.1. Typical ATE platform.

After the design is validated there is routine production testing that, in the
modern IC industry, is performed on an ATE (Automatic Test Equipment) plat-
form. ATE provides a wide range of testing resources and handles different
tests from simple ones, such as a continuity check, to fairly complex ones, such
as the SNR test for static and dynamic linearity. The ATE can test a large quan-
tity of ICs very efficiently performing hundreds of tests in a few seconds on
more than one hundred pin-count devices as its computer controlled test and
measurement equipment is arranged in such a way as to be able to test a unit
with minimal human interaction.

A complete ATE system includes both hardware, and software (testing op-
erating system). The hardware generally consists of a tester head, mainframe,
and workstation used to access the measurement resource. Probers interface to
the wafer dies through customer designed probe cards, which have probe tips

Figure 9.2. Probes for wafer level testing (left) and screened chip (right).
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that touch the die pads. Testers control the probers movement and exchange
analog and digital electrical signals with probes through PIB (probe interface
board). The wafer level testing screens out the bad dies (Fig. 9.2). They are
scraped and not packaged. Once the good dies have been packaged, final tests
are carried out to prove their functionality after the damage due to packaging
process stress. The advantage of ATE is the repeatability of procedures and
cost efficiency of high volumes. The chief disadvantages are the upfront costs:
programming and setup.

The above described procedure is the same for any mixed-signal IC. The
specific testing of data-converters is obtained using dedicated software and
measurement resources.

9.2 TEST BOARD
The characterization and the test of packaged parts uses a board, like the one

shown in Fig. 9.3, which houses the IC, brings the signal and supplies into the
circuit and conveys the conversion results to the processing unit. The design of
this interface board is often critical as it must be able to preserve the quality of
the parameters being measured. More specifically, pcb’s used for testing high
resolution, high speed circuits require special care when measuring total har-
monic distortion (THD), spurious-free dynamic range (SFDR), intermodulation
distortion (IMD) and other dynamic features at conversion rates of hundreds of
MS/s.

Figure 9.3. Typical pcb for ATE interface.
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The design of the board for testing should follow design recommendations
similar to the ones given in Chapter 2 for qualifying data converters. The
voltage drops on the ground traces must be minimum. The transient switching
currents generated by digital circuits flowing through the power path trace and
the ground-return must be well separated from the analog paths. When large
device currents cause the power-supply trace to suffer a voltage drop then the
board must be able to to measure the error with a Kelvin connection and, if
necessary, enable an adjustment of the power supply.

For testing DACs running at speeds around and over 1 GS/s the board uses
good power-supply decoupling, and its digital traces need to be well separated
from analog traces to avoid interfering signals.

Since many DACs provide differential analog outputs, which minimize errors
caused by common mode fluctuations, it is necessary to perform on the test
board a differential to single ended conversion for testing purposes that, for
very high speed, is conveniently achieved using a transformer rather than an
amplifier. The solution normally simplifies the board design as the transformer
converts differential to single-ended outputs with a linearity that is difficult to
obtain with an amplifier output stage. Often, since transformers have their own
optimum range of operation, it is necessary to use more than one transformer
to perform the testing over the entire DAC frequency range.

The clock separation from analog sections must be verified in advance before
using the board. This is done by powering down the analog part of the DAC
and measuring possible spurs caused by the powered digital section.

The control of the instruments like voltage and current generators, pattern
generators and spectrum analyzers can be done by connecting the various instru-
ments to an IEEE-488 bus (also called GPIB or HPIB bus) and using software.
Another possibility for low-budget and medium-scale testing is using the serial
and parallel ports of a pc. For example, the standard parallel port provides 12

Warning!

The board used for vali-
dating and, more important,
for testing data converters
must be carefully designed
to avoid false errors caused
by the board instead of the
converter. Also, ensure ac-
curacy and calibration of the
used instrument.

logic outputs and five inputs, which can
be connected directly to TTL/CMOS
circuits. The parallel port often drives
2-wire I2C interfaces and can be used
to transmit or receive data to and from
a device under test (DUT ).

Since for the testing of dynamic per-
formances it is often necessary to use
source generators or spectrum analyz-
ers with optimum accuracy in differ-
ent frequency ranges, then the board
must foresee multiple input and out-
puts and enable the switching between
them. The switching can be controlled
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by software that also regulates the measuring set-up and defines the signal
processing performed during or after (off line) the data acquisition.

The testing of ADCs and DACs involves the handling of digital input and
outputs that, depending on the conversion speed, require low voltage differential
signaling (LVDS) or single-ended CMOS digital drivers. Typically, 350 MS/s
is the switchover point from CMOS to LVDS.

The design of boards for high-speed data converters requires a special skill
that typically follows these practical recommendations:

All the bypass capacitors must be very close to the device, preferably on
the same side as the converter, using surface-mount components to achieve
minimum trace length, low inductance, and low parasitic capacitance.
The analog and digital supplies, references, and common-mode inputs must
be bypassed to ground with ceramic capacitors effective at high frequency
in parallel with large electrolytic capacitors effective at low frequency.

Use multilayer boards with separate ground and power planes to ensure the
highest level of signal integrity.

Use a split ground plane arranged to match the physical location of analog
and digital ground pins on the converter’s package and keep the impedance
of the two ground planes as low as possible.

When using split grounds join them at a single point (typically in the gap
between analog and digital ground) with a low-value surface-mount resistor
of 1 to 5 Ω, a ferrite bead, or a direct short. This ensures that noisy digital
ground currents do not interfere with the analog ground plane.

Route high-speed digital signal traces well away from all the sensitive analog
traces.

Keep all the signal lines short and avoid 90◦ turns. Use 45◦ or rounded turns
instead.

Always treat the clock input as an analog signal but route it away from both
the actual analog signals and other digital lines.

9.3 QUALITY AND RELIABILITY TEST
Quality and reliability of integrated circuits are important features that must

obviously be ensured for data converters. The required quality is determined
by the acceptable quality level (AQL), which is the planned minimum fraction
of shipped units that should be defect-free. It is necessary to obtain a process
yield that is higher than the required AQL, otherwise each part must be tested
so that defective units can be identified and removed before or after packaging.

The quality of any product is assured by consistent actions in all the steps from
product planning to development, designing, trial production, mass production
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Be Aware

Quality and reliability is
not just a metter of process
but also design. Circuit
schemes that are less sensi-
tive to parameter’s variation
voltage changes and mis-
matches and avoid hot car-
rier damage do ensure qual-
ity!

and shipping. In general quality and
reliability are obtained by ensuring the
optimum work environment and the
use of reliable technologies. For prod-
uct design, it is necessary to strictly tar-
get the product specifications by per-
forming careful design reviews before
starting mass production. In mass pro-
duction, product quality and reliability
is assured by controlling all the pro-
duction steps starting from raw materi-
als, manufacturing equipment, and the
manufacturing environment.

Since high quality means reliable circuits, stress testing and accelerate aging
tests are done to determine how the products will perform under extreme field
conditions and how long the performance will remain unchanged.

The most common stress tests are High Temperature Operating Life (HTOL),
Autoclave (PCT, or pressure cooker test), Electrostatic discharge (ESD), and
Latch-up (LU). The circuit under stress test is measured before and after each
stress test to look for possible parameter shifts.

The HTOL test is used to determine the products performance after many
years of operation. Since the operation of a circuit at high temperature speeds
up the aging effects, parts are operated in an oven (usually at 125◦C) for several
thousand hours to simulate the performance over decades of field operation
proving the long-term reliability.

Autoclave uses extreme pressure, humidity, and temperature conditions to
test the package and die’s protective capabilities. This kind of stress test verifies
a lack of die contamination, contact corrosion, and other phenomena resulting
from any packaging weaknesses.

As is known, electrostatic discharge can permanently damage an IC that is
not properly protected and handled. The internal gate electrodes of a CMOS
IC chip are insulated from the substrate by thin oxide films. Where these
electrodes are connected to input pins then, in order to prevent oxide breakdown,
input protection structures are used. The ESD test verifies the effectiveness
of the these input protections against large voltages caused by three possible
mechanisms: human handling, machine overvoltage generation, and, during
fabrication, electrostatic device charging.

Latch-up is another IC problem affecting reliability. It causes a part to draw
too much current which permanently alters its performances. The latch-up test
applies current to the pins of the part to look for this problem. If the part is
not designed correctly, the test can triggers latch-ua and an internal electrical
short-circuit occurs.
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9.4 DATA PROCESSING
Suitable data processing of measured data enables the estimation of key spec-

ifications of a data converter. The fitting technique which examines the output
resulting from an input ramp or sine wave obtains gain, offset and harmonic
coefficients by a linear, polynomial, or sinusoidal fitting.

Further processing provides the histogram of the output (for either a ramp or
sine wave input) which obtains the DNL and, consequently, the INL.

9.4.1 Best-fit-line
The best-fit-line of the ADC input-output characteristics uses a sequence of

n digital data Yi, i = 1, · · · , n generated by linear input signals covering the
entire dynamic range. For a DAC the used data is the ADC conversion of the
analog output obtained with linear digital inputs that, as for the ADC case, cover
the entire dynamic range. The fitting line is

Ŷ (i) = G · i + Yos (9.1)

where G is the gain and Yos is the offset of the data converter.
The least squares method minimizes the summed square of residuals that for

the i-th data point is the difference between the measured response value Yi and
the fitted response value Ŷi

ri = Yi − Ŷi. (9.2)

The summed square of residuals is

S =
n∑

1

r2
i =

n∑

1

(Yi − Ŷi)2 =
n∑

1

[Yi − (G · i + Yos)]
2 . (9.3)

The minimum of S in the coefficients space requires that the partial derivatives
of S equal to zero

∂S

∂G
= −2

n∑

1

i · [Yi − (G · i + Yos)] = 0 (9.4)

∂S

∂Yos
= −2

n∑

1

[Yi − (G · i + Yos)] = 0 (9.5)

that, using the values

S1 = 2
n∑

1

i; S2 = 2
n∑

1

Yi; S3 = 2
n∑

1

i2; S2 = 2
n∑

1

iYi (9.6)

as intermediate variables, yields

G =
nS4 − S1S2

nS3 − S2
1

; Yos =
S2

n
− G

S1

n
(9.7)
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which are the gain and offset that fit the best straight line response.
The method can be extended to a higher degree polynomial to determine the

fitting coefficients used for harmonic distortion specifications. The analytical
study is based on similar computation methods described in specialized books
or embedded in computation or system simulation packages.

The least square fitting assumes that the precision quality of all the used data
is equal. However, it may happen that some data points have reduced accuracy
as they represent inputs in critical regions or where the input was occasionally
corrupted by a spur. Since the poor quality of a fraction of the used data
set influences the fit, the poor data must be identified and removed from the
sequence. Another possibility is to weight each residual term of equation (9.3)
before its use in the fitting process. Weighted least squares fitting minimizes
the expression

S′ =
n∑

1

wi(Yi − Ŷi)2. (9.8)

Obviously data weighting requires knowledge that the accuracy of the con-
version varies in different regions of the explored range.

9.4.2 Sine Wave Fitting
Some ADC test methods use a precise analog sine wave generator for pro-

ducing a digital sine wave at the output. Generally, possible limits of the ADC
give rise to a result that is not an exact sine wave and so it is necessary to extract
the best sine wave approximation (normally with offset) from a large measured
set. The processing methods used are the three-parameters least-squares fit
(if the frequency is known) or the four-parameters least-squares fit when the
frequency must also be determined. The three parameters fit is used when the
data set does not exactly represent an integer number of cycles, as in this case
the DFT can be more straightforward.

The fit method determines the values of A0, B0, Yos (and ω0) that minimize
the sum of squared differences

M∑

i=1

[yi − A0cos(ω0iT ) − B0sin(ω0iT ) − Yos]
2 (9.9)

where y1, y2, · · · , yM is a sequence of M input samples taken at successive
sample times.

If the frequency is known we can define the matrixes

D0 =





cos((ω0T ) sin(ω0iT ) 1
cos((2ω0T ) sin(2ω0iT ) 1

. . . . . . . . .
cos((Mω0T ) sin(Mω0iT ) 1
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y =





y1

y2

. . .
yM



 x0 =




A0

B0

Yos





that give rise to the matrix notation of (9.9)

(y − D0x0)T (y − D0x0) (9.10)

where T designates the transpose.
Since the minimum of the above equations determines the result, the testing

method is split into the following steps: apply a sine wave with specified para-
meters to the input of the A/D converter, take a record of the output data, fit a
sine wave to the sequence of samples by estimating phase, amplitude, dc value,
and (if needed) frequency by minimizing the sum of the squared difference
expressed by (9.10).

If the input frequency is unknown then the fitting method uses an estimated
frequency value in the calculation and repeats the determination several times
to obtain the value of ω0.

9.4.3 Histogram Method
The histogram method is a statistical study of a sequence of output sam-

ples obtained with an ADC input whose magnitude distribution (or probability
density function), pin(x) is known. The occurrence probability Pi of a certain
output code Vi is, for an ideal ADC, the integral of the probability of having the
input in the range of Vi. Therefore, an ideal ADC with N equal quantization
intervals and dynamic range VFS gives rise to

Pi =
∫ i∆

(i−1)∆
pin(x)dx; i = 1 · · ·N ; ∆ = VFS/(N − 1). (9.11)

If the converter is not ideal the integral that defines the occurrence probability
of the output code Vi must extend between the actual code transitions limits

Pi,r =
∫ VU,i

VL,i

pin(x)dx; (9.12)

where lower and upper code transitions are

VL,i =
i−1∑

j=1

∆j ; VU,i = VL,i + ∆i. (9.13)

Assuming that the number of samples M is large, Pi and Pi,r are approxi-
mately the number of samples Mi and Mi,r that give rise to the code Vi in the
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ideal and real case divided by M

Pi =
Mi

M
; Pi,r =

Mi,r

M
. (9.14)

The number of quantization intervals and/or the probability density function
are typically such that pin(x) can be assumed constant within the i-th quan-
tization interval and equal to pin(VL,i). Therefore, using equation (9.12) we
obtain

Pi = pin(VL,i)∆; Pi,r = pin(VL,i)∆i (9.15)

which combined with (9.14) yields

∆i =
Mi

M · pin(VL,i)
. (9.16)

Moreover, if the inputs have constant probability over the entire dynamic
range (like a linear ramp or a saw tooth extended over the entire analog range)
then pin(x) = 1/VFS , where the integral of pin(x) over the 0 · · ·VFS range is
1. Therefore,

∆
VFS

=
Mi

M
=

1
N

;
∆i

VFS
=

Mi,r

M
(9.17)

which determines the DNL of the i-th channel

DNL(i) =
∆i − ∆

∆
=

Mi,r − Mi

Mi
(9.18)

also expressed by

DNL(i) =
N · Mi,r

M
− 1. (9.19)

Since the accumulation of the DNL obtains the INL, the use of the histogram
method determines both DNL and INL with an accuracy that is inversely pro-
portional to the number of samples stored in each channel. If, for instance, a
bin that should ideally contain 10 samples counts only 9 samples, the DNL is
−0.1 LSB with 10% accuracy. In contrast having 1000 ideal samples and 898
counts denotes an almost equal DNL=-0.102 LSB while the measurement has
0.1% accuracy. Notice that the improved accuracy is costly as to build up the
second histogram requires (1000 · N ) instead than (10 · N ) samples.

In addition, the accuracy of the DNL also depends on the uncertainty in
the measure caused by noise and non-linearities affecting the test signal. If,
for example, the test signal is a perfect slow ramp Vin(t) = tfsVFS/M that
crosses an ideal channel ∆ = VFS/N for M/N clock periods (T = 1/fs) then
the resulting sample count in each channel should be equal to floor(M/N) or
ceil(M/N). This will not be the case however, as noise and distortion alter the
samples that are close to the channel borders. The noise blurs both sides of the
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Figure 9.4. Histogram of an input ramp with errors expressed by equation (9.21).

channel causing a DNL inaccuracy that depends on the noise variance σn,in and
the number Mi,r of samples in the bin

ε2DNL � 1
M2

i,r

+
2σ2

n,in

Mi,r∆2
(9.20)

showing that an accurate DNL measurement requires the use of a low noise test
signal or a large data set.

The nonlinearity of the ramp influences the INL measure as can happen,
for example, with a non-linear ramp affected by a gain error and a third order
nonlinearity (plus a little noise)

X(t) = 0.99kt − 0.02(kt)3 + xn(t); −1/k < t < 1/k. (9.21)

The histogram obtained for such a situation looks like the one of Fig. 9.4
showing that the errors move samples out from the first and the last bin, while
the harmonic term causes a curvature in the histogram; the samples in the bins
slightly fluctuate because of the noise. Observe that the histogram curvature
does not have much effect on the DNL, however the accumulation of errors can
cause an unacceptable INL giving rise to linearity requirements that are quite
stringent for high resolutions.
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The capability of generating an on chip linear ramp enables the self-testing
of the data converter by a suitable reconfiguration of the architecture and the
storing of the result for a successive self-calibration.

An alternative solution to a slow ramp or a triangular test signal is using a
random signal with equal likelihood of all amplitudes over the measurement
range. Since it is necessary to have constant and known probability density
function, an analog white noise cannot be the best choice. Instead a more
convenient test signal is a pseudo-random digital sequence converted into analog
and low-pass filtered to generate the random voltage.

Since accurate knowledge of the probability density function is key for the
histogram method, another convenient test signal is a sine wave. The filtering of
harmonic components is an easy operation with high Q quartz filters; therefore,
even with a distorted sine wave it is possible to obtain an excellent control of the
sinusoidal shape and in turn, an accurate estimation of the probability density
function that, including a possible offset (V = A · sin(x) − Vos) is

p(V ) =
1

π
√

A2 − x2
; x = V − Vos. (9.22)

The histogram with amplitude 1 and offset 0.01, depicted in Fig. 9.5, is not
symmetrical because some samples of the first left bin are moved out to the next
bin; some of the second bin goes in the third and so forth.

Figure 9.5. Histogram of a sinewave with full amplitude 1 and offset 0.01.
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The integration of the density function from VL,i to VU,i is

P (VL,i, VU,i) =
1

Aπ

{
arcsin

[
VU,i − Vos

A

]
− arcsin

[
VL,i − Vos

A

]}
(9.23)

which used in (9.16) determines the value of each ∆ of the transfer character-
istics. Observe that since the value of amplitude A and offset are unknown it is
necessary to estimate them before using (9.23). These estimations are normally
done by the three parameter sine wave best-fitting using the digital data record.

The noise and interferences do not influence the histogram test to a great
extent if the spur signal has zero mean. Indeed, the spurs occasionally move
one sample from bin M to bin M+1, but there is equal probability that another
spur will move a different sample back into bin M. Since the process is zero
mean, the error just depends on the difference between the probability density
functions of bins within the spur range. Therefore, the main effect of noise is
increasing the uncertainty (standard deviation) on DNL and INL estimation.

If the analog input is obtained with different instruments for securing opti-
mum performances over different but partially overlapped ranges, the resulting
histograms must be combined by equalizing the values. Assume that the over-
lap region is XA to XB , ∆X = XB − XA, with a fraction of samples of the
two sets M1 and M2 in the ∆X interval given by

α1 =

∑XB
XA

O1(i)
M1

; α2 =

∑XB
XA

O2(i)
M2

(9.24)

where O1 and O2 are the occurrences of the two histograms.
The two histograms are combined together by multiplying, for example, the

occurrences of the second histogram by α1/α2 and using for the overlapped
region the first, the equalized second, or a weighted average of the two occur-
rences.

9.5 STATIC DAC TESTING
The basic test setup of Fig. 9.6 obtains most of a DACs static specifications

as it allows for the application of any set of digital codes to the input and
employs a precise digital voltmeter for measuring the output. The measured
output is sent to the computer for the required processing. The same setup
can be used for both characterization and testing, the only difference being
that for characterization the control is manual while with for testing the ATE
controls all the measurement steps by executing programmed test sequences
and data-logging the results.
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Figure 9.6. Basic setup for the static testing of DACs.

9.5.1 Transfer Curve Test
As is known, the DAC transfer curve is the analog output in response to all

the possible input codes. To measure it the test setup uses a slow digital ramp
possibly repeated a number of times to average the noise and the inaccuracies
of the measurement.

The transfer curve is then the basis for estimating all the static specifications
of the DAC. For example, the slope through the endpoint codes gives a rough
measure of the gain; the offset is the voltage generated at the code that should
generate zero. However, for accurate estimations it is better to use the best-fit
line method for measuring gain and offset.

Since the difference between two successive codes is the quantization step,
its variation with respect to the ideal step value is the DNL. Integrating the
DNL leads to the INL according to the definition of Chapter 2. Other static
specifications like the analog input range, monotonicity, hysteresis and others
are easily derived.

9.5.2 Superposition of Errors
Testing high resolution DACs requires a significant testing time. For instance,

since the output levels of a 16-bit DAC are 216 = 65, 536, measuring each
level is very time-consuming even when using automatic methods. However,
knowing the architecture and assuming a linear behavior helps in reducing the
testing time by using the superposition of errors technique.
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A property of a linear system is that the response to the addition of two inputs
is the addition of the outputs with the two inputs applied separately

Y (X) = Y (X1) + Y (X2); X = X1 + X2. (9.25)

Therefore, an output voltage determined by the superposition of two terms
causes an error equal to the addition of the two individual errors

ε1+2 = Ŷ (X) − Y (X) = ε1 + ε2 (9.26)

where Ŷ denotes the output of the ideal DAC.
There are many DACs whose output is the sum of individual parts such

as, for example, the binary weighted scheme. Since the error of each part
is independent of the other, the error is the sum of the errors of each binary
part used. Accordingly, the test must only determine the error of the parts
that are combined together to obtain the outputs; the error for a given input
code is then calculated with software. Therefore, the superposition method
(also called major carrier testing) greatly speeds up the process as the binary
weighted architecture requires only n measurements instead of 2n.

Critical points of the transfer curve of a binary weighted DAC are half, 1/4
and 3/4 of full scale and successive intermediate points. The error of the
binary elements gives an immediate measure of the DNL at critical points. For
example, at half scale the code switches between all but the MSB being 1 to all
but the MSB being 0. Therefore

DNL(2n−1) = εn −
n−1∑

1

εi. (9.27)

The elements used before 1/4 of the full scale are the first (n− 2) while just
before and after the 3/4 the n-th is also used. Accordingly

DNL(2n−2) = DNL(2n−1 + 2n−2) = εn−1 −
n−2∑

1

εi, (9.28)

and so forth for the other intermediate points.
The above equation shows that the DNL plot is, as expected, symmetrical

with respect to the mid-point.
Even if the DAC architecture does not use superposition of elements knowing

the converter architecture simplifies the testing. For example, in a resistive
divider the error between two successive taps is not a normal concern; instead,
it is the accumulation of errors that cause a large INL. It was studied that a linear
string of elements or a folded string cause a bow-type or an s-type transfer curve.
Therefore, instead of testing all the possible outputs it can be enough to test
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the output where the maximum INL is expected (a quarter, half or three quarter
of the full scale). If the architecture is a mix of resistive divider and binary
weighted capacitors, the testing can combine the superposition method with
the measurement of critical points.

9.5.3 Non-linearity Errors
The transfer characteristics Y (i), i = 0 · · · (2n − 1) give rise to the non-

linearity errors specified by the INL and the DNL. Indeed, the DNL in LSB is
the discrete derivative of the DAC transfer curve, given by

DNL(i) =
Y (i + 1) − Y (i) − ∆

∆
i = 0 · · · (2n − 2) (9.29)

where ∆ is the ideal step size or, better, the average step size, obtained by the
slope of the best-fit line.

The INL measures the transfer curve deviation from a reference line that can
be the best-fit line, the end-point line or the ideal DAC line

INL(i) =
Y (i) − Yref (i)

∆
LSB. (9.30)

The most suitable reference line for estimating the harmonic distortion is the
best-fit line: accounting for gain error and offset the endpoints of the INL curve
go to zero.

When the best-fit line calculation is not required, the endpoint line can be
used to estimate the INL. In this case the curve corresponds to the running sum
of the DNL

INL(k) =
k∑

i=1

DNL(i). (9.31)

9.6 DYNAMIC DAC TESTING
The digital signal used for the dynamic testing of DACs is often a single sine

wave or a combination of sine waves. The typical set-up shown in Fig. 9.7 uses
a number of instruments to capture the analog performances after an analog
conditioning block, typically a filter. The setup is suitable for measuring many
relevant specifications like the SNR, SNDR, SFDR, and other spectral quality
parameters. The measured or provided quantities are

Sampling frequency.
Input sine wave(s) frequency and amplitude(s).
Amplitude of the fundamental output.
Harmonics (and IMD products) levels.
FFT plot.
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Figure 9.7. Basic setup for the dynamic testing of DACs.

9.6.1 Spectral Features
The output of a spectrum analyzer depends on the resolution bandwidth used,

∆BW as it performs a sweep of the frequency in the measurement interval and
determines the power of the input spectrum falling within ±∆BW /2 around the
swept frequency. If the measured signal is made up of noise and a sine wave
at fx with peak amplitude Ax, then the amplitude displayed by the spectrum
analyzer at fx is

Sout(fx) = v2
n∆BW +

A2
x

2
. (9.32)

If the output contains harmonic distortion terms then the spectrum analyzer
will represent a tone at frequency fk with amplitude Ak as

Sout(fk) = v2
n∆BW +

A2
k

2
; (9.33)

therefore, if the tone is to be visible above the white noise contribution it is
necessary to have

∆BW <<
A2

k

2v2
n

(9.34)

which defines, similar to the condition established by the FFT, a maximum
spectrum analyzer bandwidth. The condition, in turn, establishes a minimum
measurement time as the speed of the sweep is lower and lower for low resolution
bandwidths. Therefore, the cost of testing, mainly dominated by the cost per
second due to the use of the ATE, can become significant.
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Example 9.1

A tester measures the output of a 12-bit DAC, 1 VFS , sampled at 20
MS/s. Determine the bandwidth of the spectrum analyzer that enables
the measuring of harmonic tones 115 dB below the full scale input.

Solution

The quantization noise spectrum is given by the power ∆2/12 spread
over the Nyquist interval. Therefore

v2
n =

12

12 · 224107
= 4.97 · 10−16 V 2/

√
Hz.

The bandwidth that reveals tones -115 dB below the full scale sine
wave (3.95 10−13V 2) is therefore 795 Hz.

The spectrum displayed by the spectrum analyzer provides various parame-
ters like the SFDR resulting from the possible spectrum of Fig. 9.8. The noise
floor at −117 dBFS makes the first 10 harmonic terms easily visible. The high-
est one that gives rise to the SFDR is the third harmonic whose amplitude is
− 80dBFS .

Figure 9.8. Possible spectrum of a spectrum analyzer.
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Another specification derivable from the spectrum analyzer output is the
THD which is the ratio of the signal power to the total power of the harmonics
of the fundamental signal. The number of harmonics accounted for depends on
the manufacturers choice, and normally follows the IEEE standard 1241-2000
recommendation: to use up to the tenth harmonic. Therefore,

THD = A1 − 10 · log10

[
10∑

i=2

10Ai/10

]
. (9.35)

After calculating the THD the SINAD can be estimated by

SINAD = 10 · log10

[
10SNR/10 + 10THD/10

]
. (9.36)

9.6.2 Conversion Time
The parameter that measures the speed of the DAC is the conversion time,

which is the time required by the output to stabilize within a given percentage
of the final level after a step change of the digital input is applied.

The conversion time depends on the speed of the analog section and the
maximum change of the DAC control. If the input is a sine wave at the Nyquist
limit the DAC control can swing from the negative full-scale to the positive
full-scale. If, in contrast, the DAC uses oversampling to ease the design of the
reconstruction filter, then the maximum control step is only a fraction of the
full scale. Since the maximum slope of a sine wave Asin(ωt) is Aω the largest
change between two successive samples of that sine wave is πVFS/(2 ·OSR).
Therefore, with OSR = 4 the output swing is about 0.4 VFS .

The measurement of the conversion time is normally done with a fast oscil-
loscope. A typical waveform looks like the diagram of Fig. 9.9 indicating three
possible regions. First is the dead-time during which the circuit does not react
because of the finite propagation delay of the control. The second period is the
slewing transient limited by the maximum current available for charging capac-

Dead

Slew Recovery

Figure 9.9. Typical conversion-time of a DAC.
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itances (including parasitic). Since the slew-rate normally causes an overshoot
the third period is the time required for recovery and reaching the final value.

More in general, the conversion time measure determines the following pa-
rameters:

Settling-time (slew plus recovery).
Rise and fall-time (settling in the positive and negative direction with a full
scale input step).
DAC-to-DAC skew.
Glitch energy.

The DAC-to-DAC skew features in circuts with multiple DACs and corre-
sponds to the time mismatch between the rise of two DACs. This parameter is
used when many DACs must work synchronously like, for example, for color
video applications as possible skew between the time responses gives rise to
blur pictures or ghost effect.

9.6.3 Glitch Energy
The glitch energy is in reality the area of the glitch impulse and is estimated

from the settling response with a mid-scale transition.
The glitch is typically a very fast pulse or sequence of pulses; its measurement

using an oscilloscope identifies the peak values and the transition times. Since
it is normally acceptable to measure the glitch energy with an error that can be
relatively large, the estimation can approximate the various part of the transient
response by triangles. The Fig. 9.10 identifies four areas two positive and two
negative. The value of the glitch impulse area, commonly measured in pV-sec
(that is not units of energy), is

Glitch = A1 − A2 + A3 − A4 (9.37)

Or for some specifications suitable for video systems

Glitch = A1 (9.38)

+

- -

+

A1

A2

A3

A4

t

Figure 9.10. Measurement of the glitch impulse area.
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Obviously, an accurate measurement requires the use of oscilloscopes with
fast-settling and wide-bandwidth response. Measuring the rise or the fall-time
of the DAC or the glitch response requires a bandwidth of the oscilloscope
amplifier equal to α 0.35/τDAC (α is a suitable margin whose value is at least
1.5). Therefore, for τDAC = 1 ns the bandwidth must be at least 524 MHz.

If the bandwidth (or settling time) of the op-amp is not sufficient it is possible
to estimate the DAC transient time by recalling that the settling are composed
quadratically; therefore

τDAC =
√

τ2
meas − τ2

OpAmp (9.39)

9.7 STATIC ADC TESTING
The main target of any static ADC testing is measuring the quantization

intervals, i.e., the analog ranges that give rise to the same digital code. Accord-
ingly, the test must primarily identify the code edges for obtaining, after some
processing, all the static specifications.

The basic setup shown in Fig. 9.11 uses a precise voltage or current source
whose value is controlled by computer. The digital output received by the
interface and delivered to the computer enables processing or statistical studies.

The source generator must provide voltages or currents with an accuracy
better than the LSB and with very low noise as any random fluctuation adds
uncertainty to the code edge measurement. The input referred noise of the
ADC (typically the one of the S&H and the first analog stage) can also add
uncertainty making it necessary to use statistical methods.

ADC
LOGIC &

INTERFACE

PRECISE
SOURCE

SUPPLIES
REFERENCES

COMPUTER

TIMING

DUT

BUS:
IEEE-488

USB
RS-232

Figure 9.11. Basic setup for the static testing of ADCs.
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If the noise is white its probability distribution function is normal (or Gaussian),
described by

p(Vn) = f(Vn, σ) =
1

σ
√

2π
e−V 2

n /(2σ2) (9.40)

where σ is the variance of the random noise.
Since the noise adds uncertainty to the edge measurement, then it is not

possible to state that if the input is within the thresholds of a quantization
interval that the code is also in that interval but, instead, it is necessary to give
the code probability. If the difference between the edge and the nominal source
level is much larger than σ, that is also a small fraction of ∆, the code probability
almost equals 0 before the channel and goes to 1 after crossing the code edge as
the cumulative distribution function depicted in Fig. 9.12, that is the integral of
the Normal distribution. Therefore, the code edge for a noisy ADC or a noisy
source generator is defined as the input voltage for which the probability of
generating a given code is 1/2.

Since uncertainty affects the edge measurement, the static test normally aims
at measuring the center of the code that is the middle of the region with proba-
bility of having that code almost equal to 1.

Figure 9.12. Cumulative distribution function versus the variance.
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9.7.1 Code Edge Measurement
The code edges are the input voltages which give rise to the same probability

of having two contiguous codes. The simplest way to obtain them is to search by
trimming the input voltage: the source, possibly controlled digitally, is changed
according to a suitable search algorithm; for every point the system collects a
given number of samples to verify whether or not half of them fall in one code
and the other half in the next one.

The method is fairly time consuming even if an effective search method (like
the binary tree) and an automatic tester are used. Indeed, if the resolution in
measuring ∆ is ∆/16 and the tested 12-bit DAC is intrinsically monotonic with
conversion speed 2 MHz, with a binary search requiring five iterations per edge
and 100 samples per points, then the time required to explore the entire range
is 100 · 212 · 5 = 2.048 · 106 corresponding to a too long test time (about 1 sec)
and test cost for components whose selling cost should be low or medium.

Another possible method is the servo-loop test which is faster than the above
described technique because it does not use data averaging in the search process.
The possible measurement setup of Fig. 9.13 uses, as its analog input, the inte-
gration of a 1-bit DAC whose control is reversed when the digital output crosses
a code. Because of the loop delay and the feedback the voltage experiences
triangular transitions that continue until the output of the integrator is within a
small fraction of the quantization interval. The digital voltmeter (DVM) mea-
sures the code edge when the voltage at the output of the integrator is stabilized.

Actually the method causes the output of the integrator to track the threshold
that fluctuates because of input referred noise. However, the loop filtering
rejects the high frequency spur making the measurement accurate enough for
low offset and low 1/f noise devices.

Figure 9.13. Servo test setup for code edge measurement.
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The histogram technique is another possibility that, in fact, is quite appropri-
ate for the code edge or the code mid-point measurement. The input signal, as
already studied, can be a linear ramp or a sine wave. Since collecting a relatively
small number of samples per bin obtains good accuracy, then using for example
an average of 20 samples per bin requires 20 · 212 = 81, 920 measurements for
a 12-bit, 2 MS/s converter; 24 times less than the first discussed method.

The histogram made by an average of M samples per bin measures the
relative amplitudes of the bins as the ratio between the samples in the i-th bin
MCi and the expected number M . The absolute value of the code edge requires
knowing the possible gain error that alters the step size from ∆ to ∆av. The
use of the end-point measurements Vin(0) and Vin(2n − 1), made by a binary
search or a servo-loop test, obtains the following equation

∆av =
Vin(2n − 1) − Vin(0)

2n − 1
. (9.41)

The INL curve is given by the running sum of the error on the actual quanti-
zation steps

INL(k) = ∆′
id

[
k∑

1

MCi

M
− k

]
(9.42)

Observe that a relatively small number of samples per histogram channel
does not cause a disruptive accumulation of errors in measuring the INL: the
error in one of the bins is compensated by the error of successive bins. Thus,
for example, if the error would lead to 31.3, 32.7 and 31.4 samples in three
successive channels instead of a nominal 32 the measured number of samples
are 31, 33, and 31. The DNL accuracy is 1/32 but the −0.3/32, 0.7/32 and
−0.4/32 rounding compensate each other with no disruptive accumulation in
the INL estimation.

9.8 DYNAMIC ADC TESTING
The dynamic testing of ADCs uses input step signals, sine waves (or multi-

tone sine waves), audio or video test signals, communication-specific test sig-
nals and so forth. The basic setup for dynamic testing is almost the same as
is used for static testing; the only difference being the used input source. The
analog generators are often controlled digitally via the IEEE-488 bus or other
equivalent standards. This allows for the digital control of the instruments fa-
cilitating automatic testing. Obviously, the speed of the digital interface and the
digital processing capabilities must be adequate for the speed and the number
of bits used.

The derived specifications are typically determined by signal processing us-
ing the set of digital output data. However, in some cases it can be convenient
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Figure 9.14. Back-to-back setup for dynamic ADC testing.

to return back to the analog domain using the so called back-to-back method
that uses a DAC after the ADC under test as shown in Fig. 9.14. In some cases
the sampling frequency of the ADC and the DAC conversion frequency are dif-
ferent to provide the benefits of under-sampling: the dynamic features of the
ADC are tested by a high frequency repetitive input waveform; the down sam-
pling transfers the result to a more convenient frequency range for successive
characterization in the analog domain after the DAC.

9.8.1 Time Domain Parameters
The time response of an ADC determines the most relevant time-domain

paramenter: the maximum sampling frequency. This specification depends on
the rise and fall times, the settling, and the recovery from overdrive of S&H
and, possibly, the first analog stage of the ADC. The testing of the mentioned
features and identifying the bottlenecks is important in the characterization
phase. For this, it is a common practice to make key blocks more observable by
adding extra pins, test points accessible via needle probes or making the circuit
reconfigurable for testing stand alone blocks.

Even for the routinely production it can be convenient to have extra pins for
testing purposes that are not used during the normal operation. After testing
they can be isolated or powered down by blowing a fuse. Another strategy is
integrating a replica of the critical analog sections for making them observable
through extra pins and, for a more flexible test, also using an extra clock.

Fig. 9.15 (a) shows a circuit configuration that uses a second S&H for testing
the main S&H and the first analog stage of the ADC. The sampling frequency
of the second S&H is scaled down with respect to fs1 (fs2 = fs1/k, k integer)
for a down-sampling of the measured analog signal. Since the result contains a
beat frequency at fin − fs2, then using an input frequency close to fs2 obtains
an almost dc measure with relaxed speed requirements for the second S&H
and minimum timing errors. Moreover, because of the low beat frequency the
second S&H sampling capacitance can be high leading to low kT/C noise.
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Figure 9.15. (a) Use of an extra S&H for testing analog sections. (b) Test of the S&H acquisition
time.

The time required for a proper S&H operation can be measured with the extra
circuit of Fig. 9.15 (b). The variable delay between S&H and ADC reduces
the settling of the S&H and, at a given point, the SNR or the SFDR drop by a
given amount (for example 1 dB). This point gives the time needed for proper
sampling and, in turn, the maximum operating frequency.

9.8.2 Improving the Spectral Purity of Sine Waves
It is evident that the accuracy of the source determines the accuracy of the

measurements. Namely, for a dynamic test that uses sine wave generators
(like, for example, measuring the harmonic distortion) the purity of the source
must be better than the desired accuracy; say, it must be at least 10 dB better.
Accordingly, for measuring demanding specifications it can be necessary to use
sources with a spectral purity higher than the ones of the generators available in
the laboratory, making it necessary to purchase new accurate generators with a
significant cost. Instead however, it is advisable to use methods which improve
the spectral purity of the generators already available.

A method that enhances the spectral purity foresees the use of band-pass
filters for removing the harmonic terms present at the output of a medium
quality generator. However, since the spectrum is not the only limit but the
noise floor is another important element, the choice of source to be used with
filters is critical. Observe that the noise floor is caused by the phase noise;
therefore, when choosing the generator the test engineer should look primarily
at the phase noise performance because filtering tones is an achievable task
while reducing wide band noise caused by jitter is much more difficult.

Fig. 9.16 shows typical schemes used to improve the spectral purity of sine
wave generators. The schematic of Fig. 9.16 (a), used for low frequency, utilizes
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Figure 9.16. (a) Circuit for improving the spectral purity of medium frequency sine waves. (b)
same function for high-frequency.

Be Aware

Extra circuitry used for im-
proving the spectral purity
must be very linear. The dis-
tortion contribution of the ex-
tra circuit used must be less
than the desired purity level!

a pseudo-differential input to provide
a differential output. The gain of the
input amplifier is set to provide the op-
timal amplitude of the signal generator
that gives rise to minimum phase noise
and distortion. The input network also
matches the 50 Ω source impedance.
The low-pass or the band-pass filters
used for removing the harmonics must
provide high linearity to ensure that the
spur rejection of the filters is not cancelled out by the non-linear responses of
the filters themselves. The fully differential amplifier must also be linear. It
provides a low-pass filtering action in addition to a possible common-mode
rejection. The op-amp used must ensure low output impedance for driving the
matching impedances at the output.

The circuit of Fig. 9.16 (b) is a much simpler solution suitable for high
frequency applications. After the input matching impedance network the RF
transformer generates the differential signals symmetrical with respect to the
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common mode voltage, VCM . The band-pass filter used to improve the spectral
purity is typically a passive LC network whose order depends on the necessary
harmonic rejection. Obviously, the bandwidth of the filter must permit the
changing of the input frequency in the desired measurement range. Therefore,
the Q is normally low or, if necessary, tests performed at different frequency
ranges must change the filter.

9.8.3 Aperture Uncertainty Measure
The aperture uncertainty is a combination of clock jitter and S&H aperture

delay that, as known, is caused by random fluctuations and a signal dependent
switching threshold. Both aperture delay and the clock jitter give rise to white
noise that degrades the SNR; however, in the characterization phase it is im-
portant to know the separate contributions for optimizing the circuit design and
identifying possible faults.

The aperture delay is measured by locking the input signal to the clock, thus
virtually canceling the clock jitter for a histogram analysis as shown by the
possible test setup of Fig. 9.17. A band-pass filter extracts the fundamental
tone from a low-jitter clock thus obtaining a sine wave that is locked to the
clock. After a possible phase shift and attenuation the sine wave is ac coupled
with a dc signal giving rise to an ADC input

Vin,ADC(t) = VDC + A1sin(ωst + φ1) (9.43)

where the amplitude A1 depends on the attenuator and the frequency response
of the RC filter at the clock frequency.

The dc part corresponds to a given output code and the ac component deter-
mines a range of variation around that code. Varying the phase shift changes

CLOCK

ADC

DUT

INTERFACE
& DSP

DC
Generator

ATTEN
PHASE
SHIFT

Figure 9.17. Test setup for the measure of the aperture uncertainty.
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Figure 9.18. (a) and (b) Phase shift that exercises the outlined channels without dc noise and
zero aperture uncertainty. (c) Noise on dc level and aperture uncertainty. (d) Amplified sine
wave for making negligible the effect of the dc noise.

the sampling instant of the sine wave thus exercising all the possible codes
corresponding to the 2A1 range.

The phase shift Φ1 shown in Fig. 9.18 (a) gives rise to a sampling in the
upper part of the sine wave above the dc code. However, varying the phase
to Φ′

1 gives rise to an input voltage at the dc level. Without input noise and
aperture delay all the samples fall in the same channel and the histogram is like
a delta. With small sine wave amplitude the noise on the dc signal or in the
front end of the converter (that can be referred to the dc level) gives rise to a
histogram substantially dominated by the variance of the dc equivalent noise.
The result looks like the situation shown in Fig. 9.18 (c) where the gray line
representing the noise extends over three channels.

Instead, if the amplitude A1 increases to a large value, as shown in Fig. 9.18
(d) (which only depicts the parts of the sine wave near the crossing points) the
effect of the aperture delay becomes evident as the sampling time error moves
the ADC input by many channels.
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The variance σH of the histogram results from the dc noise σn and the effect
of the aperture uncertainty σA. Since the two effects are combined quadratically

σA =
√

σ2
H − σ2

n. (9.44)

The effect of the aperture uncertainty is amplified by the slope of Vin,ADC at
the crossing points that, in turn, depends on the amplitude of A1

dVin

dt
|max= 2πfsA1 = K (9.45)

Since an aperture uncertainty τa changes the input voltage by Kτa, the vari-
ance σA is related to σa by the relationship

σA = Kσa → σa =
σA

K
(9.46)

showing that A1 = VFS/2 and the dc generator set at half scale obtains the
maximum sensitivity.

9.8.4 Settling-time Measure
The settling time of an ADC mainly depends on the settling response of the

sample and hold. If the sampling time is not sufficient the signal captured by
the S&H is not stabilized and causes an error. Therefore, for the settling-time
measure it is necessary to control the time allowed for the sampling phase.

The non-ideal response of an ADC with finite settling-time can be decom-
posed into the blocks shown in Fig. 9.19 (a). The first is a continuous time unity
gain amplifier with finite settling followed by an ideal S&H. Assume that the
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Figure 9.19. (a) Model of an ADC with finite settling response. (b) Settling time test setup.
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input is a step voltage that the first block modifies according to its step response
h(t). If the action of the ideal S&H is delayed by a given amount δ with respect
to the input step U(t) the sampled voltage is Uh(δ). Therefore, by changing
the delay it is possible to measure the settling waveform.

The test setup of Fig. 9.19 (b) obtains the above described operation by
triggering a pulse generator with the clock. The delayed version of the clock is
used for the ADC under test while the amplitude of the step input is possibly
regulated with an attenuator. Since the output of the ADC is the conversion of
the input at the time established by the delay, increasing the delay and storing
the digital results enables the plotting of the settling response.

9.8.5 Use of FFT for Testing
The FFT is an effective way to determine the spectrum of the digital output

but is also useful to relate spectral features with specifications. The setup used
for the FFT testing is made of the input generator, such as a single sine wave
(or two or multiple tones), the device under test and a buffer memory which
stores the data sequence for off line processing on the pc. The acquisition of
the digital data is done with a dedicated buffer memory or a logic analyzer.

Obviously the acquisition board must ensure the necessary quality of input
signal, references and clock by using buffer amplifiers stable oscillators, filters,
decoupling and matching networks. For the case of testing with two or multiple
tones the signals generated by single sine wave sources, possibly filtered to
ensure spectral purity, must be combined by a matching network that avoids
possible reflections and cross modulation, as shown in Fig. 9.20.

The type of specification under test determines the length of the sequence
which, as known, grants a required processing gain. For example, since 16, 384
samples gives a 39.1 dB process gain, the testing of a 12 bit ADC produces a
noise floor at 73.8 + 39.1 = 112.9 dB. Therefore, the test can measure spurs
even below −100 dBFS .

BPF
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Low Jitter
CLOCK

Matched
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Figure 9.20. Setup for the FFT test.
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The software used on the pc enables the measure of various static and dy-
namic specifications. With a single-tone input it is possible to estimate, among
others, SNR, SINAD, SFDR, harmonics, and THD. A two-tones input obtains
key features like IMD, and as discussed shortly NPR.

The use of the FFT can also determine testing parameters by comparison
of effects. It is known that some limits cause noise affecting the SNR. If it is
possible to estimate the SNR without that limit and to repeat the SNR measure
when that (and only that) limit affects the measure, a suitable processing can
extract the specification. For example, since the effect of the clock jitter depends
on the signal frequency, an indirect estimation of the aperture jitter is done by
measuring the SNR at low (SNRL) and high input frequency (SNRH ). If the band
of the converter is much larger than the high frequency used and the jitter of the
generator is much less than the expected measured value, the SNR reduction is
caused by the aperture jitter.

Recall that the noise power caused by a τji jitter in sampling a sine wave with
amplitude VFS/2 and frequency fin is equal to (VFSπfinτij)2/2. Therefore

SNRL = 10 · log
[
V 2

FS/8
V 2

n

]
;

SNRH = 10 · log
[

V 2
FS/8

V 2
n + (VFSπfinτij)2/2

]
(9.47)

where V 2
n is the power of the output noise with negligible jitter contribution.

The solution of equation (9.47) yields

τ2
ij =

1
2πfin

[
10−SNRH/10 − 10−SNRL/10

]
(9.48)

Another example of the use of the FFT for testing is for measuring the
analog bandwidth. For an analog circuit the bandwidth limit is when the output
amplitude drops by 3 dB. The measure of the ADC bandwidth can be done
similarly by observing when the FFT displayed at the input frequency drops
by 3 dB.
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.

PROBLEMS

9.1 Draft the printed circuit board for the dynamic testing a fast A/D
12-bit converter. The IC has separate analog and digital supplies
and has external the reference voltages Vlow and Vhigh. The input
signal is differential and can range from 0.1 MHz to 120 MHz.
Use the recommendation given in this chapter as check list.

9.2 Make a search on the Web and find the layout of a pcb recom-
mended in a data converter data sheet for the testing. Examine the
ground plane and the placement of components used to filter the
supply voltages.

9.3 The static testing of an A/D converter provides the output in binary
format. The input is a slow ramp. Write a computer code or find
the solution with some software available for determining gain
and offset with the best-fit-line method.

9.4 Repeat the previous problem but assume that the input signal is a
sine wave at a suitable frequency. Determine the used frequency
that enables 1014 different input levels.

9.5 The static testing of a 12-bit D/A converter is done with a digital
input sine wave. The output of the DAC is converter with a 16-
bit ADC. Write a computer code or find the solution with some
software available for determining the harmonic distortion terms.
Determine the best sine wave frequency, the number of points to
be used and the achievable test accuracy.

9.6 Determine the test procedure for a 12-bit current steering DAC.
The circuit uses a 4-4-4 segmentation. Assume that the operation
of the scheme is linear.

9.7 Determine the testing time for the case discussed in Example 9.1
but suppose that the measure is done changing by steps the input
frequency and that for each point of the spectrum 1024 samples
are collected for performing the DFT. The time required to auto-
matically change the input frequency is 1 ms.
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time interleaved, 175
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Aperture distortion, 212
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Audio D/A, 347
Auto correlation function, 21
Autoclave, 406
Automatic test equipment, 402
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Background calibration, 360, 367
Backward transformation, 42
Band-pass

anti-aliasing, 11
filter for NTR, 295
filter for testing, 426, 428
filter in spectral anaysis, 71
N-path, 339
Σ∆ modulator, 335

Bandwidth, 166, 194, 228, 267, 270, 289, 315, 326,
347, 417, 421, 432
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Best-fit-line, 407
Bilateral spectrum, 4
Bilinear transformation, 42
Blackman-Harris, 28
Bootstrapping, 238
Break point, 159
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Butterworth filter, 9
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Calibration, 94, 360
Cancellation of quantization error, 318
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integrated structures, 108
parasitic, 81, 100, 108, 112, 156, 166, 183, 230,

238, 405
sampling, 22, 198, 210, 219, 224, 425

Capacitive divider DAC, 107
Capacitor

attenuation, 78
auto-zero, 153
ceramic, 405
electolytic, 405
hold, 23
MIM and MMCC, 108
mismatch, 360
weighted binary network, 107
unity, 198
switched, 199, 264, 268, 272, 277, 283, 288, 347

Cascade of low order modulators, 318
Cascode current mirror, 118, 129
Charge redistribution, 182
Chopper stabilization, 371
Circuit redundancy, 367
Clock feed-through, 79, 153, 224
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Clock generation, 247
Clock jitter, 12, 61, 143, 349
Clocked averaging, 378
CMOS S&H, 222
Code edge, 423
Coding scheme
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Complementary Offset Binary, 33
Complementary Straight Binary, 33
Complementary Two’s Complement, 33
Unipolar Straight Binary, 32

Comparator, 32, 132, 146, 148, 150, 165, 170, 184,
264, 310

Common centroid, 82
Complementary MOS switch, 223
Complex conjugate zeros, 314
Continuous-time Σ∆, 325
Continuous-time filter, 8, 347
Conversion-rate, 60, 79, 158, 200
Cooley-Tukey, 26
Correlation, 18, 21, 52, 153
Cross-talk, 61
Coupling, 49, 61, 131, 154, 212, 224, 337
CT implementations, 328
Current folding, 240
Current reference, 80, 124
Current source, 80, 114, 118, 122, 124, 211, 220,

361, 421
Current steering DAC

basic operation, 114
current source, 118
optimum area, 128
random walk, 124

real current source, 115
segmentation, 125
shuffling of elements, 123
with unary selection, 121

Current-mode integrator, 332
Cyclic converter, 199

D

D/A converter
algorithmic, 133
basic functions, 2, 33
capacitive divider, 107
capacitive MDAC, 110
current sources based, 114
current switching and segmentation, 124
dual ramp, 132
duty cycle, 135
hybrid scheme, 110
Kelvin divider, 83

X-Y selection, 85
R-2R ladder, 97
single ramp, 132
segmented architecture, 89
trimming, 94

DAC for communications, 79
DAC output settling, 86
Data fitting, 407
Data truncation, 304
Data Weighted Averaging - DWA, 385
Decimation filter, 391, 254
Delay

error in interleaved converter, 175
estimation of the propagation, 145
in skip and fill, 368
measure of the aperture error, 428
phase generator, 129, 248
propagation, 144
unity operator, 39

Delay in Σ∆: See Sigma-delta implementatio and
Sigma-delta

Delta modulation, 255
DEM, 323, 374
Design of test board, 404
Design of test board: recommendations, 405
Differential architecture, 116, 143, 244
Differential error, 218
Differential latch, 146
Differential non-linearity error, 56
Differential PCM, 255
Differential signal, 50
Differential to single ended, 404
Differential transconductor, 332
Digital calibration, 350
Digital correction, 191, 360
Digital measure of error, 366
Digital potentiometer, 97
Diode bridge imperfections, 211
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Diode bridge sample-and-hold, 210
Discrete Fourier Transform, 26
Disoverlapping phases, 248
Dispersion and delay of clock, 144
Distortion, 12, 56, 62, 68, 109, 116, 129, 162, 211,

218, 281, 322, 403
Dithering, 294
DNL, 52, 55, 125, 407, 410, 414, 424
Double folding, 166
Dummy element, 83
Dummy transistor, 223, 226
Duty-cycle converter, 135
DWA, 385
Dynamic averaging, 374
Dynamic element matching, 350, 374
Dynamic range, 50, 322
Dynamic range optimizzation, 281

E

Effective-number-of-bits, 63
Effective resolution, 71
Electrostatic discharge, 406
Emitter follower linearity, 218, 220
Encode rate, 72
Encoder, 258
ENOB, 63, 254, 262
Equivalent number of bits, 20
Error

bubble, 146
correction, 180
dynamic, 81
fabrication paramenters, 120
gain, 55, 81, 110, 121, 269, 319
grading, 86
interstage gain, 188
measurement, 360
metastability, 146, 169
mismatch, 91, 103, 119, 381
offset, 53
quantization, 15
random, 94, 122, 124
saturation, 277
settling, 89, 272
truncation, 187
settling, 305
timing, 143
jitter, 12

ESD, 51

F

Fall-time, 350
Fast Fourier Transform, 26
Feedback loop, 185, 199, 227, 247, 257, 265, 276,

283, 290, 306, 372
Feedback factor, 272, 289, 298, 317
Feed-forward, 285
FFT, 26, 431

FFTW, 26
Filter

active, 348
all-pass, 35
Butterworth, 9
decimation, 252, 297
FIR, 368, 392, 396
half band, 395
interpolation, 350
order of, 37
quarz, 412
RC, 22, 221, 347, 428
reconstruction, 34, 351
sinc, 393
x/sin(x), 36

Figure of merit (FoM), 72
First order Σ∆, 258
First order NTF, 258
Flat-top, 28
Flip around MDAC, 112
Folding, 8, 165, 289
Foreground, 364
Forward transformation, 42
Full-flash, 147

limits, 156
offset of comparators, 150
references, 148

Fully-differential, 65, 229, 371
Fuse, 362

G

Gain calibration, 372
Gain error, 55, 370
Gain mismatch, 177, 341
Gaussian distribution, 296
Gaussian windowing, 28
Glitch energy, 420
Glitch power, 61
Gm-C integrator, 331
Good die, 403
Group delay, 392
Gradient, 82, 91, 122, 150

H

Half band filter, 395
Hamming, 28
Harmonic distortion, 65, 417
High order Σ∆, 306
Histogram, 409
Hold feed-through, 212
Hold pedestal, 212, 216
Hybrid DAC, 113
Hysteresis, 56

I-J

Ideal reconstruction, 34
Idle channel tones, 294
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IEEE-488 bus, 404, 412, 424
ILA - Individual Level Averaging, 381
Inductor, 49
INL, 52, 91, 96, 116, 160, 167, 188, 263, 275, 365
INL testing, 410, 416, 424
Inherent demodulation, 11
Input impedence, 60
Integral non-linearity error, 57
Integrated capacitor

effect of parasitic, 109
type, 108

Integrated resistors, 82
Integrating converter, 200
Interleaved N-path, 339
Interference, 5, 11, 61, 71, 413
Intermodulation distortion - IMD, 68
Interpolation, 167, 391, 395
Interpolation and linearity, 171
Interpolator, 346
Interpolator with capacitors, 168
Interpolator with current sources, 168
Interpolator with resistors, 167
Jitter and quantization error, 20

K-L

Kelvin divider, 82
KT/C noise, 24, 159
Ladder, 82
Laplace transform, 3
Laser trim, 362
Latch, 131, 146, 169
Latch-up, 240, 406
Latency, 143, 184, 368, 371
Layout of integrated resistors, 82
Leakage

charge, 168, 210
current, 237
noise, 321
spectral, 28

Least squares method, 407
Limit cycle, 295
Logic analyzer, 431
Look-up table, 366
Loop filter, 316, 325, 329, 333, 335, 423
Loop gain, 230, 310, 336
Low threshold technology, 237
Low voltage, 131, 237, 239, 331
Low voltage switching, 235

M

Matching
accuracies, 78
dynamic of elements, 350, 374
See also: DEM, DWA,ILA

of impedance, 49
of parasitic, 78
of resistor, 82, 148

of thin film resistor, 94
of transfer function, 304

Mapping, 39
MASH, 318
MDAC, 110
Metastability, 146
Mirror image, 345
Mismatch, 91
Mismatch in bipolar comparator, 151
Mismatch of active load, 151
Missing code, 56
Model of interconnection, 144
Monotonicity error, 56
Mosfet-C integrator, 329
Multiple interpolation, 171
Multiple threshold technology, 237
Multi-Tone Power Ratio (MTPR), 71

N

Noise leakage, 321
Noise shaping, 254, 256
Noise

in bipolar S&H, 220
in CMOS S&H, 230
kT/C, 22
switched-capacitor Σ∆, 289
traded with speed, 222

Non-linear transformation, 164
Non-return-to-zero - NRTZ, 333
Nyquist, 5, 8, 30, 35, 40, 48, 63, 218
Nyquist interval, 36, 164, 176, 221, 253
Nyquist limit, 391, 419
Nyquist-rate, 47, 77, 142, 346

O

Off-line calibration, 96
Offset, 54, 176, 341, 364, 370
Offset auto-zero, 152, 184, 201, 228
Offset insensitive MDAC, 111–112
On-line calibration, 96
On-resistance, 22, 79, 84, 100, 115, 222, 230, 235,

239, 290, 326
Operational amplifier, 78, 102, 109–110, 116, 195,

230, 276
Operational environment, 48
Oscillator, 73, 202, 431
Output dynamic-range, 296
Overlapping phases, 248
Oversampling, 253
Oversampling DAC, 346

P

Pass-band, 9, 37, 395
Pattern noise, 294
Phase misalignment, 175, 341
Phase response, 35
Pipeline converter, 184
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digital correction, 188
Pole, 9, 39, 142, 243, 266, 272, 290, 315, 335, 340,

348
Power-consumption, 82, 156, 178, 194, 202, 242,

273, 326, 341, 396
Power-on, 365
Printed circuit board, 49
Processing gain of the FFT, 31
Propagation of digital signals, 144
Pseudo-differential signal, 50
Pseudo-random

dithering, 295
generator, 379
sequence, 371

Q

Quality, 405
Quantization error, 15, 51, 157, 164, 186, 257, 262,

264, 277, 285, 294, 304
cancellation, 318, 322

Quantization error in DAC, 345
Quantization noise

necessary conditions, 17
power spectrum, 21
properties, 18
shaping, 258
SNR, 19

Quantization step, 15
Queue based background calibration, 370

R

R-2R ladder, 97
R-2R

current mode, 102
deglitching, 106
glitches, 102
mismatch, 103
monotonicity, 100
voltage mode, 98
with transistors, 103

Ramp DAC, 132
Randomization, 381
Real reconstruction, 34
Reconstruction, 33
Reconstruction filter, 37, 346
Reliability, 50, 405
Residue, 160, 193
Resolution, 19, 32, 50, 71, 254, 322, 396
Resonator, 315, 335
Return-to-zero - RTZ, 328, 333, 350
Rise and fall-time, 420
Rise-time, 350
Roll-off, 9, 272, 291
Root locus technique, 310
Rotation approach, 382

S

Sample-and-hold, 209

Sampled-data residue generator, 198
Sampling, 2
Sampling theorem, 5
SAR converter, 178
SAR: search path, 180
Scaling, 317
Sckottly diode, 211
Second order NTF, 267
Second-order modulator, 265
Segmented architecture, 89
Servo-loop test, 423
Settling-time, 61, 420
SFDR, 68
Shunt resistance in X-Y selected DAC, 87
Σ∆: See Sigma-delta
Sigma-delta

acronym, 253
band-pass, 336
cascade of modulators, 318
continuous time, 325
dithering, 294
high order, 306
with local feedback, 306
interleaved N-path, 339
introduction, 256
intuitive views, 262
MASH, 318
multibit, 296
noise analysis, 289
single stage architectures, 308
slew-rate limit, 306
SNR enhancement, 304
weighted feedback architecture, 312
with local feedback, 315
with multi-level quantizer, 260

Signal-to-noise-ratio, 62
Sigma-delta: first order

linear model, 258
SNR, 259
with 1-bit quantizer, 264

Sigma-delta: second order
linear model, 265
noise analysis, 293
saturation of the op-amps, 277
SNR, 267
use of delayed integrators, 283
with feedforward, 285

Sigma-delta implementation
ADC limitations, 275
clipping of the integrator output, 278
continuous-time, 328
DAC limitations, 275
Finite Op-Amp bandwidth, 272
Finite Op-Amp gain, 268
Finite Op-Amp slew-rate, 273
integrator dynamic range, 276
offset, 268
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SINAD or SNDR, 63
Sinc filter, 35, 392
Single stage high order Σ∆, 308
Sinusoidal fitting, 408
Skip and fill, 368
Sleep mode, 73
Slew-rate of the DAC buffer, 87
SNR (Signal-to-Noise Ratio), 14, 62
SNR enhancement, 303
SNR of high order Σ∆, 306
Spectral purity, 426
Spectrum analyzer, 417–418
Spurious free dynamic range, 68
Stability analysis of high order Σ∆, 309
Stability in high order Σ∆, 308
Stability in multi-level architectures, 311
Static specifications, 51
Stress test, 406
Sub-ranging ADC, 157
Superposition of errors, 415
Switch, 22, 78, 83, 87, 106, 114, 153, 210

bootstrapping, 238
clock feedthrough, 224
complementary scheme, 237
dummy element, 223
low voltage, 235

Switched emitter follower, 213
Switched op-amp, 237
Switched-capacitor, 288, 347
Switching after, 227
Switching in S&H, 129
Switching of current sources, 129
Switching of unary elements, 125
Synthesis, 344

T

Test board, 403
Thin-film resistor, 348, 362

Threshold mismatch, 124, 169, 244
Time average

noise power, 18
Time interleaved architecture, 174
Time interleaved

clock misalignment, 175
gain mismatch, 177
offset, 176

Total spurious distortion, 67
Track-and-hold, 106, 227
Track-mode distortion, 212
Transcoding, 2
Tree of switches, 83
Trimming, 94, 331, 350, 360, 372
Tone, 27, 32, 67–68, 87, 176, 223, 264, 294, 310,

345, 373, 377, 417, 426, 432
Truncation error cancellation, 305
Truncation error shaping, 305
Two-step flash, 157

U-V-W-Z

Undersampling, 10, 425
VFC converter, 202
Video DAC, 79
Virtual ground, 229
Voltage and current references, 80
Voltage folding, 242
Voltage generator, 49, 171, 264, 268, 298
Voltage scaling, 283
V-to-I conversion, 243
Warm-up time, 51
Weighted feedback summation Σ∆, 311
Windowing, 26
X-Y selection, 85
Z-circle, 315, 335
Z-plane, 3, 39
Z-transformation, 38, 336, 340
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